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1 

CHAPTER1 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter describes the aim of the present work which is to evaluate the accu

racy of verbal reports on fault diagnosis. 
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1.1. FauH diagnosis 

When the normal oparation of a technica! production system is allocated to a 

machine, the major task the human operator has to fulfill may become that of 

diagnosing faults. Fault diagnosis is commonly conceived of as determining the 

cause of a disturbance occurring in a system under supervision trom a set of 

observable symptoms. A typical example can be found in the process industries 

where the operator in a central control room interprèts a number of warning signals 

in order to localize the failure appearing in the process he monitors. 

There are saveral factors making it particularly ditticuit tor the operator to 

perfarm a fault diagnosis task adequately. First, the number of potentially available 

symptoms may become quite large. In some plants, tor example, the operator is 

confronted with an accumulation of warning signals during the first minutes 

following a failure (see e.g. Kragt and Bonten, 1983). This implies that he must 

make some selection if subsequent interpretation is to be feasible. Secondly, a 

selected set of symptoms may not be linked directly to any specific cause (Wickens, 

1984). For example, when supervising a highly automated process, the operator 

will have to deal with low probability and unpredictable failures the utlderlying 

cause of which may not be immediately clear. lf this is the case, he must generata 

and evaluate a list of hypothetical causes, possibly on the basis of additional 

information, in order to arrive at a final diagnosis. 

Various attempts have been made to assist the operator in performing his fault 

diagnosis task (see e.g. Rasmussen and Rouse, 1981 ). These include improving 

the intermation display of the system's state, supplying on-line computer aiding, 

and providing training through simulation, to mention a tew. However, these 

attempts can only be successful if they are based on a thorough understanding of 

the way in which the operator executes his diagnostic activities. Given the 

predominantly mental nature of these activities, such an understanding is only 

achieved by analyzing the cognitive processas the operator is engaged in. Of 

course, a prerequisite tor any such analysis is an appropriate methodology. One of 

the approaches which has frequently been adopted in the past and which use 

appears to be increasing is the so-called verbal protocol methodology (see e.g. 

Bainbridge, 1979 and Rasmussen, 1986). 

Generally speaking, the verbal protocol methodology consists of interring the 

cognitive processas used in a task of primary interest trom a subjeet's own verbal 

reports on these processes. This essentially involves having subjects overtly 
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verbalize the thought processas engaged in during the performance of a primary 

task. The subjects may either be asked to verbalize concurrently with task 

performance or in retrospect. The verbalizations produced are recorded and 

subsequently encoded, usually in terms of the task-directed processas to which 

they are supposed to refer. 

lt is worth noting that the term "verbal protocol methodology" is used rather 

loosely. As a matter of tact, it raferstoa whole range of techniques which ditter tre

mendously in the way in which the verbal reports are collected and analyzed. The 

common feature of all these techniques is the use of verbal reports obtained by 

having subjects verbalize their own thoughts. 

The verbal protocol methodology seems to be a very useful approach for 

analyzing the cognitive processas involved in fault diagnosis. First, verbal reports 

have the potential to capture various kinds of intermation on cognitive processas 

and secondly, the amount of intermation contained by them may be very large. 

Unfortunately, there are a number of methodological problems associated with the 

approach. First, there is the question whether the verbal reports obtained are 

reactive and second, there is the question whether they are valid (see e.g. Deffner, 

1984; Ericsson and Simon, 1980 and 1984; Russo et al., 1989). These questions 

will be the focus of attention in the present study. So before proceeding, it seems 

appropriate to discuss at some length what exactly is maant by the reactivity and 

validity of verbal reports. 

1.2. Verbal report accuracy 

Up here, the production of a verbal report was described as the concurrent or 

retrospective verbalization of ongoing cognitive processas directed at the execu

tion of a task of primary interest. So, when a verbal report is being generated, two 

kinds of intermation processing activities can be distinguished: those directed at 

the task of interest and those related to the act of verbalization. This distinction 

between primary cognitive processas and verbalization activities offers a way to 

expose the issues concerning the reactivity and validity of verbal reports more 

clearly. 

Verbal report reactivity. The reactivity question can be formulated as fellows: 

do the primary cognitive processes, which normally praeeed while performing a 
task of interest, change by verbalizing them concurrently or retrospectively? 
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lt should be recognized that concurrent verbalization of primary cognitive 

processes, or even knowing that retrospective verbalization will be requested after 

task accomplishment, possibly changes these processas themselves: When such a 

concurrent or retrospective verbalization effect occurs, the generated verbal reports 

are said to be "reactive". By this is maant that the verbal reports do not reflect the 

actual cognitive processas but instead reprasent soma sort of "reaction" to the 

request for verbalization. 

Reactive verbal reports may rasuit when the primary task can be performed in 

various ways and verbalization induces a way of performing which differs from the 

one that would normally be foliowed (see e.g. Baînbridge, 1979; Deffner, 1988). 

This point will be illustrated with two examples. 

First, saveral problem-solving tasks like Raven's Progressive Matrices (Sokolov, 

1972) and the N-term series problems (Deffner, 1988) can be executed by using a 

predominantly "visual" strategy or a predominantly "verbal" strategy. A visual 

strategy seems to be accompanied with cognitive processas which are more 

difficult to verbalize than the processas accompanying a verbal strategy. Therefore, 

if in such a problem-solving task verbalization of the cognitive processas is 

requested, a verbal strategy could rasuit whereas a visual strategy would otherwise 

be employed. 

Second, cognitive processas can be distinguished in the extent to which they 

are controlled or automatic (Schneider and Shiffrin, 1977). Controlled processas 

proceed relatively slowly, require attention, and are under conscious controL 

Automatic processes, on the other hand, proceed relatively fast, require no 

attention and are not under conscious controL Furthermore, controlled processas 

are generally applied in new task situations, while automatic processas are mostly 

used in familiar settings. Hence, with extensive practica on a task, the cognitive 

processas involved may develop from controlled to automatic. lt is further assumed 

that controlled processas are accessible for verbalization whereas automatic 

processas cannot possibly be verbalized (Kiatzky, 1984). As a result, a request to 

verbalize the cognitive processas of a highly practiced task could change the mode 

of processing from automatic to controlled. 

In conclusion, primary cognitive processes may change under influence of a 

request for verbalizing them. So, the ongoing cognitive processes on which a 

verbal report is based are primary or of the other kind, viz. reactive. 

Verbal report validity. Given that cognitive processas are primary or reactive, the 

question now bacomes how precisely they are verbalized. This brings us to the 

issue concerning the validity of verbal reports. The question of the validity of verbal 
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reports can be stateel In the following way: 

are the ongoing processing activitles, irrespectlve of being primary or reactive, 
adequately captured by the verbal/zation activities? 

One should allow for the possibility that the verbalization actlvities do not 

accurately reflect the cognitive processas that actually proceed, regardless of 

whether the processing has a primary nature or is reactive. This kind of inaccuracy 

results in verbal reports that do not give an adequate account of the actual 

processes. The verbal reports obtained give, tor example, incomplete, distorted, or 

even unrelated descriptions of the processas concerned. Verbal reports of this sort 

are referred to as invalid. Such invalid verbal reports may appear when the task in 

hand requires a mode of processing which is particularly difficult to verbalize. A 

typical example of this is a task like describlog a two-dimensional geometrie 

structure tor which no words are readily available. Or, to give another example, a 

skilllike driving a car consistsof saveral task components, e.g. scanning a complex 

traffic situation, which do not proceed automatically but can only be performed at a 

processing speed that exceeds the rate of verbalization. 

Comblning the two forms of verbal report inaccuracy. As the passage above makes 

clear, one should differentlate two senses in which verbal reports are possibly 

inaccurate. They may be reactive, i.e. inaccurate in the sense that they are based 

on other cognitive processas than the primary ones, or they may be invalid, i.e. 

inaccurate in the sense that they do not adequately reprasent the ongoing 

cognitive processes, apart from the fact that these processas are primary or 

reactive. By combining the two senses of inaccuracy, tour different types of verbal 

reports basically emerge. Typically, a verbal report can be qualified as being: 

1. reactive and invalid; 

2. reactive and valid; 

3. non-reactive and invalid; 

4. non-reactiva and valid. 

These tour types of verbal reports are depicted in Figure 1.1 and will be illustrated 

in the next example. Consider, for a moment, a number of subjects performing a 

problem-solving task solvable by adopting a more "visual" or a more "verbal" 

strategy. The subjects are instructed to verbalize the cognitive processas engaged 

in during task performance. 
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reactive and 
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andinvalid 
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Figure 1.1. The four different types of verbal reports that basically emerge when 
verbalizing cognitive processes. 

Suppose that one of the subjects normally follows the verbal mode of processing. 

However, under influence of the request tor verbalization, he diracts his attention 

towards the visual task components, thus shifting his strategy trom verbal to visual. 

In addition, he is not able to verbalize accurately the cognitive processas 

accompanying the visual strategy now adopted because he misses the appropriate 

words tor describing them. Hence, this particular subject produces a verbal report 

that is reactive as well as invalid. Suppose that another subject also cannot find the 

words tor describing the cognitive processas associated with the visual strategy he 

normally employs. He therefore switches to the verbal strategy which processas he 

indeed verbalizes accurately. In doing so, he generatas a verbal report that is 

reactive but valid. Consider a third subject who is not influenced by the 
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verbalization request in that he sticks to the visual mode of processing also 

foliowed by him in normal circumstances. However, he too has not readily 

available the appropriate words tor precisely describing the cognitive processas 

engaged in. He thus produces a verbal report that is invalid but not reactive. 

Finally, imagine a last subject who normally adopts the verbal strategy. Now that 

verbalization is requested, he does not feel the need to change this strategy 

because he is able to give an accurate description of the cognitive processas 

engaged in. So, this subject is capable of dalivering a verbal report that is neither 

reactive nor invalid. 

As can be seen in Figure 1.1, the first three types of verbal reports are 

inaccurate in one or both senses: they do not accurately reprasent the cognitive 

processas of primary interest. Only the fourth type of verbal report gives an 

accurate representation of the primary cognitive processes. 

Distinguishing between the two senses of inaccuracy does not imply a denlal of 

their similaritles. lndeed, some of the factors determining the reactivity of verbal 

reports are presumably not different from those determining their invalidity. An 

obvious factor likely to play a role in both senses of inaccuracy concerns the nature 

of the to-be-reported processas and consequently the ease of their verbalization. 

As was shown by the examples above, verbalizing cognitive processas directedat 

a visual representation is probably more difficuH and therefore more likely to resuH 

in a reactive or invalid report than the verbalization of cognitive processas making 

use of verbal codes. 

In addition, nor does the distinction between the two sensas of inaccuracy mean 

that their interdependency is neglected. In fact, the likelihood of generating a verbal 

report that is inaccurate in one sense depends upon the likelihood of generating it 

inaccurately in the other sense. For example, obeying an instruction asking tor a 

complete verbal report might lead to cognitive processas which are completely 

verbalized indeed, but which are different from the ones normally engaged in. So, 

the pressure to produce a valid verbal report results in a reactive one. 

1.3. The study 

In paragraph 1.1, it was argued that, because of its data richness, the verbal 

protocol methodology might be very useful for analyzing fauH diagnostic activities. 

The discussion in the preceding paragraph indicates, on the other hand, that the 

quality of the data this particular approach yields can be seriously questioned. 



Does that imply that the approach should be abandoned as a veridical way of 

collecting information on diagnostic activities? Unfortunately, up to now, little 

research has been carried out which deals with this issue directly. Therefore, the 

present study has been designed to advance understanding of the veridicality of 

the verbal protocol methodology in the task domain of fault diagnosis. In particular, 

it is concerned with the methodological questions of the reactivity and validity of 

verbal reports on fault diagnosis. 

We will end this introduetion with an overview of the next chapters. Today, there 

exists a vast body of theoretica! literature dealing with the accuracy of verbal 

reports in generaL In Chapter 2, this literature is reviewed with the aim of selecting 

a theoretica! framewerk which potentially seems most fit to serve as a guideline tor 

the present study. Recently, verbal report accuracy has been investigated 

empirically in task domains related to fault diagnosis. Chapter 3 evaluates this 

research, especially trom a methodological point of view. Using the selected 

theoretica! framewerk as a starting-point and building on the empirica! work 

already performed, a study on verbal report accuracy in fault diagnosis is set up. 

This is done in Chapter 4. The study consists of three experiments which are 

described in Chapter 5 up to and including 7. In Chapter 8, the results of these 

experiments are discussed in the light of the theoretica! framework, conclusions are 

drawn, and suggestions for future research are made. 
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CHAPTER2 

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
CONCERNING THE QUALITV OF 
VERBAL REPORTS 

The status of verbal reports in the study of cognitive processas is controversial. In 

this chapter, a summary and discussion will be given of two classic papers that are 

representative in this respect. First, the paper of Nisbettand Wilson (19n), entitled 

"Telling more than we can know: Verbal reports on mental processes", is summa

rized (paragraph 2.1 ). Then, the work of Ericsson and Simon, initially laid down 

rudimentarily in the artiele "Verbal reports as data" (1980) and later expanded in 

the book "Protocol analysis: Verbal reports as data" (1984), is summarized 

(paragraph 2.2). Finally, the two works are contrasted and evaluated {paragraph 

2.3). 
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2.1. The workof Nisbettand Wilson (1977) 

lt should be noted befarehand that Nisben and Wilson in their paper continuously 

speak of the inaccuracy of verbal reports without making clear whether reactivity or 

invalidity is meant. lt appears, however, that they base their conclusions only on 

studies concerned with verbal report validity. Nevertheless, in order to rnaintaio 

consistency with Nisbettand Wilson's exposition, in the summary to follow, their 

own term will be employed. 

On the basis of a review of experimental studies, Nisbett and Wilson claim that 

verbal reports of what they call "higher order cognitive processes" are often 

inaccurate. A large number of the studies presented by them has a similar 

experimental setup which looks as follows. First, some stimulus factor is 

manipulated and its influence on the behavioral responses displayed by the 

subjects who participate is observed. Hereafter, the subjects are requested to 

produce a verbal report on what they think the effect of the stimulus factor on their 

behavier might have been. A discrepancy between the observed effect of the 

stimulus and the subjects' reported effect is regarded as evidence for the faiture of 

verbal reports to give an accurate account of the cognitive processas concerned. 

Nisben and Wilson's review indicates that: 

1. somatimes subjects are unable to report accurately about the existence of the 

stimulus factorthat exerted an effect on their behaviaral responses; 

2. sametimes subjects cannot report accurately about the existence of their 

behavioral responses that were elicited by the stimulus factor; 

3. even when subjects report accurately on the existence of both the stimulus and 

their responses, they are sametimes unable to report about the influence of the 

stimulus on their responses. 

In sum, subjects appear to be unable to give an accurate verbal report on the 

cognitive processas involved in the effects of a stimulus factor on their behaviaral 

responses. On account of this apparent inability, Nisbettand Wilson conclude that 

people are not aware of and so have no direct access to their own cognitive 

processes. 

Nisben and Wilson also conclude that when people are asked to report on the 

effects of a stimulus factor on their behaviaral responses, they do not rely on the 
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actual cognitive processes. lnstead, they make use of or generata a so-called 

causa/ theory which dictatas the relationship between the presenled stimulus and 

the response exhibited. Such a theory is provided by the (sub)culture in which one 

lives or is the result of one's own speeltic experience. People who share the same 

causa! theory will give a similar report about the cognitive processas mediating 

stimulus effects on a response. 

The last main conclusion of Nisbett and Wilson is that somelimes people do 

report accurately about their higher order cognitive processes. However, the 

generaled reports are accurate, not because the subjects have direct access to 

their cognitive processes, but merely because they incidentally are able to apply 

their causa! theories correctly. 

In support of the last two conclusions, Nisbett and Wilson describe one of their 

own experiments in which subjects ware requested to give a verbal report about 

the cognitive processas involved in the effects of some stimulus factor on a 

behaviaral response. This experiment yielded the next two results: 

1. subjects who actually took part in the experiment were no more accurate in their 

verbal reports than "observer" subjects who ware only provided with a general 

description of the stimulus and response in question; 

2. the subjects' reports proved accurate when their causal theories included the 

relationship between the stimulus and response concerned; however, when this 

relationship was not provided by their causal theories, the subjects produced 

inaccurate reports. 

Notwithstanding the first result, Nisbelt and Wilson recognize that subjects are 

somatimes more accurate in their reports about the stimulus factors influencing 

their behavior than "observers" are. In order to account for this, NisbeU and Wilson 

make a distinction between the cognitive processas themselves, the operations, 

and the produels thereof. They claim that people are not aware of operations but do 

have access to the products. Because of private access to the products of their own 

cognitive processes, the experimental subjects can give a more accurate report 

about the determinants of their behavior than the "observers" can. 

In sum, on the basis of their review, Nisbett and Wilson conetude that paopis are 

not able to report accurately about higher order cognitive processes. They there

fore see little value in the use of verbal reports as a methodology for gaining 

insight into such processes. Staled intheir own words: ( ... )"we should note that the 

evidence indicates it may be quite misleading for social scientists to ask their 
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subjects about the influences on their evaluations, choices, or behavior. The 

relevant research indicates that such reports, as wellas predictions, may have little 

value except for whatever utility they may have in the study of verbal explanations 

perse." 

2.2. The workof Ericsson and Simon (1980 and 1984) 

Ericsson and Sirnon describe a general information-processing model which 

accounts for the principles by which verbal reports are generated. Within this 

model, it is assumed that information is stared in different memories. A distinction is 

made between short-term memoty (STM} and long-term memoty (LTM). STM and 

L TM ditter with respect to duration, capacity, and accessibility. lnformation resides 

in STM for a short time, i.e. up to 30 seconds when not being rehearsed, while 

information in LTM may be stared permanently. Whereas STM has a limited 

capacity, the capacity of LTM seems to be unlimited. lnformation stared in STM is 

directly available, but information in LTM must be retrieved (i.e. transferred to STM) 

befare it is accessible. Intermation held in STM is said to be heeded or attended 

to. The care assumption in the Ericsson and Sirnon model is that only this heeded 

information is directly available tor verbalization. So, verbalization involves the 

externalization (expression) of intermation that is currently attended to in STM. 

Intermation in LTM cannot be verbalized in a direct way but must first be retrieved 

and brought under attention in STM. Due to the limited capacity of STM, only the 

most recently heeded intermation can be accessed directly. As new information is 

attended to, information previously held in STM may be lost. However, befare 

being lost, information in STM can be transferred to and retained in L TM trom 

which it can be retrieved at a later time. Nevertheless, no information can be stared 

in L TM or is retrievable trom it unless it has been in STM at soma previous time. 

In short, the model proposes that verbal reports may be based on information 

currently in STM or on information retrieved from L TM that was in STM previously. 

According to Ericsson and Simon, two factors play a crudal role in the generation 

of a verbal report: 

1. the type of information that has to ba reported; 

2. the kind of memotywhich holds this intermation at the time of the report. 

ad. 1. The type of information to be reported determines how direct and easy its 

verbalization is. In this respect, Ericsson and Sirnon distinguish among three levels 
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of verbanzation: 

~: the information to be reported is already available in a verbal code so that 

it needs only to be verbalized; 

~: the requested informatión is available in a non-verbal code and therefore 

requires verbal recoding but no additional interpretative processing; 

l.mla: the intermation to be reported is not directly available but instead has to be 

produced by means of additlonal interpretative processes, like filtering or 

interenee processes. 

So going from level1 to level 3, there is an increase in the amount of intermediale 

processing needed to generata the verbal report. How much of this intermediale 

processing is required depends upon the primary task to be done and the 

verbalization conditlens under which this task is pertormed. For example, a task 

like reading a printed word produces verbalizable intermation which needs only to 

be vocalized when reading aloud is being requested (level 1 verbalization in 

Ericsson and Simon's terminology). A task like verbally describing a complex 

spatlal netwerk pattem involves a verbal recoding of visual information. lf there are 

verbal codes available which make this recoding fairly easy, no additional interpre

talive processing will be needed (level 2 verbalization). A task with the instructien 

to report about the raasons underlying task behavier may require extensive 

processing if this intermation would normally not be produced and attended to 

(level3 verbalization}. 

ad. 2. With respect to the kind of memory involved in the generation of a verbal 

report, the distinction between concurrent. and retrospective verbalization is 

relevant. The ditterenee between these two verbalization forms is the time interval 

between the moment of acquiring the to-be-reported information and the moment of 

lts subsequent verbalization. In concurrent verbalization, when this interval is 

relatively short, the information is still available in STM, whereas in retrospective 

verbalization, when the interval is relatively long, the information must be retrieved 

trom LTM. 

Ericsson and Sirnon discuss the issues concerning the reactivity and validity of 

verbal reports within the framewerk of their information-processing model 

described above. With regard to the reactivity question, they distinguish between 

the effects of thinking aloud or concurrent verbalization and the effects of 

retrospective verbalization. 

In their view, the effect of thinking aloud depends upon the level of verbali· 
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zation. In the case of level1 verbalization, involving the articulation of intermation 

that is directly available in a verbal code, "thinking aloud will not change the course 

and structure of the cognitive processes. Nor will verbalization under these 

conditlens slow down these processes." In the case of verbanzation at level 2, 

when the primary task produces non-verbal intermation which requires verbal 

recoding but no additional interpretative processing, the model prediets that 

"performance may be slowed down, and the verbalization may be incomplete but 

( ... ) the course and structure of the task-performance process will remain largely 

unchangecl". Level 3 verbalization, encompassing the use of additional interpre

talive processas to produce the to-be-reported intotmation, has "substantial effects 

on task performance". Thus, Ericsson and Simon's view may be summarizecl as 

follows. When generating a verbal report, the more intermediale processing 

needed to verbalize information that would normally not be attended to, the 

greater the effect of thinking aloud on the primary cognitive processes, and 

consequently, the greater the likelihood that the verbal report obtained is reactive. 

Conceming the effect of retrospective verbalization, Ericsson and Simon have 

the following to say. The cognitive processes, which proceed during a task of 

primary interest, may be changed by a preceding instructien that requests tor a 

verbal report after task accomplishment. The conditions under which this 

retrospective verbalization effect appears are not different trom those under which 

concurrent verbalization exerts an effect. Thus, retrospective verbalization alters 

the primary cognitive processes only when the instruction requires the use of 

additional processes to produce information that would otherwise not be attended 

to. 

Aftar having presented Ericsson and Simon's view on the reactivity question, we 

will now turn to their ideas on the validity issue. Again based on their information

processing model, Ericsson and Simon propose three different sourees of invalidity 

of verbal reports: 

1. the requested intermation is not available in STM; 

2. a portion of the to-be-reported intermation currently held in STM cannot be 

reported; 

3. a portion of the requested intermation previously held in STM was not stored in 

L TM or cannot be retrieved trom L TM. 

ad. 1. According to Ericsson and Simon, only the intermediate and/or tinal results 

of ongoing cognitive processes, the products, enter STM. Intermation about the 
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processas themselves, the operations, is never stared in STM. So, the produels are 

available for verbalizatlon whereas the operations are not. Saveral kinds of 

processes, like automatic, recognition, and perceptual-motor processes, generally 

proceed without having the results of their intermediate operations stared in STM. 

Hence, the intermediate steps in 1he processas cannot be reported. Only the final 

product is being left in STM and is reportable. 

ad. 2. Failure to verbalize all the requested intermation held in STM at the time of 

the report can arise under various conditions. For example, the processing 

demands lmposed by the primary task may be so high that incomplete reports are 

given or that verbalization is stopped. Or, to give another example, certain types of 

cognitive processas erase the to-be-reported information held in STM befere 

verbalization can begin or is complete. 

ad. 3. Retrospective verbalization requires the retrieval of information from L TM 

that was in STM previously. However, this retrieval process involves one or more 

difficulties which may lead to invalid verbal reports. For example, retrieval is 

impossible when the to-be-reported intermation was never under attention in STM, 

and hence was not stared in LTM. Or, the memory trace of the requested interma

tion in LTM can be so weak at the time of the report that the information is not 

retrieved completely. Furthermore, ether but similar information also stared in L TM 

may be retrieved insteadof the actual intermation previously attended to. Finally, if 

the retrieval process fails, the verbal report may not be based on the actual 

intermation to be reported but on the results of intermediate processas which infer 

or fill up the missing information. Ericsson and Sirnon argue that these difficulties 

will be less serieus when the procedure used for ratriaving the requested 

information is more adequate. A retrieval procedure is considered to be more 

adequate if: 

1 • the time interval between completion of the primary cognitive proce~ses and 

their subsequent verbanzation is of shorter duration; 

2. the instructien requires information about the processas as they actually do 

occur during task performance rather than information about the general 

characteristics of the processas concerned (in Ericsson and Simon's 

terminology, a "particular" insteadof a "general report" is being requested); 

3. the instructien asks for a report on all kinds of information about the actually 

occurring processas rather than a particular aspect of the processas (an 

"undirected" instead of a "directed probing" procedure is being used). 

In short, Ericsson and Simon claim that a valid retrospective report is obtainable 
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when completion of the cognitive processes involved is immediately foliowed by a 
request tor a panicular report which is initiated by undirected probing. 

This then constitutes Ericsson and Simon's theoretica! viewpoint on the accuracy of 

verbal reports. In addition totheir theoretica! contribution, Ericsson and Simon also 

critically review an enormous amount of experimental research concerning verbal 

report accuracy. They demonstrata that such studies are generally in accordance 

with their information-processing model. To summarize, Ericsson and Sirnon 

recognize that, under eertsin conditions, verbal reports on cognitive processes are 

susceptibis to inaccuracy. But altogether, their fina/ concluBion runs: ( ... ) "verba/ 

reports, elicited with care and interpreted with tul/ understanding of the 

circumstances under which they were obtained, are a valuable and thoroughly 

reliable souree ofinformation about cognitive processes". 

2.3. Nisbettand Wilson's point of view versus Ericsson 
and Simon's viewpoint 

Especially the work of Nisbett and Wilson has been the subject of various forms of 

criticism. Here, only the most prevailing ones will be considered. For a thorough 

evaluation of the literature criticizing their work, we refer to the excellent and 

relatively recently publishad review of White (1988). 

In the following, the position of Nisbett and Wilson will be contrastad with that of 

Ericsson and Simon, and this will be done with respect to the i'lext two criteria: 

1. the precision with which the theoretica/ constructs used to account for the 

accuracy of verbal reports are specified; 

2. the power to explain the empirica/ findings concerning verbal report accuracy. 

The first criterion is dealt with in sectien 2.3.1 and a discussion of the second can 

ba found in 2.3.2. 

2.3.1. The theoretical constrocts used by Nisbelt and Wllson and by 
Ericsson and Simon 

Nisbett and Wilson's argument can be criticized on the ground that it contains a 

number of concepts that are improperly specified. Consequently, an interpretation 

of the acc::uracy of verbal reports that rests on their position is rather vague and can 
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hardly be tested. Ericsson and Simon, on the other hand, offer a comprehensive 

theoretica! framewerk which seems, at least in principle, sufficlently clearly 

formulated to allow an appropriate interpretation of verbal report accuracy and the 

generation of testable predictions. A related point is that Nisbett and Wilson merely 

answer the question whether vel'bal reports are accurate. Specifically, they argue 

that verbal reports on cognitive operations are never accurate whereas verbal 

reports on the products thereof generally are. Ericsson and Simon, however, 

specity when and whythîs argument holds. In order to clarify the points made here, 

we will concentrata the discussion on an evalustion of the main concepts used by 

Nisbelt and Wilsen and by Ericsson and Simon. In particular we will be concemed 

with their proposal to make a conceptual distinction between the operations of 

cognltive processas and the products thereof. 

Nlsbett and Wllson's trestment of the operatlon-product Issue 
The oparation-product distinction as made by Nisbett and Wilsen has been 

criticized by saveral authors pointing out that all cognitive processas can be 

reduced to a sequence of intermediate resuHs, i.e. products (see e.g. Rich, 1979; 

Smith and Miller, 1978; White, 1988). 1t is these authors view that it depends upon 

the level of analysis whether a particular mental process should be qualified as an 

oparation or as a product. That is, at one level of analysis the process under 

consideration appears as an oparation whereas at another level it emerges as a 

product. This problem is also encountered when trying to distinguish between 

discrete and continuous models of information-processing (Miller, 1988). 

Consider, for example, the task used by Shepard and Metzier (1971) intheir 

studies on rotational representations (example adopted from Smith and Miller, 

1978). In this task, subjects were required to indicate as rapidly as possible 

whether or not two objects had the same shape, irrespective of the orientation in 

which the objects ware presented. Shepard and Metzier found that the time 

required to determine that the two objects were of the same shape increased 

linearly with the angular ditterenee between the orientation of the objects. Their 

interpretation of this finding was that subjects perfarm a mental rotatien on the 

lnternal representation of the objects and that this mental process takes place over 

a trajectory of intermediate states, each state corresponding to a particuier 

orientation. How should such a mental rotatien process be conceived of: as an 

oparation or as a product? At a high level of description, the process has a 

continuous character with only the beginning and endpoint clearly defined, thus 

getting the eppearanee of an operation. But at a low level of description, the 

process can be thought of to proceed step-wise, so that it then appears as a series 
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of products. Basically, the problem is that without an accurate description of (the 

level of) the cognitive process under study, it cannot be established whether the 

process is an oparation or a product. 

The matter is further complicated when Nisbett and Wilson relate the oparation

product distinction to awareness. As was mentioned previously, Nisbettand Wilson 

argue that, while the products of cognitive processas enter awareness, the 

processas themselves, the operations, do not. So, awareness is invoked as the 

criterion by which a mental process is characterized as an oparation or as a 

product. However, awareness as a theoretica! construct has also a questionable 

status (see e.g. White, 1988). Specifically, two fun'damental questions have to be 

faced when this construct is being postulated (Kiatzky, 1984). First, how should 

awareness be conceptualized theoretically and second, how should it be 

measured? The first question is simply ignored by Nisbett and Wilson, so that in 

their argument the concept remains completely empty. With regard to the second 

question, they propose to use verbal reports as the maasure for awareness. 

Basically, they assume that an accurate verbal report is an indication of awareness, 

whereas a lack of awareness is indicated by an inaccurate verbal report. This 

assumption, however, is unwarranted since an inaccurate verbal report does not 

necessarily imply that awareness is absent. When, for example, the retrieval 

procedure used to elicit a retrospective verbal report is inadequate, a subject may 

not be able to report accurately about the cognitive processas previously engaged 

in, although he was really aware of these processas at the time they occurred. 

In short, it appears that Nisbett and Wilson do not counter satisfactorily the 

questions associated with awareness. As a result, they fail in employing the 

awareness concept successfully as the criterion tor identifying a particu/ar mental 

process as an operation or a product. This point is in particular clarified by a 

number of authors who demonstrata that Nisbett and Wilson characterize the 

same type of cognitive process at one time as an oparation and at another time as 

a product (Rich, 1979; Smith and Miller, 1978). For example, a subjeet's knowledge 

of his own specific reaction to a stranger who slaps him on the back is labeled by 

Nisbett and Wilson as an instanee of a product. On the other hand, they label a 

subjeet's knowledge that he is less likely to help a stranger in distress as the 

number of bystanders increases, as an operation. According to Smith and Miller, 

"Both of these kinds of knowledge concern one's typical reactions to a particular 

kind of situation ( ... ). The only ditterenee between these two kinds of intermation is 

that people may in general be able to report on the first but not on the second. 

There is no other reasen to consider one content", i.e. product, "and the other 

process", i.e. operation. 
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In concluslon, Nisbett and Wilson are not able to distinguish between operations 

and products sufflciently wel/. Consequently, the operation·product distinct/on as 
conceptualized by them does not provide an adequate explanation for verbal 

raport accuracy and Is also particularly difficult to putto the test. For example, lf in a 
!' 

speclflc sltuation an Inaccurate verbal report Is being generated, Nisbett and 

Wilson could simply assert that the to-be-reported mental process is apparently an 

oparation and therefore inaccessible and not reportable. But, by not giving a further 

specification of the cognltive process concerned, their claim does not indicate why 
the generated verbal report is inaccurate. lndeed, the danger of circularity in the 

explanation looms ahead by stating that an oparation should be involved because 

the verbal report is inaccurate. In other words, one runs the risk that the 

phenomenon to be explained, in the example the inaccurate verbal report, might 

be used to give the explanation itself. Furthermore, without an external criterion to 

establish independently that an operatien is involved rather than a product, the 

claim is essentially not testable. 

Erlcsson and Slmon's treatment of the operatlon-product issue 
Wlth this evaluation of Nisbett and Wilson's position on the oparation-product 

question, we conslder next Ericsson and Simon's standpoint on this issue. Like 

Nisbett and Wllson, Ericsson and Sirnon distinguish between operations of cogni

tive processas and the products thereof, but their treatment of this distinction 

appears to be more profound. This is because they postulate a model of 

information-processing in which the oparation-product distinction is related to a 

reasonably well speelfled theoretica! construct, namely STM. 

As has been stated earlier, Ericsson and Sirnon claim that the products of a 

cognltive processenter STM and are reportable but not the underlying operations. 

They thus argue that the accuracy of a verbal report is contingent upon the 

availability of the to-be-reported information in STM. Of course, In order. to avoid 

circularity in this argument and to permit some experimental test of it, it is necessary 

to determine what information is actually available in STM without the need to refer 

to the reported information. What is required are criterion data that, apart from the 

generaled verbal report, provide indications of the actual contents of STM. In this 

respect, it is important to realize that Ericsson and Sirnon describe STM in termsof 

its oparating characteristics, such as lts relation to conscious attention, lts 

processing capacity, and the format of the information it contains, thereby 

characterizing the construct independently of the phenomenon to be explained, i.e. 

the information being reported. 

The properties ascribed to STM offer, at least in principle, saveral ways to 
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obtain the required criterion data. One way is to conduct a tormal analysis of the 

task under study. Loosely speaking, this involves specifying the various ways in 

which a subject can perfarm the task. On the basis of such a specification, one may 

be able to formulate logical or minimal constraints on the kinds of intermation that 

the subject will attend to. A theoretica! framewerk tor conducting format task 

analyses has been developed by Newell and Sirnon (1972). Another way to obtain 

criterion data for the contents of STM is to study a subjeet's actual behavier on the 

taskunder investigation. In that case, use is made of the behavloral manifestations 

of STM as these emanate from its oparating characteristics. For example, on the 

assumption that focal attention is reflected by line of sight, the method of tracking 

eye movements may be applied to record sequences of eye fixations during task 

performance and to use these recordings as an index of the information currently 

held in STM (Deffner, 1984). Or, to give another example, a selective interterenee 

technique may be used to inter how the task-relevant intermation is encoded in 

STM (Wickens, 1984). 

To conclude, from a forma/ task analysis or an analysis of actual behavior or from 

a combination of these two sources, it seems possible to extract independent evi

dence of the information that is in STM during the cognitive processes being 

reported about. To the extent that this sort of evidence is obtsinsble for·the task 

under study, the Ericsson and Sirnon model can be used for deriving adequate 

explanations and testsbie predictions with respect to verbal report sccurscy. 

With this we conetude our discussion of Nisbett and Wilsoll's and Ericsson and 

Simon's conceptualization of the oparation-product viewpoint. lt should be noted 

that apart trom the remarks raised against Nisbett and Wilson's oparation-product 

viewpoint, saveral other concepts used by them have also been criticized on 

various grounds (see Rich, 1979; Smith and Miller, 1978; White, 1988). 

2.3.2. The empirical findlngs Interpreled by Nlsbett and Wilson and by 
Ertcsson and Sirnon 

As stated earlier, Nisbettand Wilson presented empirica! data to support their view 

that people have no direct access to their own cognitive processes. However, inter

pretalion of these data in terms of the model proposed by Ericsson and Simon 

offers a plausible alternative explanation to the one affered by Nisbett and Wilson. 

Therefore, the latter do not unequivocally demonstrata the correctness of their view. 

lt appears that in the studies reviewed by Nisbett and Wilson, probing 
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procedures are used that according to the Ericsson and Sirnon model are clearly 

inadequate to eliclt information about the cognltive processas under study (see 

Ericsson and Simon, 1980 and 1984). For example, in most studies, retrospective 

verbal reports were requested at a considerable time aftar completion of the 

cognitive processes to be reported. Consequently, the information needed to 

produce the verbal report was not longer available in STM but had to be retrieved 

from LTM, which is, as Ericsson and Sirnon note, fraught with fallacies. Also, In 

some studies, the speeltic retrieval probes used provided essential background 

information to the subjects. The subjects were thus put in a position to base their 

verbal reports on interentlal processas rather than on the cognitive processas 

engaged in during task performance. Additionally,lt may take considerable effort to 

retrieve trom L TM information on the actual cognitive processes. Nevertheless, in a 

number of studies reviewed by Nisbett and Wilson, the retrieval prompts employed 

did not highly motivate the subjects to take this trouble. Finally, in some studies, the 

subjects were requested to report about information that was never under attention 

in STM, and hence this information could not possibly be reported by them. For 

example, subjects taking part in an experiment with a between-subjects design 

cannot be expected to report accurately about the effects of the between-factor 

because they are exposed to only one level of that factor and not to lts variation. In 

conclusion, the findings on the accuracy of verbal reports presented by Nisbett and 

Wilson to illustrate their position are apparently also accounted tor by the model of 

Ericsson and Simon. 

lt should also be noted that Nisbett and Wilson's point of view on the accuracy 

of verbal reports covers a considerably smaller field of empirica! research than 

Ericsson and Simon's viewpoint For example, in all the studies upon which Nisbett 

and Wilson base their claims, retrospective verbanzation is being employed. So, 

Nisbett and Wilson's argument is restricted to this particular form of verbalization. 

The position of Ericsson and Simon, on the other hand, encompasses different 

forms of verbalization, including retrospective as wellas concurrent verbalization. 

As Ericsson and Simon's review of the literature convincingly demonstrates, their 

model does not only account for data from research on retrospective verbalization 

but explains empirical findings on concurrent verbanzation as well. Thus, Ericsson 

and Simon's conclusions can be applied to a wider range of situations in which the 

verbal protocol methodology is used than Nisbett and Wilson's thesis can. 

In sum, it appears that 

1. the empirica/ findings that are explained by Nisbett and Wilson are also 
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accounted for by Ericsson and Simon; 

2. a number of empirica/ findings that are disregarded by Nisbett and Wilson are 

taken into account by Ericsson and Simon. 

To conclude the two foregoing sections, the thesis put forward by Nisbettand 

Wilson in order to account for the quality of verbal reports is clearly interlor to the 

model developed by Ericsson and Simon. Specifically it appears that the thesis of 

Nisbett and Wilson has been /ess precisely formulated and has less explanatory 

power than the model of Ericsson and Simon. Therefore, we prefer to apply the 

latter as a guide for predicting and explaining verbal report accuracy. 

2.3.3. Problems wlth the Ericsson and Sirnon model 

Although the model of Ericsson and Sirnon will serve as a guideline, we 

acknowledge that it is associated with a number of problems. The two classes of 

problems which we here consider pertain to: 

1. the specificity of the postulated theoretica! constructs; 

2. the accessibility of these constructs. 

Since STM constitutes the key construct of the model, we will concentrata our 

discussion primarily on that concept. 

Construct speclficity 

As has been stated earlier. Ericsson and Sirnon embed their propositions about 

verbal report accuracy within the context of a model of information-processing. lt is 

important to realize that they describe the basic components of this model, such as 

STM and LTM. in very general terms. Probably because of this generality, the 

descriptions are not invariably true. As a matter of fact, in the last decade, a good 

deal of empirica! evidence has been accumulated, especially in the study of short

term and long-term memory. that cannot be fitted easily in a relatively simple 

information-processing model such as postulated by Ericsson and Simon. Other 

models of information-processing have been developed that incorporate more 

detailed specifications of the basic mechanisms of cognition. Two examples may 

illustrate this point. 

Consider first Ericsson and Simon's conceptualization of STM. In their view, 

STM is a single, unitary mechanism which can retain various kinds of task-relevant 

information but the capacity of which is limited. Another. more sophisticated way to 
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· conceptuallze STM is to think of it as a dual or muhi·component mechanism. 

Baddeley, for example (1986), proposes a tripanite system, referred to as working 

memory, which consists of a central processor with a limited capscity and two 

memory components, one which is specialized for storing verbal information and 

the other well adapted to the starage of visual information. 

As a second, more extensive example, remamber Ericsson and Simon's 

argument that one of the factors playing an imponant role in verbal repon accuracy 

is the ease wlth which the to-be·reported information can be recoded verbally. By 

arguing this, they unintentionally get involved in the fundamental question how 

information is encoded or represented in memory in general. In the literature, this 

question has given rise to a vigorous debate which has not been decided yet (see 

e.g. Kosslyn, 1981 and Pylyshyn, 1981). Unfortunately, Ericsson and Sirnon fail to 

state their position in that debate. In spite of this, Deffner (1984) concludes on the 

basis of a thorough examinatien of their theoretica! work that Ericsson and Sirnon 

probably adhere to a so·called tri-code theory of information representation. Such 

a theory generally assumes that information is represented in the farm of one of 

three distinct, though interrelated internal codes. Ericsson and Sirnon in particular 

seem to distinguish between a verbal, a visual, and an abstract-propositional code. 

They appear to assume further that these codes are interrelated in the sense that 

information represented in one code can be translated into another code. For 

instance, a visual representation of a picture may be mentally transformed into a 

verbal code when a description of that picture is requested. However, being devoid 

of a further completion of the tri-code theory that is supposed to underlie Ericsson 

and Simon's work, we are left with questlons like: what properties and 

discriminating features should be ascribed to the different memory codes and what 

kinds of relations must be assumed among them? This lack of spedfidty can be 

contrastad with attempts reponed in the literature to provide more detailed theories 

of information representation (see e.g. Anderson, 1983). 

Does the foregoing imply that Ericsson and Simon's information-processing model 

should be abandoned as being too simple? In answering this question, it is impor

tant to take the following two points into account. 

First, in general it is neither necessary nor desirabie for an information

processing model to incorporate all kinds of speeltic components of cognition. The 

selection of which components should be included is entirely dependent on the 

purpose for which the model is used. Here, the gulding principle is the criterion of 

parsimony: a simple model fulfilling the intended purpose is preferabie to a 

complex one, all other things being equal. The purpose of the Ericsson and Sirnon 
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model is to aid in the interpretation of verbal report accuracy across a variety of task 

situations. For such a model to be useful, it should contain components of cognition 

that are so general that they can operate in the whole range of task situations to be 

covered. A fragmentation of such components is not warranted as long as they can 

provide the required insights. lf, for example, the idea that STM is a unitary 

mechanism is as powertul in explaining verbal report accuracy as the idea of a 

multi-component STM, there is clearly no need to substitute the former, simple 

notion for the latter. 

A second point worth mentioning is that a further specification of the primary 

mechanisms of Ericsson and Simon's information-processing model does not 

necessarily affect the model's propositions relating to verbal report accuracy. In 

other words, a more detailed level of description may have no consequences for 

the model at the level of its purpose (Ericsson and Simon, 1980 and 1984}. An 

example will clarify this point. From the model it can be predicted that, if in a 

particular task the information being processed is represented visually, producing a 

concurrent verbal report will slow down the cognitive processas engaged in. In 

making this prediction, it is basically assumed that recoding a visual representation 

into verbal codes wilt make at least modest demands on STM. Here, STM is 

conceived of as a unitary mechanism which can store various kinds of task

relevant information and which has a limited capacity. However, exactly the same 

predietien can be made when STM is seen as a tripartite mechanism comprising a 

central processor with a limited capscity and two memory components, one tor 

retaining verbal information and the other for the ratention of visual information. On 

this assumption, it may be claimed that a verbal recoding of visually represented 

task information involves soma kind of interaction between the two memory 

components and that in order to guide that interaction, the central processor utilizes 

a considerable amount of its capacity. 

In short, the apparent simplicity of the information-processing model which 

Ericsson and Sirnon adhere to need not diminish the usefulness of this model tor 

elucidating verbal report accuracy. 

Construct accesslblllty 

As explained in the preceding section, the structural properties of Ericsson and 

Simon's information-processing model suggest various ways of gatharing criterion 

data that indicate what task-relevant information enters the mental stage which 

according to the model is critica! for verbal reporting, i.e. STM. Although it may 

seem a simple matter to collect criterion data that capture the contents of STM 
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sufficiently well, in practice it is not always so easy (Russo et al., 1989). First, the 

methods actually available to gather such data are usually not general and com

prehensive enough to be used in the variety of task settings in which the verbal 

protocol methodology is applicable. The method of tracking eye movements, for 

instance, is restricted to tasks having strong visual components. Second, the 

criterion data produced by the methods are generally too course given the great 

deal of detail provided by the verbal data. For example, the density of data 

obtained when recording a subjeet's manipulative responses during task 

performance may be too low to derive exactly the contents of his STM at any 

particular time. Finally, any method applied yields raw observations which have to 

be converted into a form which is suitable for criterion purposes. This conversion 

does not always proceed straightforward but may be basedon strong theoretica! 

notions. Then, the accuracy with which the rasuiting criterion data reflect the con

tents of STM depends upon the accuracy of the theory adhered to. 

lt is to be expected that the extent to which methodological problems like these 

will arise depends heavily upon the nature of the task being investigated. More 

specifically, one might expect that the problems will become more prominent with 

the study of tasks which are relatively complex and less well defined. This, for 

instance, involves a task in which the amount of information that can potentially be 

used is very large or a task which can be accomplished in a variety of different 

ways. One might also expect that the problems of methodology will be more 

serieus with tasks executed in a natural environment than with tasks executed in an 

artificial Iabaratory setting since in a reaHife situation it is in general more difficult 

to exert strict control over the information that is actually used during task 

performance. 

In short, the applicability of Ericsson and Simon's model for illuminating verbal 

report accuracy seems to be limited since for certain tasks it is very d,ifficu" to 

obtain independent measures of the information that is in STM and that according 

to the model should be reportable. 

Let us conetude this chapter. From a survey of the relevant literature it is clear that 

the most prominent theory of verbal reporting is the model developed by Ericsson 

and Simon. Of course, the crucial point is whether this model is fully adequate tor 

the purpose of predicting and explaining the quality of verbal reports obtained tor 

the task being studied. At the core of the model lies the assumption that verbal 

reporting corresponds to the articulation of information that is attended to in STM 

during the course of accomplishing a task. So, in order to avoid circularity, it is 
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necessary to have data that, apart trom the generated verbal reports, capture the 

actual intermation of STM. Unfortunately, severe methodological difficulties may 

arise in obtaining such data, especially in the case where the task under study is 

relatively complex or is carried out in real life. When being deprived of independent 

evidence of STM information, the model is insufficiently constrained to be useful: it 

is too difficult to make predictions about verbal report accuracy in advance and too 

easy to generata explanations for it afterwards. We therefore cannot escape the 

conclusion that the Ericsson and Sirnon model does not always land itself so easily 

to be used as a basis for accurately predicting and explaining the quality of verbal 

reports. Nevertheless, the model may still serve as a broad conceptual framewerk 

from which tentative hypotheses are drawn to guide the investigation of the 

relevant phenomena. lt is in that capacity that the model wiJl be applied in the 

present study. 
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CHAPTER3 

EMPIRICAL TESTS OF VERBAL 
REPORT ACCURACY 

This chapter evaluates the empirica! studies aimed at assessing the accuracy of 

verbal reports. First, an outline is given of the approach according to which tests of 

verbal report accuracy are generally carried out (paragraph 3.1 ). Next, a number of 

problems associated with this approach is described (paragraph 3.2). Finally, it is 

examined to what degree these problems are being handled in a selection of 

contemporary studies (paragraph 3.3). 
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3.1. The basic approach for assessing verbal report 
accuracy 

In this paragraph, we will present the basic approach by which the accuracy of 

verbal reportscan be determined (see e.g. Deffner, 1984 or Russo et al., 1989). As 

was clarified in Chapter 1, one should differentiate two forms of verbal report 

accuracy: viz. non-reactivity and validity. The approach exposed here offers the 

possibility to maasure these two accuracy forms separately. This will be clarified 

with the help of the flow diagram depicted in Figure 3.1. In addition, we will 

illustrate the approach with examples drawn trom fault diagnosis since our main 

interest lies in that task domain. 

verbalization sllent 

condition control 

verbanzation 

protocol performance performance .. ... ... 
data data data 

validity reactivity 

test test 

Figure 3.1. The basic approach for assessing verbal report accuracy. 
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lt was argued in Chapter 1 that the generation of a verbal report requires two kinds 

of activities: those directed at the primary task and those related to the act of 

verbanzation (see Figure 3.1 ). Diagnostic activities, tor example, involve primarily 

cognitive processes, such as searching for symptoms in order to obtain information 

about a fault's location or evaluating a hypothesis supposedly explaining the 

symptom selected. Verbanzation activities may also include mental components, 

like trying to find the appropriate words to express the information under attention. 

Apart from their possible mental aspects, task-directed as well as verbanzation 

actlvities are generally accompanied with physical behaviors. Specifically, the 

cognitive processas the primary task calls for constitute the basis for non-verbal 

behaviors whereas the processas involved by verbalization underlie verbal 

behaviors. Non-verbal behaviors in the context of fault diagnosis are, for example, 

activating the keyboard of a terminal to acquire information about some symptom or 

watching the screen when intarprating the information displayed. Verbal behaviors 

include, for example, saying out aloud a sequenca of words rafarring to the 

information attended to. 

Because of their particuier nature, the cognitive processas used in the primary task 

are not amenable for direct observation. As a result, it is not possible to determine 

directly the relationship between them and their verbalization. In other words, an 

objective test to establish how well the verbalization actlvities reprasent the 

cognitive processas referred to is not available. And yet, there is a possibility to 

infer rather than to observe the relationship between the two. Th is is achieved by 

making use of the physical behaviors emanating from the mental processas 

concemed (Bainbridge, 1979). In fact, physical behaviors are observable and can 

in principle be employed to make interences about underlying mental procasses. 

Specifically, the potentially available behaviors may serve astheinput for the next 

tour consecutive stages (free after Coombs, 1967): 

1. selecting the particular behaviors to be recorded; 

2. converting the recorded observations into data; 

3. analyzing the data; 

4. making interences about the underlying mental processes. 

In the first stage, a selection is made trom a variety of non-verbal and verbal 

behaviors in principle available to be measured. This selection may be guidad by 

a particuier theory which dictatas which behaviors are relevant. In fault diagnosis, 

possible bahaviors to be considered tor maasurement are eye fixations and 
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keyboard strokes. Examples of verbal behaviors suitable tor recording are muscle 

tensionsin the speech apparatus and speech utterances. 

Recording the particular behaviors chosen yields "raw" observations which in 

stage 2 are converted into data. That is to say, stage 2 consists of a mapping of the 

raw observations into the terminology of some theory, and the results of this 

mapping process are referred to as data. Specifically, the non-verbal and verbal 

behaviaral observations made are described in termsof a theory, thereby resulting 

in performance and protocol data, respectively. For example, the theory adhered to 

may define a number of diagnostic strategies and both types of behaviaral obser

vations may be classified according to a taxonomy incorporating the strategies 

being distinguished theoretically. 

Having thus gathered the data, the third stage then is concerned with their 

analysis. Of particular interest is a test of the correspondence between the 

performance data and the protocol data. As a matter of tact, this very 

correspondence is regarded as an indicator of the relationship between the 

underlying cognitive processas and their verbalization, i.e. the validity of the 

produced verbal reports. A possible outcome could be that the diagnostic 

strategies identified in the performance data agree with those found in the 

eerrasponding protocol data. 

Stage 4, eventually, is concerned with the interpretation of the outcomes of the 

data analyses. Here, a better correspondence between the two types of data is 

interpreted to indicate that the verbanzation activities give a better representation of 

the cognitive processas referred to, i.e. the verbal reports are assumed to be more 

valid. In short, the vandity of verbal reports is measured by determining the eerre

spondenee between performance data and protocol data, both gathered in a 

verbanzation condition. The better this correspondence is, the more vand the verbal 

reports are eensidared to be. 

lt should be noted that in the discussion so far, it has not been taken into 

account that the cognitive processas under study may change under influence of 

the act of verbalization per se. In order to test for this verbalization effect, i.e. the 

reactivity of the generated verbal reports, a silent condition is created in which 

there is no requirement to verbalize the cognitive processas engaged in (see 

Figure 3.1 ). In this control condition, the performance data are derived in a similar 

way as the performance data in the verbalization condition. The performance data 

thus produced are then compared with the same type of data from the verbalization 

condition. The correspondence found is seen to indicate how well in the two 

conditions the underlying cognitive processas are related to each other. In other 

words, the correspondence is regarded as an indicator of the reactivity of the verbal 
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reports. The better this correspondence is, the less reactive the verbal reports are 

assumed to be. 

To summarize, the approach that in principle can be foliowed in order to assess 

the two forms of verbal report accuracy consists of implementing a verbalization 

condition in which performance data as wel/ as protocol data are gathered and 

involves lntroducing a si/ent control condition in which performance data are 

collected. In this approach, the co"espondence is determined between: 

1. the performance data from the si/ent control condition and the same type of 

data trom the verbalization condition; 

2. the performance data and the protocol data, bath from the verbalization 

condition. 

The first correspondence indicates whether the verbal reports are reactive and the 

second gives an indication of their validity. 

In the basic approach presented above, the determination of the validity of verbal 

reports is restricted to one particular verbalization condition. lt is possible to extend 

the approach in this respect by introducing a carefully selected experimental factor 

the operationalization of which results in several verbalization conditions. Then, 

verbal report validity can be determined by establishing whether the created 

verbalization conditions result in performance differences which correspond with 

variations in the protocol data (see e.g. Berry and Broadbent, 1984; Braadbent et 

al., 1986). 

There is one additional point to be made here. As was noted in the previous 

chapter, the literature distinguishes between the results of cognitive processes, 

the products, and the processas themselves, the operations (Ericsson and Simon, 

1984; Nisbettand Wilson, 1977). This product-oparation distinction is also reflected 

in the orientation of the data on the basis of which the accuracy of the produced 

verbal reports may be determined. lf the data are product-oriented, they refer to the 

products of the cognitive processas and if the data are operation-oriented, they 

reprasent the operations of the processes. 

Given the difficulties in differentiating the products of cognitive processas from 

the underlying operations (see Chapter 2), the distinctions made here should not 

be regarded as clear-cut categones but rather as endpoints on a continuum. 

Nevertheless, if an accurate specificatien is given of the nature of the cognitive 

processas involved, it may be possible to arrive at a more or less sharp distinction 
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between products and operations, and to relate that distinction to the particular 

data collected. For instance, in the context of fault diagnosis, typical examples of 

product-oriented data are the final diagnosis attempted or the time needed to arrive 

at it. Data such as the diagnostic strategy foliowed or the heuristic applied can be 

characterized as operation-oriented. 

The behaviaral observations being made tor deriving a set of data with a 

particular orientation may be of any type. That is to say, it is in principle possible to 

get a set of product- or operation-oriented data on the basis of both non-verbal and 

verbal behaviaral recordings (see Table 3.1 ). 

Table 3.1. The tour types of data. 

Behaviaral origin 

Non-verbal Verbal 

Aspect Product 
of 

product-oriented product-oriented 
performance data protocol data 

cognitive 
functioning eperation 

operation-oriented operation-oriented 
performance data protocol data 

For example, the specific strategy adopted in order to solve a fault diagnosis task 

may be identified trom the sequence of symptoms successively selected but also 

trom the stream of verbalizations concurrently produced. So, the already made 

distinction between non-verbal and verbal behaviors is orthogonal to the distinction 

between product- and operation-oriented data. Remamber that non-verbal and 

verbal behaviors provide respectively the foundation tor performance data and 

protocol data. As will be evident, these two data types are also orthogonal to the 

distinction between product- and operation-oriented data. We can therefore speak 

of performance data which are product-oriented and those which are operation

oriented, and this is also true tor protocol data. 

3.2. Problems with the approach to be foliowed 

Determining verbal report accuracy according to the approach presented above is 

not sosimpleas it may seem. Actually, the apparent simplicity of the approach can 

divert attention trom the problems encountered when trying to arrive at sound 

conclusions about the quality of the verbal reports obtained. The problems are not 

complicated, but a failure to deal with them can in particular threaten the validity 
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and generality of the conclusions to be drawn. In this paragraph, we will be 

concemed with these two classes of threats and with the different ways to handle 

them. 

3.2.1. Threats to the validlty of the approach 

At the root of the approach for assessing verbal report accuracy lies a number of 

assumptions about the data which are gathered. These assumptions can be 

regarded as necessary conditions to be satisfied by the data if they are to be used 

for drawing valid interences about the accuracy of the verbal reports generated. 

The strongest assumptions being made pertain to: 

1. the validity of the performance data (see e.g. Deffner, 1984 or Russo et al., 

1989); 

2. the reliability of the protocol data (e.g. Ericsson and Simon, 1984); 

3. the sensitivity of both the performance and protocol data (e.g. Berry and 

Broadbent, 1984). 

Each of these assumptions will be considered in turn below. 

Valldlty of performance data 

In the approach described above, the collected performance data are essentially 

employed as the criterion for making deelslons about the quality of the verbal 

reports produced. Specifically. the performance data constitute the basis tor deter

mining the reactivity of the verbal reports and they are also the basis against which 

the protocol data are judged when determining the validity of the reports. Using 

performance data tor such criterion purposes basically rests on the assumption that 

these data are perfeetry valid, i.e. accurately reflect the cognitive processas under 

consideration. Note that this assumption is no triviality. As a matter of fact, when 

testing for report accuracy, it is not sufficient to establish that the two sets of data 

involved agree with one another. This is because it is in principle possible to 

achleve perfect agreement while both sets of data suffer from invalidity. 

Of course, the issue is whether the assumption of valid performance data is 

always tenable. In this respect, it is useful to refer to the already made distinction 

between performance data which are product-oriented and those which are 

operatlon-oriented. Product- as wen as operation-oriented performance data are 

obtained by selecting non-verbal behaviors for observation and by encoding the 

observations being made. lf the performance data are product-oriented, this 
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denvation can be done in a more or less straightforward manner. This Is because 

non-verbal behaviors typically reveal (a portion of) the products of the underlying 

cognitive processes. As a consequence, product-onented performance data can be 

qualified as inherently valid. However, the validity of operation-oriented 

performance data may be less evident. The operations of cognitive processas are 

in general poorly reflected in the accompanying non-verbal behaviors. So, when 

deriving operation-oriented performance data, one must usually rely on strong 

theoretica! presuppositions. In this case, it is the accuracy of the theory invoked 

which datermlnes the validity of the performance data. Then, there is clearly a need 

to provide some evidence that the data involved are really valid. 

An appropnate way to demonstrata the validity of a set of operation-onented per

formance data is to show that they maintain previously speelfled relationships with 

ether behavloral measures (Johnson, 1971 and 1978). Of course, such a demon

stration is only convincing if the other measures are initially not used in the denva

tion of the performance data. For example, it may be that, in a given fault diagnosis 

task, the use of one particular strategy entails a greater amount of information 

processing than any ether strategy. Then, it seems reasanabie to expect that users 

of this strategy will take more time to complete the task than users of ether 

strategies. Confirmatien of this predietien would increase contidance in the validity 

of the identified strategies. But this venfication makes only sense if time to task 

completion is not a variabie directly involved in the original strategy identification. 

Reliability of protocol data 
The validity of verbal reports is tested by encoding them and validating the 

rasuiting protocol data. In doing so, it is basically assumed that theencoding of the 

verbal reports proceeds in a more or less reliable way, that is to say in such a 

mannar that the protocol data are reproducible. As a matter of fact, the protocol 

data cannot be valid unless they are reliable. lt is thus assentlal that the reliability of 

the protocol data is ascertained before their validity is tested. This can be done by 

determining inter- and intra-coder agreement. Inter-coder agreement relates to the 

extent to which the same protocol data are produced by a number of different 

ceders. This form of agreement is tested by determining how well two or more 

coders extract independently of each ether similar encodings from the same verbal 

report. In a similar vein, intra-coder agreement rafers to the extent to which a single 

coder is able to reproduce protocol data over time. This form of agreement is 

tested by establishing how well one coder extracts similar encodings when 

analyzing the sameverbal report on two or more occasions. 
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The reliability of protocol data depends upon the encoding process according to 

whlch these data are produced. This encoding process essentially means that one 

or more coders classify the verbal reports on hand into a number of a priori defined 

categolies delived from a theory. Saveral factors seem todetermine whether such 

a set of categones will be reliably applied by the coders involved. 

One factor playing an important role is the sxactnsss of ths definitions of the 

selected categories. Of course, clear and strict category definitlons wlll help 

increase the ease and thus the reliabllity with which the categolies are applled. 

However, an appropriate set of clearly deflned categories is not always available in 

advance (see e.g. Rasmussen and Jensen, 1974). lf this is the case, the categones 

may be lteratively developed from the verbal reports themselves. But then it is 

desirabie that the ultimata categones are applied by coders who were not involved 

in the category development. This will still permit an adequate rellability test of the 

rasuiting protocol data (Bainbridge, 1979). 

Another cruelal factor is the orientation of the categories. Dependent upon the 

goal of the study, one can choose a set of product- or operatlon-oriented 

categolies. When product-oriented categories are used, it is posslble to eneode the 

avallable verbal reports in a more or less direct way. According to Ericsson and 

Sirnon {1980 and 1984), this Is because a verbal report (partly) reflects the 

information under focal attention which pnmanly consists of the products of the 

cognitive processas being reported about. Consequently, encoding a verbal report 

into product-oriented categones can in general rellably be done. In contrast to this, 

a verbal report appears to be less sulted for encoding it reliably into operation

oriented categories. The operations of cognitive processas are nat attended to and 

thus remain unreportable. Therefore, they cannot be encoded directly trom a report 

but must be interred from it. 

A finalfactor of importance is the level of analysis at whlch the encoding into the 

selected categolies is carried out (Ericsson and Simon, 1984). In the case of high

level encoding, the verbal report is encoded in lts entlrety. So, a coding deelsion 

has to be made about the complete report. In /ow-level encoding, the verbal report 

is flrst broken down into a number of segments that reprasent meaningful stages in 

the processas reported about. Upon such a segmentation, each individual segment 

is successively encoded. Care Is taken that the encoding of each segment 

proceeds independently of the other ones. That Is to say, one aims at reducing the 

possibility that the coder, while analyzing the verbalizations contained in the 

current segment, relies on the verbalizations from the preceding or subsequent 

segments. 

When involved in high-level encoding, the coder has to consider all the 
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verbalizations making up the verbal report simultaneously. In addition, he must 

integrate all these verbalizations into one single encoding decision. Such 

requirements are not imposed on him, or at least to a lasser degree, in the case of 

low-level encoding. h could thus be argued that low-level encoding is easier and 

therefore more reliable than high-level encoding. 

This, however, does not maan that low-level encoding is completely without 

problems. One problem associated with it is that the required segmentation can 

result in one or more segments which by themselves do not contain a sufficient 

number of verbalizations tor arriving at accurate encoding decisions. This problem 

arises when the verbalizations referring to the constructs to be encoded, tor 

instanee strategi~s. are not restricted to one segment but are scattered throughout 

the report. Thus, for certain encoding decisions, it may bedesirabie that the coder, 

while analyzing the current segment, gets the opportunity to consult the preceding 

or the next segments. However, by allowing this, there no langer exists strict 

independenee among the encodings of the different segments. So, while in this 

way the reliability of the encodings may be improved, their independenee is 

reduced. 

Given that verbal protocol analysis may take considerable time and effort, it is not 

surprising that many investigators have developed all kinds of tools for facilitating 

the encoding process. Although it may be desirabie to automate the encoding 

process completely or partially, it seems that this is only feasible tor task domains 

that have a reasanabie amount of structure (Ericsson and Simon, 1984). For less 

well-structured task domains, interactiva computer programs have been designed 

where the human coder is required to make the encoding decisions (e.g. 

Sanderson et al., 1989a). 

Sensltlvlty of performance and protocol data 
As was discussed in the previous paragraph, testing the quality of verbal reports 

actually consists of camparing two sets of data. A major aim of this comparison is to 

determine whether an observed ditterenee between the two data sets is large 

enough to deelde that the verbal reports are inaccurate. However, such a decision 

can only be made if the data are sensitive enough to dateet true deviations trom 

report accuracy. Furthermore, one should be concerned that the data to be corn

pared may have a differential sensitivity, a problem which bacomes especially 

prominent if validity is tested since in that case the data are extracted from a 

different set of behaviaral recordings. 
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There are several ways to accomplish an increase in data sensitivity. One way is to 

coneet data the orientation of which is attuned to the task situation In which the 

accuracy of the verbal reports is being tested. In a fault diagnosis setting, for 

example, it may be better to employ operation-oriented data because of their 

potentlal to reveal report lnaccuracy which could go unnoticed when employing 

product-oriented data. 

Consider with regard to this a reactivity test invalving a comparison between a 

... verbalization condition and a silent control on the basis of product-oriented data. lf 

the two conditions differ in the product-oriented data obtained, the produced verbal 

reports are said to be reactive. lt may be that the observed ditterences in these data 

result from changes in the underlying cognitive operations which in turn are 

brought about by verbalization. lf, however, no reliable ditterences are found, it is 

nat justified to state that the verbal reports are not reactive. In fact, a reactivity effect 

may be oparating in the sense that verbalization changes the cognitive operations 

without affecting the products thereof. In other words, it is conceivable that, under 

the influence of verbalization, the products of the cognitive processas remain 

unaltered whereas the processas themselves undergo significant changes. 

Suppose, for instance, that verbalizing the cognitive processas engaged in while 

performing a fault diagnosis task provakes a less time-consuming strategy. Then, 

the slowing down effect brought about by the act of verbalization could be 

neutralized as a result of which the fault is localized in the same time normally 

required. Thus, by examining only the products of the cognitive processas being 

verbalized, one runs the risk of overlooklog a true reactivity effect which might have 

been detected had the processas themselves been considered. 

That such a risk should betaken seriously is clearly demonstraled in a recent 

study carried out by Biehal and Chakravarti {1989). Working in the field of 

consumer behavior, these investigators found that, under certain conditions, 

concurrent verbalization affected some aspects of choice processing while the 

effects did not involve choice outcomes. Of course, the reverse mayalso occur: a 

change in the products of cognitive processing without a fundamental change in 

the processing itself. For example, it is possible that a request to verbalize 

concurrently leads to a Jonger time on task but has no strong effect on the adopted 

strategy (see e.g. Deffner, 1984, experiment 1 ). To conclude, a more sensitive test 

of verbal report reactivity may be achieved on the basis of a combination of 

product- and operation-oriented data instead of either type of data alone. As wil! be 

evident, this conclusion and the preceding argument a lso hold when the validity of 

verbal reports is tested. 

Another way to increase the sensitivity of the data to be collected is to take care 
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that they do notsuffer from random variations which might obscure verbal report in

accuracy. Of course, the data have a behaviaral origin and will therefore always 

vary randomly to a certain extent. This makes them inherently insensitive. Never

theless, it is often possible to reduce some of the random variation in the data. The 

possibilities at issue here are essentially the same as those occurring in any expe

riment in which the effect of some independent variabie is measured against the 

random variation in the dependent variable. One possibility is to increase the 

number of observations from which the data are derived. This can be achieved by 

having the same subject produce saveral verbal reports or by gatharing the verbal 

reports from a larger number of different subjects~ Then, the average or median 

observation can be taken so that the data will be less distorted by extreme 

observations which otherwise would substantially increase random variation. Or, to 

give another example, when the accuracy test encompasses two or more 

experimental conditions, it is possible to have each subject produce a verbal report 

under all conditions instead of having different subjects produce a verbal report in 

each condition. The rationale for doing this is that repeated observations on a 

single subject generally result in less random variation in the data than do obser

vations taken from different subjects (see e.g. Winer, 1971 ). 

An appropriate way to examina whether the data used for determining verbal report 

accuracy are sensitive enough for this consists of manipulating soma experimental 

factor which is expected to exert a significant effect. For example, one may 

anticipate that the collected data will reveal a steady performance degradation with 

an increase in task difficulty. lf the data fail to show such an expected effect and 

additionally do not indicate any inaccuracy in the verbal reports obtained, then one 

will be in doubt as to the sensitivity of these data. lf, on the other hand, the 

manipulated factor does produce the expected effect, then one can have more faith 

in the data's sensitivity. 

To conclude this section, the approach described earlier requires that certain 

assumptions be met if the outcomes of the data analyses are to be correctly inter

preted. One should be acquainted with these assuinptions and, where possible, 

check their tenability in the data on hand. 

3.2.2. Threats to the generality of the approach 

When assessing verbal report accuracy according to the approach outlined in the 

previous paragraph, difficulties may arise in trying to satisfy its underlying assump-
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tions. In an attempt to avoid these difficulties, one may deelde to limit the approach 

to, for instance, one form of verbal report accuracy, one particular experimental 

condition, or one speeltic set of data. Admittedly, such limitations are helpful, or 

perhaps even essential, in drawing correct conclusions about verbal report accu

racy. But, they have the additional effect that these conclusions are rigidly tied toa 

highly specific' test situation. This puts severe restrictions on the ability to 

generanze trom the test situation to other settings. Thus, in maklng deelslons about 

the actual approach to be followed, one should also be concerned about the 

generality of the conclusions to be drawn. Especially the next two issues appear to 

have an important bearing in this respect: 

1. the tested forms of verbal report accuracy (Russo et al., 1989); 

2. the orientation of the data collected (Deffner, 1988). 

We will deal with these issues in turn. 

The tested forms of verbal report accuracy 
lt can be argued that one would do better to extend the approach to be adopted to 

both forms of verbal report accuracy insteadof restricting it to one accuracy form. In 

the following, two arguments are presenled for doing this. 

lnterdependency of the two torros of verbal report accuracy. The first point is that, 

although the approach described aarlier permits a separate test of non-reactivity 

and validity, the two accuracy forms arenotindependent of each other. This can be 

seen as follows (tree after Russo et al., 1989). 

When generating a verbal report, task-related as wellas verbalization actlvities 

have to be carried out. Adequate performance of each of these two actlvities 

requires a certain amount of attentional capacity. However, on the assumption that 

this capaelty is not unlimited, problems may arise. That is to say, it may be inr 

possible to divide the available attentional capacity between the two types of activi

ties in such a manner that both of them are adequately performed. lf the task

directed actlvities receive less attention, they become more prone to the influence 

of the verbalization activities. As a consequence, it is more likely that the rasuiting 

verbal report suffers trom reactivity. lf, on the other hand, less attention is being 

paid to the verbanzation activities, these will less accurately capture the task

related actlvities as a result of which the likelihoed of an invalid verbal report 

increases. 

Attentional capacity being withdrawn from one type of activity can be utilized for 
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the other type, so that one accuracy form may be exchanged tor the other form. 

Such a trade-off between the two accuracy forms can occur in any study designed 

totest verbal report accuracy. lts occurrence (partly) depends upon the particular 

test procedures adopted to elicit the verbal reports desired. These procedures 

include instructions, training, conditions of testing, and so on. 

Consider, for example, a study in which a number of subjects verbalize their 

cognitive processas while performing a particular task. Suppose first that in this 

study the testing conditions are arranged so that whenever the subjects remain 

silent for more than five seconds, they are reminded to rasurne verbalizing. Intheir 

endeavours to obey these reminders, the subjects might change the cognitive 

processas normally engaged in. As a result, the verbal reports produced by them 

are valid but suffer from reactivity. Suppose now that in the study absolutely no use 

is being made of reminders to verbalize. Then, the subjects will not teel obliged to 

verbalize accurately and are thus able to preserve their normal cognitive 

processes. Consequently, the resulting verbal reports are not reactive but invalid. 

This example makes clear that, if the test procedures put the emphasis on one 

of the two forms of verbal report accuracy, the other accuracy form may not be 

realized. So, when testing verbal report accuracy, one is faced with the problem 

whether one or the other accuracy form, if not both, should be emphasized. Th ere 

seems to be no simple salution to this problem and the best way to handle it even

tually depends upon the exact goal of the study in question. Nevertheless, what

ever the particular salution arrived at, one should always allow for the possibility 

that the two accuracy forms may trade off. Furthermore, it is also conceivable that 

inaccuracy in one form occurs as a result of inaccuracy in the other. For example, 

under the influence of a verbalization request, a subject may change the strategy 

he normally adopts, but by doing so is not able to report accurately about the 

cognitive processas now engaged in. He thus produces a verbal report that is 

reactive as well as invalid. In order to control for this interdependence, it is better 

to include both accuracy forms in the approach to be foliowed insteadof one form. 

Practical significanee of testing both forms of verbal report accuracy. The second 

point to be made is that, by testing both forms of vérbal report accuracy, the con

clusions drawn will assume considerably more practical significance. To clarify this 

point, we will consider first what steps have to be taken in order to obtain usabie 

verbal reports. 

In practica, verbal reports are typically gathered to gain insight into the cognitive 

processas as these normally proceed. lt is therefore of paramount importsnee that 

the very same processas occur when reporting about them. Only after this has 
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been established, does it become essential that the processas are accurately 

reported. In other words, it is not until the non-reactivity of a verbal report has been 

ascertained that its validity is called into play. In fact, when not totally confident 

whether a particuier verbal report is free from reactivity, one would do better to 

refrain trom using it immediately. Otherwise, one runs the risk of drawing incorrect 

conclusions about the cognitive processas supposedly being reported. Of course, 

as soon as a verbal report has been given up because of lts assumed reactivity, 

there is no need to be worried about its validity any longer. In short, whenever 

verbal reports are to be used for some practical goal, one should in the first place 

take care that they do not suffer from reactivity and only then try to keep them free 

from invalidity (Russo et al. ,1989}. 

The discussion up till now might one leadtothink that avoiding invalid verbal 

reports is of minor importsnee but this is a false notion. For what is the use of 

gaining a non-reactiva report when its invalidity randers it unsuitable tor any pur

pose whatever? Actually, whether a verbal report is affected by reactivity or 

invalidity, in both cases the consequence is that it will be totally useless. Stated the 

other way round, in practica verbal reports can only be used if they are non

reactiva as well as valid. Thus, the two farms of accuracy act as necessary 

conditions both of which have to be satisfied if the verbal reports are to be used at 

all. So, trom a practical point of view, it is also better to test both forms of accuracy 

rather than restricting the test to one form. 
Befare proceeding, it is necessary to qualify the preceding passage. First, 

saveral types of reactivity and invalidity can be distinguished and a verbal report 

may suffer from one type but not from another (Russo et al., 1989). Which type 

should be avoided and which one may be allowed ultimately depends upon the 

particular goal for which the report is used. Suppose, for example, that a number of 

concurrent verbal reports is collected in order to achleve a better understanding of 

the course and structure of the cognitive processas involved in fault diagnosis, 

then, it may betaken for granted that concurrent verbalization leadstoa slowing 

down of these processas as long as they are not changed fundamentally. Second, 

the reactivity or invalidity of a verbal report is not an all-or-nothing phenomenon but 

rather a matter of degree. lt is, for instance, possible that a verbal report shows 

many gaps and still contains a suftleient number of verbalizations to use it for the 

intended purpose. 

Testing on/y one form of verbal report accuracy. Despita the foregoing, it may 

happen that for one reason or another, one deeldes to limit the approach to one 

accuracy form. Should in that case accurate verbal reports result, it can still be 
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seen to it that a more or less clear picture of their usability is obtained. This is 

accomplished by designing the test situation so that the verbal reports satisfy at any 

rate the accuracy form which is not being tested. The more care taken that the 

verbal reports are accurate with regard to the not-tested form, the greater the cer

tainty that the reports are usable, provided that they are accurate with respect to the 

tested form. Thus, whenever only one form of verbal report accuracy is examined, it 

is, at least from a practical viewpoint, better to use all the available opportunities to 

achleve the ether, not-tested form instead of leaving it uncontrollable. 

Let us consider in more detail what this essentially means. In the first place, 

when merely testing the validity of verbal reports, attempts should be made to 

increase their non-reactivity. One way to achleve this is to instruct the participating 

subjects not to change their thoughts but rather tostop verbalizing when they feel 

not to be able to accommodate the verbalization request. Secondly, when only the 

non-reactivity of verbal reports is tested, one should try to increase their validity. 

There are saveral possibilities to accomplish this. For instance, the subjects can be 

given the explicit instructien to verbalize their thoughts as accurate as possible and 

they can be trained to conform to this instruction. lt is also possible to monitor the 

subjects while they verbalize and to warn them whenever the quality of their 

verbalizations becomes poor. lf, for example, concurrent verbalization is asked tor, 

the subjectscan be given reminders to keep verbalizing when they are silent for 

some speelfled time interval. 

Testing only one of the two accuracy forms and at the same time trying to realize 

the other, is in general a less streng approach for assessing verbal report accuracy 

than performing a test on both. The reason for this is that, when adopting the former 

approach, one may be in doubt whether the not-tested accuracy form has really 

been achieved. What can be done, however, is to coneet circumstantial evidence 

on that point. lf, tor instance, a verbal report is subjected to a reactivity test, one 

might still get some indication of how well this report fulfills the validity requirement 

by determining whether it contains a suftielent number of verbalizations for a 

content analysis. 

The orientatlon of the data collected 

There are several raasons why it is important that, in the approach employed, the 

quality of the generated verbal reports is not only determined on the basis of 

product-oriented data but is grounded on operation-oriented data as well. First, as 

was already ciarifled in the previous section, product-oriented data may fail to 

dateet deviations from verbal report accuracy which operation-oriented data do 

reveal. Secondly, as was also discussed ,above, verbal report inaccuracy may 
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affect the products of cognitive processing but not the underlying operations. 

Thirdly, in practica, the verbal protocol methodology is often applied to gather 

operation-oriented data about the cognitive processas being studied. Fourthly, 

testlng the validity of verbal reports by using product-oriented data may be fairly 

trivial. The reason for this is that, under certain conditions, it is very unlikely that the 

products of the cognitive processas under study are not accurately reported. For 

instance, if immediately upon completion of a fault diagnosis task a subject is 

requested to report the final diagnosis attempted, he will usually be able to do so. 

The foregoing does certainly not imply that product-oriented data should 

entirely be abandoned as a basis for assessing verbal report accuracy. As will be 

remembered, testing a verbal report's accuracy requires performance data which 

are perfectly valid. Unfortunately, difficulties may arise in fuffilling this requirement 

when one wants operation-oriented performance data. The validity of this kind of 

data can often only be achieved by deriving them with the help of an adequate 

theory. But such a theory will not always be on hand. One may then resort to 

product-oriented performance data the validity of which is generally less 

problematic. 

To sum up this section, in planning an approach for determining verbal report 

accuracy, attempts should be undertaken to insure the general relevanee of the 

interences to be made. Several ways to realize this are: 

1. testing both forms of verbal report accuracy, or, when only one accuracy form is 

subjeeled to a test, controtling for the not-tested form; 

2. gathering product- as wel/ as operation-oriented data. 

From the foregoing, it should be clear by now that empirically testing verbal report 

accuracy ideally requires a theoretica/ understanding of the cognitive pr,ocesses 

involved in the task under study. This understanding is in particu/ar needed for 

converting observed behaviors into a set of data which satisfy the assumptions 

underlying the test. 

3.3. An evalustion of the approach adopted in studies of 
verbal report accuracy 

We now proceed to evaluate to what extent studies of verbal report accuracy follow 

an approach that allows drawing sound conclusions. Studies which cannot be 
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fitted so easily in the basic approach we described aarlier (e.g. Biehal and 

Chakravarti, 1989; Stanley et al., 1989, experiment 2-4) or which do not satisfy our 

definitions of verbal report reactivity andlor validity (e.g. Hoc and leplat, 1983) are 

not included in this evaluation. For example, in the experiment carried out by the 

latter two investigators, there is no control group of subjects who neither con

currently nor retrospectively have to report about their cognitive processes. In the 

absence of such a group, the verbal reports generated by the experimental sub

jects cannot be validly tested for the occurrence of reactivity. lt should also be 

pointed out that our literature review covers only those studies in which the tasks 

employed call for problem solving or deelsion making. The rationale for this restrie

tion is that fault diagnosis, which constitutes our main concern, is viawed as prima

rily comprising these types of cognitive processes. Furthermore, a study is only 

included if the subjects have been given undirected instructions to report every

thing they can about their actual cognitive processas during task performance. 

This, for instance, implies that we excludè all those experiments in which the 

subjects are asked to complete a post hoc questionnaire containing test items 

which ware never presented during the task and to which they might raspond 

without relying on their previous mental processas (e.g. Berry and Broadbent, 1987 

and 1988; Braadbent et al., 1986; Sanderson, 1989). Also excluded are 

experimentsin which the subjects upon completion of a large number of trials are 

questioned about the general characteristics of their thoughts (e.g. Hartman et al., 

1989; lewicki et al., 1987 and 1988; Willingham et al., 1989). Finally, we will 

confine ourselves to the relatively recently publishad studies that were explicitly 

designed to investigate verbal report accuracy systematicaliy. These are exactly 

the kinds of studies that would be expected to pursue an adequate approach. For 

an extensive review covering the less recent empirica! literature, we refer to 

Ericsson and Sirnon (1984). 

Twelve studies ware thus selected for analysis, a number of them comprising 

two or more relevant experiments. These studies are presentedinTabla 3.2. The 

experimental design of each was examined against the previously described 

threats to making valid and general inferences. When considering the results of this 

examination, the next three points have to be kept in inind. First, we certainly do not 

have the preteosion that the list of studies included is exhaustive, although we feel 

that taken tagether they constitute a fairly representative sample. Secondly, the 

studies will be criticized in general terms, but this should not blind the reader tor 

their contribution to our understanding of the particular problems to be encountered 

when empirically testing the quality of verbal reports. We especially want to draw 

attention to the thorough work of Deffner (1984 and 1988), Mathews and Stanley et 
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al. (1988 and 1989), and Russo et al. (1989). Thirdly, in evaluating the studies with 

respect to the orientation of the collected data, the following relatively strict 

definitions have been adhered to. Data which indicate what particular strategy is 

adopted during task performance are qualified as operation-oriented. For this 

qualification to apply, it is necessary that in the study under consideration the 

observed behaviors have been ctassified according to an a priori defined set of 

task-spectfic strategies. With respect to this, it is important to point out that in a 

number of the studies considered strategy-related data are extracted from the sub

jects' verbal responses but not from their corresponding non-verbal behaviors. As 

in these cases the actual test on verbal report accuracy is not based on operation

oriented performance data, it will not be classified as such. The qualification 

product·oriented is given if the collected data reprasent the outeernes of strategy 

use. lllustrative examples are: the time needed to perform the task and the total 

number of errors made. 

Table 3.2. The twelve studies on verbal report accuracy evaluated with respect to 
threats to valid and general inference. 

1. Berry and Braadbent (1984, comparison of 
experiment 2 and 3) 

2. Deffner (1984, experiment 1 and 2) 
3. Deffner (1988) 
4. Fidler (1983) 
5. Heydemann (1986) 
6. Kellogg and Holley (1983) 
7. Mathews et al. (1988, experiment 1·3) 
8. McGeorge and Burton (1989, experiment 1) 
9. Rhenius and Heydemann (1984) 

10. Russo et al. (1989) 
11. Schweiger (1983) 
12. Stanley et al. (1989, experiment 1) 

Threats to validity. An analysis of the studies presented in Table 3.2 raveals the 

following with regard to their trestment of the threats to validity. Nearly all of the 

studies fail totest the assumption that the performance data used are really valid. 

Fortunately, this is in general not a serieus omission since the performance data 

involved are typically product-oriented so that there is no question but that validity 

has been achieved. Further, it appears that in almost all the studies the assumption 

of reliable protocol data does not require an explicit check either. The reasen for 

this is twofold. First, many investigators focus on the non-reactivity of verbal reports 

which they evaluate on the basis of performance data. Second, those investigators 
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testing the validity of verbal reports generally employ product-oriented protocol 

data the reliability of which is out of question. 

Almast every investigator tests the sensitivity of the data and thereby 

demonstratas the tenability of this assumption. The test is usually realized by 

manipulating one or more control variables which are expected to exert a 

significant effect. Typical examples of such variables are: the difficulty of the task to 

be executed and the amount of experience on the task. In addition, several 

investigators introduce carefully selected experimental factors, such as the nature 

of the task and the type of verbalization procedure employed to elicit the verbal 

report. Performance effects of factors like these may also be seen to indicate that 

the sensitivity requirement has been met. Nota that in a number of the studies on 

verbal report validity such factors are also manipulated to examina whether the 

performance effects correspond with changes in verbal reporting. 

In short, none of the assumptions to be tultilled tor valid interenee seems to be 

systematically violated in the studies reviewed. 

Threats to generality. With regard to the threats to generality, the next results are 

obtained. The majority of the studies is restricted in that only one of the two farms of 

verbal report accuracy, usually non-reactivity, is subjected to a test. Prominent 

exceptions are Deffner (1984, experiment 1 ), Mathews et al. (1988, experiment 1 ), 

and Rhenius and Heydemann (1984). Moreover, saveral studies testing a single 

form of verbal report accuracy do not seem to control in an appropriate way for the 

not-tested form or fail to provide sufficient information to evaluate them in this 

respect. For example, in a couple of experiments aimed at assessing the reactivity 

of concurrent verbal reports (e.g. Fidler, 1983; Schweiger, 1983), it is not clear 

whether the subjects assigned to the verbanzation condition were properly 

persuaded to resume verbalizing during silent periods. 

Fortunately, a number of the studies which test merely for reactivity include 

additional analyses on the produced verbal reports and thus give some idea of the 

validity achieved. For instance, saveral investigators have two coders classify the 

available verbal reports according to a previously. identified coding scheme and 

report about the inter-coder agreement found (e.g. ·Russo et al., 1989). Further

more, in one study testing for reactivity (Stanley et al., 1989). it is examined 

whether naive subjects show an impravement in task performance when they are 

allowed to use the verbal reports produced by other subjects. But of course, this 

sort of circumstantial evidence does nat possess the conclusive power of a validity 

test in which the protocol data on hand are directly related to the corresponding 

performance data. 
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The studies considering only one form of verbal report accuracy raise the 

following question concerning the generality of findings: can the results found be 

generalized to the accuracy form which has not been tested? This question is 

especially important trom a practical point of view for in order to be useful a verbal 

report should be accurate in both respects. In this context, it is also worth remem

bering that the two forms of verbal report accuracy may trade off or that report in

accuracy in one form may occur as a result of inaccuracy in the other. We therefore 

wonder how many investigators who happily observe that the obtained verbal 

reports are accurate with regard to the form being tested or who, on the other hand, 

disappointingly dismiss the reports as being inaccurate, arrived at these results by 

inadvertently introducing report inaccuracy in the not-tested form. 

Finally it appears that practically all the investigators employ only product

oriented data as the criterion for assessing verbal report accuracy. A notabie 

exception is Deffner (1984, experiment 1; 1988). So, the results obtained by the 

vast majority of the investigators give rise to the next question of generality: would 

the same results be found if use had been made of operation-oriented data? The 

practical significanee is again at issue here as in applied settings the verbal 

protocol methodology is frequently adopted to gather information about the 

operations of the cognitive processas under study. In addition, in those studies in 

which the collected product-oriented data do not indicate that the generated verbal 

reports are inaccurate, questions may be raised as to the sensitivity of these data. 

Remamber that in certain task settings product-oriented data may be less sensitive 

to verbal report inaccuracy than operation-oriented data. Also remamber that 

verbal report inaccuracy may affect the products of cognitive functioning but not the 

underlying operations. In this respect, it is relevant to refer to Deffner (1988) who 

argues that the general failure to control for the operations of cognitive processing 

might explain why the studies on the reactivity of concurrent verbal reporting show 

a disappointing lack of consistency in results. 

In sum, by considering only one form of verbal report accuracy at the same 

time or by utilizing only product-oriented data for criterion purposes, the studies 

included in the review usually fol/ow an approach which severely limits the 

generality of the results obtained. 

To conclude, in recent years, a good deal of empirica! research has explicitly been 

aimed at the issue of verbal report accuracy. However, from the literature we have 

surveyed, one cannot escape the conclusion that in many studies covering this 

topic a highly restricted approach has been adopted. While the particular 

restrictions introduced seem to increase the validity of the results found, they also 
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raise questions as to the generality of the findings. The kind of empirica! evidence 

provided by these studies might be so specific indeed that it Is very difficult to arrive 

at general conclusions about verbal report accuracy. Of course, this does not imply 

that one should stop doing further research. Rather, one would do better to design 

studies which have a scope that enhances the general relevanee of the evidence 

being gathered. 
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CHAPTER4 

THESTUDY 

From the theoretica! model developed by Ericsson and Sirnon it is roughly 

predicted under what conditions verbal reports on fault diagnosis wlll be 

(in)accurate (paragraph 4.1 ). These predictions are considered in the light of 

empirica! findings of studies conducted in task domains related to fault diagnosis 

(paragraph 4.2). Building on this research, a new study is designed with the aim of 

providing a more direct test of the predictions made (paragraph 4.3). 
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4.1. Verbal report accuracy in fault diagnosis as 
predieled from Ericsson and Simon's model 

In the two preesding chapters, we have elaborated upon the basic notions 

surrounding the accuracy of verbal reports. We will now consider how these 

notions can be applied to answer the question whether verbal reports possess the 

potentlal to yield an accurate account of the mental_activities required for the taskof 

fault diagnosis. Generally speaking, the answer to this question varles with the 

particular situation in which the verbal reports are generated. From the theoretica! 

model of verbalization developed by Ericsson and Sirnon (1980 and 1984) it 

fellows that the situations to be distinguished are defined by the following two 

dimensions: 

1. the nature of the fault diagnostic actlvities to be reported about; 

2. the way in which the verbal reports are collected. 

Nature of the diagnosis process. In the literature, saveral attempts have been made 

to specity the nature of the cognitive processas involved in fault diagnosis (see e.g. 

Rasmussen, 1986). Although there is as yet no consensus as to a general model of 

the fault diagnostic process, a tew basic components are consistently proposed. A 

search of the relevant literature in particular indicates that it may be useful to 

distinguish between a topographic and a functional way of fault finding. An 

important difference between these two ways appears to be the kind of information 

used in order to accomplish the intended goal, that is identification of the actual 

fault. In topographic search, use is made of information which rafers to the 

anatomical structure of the malfunctioning system. This is information about the 

physical contiguration of the system's components (i.e. knowledge of what is 

located where). lt, for example, speelties the location of the various plant 

installations. In functional search, on the other hand, the information used rafers to 

the working (dynamics) of the system. This is information about the relationships 

among the system's state variables (i.e. knowledge of what leads to what). lt, for 

instance, indicates the effects of certain control actions on the various outputs. 

Another major ditterenee between the two ways of fault finding seems to lie in 

the way in which the information being used for goal accomplishment is 

represented or encoded internally. lt has been suggested that information about 

the topographic structure of a to-be-diagnosed system is represented in a visual 
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form whereas information about the system's functioning is represented verbally 

(Landeweerd, 1979; Wickens, 1984). So, when involved in topographic search, the 

internal representation relied upon would be visual in its characteristics and during 

functional search it would possess verbal features. 

lt has further been suggested that the visual representation supposedly used 

during topographic search may differ in the extent to which it takes the form of a 

percaptor an internal image (Rasmussen, 1986). A percept is evoked if intermation 

about the topographic structure of the system to be diagnosed is physically 

available. This, for instance, occurs when the search is carried out in the actual 

malfunctioning system or is supported by a diagram depicting the location of the 

system's components. When being deprived of such an external aid, the required 

intermation may be derived trom some sort of internal image which has been 

acquired by experience or tormal training. Nevertheless, whether the search is 

more perceptually driven or has a more imaginative character, it is supposed to 

require a visual mode of information processing. 

The foregoing should not be interpreted to imply that a real fault diagnosis 

situation exclusively calls for topographic or functional search. lnstead, it should be 

realized that in a given situation the two ways of fault finding may be required both. 

Nevertheless, the relativa degree to which one of the two is needed may vary 

considerably from one situation to the ether. 

Although conclusive evidence for distinguishing between topographic and func

tional search is lacking, there are a number of studies which are in support of such 

a distinction. One of these studies has been carried out by Landeweerd (1979) 

whose purpose was to investigate the relationship between a subjeet's internal 

representation of a chemica! process on the one hand and saveral aspects of the 

subjeet's fault diagnosis behavier on the ether. The subjects were process operator 

trainees who had to search and control taults in a simulated process control situa

tion. Landeweerd distinguished two modes of reprasenting process intermation 

internally: a more visual mode of the topographic structure of the process (referred 

to as the mental image) and a more verbal mode of the functioning of the process 

(the mental model). The quality of the mental image was assessed by asking the 

subjects to make a schematic drawing of the process. The mental model was 

assessed by means of a questionnaire which required the subjects to state the 

effects of inputs or control actions on outputs. Landeweerd found that subjects with 

a more adequate mental image of the process performed better when searching tor 

a fault, whereas subjects with a better mental model were better at correcting a 

fault. Furthermore, the two investigated aspects of diagnostic behavier did not 

appear to be related toeach other. 
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Another relevant study has been conducted by Rasmussen and Jensen (1974) 

who tried to understand the mental processas used by trained trouble shooters in 

actual working conditions. A number of skilied electronic repair men was asked to 

think aloud while performing their normal task of locating taults in electrooie 

instruments. The verbalizations they produced were tape-recorded and analyzed. 

Saveral basically distinct working routines could thus be identified which, for 

instance, differed as to whether the fault was located on the basis of the 

instruments' internal anatomy or internal functioning. 

The present study will primarily build on the distinction between topographic 

and functional search as specified hare. Admittedly, there are other critica! 

dimensions along which diagnostic processas may vary (see e.g. Toms and 

Patrick, 1987), but these do not constitute our major concern. 

Way of verbal report elicitation. One of the main discriminating features between 

the various techniques of collecting verbal reports is the time of report generation. 

Following Ericsson and Simon, we distinguish between giving a verbal report con

current(ywîth diagnostic activities and reportingabout such actlvities in retrospect. 

By combining the two dimensions thus specified, tour possible situations of report 

generation. emerge, namely producing a concurrent or retrospective verbal report 

on topographic search and reporting concurrently or retrospectively about 

functional search. For all these situations, an attempt will be made to apply the 

Ericsson and Sirnon model in order to predict whether the rasuiting verbal reports 

are accurate or not. This will be done for each of the two forms of verbal report 

accuracy distinguished earlier: viz. non-reactivity and validity. However, because of 

the complexity of the cognitive processas involved in fault diagnosis, it will be very 

difficult to derive accurate predictions trom the Ericsson and Sirnon model (see 

Chapter 2). The predictions will certainly not allow us to subject this model to a 

rigarous empirica! test. 

Predictions with respect to reactivity. Starting from Ericsson and Simon's point of 

view, a concurrent verbal report on fault diagnosis will notsuffer trom reactivity if it 

is produced under the next two conditions: 

1. only the intermation under focal attention in STM is being reported; 

2. this information is represented in a verbal code. 

The first condition can relatively easily be realized by using proper verbalization 
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procedures. That is to say, procedures that urge to report about the information that 

is attended to in the course of performing the fault diagnosis task under study. 

Realization of the second condition depends upon the question whether the task 

involved calls tor topographic or functional search. As indicated before, information 

about the topographic structure of a to-be-diagnosed system is assumed to be 

represented in a visual form whereas information about the system's functioning 

would be represented verbally. lf this assumption is correct, reporting about the 

information attended to in a topographic search task requires that the visual form in 

which this information Is encoded is translated into a verbal form. Since such a 

verbal recoding makes at least modest demands on attentional capacity, it is to be 

expected that in this case the cognitive processas needed for performing the task 

slow down. Nevertheless, as long as the recoding can be done easily, the course 

and structure of these processas will not be affected. On the other hand, generating 

a verbal report when executing a functional search task would simply be the 

articulation of information already available in a verbal code. Here, the information 

may be verbalized with negligible attentional demands. The expectation is that in 

this case the speed as well as the course and structure of the task-directed 

processas remain largely unchanged. 

With regard to the reactivity of a retrospective verbal report on fault diagnosis, 

one should allow for the possibility that the cognitive processas which praeeed 

during the task being studled can be affected by the mere instructien to report 

about them afterwards. However, if the instructien asks for intermation that is 

normally attended to, this effect will not occur. 

lt is important to reallze that in deriving these predictions at least two additional 

assumptions are being made. On the one hand, it is assumed that fault diagnosis 

involves cognitively controlled processas which have the results of their inter

mediale stages stared in STM and which therefore can be reported. On the other 

hand, it is assumed that the laad which these processas place on STM is not so 

high that the additional requirement to produce a verbal report cannot possibly be 

realized. As will become clear soon, these assumptions play also a role in 

predicting verbal report validity. 

Predictions with respect to validity. Again using Ericsson and Simon's view as a 

starting-point, there are at least three factors that determine whether a verbal report 

on fault diagnosis achieves validity. These factors are: 

1. the availability of the to-be-reported information in STM; 

2. the amount of processing imposed by the fault diagnosis task to be performed; 
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3. the need to retrieve the required information from LTM. 

With respect to the first factor it is worth noting that diagnostic activities often consist 

of slow and serial problem-solving and decision-making processas that are 

executed under conscious control (see e.g. Rasmussen, 1986). Such processas 

temporarily store the results of their intermediale stages in STM where they are 

available for a verbal report. Given that the required information is thus reportable, 

the question arises whether it is reported accurately. This leadsus to consiclar the 

other two factors. 

The second factor comes into play when generating a concurrent verbal report 

on fault diagnosis. lf in this case the diagnostic activities engaged in make full 

demands on attentional capacity, the additional requirement to verbalize them at 

the same time is not easily met. A possible consequence is that the verbalization 

bacomes incomplete or is stoppad so that the rasuiting verbal report does not 

capture all the information residing in STM. Fortunately, there are saveral 

techniques available for increasing concurrent verbalization and by using one or 

more of these, it is usually possible tobring the completenessof the report up to an 

acceptable level. Furthermore, a verbal report may be incomplete, but this does not 

necessarily invalidate the information it does contain. 

The third factor is playing a crucial role when producing a verbal report on fault 

diagnosis in retrospect. In that case, the to-be-reported information is generally not 

long er held in STM but has to be retrieved from L TM. Although retrieval from L TM is 

subject to fallacies like forgetting and reconstructions, such shortcomings can (in 

part) be coped with by asking immediately upon completion of the fault diagnosis 

task to report about all the information that was in STM previously. Under these 

circumstances, a more or less valid verbal report will be obtained. 

In sum, based on the model developed by Ericsson and Simon, it seems 

meaningful to distinguish between reporting . concu"ently or in retrospect about 

topographic search or functional search. From their model we roughly predict that 

in all but one of these situations a verbal report wil/ be obtained that is· tree trom 

reactivity and possesses considerable validity, provided that the procedures used 

to elicit the report are adequate. The one exception is the situation in which the 

generation of the verbal report is concurrent with topographic search. The predie

fion is that this particu/ar case results in reactivity in that the diagnostic activities 

slow down. Note, however, that in deriving these predictions all kinds of sweeping 

assumptions are being made about the nature of the cognitive processas involved 

in fault diagnosis. Given that these assumptions may not be invariably true, the 
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predictions provide no strong basis tor testing the correctness of the Ericsson and 

Sirnon model. 

4.2. Empirical evidence for the predictions 

In this paragraph, the general predictions derived above are examined in the light 

of the available empirica! evidence. In order to increase the validity of such an 

examination, it will be based on the data provided by studies meeting the next 

three criteria: 

1. the task employed calls tor the same kinds of cognitive processas supposedly 

underlying fault diagnosis, i.e. problem solving and decision making; 

2. the design used is explicitly intended to assess verbal report accuracy 

systematically; 

3. the verbalization procedures adopted may be qualified as adequate according 

to the Ericsson and Sirnon model. 

The studies selected tor the evaluation are essentially the same as those which 

have already been evaluated with respect to threats to validity and generality (see 

Table 3.2 in Chapter 3). 

When considering these studies, it appears that a good many of them yield data 

which conform nicely to the predictions made. Specifically, in many cases, a near 

absence of reactivity in concurrent verbal reports is found. That is to say, concurrent 

verbalization does not seem to change the course and structure of task-directed 

processes, although it may decrease the processing speed somewhat (see e.g. 

Deffner, 1984 and 1988; Fidler, 1983; Rhenius and Heydemann, 1984). And also, 

in some cases, retrospective verbal reports do not appear to suffer trom any 

reactivity (e.g. Russo et al., 1989). In addition, the validity of concurrent verbal 

reports has in general been found to be satisfactory (Deffner, 1984, experiment 1; 

Heydemann, 1986; Mathews et al., 1988, experiment 1 and 2; Rhenius and 

Heydemann, 1984). 

Results like these suggest the conclusion that the predictions made with respect 

to verbal report accuracy in fault diagnosis are really tenable. Unfortunately, the 

evidence provided by the studies conducted so far is associated with saveral 

difficulties as a result of which we are not entitled to draw such a streng conclusion. 

First, tor most predictions, the available evidence is relatively modest. While a 

good deal of research has been designed to investigate the reactivity of concurrent 

verbal reports, we know of a relatively small number of studies focussing on the 
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validity of this type of report. And to our knowledge, there are hardly any studies on 

the reactivity or the validity of retrospective verbal reports. 

Secondly, the tasks commonly employed in the studies are rather artificial. For 

instance, they consist of items drawn trom traditional psychological tests like 

Raven's Progressive Matrices. Only a couple of studies cover more realistic task 

domains. Notabie exceptions are the managerial deelsion task used by Schweiger 

(1983) and the dynamic systems control task used by Berry and Braadbent (1984), 

McGeorge and Burton (1989), and Stanley et al. (1989). As far as we know, there 

is as yet no empirica! study testing the accuracy of verbal reports in a fault 

diagnosis setting. 

Thirdly, saveral studies yield data that are in contradiction with some of the 

predictions made. Notably, there are a number of instances where substantial 

reactivity in concurrent or in retrospective verbal reports has been observed (see 

e.g. McGeorge and Burton, 1989, experiment 1; Russo et al., 1989; Stanley et al., 

1989, experiment 1 ). In these cases, the task-directed processas seem to change 

fundamentally because of the requirement to verbalize them concurrently or in 

retrospect. In addition, it appears that the tasks taking more time to perform when 

concurrent verbanzation is asked for are quite diverse (see e.g. Deffner, 1984). 

Among these tasks are not only those which are supposed to be executed using a 

visus/ representation but also those supposedly invalving the u se of verbal codes. 

Thus, the generation of a concurrent verbal report seems to exert a general slowing 

down effect on task-directed processes. 

Fourthly, in many studies, the approach being foliowed threatens the generality 

of the results obtained. This has already been discussed at length in Chapter 3. 

To sum up, given the current state of empirica/ evidence, it is premature to 

conclude that the general predictions drawn trom the Ericsson and Simon model 

on verbal report accuracy in fault diagnosis wil/ actually hold. Therefore, a study 

has been designed to provide more direct evidence against which the predictions 

concerned might be tested. Specifically, the study examines the reactivity and 

validity of concurrent and retrospective verbal reports on topographic and 

functional search. Since the predictions do not allow testing the correctness of the 

Ericsson and Simon model, they should be considered only as working 

hypotheses. 

4.3. General design of the study 

There are various ways to do a study on the quality of verbal reports in the task 
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domain of fault diagnosis. One possibility is to go to real operators and ask them to 

report about the cognitive processas they are engaged in while diagnosing faults. 

In this way, one is sure to study verbal report accuracy in a real-life diagnosis 

situation as faced by professional people. 

There are, however, a number of serieus drawbacks associated with such a 

field study. First, due to the large number of interacting variables influencing fault 

diagnosis behavier in a natural environment, it will be very ditticuit to gain insight 

into the diagnostic thought processas as they normally occur. As made clear in the 

preceding chapter, a test on verbal report accuracy ideally relies on an appropriate 

cognitive model of the task under investigation. Secondly, a field study will in 

general not allow exerting rigoreus control over the diagnostic situations of interest 

since in practica it is usually impossible to isolate a particular situation trom its 

braader context. So, when choosing a field setting tor testing verbal report 

accuracy on fault diagnosis, one may be severely constrained by the complexity 

and contextual dependency of the particular taskunder study. 

Of course, it might be objected that these features are so characteristic of any 

diagnosis task in real life that they have to be eensidared somehow. The present 

study is, however, exploratory in that at the moment very little is known about verbal 

report accuracy on fault diagnosis at all. lt would be somewhat premature to try to 

deal with this complexity trom the very first beginning. With these considerations in 

mind, it was decided to do a Iaberatory study in which subjects execute well

structured fault diagnosis tasks under carefully controlled verbalization conditions. 

For the purely pragmatic reasen of availability, the subjects are students trom a 

technica! university. 

The study consists of three experiments; these are described in detail in the next 

chapters. Here, an outline is given of their ditterences and similarities. In particular, 

the next three topics are covered: 

1. the fault diagnosis tasks selected tor use; 

2. the way in which the verbal reports are elicited; 

3. the way in which their accuracy is determined. 

4.3.1. Selecting the tasks 

In each experiment, one of two basically different fault diagnosis tasks is employed. 

One task is supposed to require topographic search and the other functional 

search. In selecting these tasks, saveral considerations were taken into account. 
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First, the tasks had to possess a certain degree of ecological validity in that they 

incorporated at least some of the critica! features of diagnosis situations faced by 

human operators in reallife. Secondly, the distinguishing feature between the two 

tasks should be a differential reliance on topographic search and functional search. 

Preferably, each task should exclusively call for one of these two ways of fault 

diagnosis. However, such astrong criterion would not easily, if at all, be realized. 

Therefore, we had to content ourselves with tasks dittering with respect to the 

relative weights of the two ways of fault diagnosis. Thirdly, a range of possible 

strategies had to be available for performing each task. Fulfillment of this criterion 

was needed to permit strong deviations trom verbal report accuracy to occur. By 

this is meant a form of reactivity where reporting concurrently or in ratrospeet about 

the task engaged in induces a strategy dittering trom the one normally adopted. As 

to invalidity, it implies a form where the verbal report produced does not adequately 

indicate the strategy actually adopted. 

Based on a search of the relevant literature, it was decided to use the tasks 

developed by Rouse (1978) and by Brooke et al. (1978). To meet the above

mentioned criteria, the task of Brooke et al. had to be modified somewhat, but this 

was not necessary tor the task of Rouse. From the original task of Rouse, an 

additional version was derived which resembles the task used by Sanderson 

(1984 and 1990). A complete description of these tasks is given in the next 

chapters. 

The task of Rouse has been used in a large number of studies for a variety of 

research goals. Typical examples of these goals are: investigating fault diagnosis 

performance as a tunetion of experimental factors such as the complexity of the 

malfunctioning system, relating fault diagnosis performance to subject variables 

such as cognitive style, assessing the transfer of context-tree training to real 

malfunctioning equipment and developing mathematica! models of diagnostic 

behavior. lt would carry too far to discuss all these studies extensively. Fora brief 

review covering a good deal of this research, we refer to Rouse and Hunt (1984). In 

contrast to the taskof Rouse, there are only a few studies in which use has been 

made of the task of Brooke et al. 

The task of Rouse as well as the task of Brooke are relatively context-tree. By 

this is meant that they do not reprasent any fault diagnosis situation in particular. 

Generally speaking, the two tasks require finding the fault in a malfunctioning 

system. The fault can be found by performing a sequence of tests the outcomes of 

which offer the possibility to reduce the set of potential faults. While the particular 

tests made may lead to a gradual narrowing down of the actual fault, the system in 

which the fault occurs does not change over time. Thus, both tasks may be 
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qualified as multi-step but statie. In addition, both tasks are typically well-defined. A 

taskis well-defined if its performer knows the next three elements beferehand (after 

Thijs, 1987): 

1. the possible system statas and the likelihoed with which each state occurs: 
2. the set of available actions as well as their consequences after application in 

each of the possible system states; 

3. the priorities within thesetof feasible consequences. 

Both the task of Rouse ànd the task of Brooke seem to encapsulate many of the 

salient features of the variety of systems that exist in reality and that can present 

fault diagnosis problems. This is not to say that the two tasks are representative of 

all the systems in real life. As Thijs (1987) rightly points out. tasks like those 

developed by Rouse and Brooke do. for instance, not adequately reprasent 

diagnosis situations which are inherently dynamic or ill-defined. Nevertheless, the 

results obtained with the tasks should have practical relevanee to the extent that 

their features are present in any actual work situation. 

Despita their correspondences in logical structure, the two tasks differ 

considerably trom a psychological point of view. Specifically, in the taskof Rouse, a 

netwerk is provided which depiets the topographic structure of the system to be 

diagnosed. lt is therefore assumed that this task calls for topographic search in 

which the information being processed is represented in a more visual code. 

Contrastingly, in the modified taskof Brooke et al., a set of logica! functions is given 

which describes the relationships among the variables being operative in the 

system. Hence, this task presumably calls for functional search involving the 

processing of intermation being held in a more verbal code. 

Two versions of the task of Rouse are included in the study, namely a 

perceptual and an imaginative version. These variants are based on the idea 

expressed in paragraph 4.1 that topographic search may be distinguished as to 

rely predominantly on perception or on imagery. The perceptual version is identical 

to the original task of Rouse where the topographic structure of the system to be 

diagnosedis actually presented and thus physically available. For the imaginative 

version, this taskis changed by making the system topology completely invisible, 

thereby forcing the use of an internal memorized image of it. 

Prior to being used in the actual experiments, the selected diagnosis tasks were 

analyzed in terms of the strategies that in principle can be foliowed to find the fault. 

These analyses seem to support the assumptions we made with regard to the way 
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in which in the tasks the information to be processed would be represented 

intemally. More specifically, it appears that the basically distinct strategies of the 

functional diagnosis task differ primarilyin the extent to which they require verbal 

reasoning and impose a load on memory, whereas the basicstrategiesof the 

topographlc diagnosis task have also different requirements wlth respect to visual 

search. However, because of their subjective nature, the task analyses do not 

provide a streng basis for concluding that our assumptions are actually correct. 

Furthermore, given the difficulties in determining on empirica! grounds what kind of 

internal representation underlies performance in a given problem situation (see 

e.g. Anderson, 1978), conclusive evidence for the correctness of the assumptions 

is hard to obtain, if possible at all. 

Nevertheless, in the literature, a number of studies is reported the results of 

which appear to be consistent with the assumed representations, if only for the two 

variants of the topographic diagnosis task. That is to say, there is evidence to 

suggest that the topographic problem variants are carried out using an internal 

representation with strong visual features. For example, it has been found that 

performance in the perceptual problem variant is affected by visual characteristics, 

such as the format in which the malfunctioning system is displayed (Brooke and 

Duncan, 1981) and the configuration of the set of possible faults prior to testing 

(Toms and Patrick, 1987). Furthermore, performance in the same problem variant 

appears to correlate with the ability at perceptual disembedding as assessed by 

the Embedded Figure Test, a task requiring a simple figure to be located within a 

larger complex one (Henneman and Rouse, 1984). There are also indications that 

solving the problem by using a highly demanding strategy impraves performance 

when supported by a visual memory aid and impairs it when combined with a 

verbal memory aid (Toms and Patrick, 1989). For the imaginative problem variant, it 
has been found that the topographic complexity of the to-be-diagnosed system is a 

major determinant of the ability to construct and use an adequate internal model of 

the system (Sanderson, 1984 and 1990). 

In the first and secend experiment of the study, use is made of the perceptual and 

imaginative topographic search task. The functional search task is employed in the 

third experiment. Apart from these differences in the task used, the three 

experiments are more or less identical in all other respects. 

4.3.2. Eliciting the verbal reports 

In each experiment, the factor of primary interest is the type of verbalization 
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procedure adopted to elicit the verbal reports. This factor is reanzed by having a 

group of subjects perform the fault diagnosis task selected under the next three 

conditions. 

1. silent control: no verbal reports are required from the subjects; 

2. concurrent verbalization: the subjects are asked to verbalize their diagnostic 

activities while performing the task; 

3. retrospective verbanzation: the subjects are asked to report about their activities 

immediately after task accompnshment. 

In designing the experiments, it was decided to allocate each subject to all 

conditions instead of allocating different subjects to one of these. Thus, 

verbanzation type is varied within instead of between subjects. The rationale for 

this decision was that random variabinty within a subject is in general substantially 

less than between subjects (see e.g. Winer, 1971 ). So in this way, the sensitivity 

needed for detecting effects of verbanzation type is nkely to increase. 

lncluding verbalization type as a within-subjects factor possibly results in 

undesirable order effects among the three conditions. To control for such effects, 

ABCCBA counterbalancing is employed within each subject. This means that each 

subject receives the three conditions first in one order and then in the reverse 

order. However, this design does not ensure that the order effects are balanced out 

if asymmetrie transfer occurs (Poulton, 1982). To cope with this, the next two steps 

are taken. First, prior to testing, the subjects are familiarized with each condition. 

Secondly, different orders of condition presentation are incorporated in the design 

and each subject is assigned to one of these. Three orders are included, namely 

123321, 231132, and 312213. The consecutive numbers in each of these 

sequences refer to the successively administered conditions. 

In the experiments, use is made of procedures to verbalize which according to 

the Ericsson and Sirnon model are favorable to both farms of verbal report 

accuracy. The next verbalization procedures are at issue here. First, the 

instructions used for concurrent as well as retrospective verbalization ask for all 

kinds of information attended to in STM. Essentially, with concurrent verbalization, 

the subjects are explicitly instructed to report everything they are thinking of while 

performing the task selected. In a similar vein, with retrospective verbalization, the 

subjects are instructed to report everything they can remember about their thoughts 

during the task. Furthermore, in an initial practice phase, the subjects receive 

warmup exercises in order to train them in the two verbanzation types. Moreover, 

the subjects are closely monitored during the entire experimental phase to make 
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sure that they comply with the particuier instructions administered. Finally, with 

retrospective verbalization, the subjects are probed to report immediately upon task 

· completion and they receive as a memory aid all the information requested and 

obtained during the task. 

As ciarifled In the preceding chapter, a rigarous test on verbal report accuracy 

requires a thorough understandlng of the cognitive processas involved in the task 

under investlgation. Wlth this requirement In mind, we tried to identify what 

strataglas might be employed to perform the topographic and functional diagnosis 

task we selected for use. The informatlon utilized to accomplish this came from two 

sources. One souree consisted of attempts reported in the literature to develop 

norrnalive models for the tasks concerned (Brooke et al., 1980; Rouse, 1978). In 

this context, a norrnalive model should be regarded as a speciflcation of the way in 

whlch a given problem has to be solved In order to achleve a particular objective, 

for instance, finding the salution In a minimum number of test trials. Such a model 

is typically derived from a purely logica! analysis of the problem. Having available a 

norrnalive model, it can serve as a baseline against which a subjeet's actual 

problem-solving behavier is evaluated. For the topographic as well as the 

functional diagnosis task, norrnalive models have been proposed which are based 

on the half-split principle. Application of this principle to the two tasks results in the 

strategy of performing diagnostic tests that are naarest to causing one half of the 

possible taults to be eliminated once their value is known. This strategy is 

statistically optimal in the sense that it attains a salution in the minimum number of 

trials. Another normative model specifically constructed for the topographic 

diagnosis task incorporates the so-called tracing-back principle: startlog trom a 

failing system output and working backwards along a chain of interconnected 

components will eventually lead to the faulty component. 

The second souree of information we used for strategy identification consisted 

of empirica! observations on how subjects actually perfarm the tasks. These data 

came primarily from pilot experiments in which subjects had to report concurrently 

or retrospectively about their cognitive processas during task performance. A 

global inspeetion of the recorded verbal reports indiéated that in both the topo

graphic and the functional diagnosis task the subjects ware highly consistent in 

showing saveral types of recurrent behaviors. lt seemed possible to relate these 

behavloral regularities to a relatively small number ot basically distinct strategies. 

By combining the results of normative modeling attempts with th.e verbal reports 

of subjects' actual behavior, we produced for each fault diagnosis task under study 

a written characterization of the strategies that might in principle be employed. 
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These descriptions are presented in full in the chapters to follow; here they are 

discussed only in general terms. 

Befare proceeding, it seems appropriate to question the objectivity of the 

approach by which the strategy descriptions have been generated. One of the 

problems associated with the approach is that information from different sourees is 

combined in a rather informal and eclectic way. Furthermore, the data from one of 

the sourees involved, in particular the verbal reports, undergo a subjective 

interpretation. Finally, the accuracy of the latter data ltself is questionable as the 

possibility of reactive and invalid verbal reporting cannot be ruled out. As a 

consequence of all this, there is no guarantee that the strategy specifications are 

really correct. However, notwithstanding their weak basis, the descriptions do 

provide all kinds of clues for making testable predictions which in principle can be 

evaluated against empirica! data. We will return to this point in section 4.3.3. 

The strategies contained in the descriptions should be regarded as idealized ways 

of performing the tasks. lt is not to be expected that a particular subject wiJl conform 

entirely to any one of them. That is to say, one should allow for the possibility that a 

given subject may adopt a working-style which differs in one or more respects from 

the strategies being identified for the task he executes. And also, the subject, while 

doing the task, may shift from one working-style to another. Nevertheless, the 

postulated strategies will most likely be quite similar to those used by many of the 

subjects. 

A description of the strategies proposed for a particular task can be thought of 

as consisting of two kinds of specifications: namely a more logica/ and a more 

psychological specification. The logical specification is essentially a 

characterization of each of the strategies in terms of the tormal principles that 

govern the choice of the tests in the task. The psychological specificatien 

characterizes each strategy in terms of the required cognitive processas and the 

associated behavloral responses. In this and the following section, it will become 

clear what role these specifications play in our study. 

Stated formally, the logical specificatien of a task's strategies constitutes the 

basis for converting observed behaviors into data which are suitable for testing 

verbal report accuracy. At issue here is the conversion of non-verbal behaviaral 

observations into performance data and the conversion of verbal behaviors into 

protocol data. Let us consider how these converslons actually take place, to begin 

with the first one. 

In each experiment, the task employed is computer-implemented and requires 

the subjects to interact with a keyboard-display system. On-line recordings are 
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made of the tests the subjects successively enter towards task accomplishment. 

From the recordings, a variety of performance data is derived. These are not only 

· data referring to the productsof the subjects' performance, such as the total time on 

the task, but also data reprasenting the operations underlying it. The operation

oriented performance data typically relale to the strategies the subjects follow in the 

task. These latter data now are obtained by casting the task's logical strategy 

specification in the form of an algorithm which attempts to classify each recorded 

test into one of the distinct strategies. This algorithm has been formulated as an 

executable computer program so that an objective strategy identification is 

ensured. 

The second conversion, i.e. the one going from verbal behavloral observations 

to protocol data, proceeds as follows. Again in each experiment, tape-recordings 

are made of the verbalizations which the subjects produce concurrently with task 

performance or in retrospect. The transcriptions hereof are analyzed by a group of 

coders who have been trained to classify all the tests a subject reports about into 

the strategies defined beforehand. Training the coders essentially consists of 

learning them to apply the task's logical strategy description to a concrete verbal 

report. Note, however, that the coders receive no information about the way in 

which the computer algorithm classifies the subjects' tests. The classifications 

given by the coders constitute the protocol data. 

When considering this approach of collecting data for testing verbal report 

accuracy, two points are worth mentioning. First, it is important to nota that the 

logical description of a task's strategies is used in deriving both the performance 

data and the protocol data. So, the two sets of data are dependent of each other in 

the sense that they incorporate exactly the same theoretica! presuppositions. 

However, the two are independent of each other in the sense that they are 

extracted from distinct behaviaral recordings. A second point worth noting is that 

the adopted approach is an instanee of a low-level encoding procedure. The 

behavloral records are broken down into meaningful segments each of which is 

individually assessed. Here, a segment refers to one of the tests a subject makes or 

reports about when performing the task under study. lt was feit that this more 

detailed level of analysis would be needed to capture the essence of the 

theoretica! constructsof primary interest, i.e. the task strategies. The chosen level in 

particular allows for possible strategy shifts the subject makes during the task. 

4.3.3. Determining verbal report accuracy 

Having collected the performance and protocol data, they are subsequently used in 
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tests on verbal report accuracy. However, befare doing so, the data are examined 

for possible departures from the assumptions whereupon these tests rest. As was 

ciarifled in Chapter 3, the basic assumptions being made concern, in the first place, 

the validity of the performance data, secondly, the reliability of the protocol data, 

and thirdly, the sensitivity of these two types of data. To check the first assumption, it 

is examined whether the algorithmically identified task strategies are accompanled 

with a priori speelfled performance differences. lt is here where the psychological 

description of the task's strategies comes into play since it constitutes the basis for 

making these predictions. The second assumption Is tested by determining the 

inter- and intra-coder agreement of the protocol-based strategies. The check on the 

third assumption is carried out by manipulating a control variable, namely task 

difficulty, which is supposed to exert significant behaviaral effects. These effects too 

are predicted from the task's psychological strategy description. Furthermore, to get 

some indication of how effective the adopted procedures to verbalize are, it Is 

examined whether the generated protoeels contain a satisfactory number of verbal

izations. lf these preliminary tests indicate that the data obtained do nat 

systematically vlolate the assumptions made, further tests on verbal report 

accuracy are conducted. This involves testing for reactivity by making a comparison 

between the performance data from the silent control condition and the sametype 

of data from the concurrent and retrospective verbanzation condition. lt also 

involves testing for validlty by camparing the performance data with the protocol 

data, both from the two verbanzation conditions. In the remalnder of this section, lt 

will be described what statistica! techniques are employed to perferm these tests. 

This will be done first for verbal report reactivity and then for verbal report validity. 

Verbal report reactivity. Should there be performance differences between the 

silent control condition and (one of) the two verbalizatlon conditions, we will 

assume that reactlvlty is operating. In order to assess the significanee of sueh 

possible differenees, the performance data are submitted to analyses of varianee 

with verbalization type as the factor of primary interest. When using an analysis of 

variance, lt is important to distinguish between different rnadeis of data collection 

(Finn, 1974; Finn and Mattson, 1978; Winer, 1971). What model should be chosen 

depends upon the kinds of interences one wants to make and the design of the 

experiment. 

In the present study, it is in principle possible to apply a multivariate model in 

which the various performance measures to be evaluated are considered jointly. 

Such a model permits one to test the effects of the factors being manipulated for all 

measures simultaneously. Should this multivariate test prove significant, one can 
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praeeed to perform a series of univarlate tests for the individual measures in order 

to locate the ones responsible for the effect found. Note that the multivariate test is 

relled upon for the initial deelsion about whether an effect occurs or not. Wrthout the 

proteetion of this test, separate univarlate decisions can intlate the statistica! error 

rate considerably, tor, as the number of statistica! tests increases, the probability of 

one or more spuriously significant result increases as welt. lndeed, given enough 

statistica! tests, the probability can become quite large that at least one will turn out 

significant by chance alone. Thus, application of a multivariate model would tend to 

minimize the probability of committing a type I error. 

However, a serieus drawback of the multivariate model in question is that there 

is no strong relationship between the outcoma of the multivariate test and the 

separate univariate test results. Specifically, one or more of the univarlate tests 

may be significant while the multivariate test is not. This can happen when the 

number of measures being tested is relatively large and only one or a few of them 

are reliably affected. So, by stopping testing if a non-significant multivariate test is 

obtained, there is a risk of overlooking a true effect in one or more of the measures 

under consideration. In the present study, this would lead to accepting the 

hypothesis of no reactivity while it actually should have been rejected. Stated in 

statistica! terms, it woulel amount to making a type IJ error. There are saveral 

reasens for being seriously wary of this possibility. First, following the Ericsson and 

Sirnon model that under certain conditions concurrent verbalization slows down 

the speed of cognitive processas but does not change them fundamentally 

(Ericsson and Simon, 1980 en 1984), it is conceivable that the sqle maasure being 

affected will be the time to task completion. As a matter of tact, this is exactly the 

pattem of results we predicted tor the two variants of the topographic search task. 

Secondly, on the assumption that the sameoutcoma of a cognitive process may be 

generated through different operations, it is possible that only the strategy-related 

measures will reveal effects of verbalization. Thirdly, given that the outcomes of a 

cognitive process may undergo significant changes but not the nature of the 

underlying operations, it is also possible that only the "overall" measures, such as 

the time to task completion and the total number of tests made, will be affected. 

Because of our interest in detecting such measure-specific verbanzation effects 

and also because of the explorative nature of our study, we decided to refrain from 

applying a multivariate model as outlined above. lnstead, separate analyses are 

carried out for each of the measures included. Of course, would our study reveal 

that (a number of) the measures are repeatedly and similarly affected by 

verbalization type, it may be appropriate to analyze them in combination, at least in 

future research. 
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A further reductlon in the probability of committing a type 11 error is realized by 

directly increasing the probabllity level of making a type I error, i.e. through an 

increase of the value of p. lt was considered advisable to raise in the analyses of 

varianee the level of p trom the conventional value of 0.05 to 0.10. That is to say, all 

those effects of verbalization type the p-values of which come up to 0.10 will be 

examined more closely. Nevertheless, only if a given p exceeds the 0.05 level will 

the corresponding effect be regarded as statistically significant. 

Since a number of factors is varied within subjects, in particular verbalization 

type and task difficulty, the experimental design results in repeated scores on each 

maasure used. Data of this kind are frequently analyzed according to a univariate 

"mixed" analysis of varianee model in which the repeated measures and the 

subjects are explicitly treated as factors. However, application of this model is only 

appropriate if the data, apart from the basic assumptions of normality and 

independenee of errors, meet the additional requirement of compound symmetry. 

This requirement implies that: 

1. at each level of the within-subjects factors, the variances of the data are equal; 

2. for all possible pairs of levels of these factors, the covariances of the data are 

equal as well; 

3. this equality of variances and covariances holels for each level of the between

subjects factors, if present. 

Unfortunately, these highly restrictive assumptions are in practica seldom met. 

(Finn and Mattson, 1978). Moreover, violations of these assumptions are not 

compensated for by the robustness of the F-test to be carried out. Seen from this 

point of view, it was considered advisable to apply a multivariate repeated 

messurement model. In this model, the repeated scores on a maasure are 

conceived of as multiple, intercorrelated dependent variables which may have any 

arbitrary pattarn of variances and covariances. 

To conclude, the data are analyzed by adopting tor each measure a 

multivariate repeated messurement model (MANOVA). Thus, the data are nat 

treated as multivariate with respect to scores on several measures but they are 

with respect to repeated scores on one measure. All the analyses are performed 

using SPSS-X software (Norusis, 1985; SPSS-X user's gulde, 1986). 

Verbal repon vatidity. As stated above, testing verbal report validity involves deter

mining the agreement between the performance and protocol data, both collected 

in the verbalization conditions. Here, agreement should be interpreled as the 
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extent to which the computer algorithm and the coders tend to classity a subjeet's 

test in the same strategy category. The statistica! lilaralure provides aHarnalive 

. ways of quantllatively assessing this agreement. That is to say, various measures 

have been proposed lor determining how well two sets of categorical data obtained 

trom two different sourees agree with each other. In !he present study, it was 

decided to make use of the maasure kappa, a stalistic which has been developed 

by Cohen (1960). Kappa has a number of advantages over other measures of 

agreement First, i! takes into account that a eertaio amount of agreement is to be 

expected by chance. Secondly, it places no restrictions on !he distribution of the 

classifications over the categones lor the two data sourees involved. Thirdly, it 

provides means of performing tests of significance. Kappa is directly interpretabla 

as the proportion of agreement alter chance agreement has been removed trom 

consideration. When the obtained agreement is equal to chance agreement, kappa 

results in the value of 0. Greater than chance agreement leads to positive values of 

kappa, less than chance agreement to negative values. The upper limit of kappe is 

1.00 and occurs when there is perfect agreement. 

In accordance with the lilarature (Landis and Koch, 1977), we will use the 

following labels when describing the relativa strength of agreement associated with 

the kappa statistic. 

Kimwl staijstic 

<0.00 
0.00-0.20 
0.21-0.40 
0.41-0.60 
0.61·0.60 
0.61-1.00 

Strength Qj agreement 

Poor 
Slight 
Fair 

Moderate 
Substantial 

Almast perfect 

A~hough these labels are somewhat arbitrary, they allow us to maintain consistent 

nomenclature when discussing the resu~s of our study. 

Alter this overview, the three conducted experiments are described in detail in the 

following chapters. 
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CHAPTER5 

VERBAL REPORT ACCURACY IN A 
PERCEPTUAL VARIANT OF A 
TOPOGRAPHIC DIAGNOSIS TASK 

This chapter contains the description of the flrst one of three experiments on verbal 

report accuracy in fault diagnosis. The component of fault diagnosis captured by 

the experimental task employed is topographic search with relerenee to a visual 

percept. A detailed account is given of the methad used to generale the required 

data (paragraph 5.1) and the results of the data analyses are reported (paragraph 

5.2). 
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5.1. Method 

This paragraph describes !he way in which in the experimentlhe p&rformance data 

and the protocol data needed tor assessing verbal report accuracy were gathered. 

5.1.1. Collectlng performance data 

Subjects and design 
Thirty-six students trom the Eindhoven Univarsity of Technology participated in the 

experiment. They ware paid lor !heir participation on an hourly basis. 

A 3•4•3 factorial design was utilized. The threa factors were: verbanzation type, 

task difficulty, and order of verbalization type. Verbalization typa was a within· 

subjects factor with three levels: no verbalization (1), concurrent verbalization (2), 

and retrospective verbalization (3). Task difliculty was a within-subjects factor with 

tour levels, an increasing level number indicating a higher dagree of task difficulty. 

Order ol verbalization type was a between-subjects factor with three levels. The 

next three orders were included: 123321, 231132, and 312213. The consecutive 

numbers reler to the successively administered levels of verbalization type with 

each verbalization administration comprising two experimental problems to be 

solved. For example, a subject allocated to the first order of verbalization type 

subsequently solved two problems in silence, two problems under concurrent 

verbalization, tour problems under retrospective verbalization, two problems under 

concurrent verbalization, and two problems in silenca. Each subject was randomly 

assigned to one of the three orders so that each order was perlormed by 12 

subjects. 

Each subject had to solve !he same collection of 12 experimental problems. The 

assignmenl of these problems to the three different verbalization types was 

randomized, though subject to !he constraint that each verbalization type contained 

tour problems each of which represented another difliculty leveL In other words, 

verbalizalion type conslituted a tactolial combination with task difficuny. The tour 

experimental problems assigned to a particular verbalization type ware the same 

tor all subjects. So, each level of _verbalization type was associated with another, 

but fixed set of problems. In addition, the order of problem presentation within each 

verbalization type was random but again identicallor all subjects. 

We aeknowledge that there were at least two potentlal dangers in using this 

design. First, a valid interpretation of the effect of verbalization type rested on the 
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assumption that the different sets of problems would be equivalent with respect to 

task difficulty. The relevant literature (Rouse and Rouse, 1979) and a pilot experi

ment suggested that the chosen dimension of task difficulty would assist in 

achieving this assumption. Unfortunately, the data obtained in the actual 

experiment indicated that this was not the case. So, it must be concluded by 

hindsight that our original understanding of the factors determining task difficulty 

was not suftlelent to justify the present design. This point will recelve more 

extensive trestment in a later section. Secondly, task difficulty was confounded with 

order of problem presentation, at least within each level of verbalization type. 

Nevertheless, it mlght be expected that, because of the randomization of problem 

presentation, the different levels of task dlfficulty would be balsneed across the 

experiment as a whole. Since task difficulty was only meant as a secondary 

varlable, it was feit that this form of control would suffice our purpose. 

Task 

The fault diagnosis task used in the experiment was based on the one employed 

by Rouse (1978). Thls task involves fault finding in graphically displayed networks. 

An example of a network is shown in Figure 5.1. 

Figure 5.1. Example of a network. 

The networks used consist of N rows and N columns of interconnected 
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components. Each component which is not located in the first column of such a 

network receives from the left a random number of input connections. Also, from 

each component which is not located in the last column emanates a random 

number of output connections to the right. 

The working of these networks is as follows. Each component takes one of two 

possible values, namely 1 or 0. The value of a component is transferred to all the 

output connections of that component. A component gets the value of 1 if and only 

if: 

1. all its input connections carry a 1 ; 

2. the component is not the faulty one. 

Whenever one of these conditions is not fuHilled, the component will be o. In other 

words, the components tunetion as logica! •AND~-gates. A component is 

designated as the faulty one if none of its input connections is 0 and the component 

still takes the value of 0. This faulty component transfers values of 0 to all its output 

connections. Components that are reached by these connections become also o. 
In this way, the effects of the faulty component spread to further compOnents in the 

network. In each network presented, one randomly selected component is the 

faulty one. lt is the subjeet's task to locate this component. 

At the start of a problem, a network is presented. Also, at the right-hand side of 

the network, the values of the componentsin column N, referred to as the output 

components, are displayed (see Figure 5.2). These values are produced by the 

faulty component according to the way in which the network operates. However, 

this information is usually not sufficient to infer what particular component faits. 

Actually, a number of components could have produced the given values of the 

output components should they have failed. In order to gain further information on 

the location of the faulty component, the subject can test connections or 

components. The subject tests a conneetion by giving a terminal command of the 

nextform: 

x, y <return> 

In this command, x represents the code number of the component from which the 

tested conneetion emanates; y represems the code number of the component on 

which that conneetion arrives. The cammand has to be closed with a <return>. 

Having antered such a command, the subject receives the value of the tested 

connection. 
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0 

0 

0 

0 

Figure 5.2. Example of a network with outputs. Component 21 is faulty. 

The subjectcantest a component by giving a cammand of the form: 

x <return> 

In this command, x represents the code number of the tested component. Again, a 

<return> has to be entered to close the command. Upon entrance of such a 

command, the subject is given one of two types of information. lf the component 

tested by him is not the faulty one, the value of the tested component is provided. 

Then, the subject can continue making tests. lf, however, the subject tests the faulty 

component, he will be informed that his test is correct. Then, he has solved the 

problem. 

Conneetiens and components are tested in consecutive trials by which a test on 

a conneetion counts for one trial and a test on a component for three trials. 

Whenever the subject tests a non-existent conneetion or component, or enters a 

command which violates the syntax required, he will be informed about this. Then, 

the trial number is not raised. An illustration of the manner in which successive 

tests are made is shown in Figure 5.3. 
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CONDITION: THINK ALOUD 

trial 1 : .a1......38. 
trial2: ~ 
trial 3: 2Z....3a 
trial 4: 21. 
trial 7: 2.1...21 
trial 8: 21 

status conneetion 1 
status conneetion 1 
status conneetion 0 
status component 0 
status conneetion 0 

11 correct !I 

Figure 5.3. Format of the text display showing the successive interactions between 
the subject and the computer during the fault diagnosis task. The 
subject diagnosed the netwerk presented in Figure 5.2. The commands 
he antered have been underlined. 

Strataglas 
By combining the results of normative modeling attempts presented in the literature 

(Rouse, 1978) with an analysis of verbal reports obtained in a pilot experiment, we 

identified for the fault diagnosis task described above a number of possible 

strategies. In the following, these task strategies are described trom a more 

"logical" and a more "psychological" point of view. 

Logica/ strategy description. There appear to be two basically distinct strategies 

according to which the fault diagnosis task can be performed, namely tracing-back 

and hypothesis-and-test. 1t is interesting to note that Morrison and Duncan (1988) 

identify two similar strategies for the task. 

Tracing-back. When employing this strategy, the subject first selacts as a 

starting-point an arbitrary component trom the set of components with a known 

value of 0. Next, he chooses an arbitrary input conneetion of the selected 

component and tests its value. lf the tested input conneetion gets the value of 1 , he 

will then test another input conneetion of the component. But, if the input 

conneetion bacomes 0, he will then select as a new starting-point the component 

trom which the tested input conneetion leaves. The subject repeats this search 

procedure until he finds a component of which none of the input connections gets 

the value of o. The component to which this applies is the faulty one. 

In short, the strategy involves tracing back through the displayed network along 

a path of interconnected components with a known value of 0 until the faulty 

component is encountered. 

Hypothesis-and-test. In this strategy, the subject identifies one or more of the 

components that could have failed, given the information acquired so far. The 

subject derives this set of possibly faulty components by determining what 

components conneet directly or indirectly to all components with a known value of 0 

and do not conneet to any component with a known value of 1. For instance, in the 
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network problem given in Figure 5.2 the complete set of possibly faulty components 

prior to testing consists of 4, 10, 15, 21, 24, 27, 31, and 33. From the derived set, 

the subject selects one or more components as a basis tor performing tests. lf (one 

of) the selected component(s) does not appear to be the faulty one, the subject 

adjusts the set by eliminating those components which, on account of the test 

result, can be ruled out as possibly faulty. Once the set of possibly faulty 

components has been reduced so as to contain only one feasible component, this 

component then should be the faulty one. 

Two farms of the hypothesis-and-test strategy differing in breadth of focus can in 

principle be distinguished. Breadth of focus points to the number of possibly faulty 

components the subject considers simultaneously. In the uni-focus form, the 

subject considers only one feasible component at a time. That is to say, the subject 

selects trom the derived set of feasible components an arbitrary component as a 

basis for performing a test. In the multi-focus form, on the other hand, the subject 

keeps track of all possibly faulty components simultaneously. Specifically, the 

subject perfarms in the complete set of feasible components the optimal, i.e. the 

half-split test. This is the test that is naarest to causing one half of all the feasible 

components to be eliminated once the test value is known. Note that in the uni

focus form the subject may derive any number of components that possibly fail. In 

the multi-focus form, however, he derives a//possibly faulty components. 

In short, the hypothesis-and-test strategy consists of identifying the components 

that could have failed, given the information already obtained. lf the test made is 

based on an arbitrarily selected component possibly being faulty, the uni-focus 

farm of the strategy is employed. The multi-focus form is used when performing a 

half-split test on all possibly faulty components. 

When camparing the different diagnosis strategies, it appears that they differ in 

the extent to which at any particular moment use is made of the available 

information. As wil/ be evident trom the preceding, the amount of information 

utilized increases in the following order: tracing-back, uni-focus hypothesis-and

test, multi-focus hypothesis-and-test. 1t thus seems appropriate to qualify tracing

back as less thorough than uni-focus hypothesis-and-test which in turn may be 

qualified as less thorough than multi-focus hypothesis-and-test. 

1t should be pointed out that a subject can perfarm the fault diagnosis task by 

using a strategy which differs in one or more respects from the basic strategies 

described here. When this occurs, the subject is said to follow an indefinite 

strategy. An example of an indefinite strategy can be one in which tuiluseis made 

of 0 information whereas 1 information is ignored. When adopting such a strategy, 

the subject will attempt to localize components which conneet directly or indirectly 
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to all components with a known value of 0. But he will not check whether the 

components being located happen to conneet to any component with a value of 1. 

Another point to be made is that the subject, while doing the task, can shift from 

one strategy to another. For example, the subject may first localize a possibly faulty 

component by adopting the hypothesis-and-test strategy. Having found such a 

component, he may subsequently work backwards from that component until the 

fauH is encountered, thus turning to the tracing-back strategy. 

Psychological strategy description. The strategies outlined above seem to place 

different loads on the relevant cognitive processes. Consider first the processing 

requirements of the tracing-back strategy. At any time durlng this strategy, the per

ceptual field is restricted in that the attention is always directed towards only one 

particular component and lts adjacent input connections. The strategy will therefore 

involve no extensive visual search. Furthermore, the algorithm used (i.e. test the 

input connections of a component the output of which has just been found to be 0) 

is simple in such a manner that the mental calculations engaged in are limited and 

the memory load involved is low. The processing requirements of the hypothesis

and-test strategy differ considerably hereof. This strategy appears to depend 

heavily on pattem recognition and complex reasoning because of lts requirement 

to derive throughout the network components that can or cannot fail. Since a more 

or less permanent record of these components is further required, the strategy also 

imposes a considerable load on memory. As was noted above, in the multi-focus 

form of the strategy a larger number of componentsis considered at the sametime 

than in the uni-focus form. Consequently, the first form will rely more heavily on the 

cognitive processas mentioned here than the latter form. 

In sum, the amount of cognitive elfort required by the various diagnosis 

strategies increases in the following order: tracing-back, uni-focus hypothesis

and-test, multi-focus hypothesis-and-test. 

Differences in the processing requirements of the distinct strategies will 

manifest themselves as differences in observable task behaviors. Specifically, 

during the tracing-back strategy, a rapld sequence of tests is carried out and no 

attention is paid to whether each individual test is redundant or not. So, if this 

strategy is used, the tests are made quickly after another, but many of them are 

needed to find the fault. In contrast to this, in the hypothesis-and-test strategy, each 

test being made is informative and the result of. caretul and time-consuming 

information processing. Thus, when employing this strategy, the fauH is found In a 

few number of tests, aHhough each test takes a conslderable amount of time. As 

will be evident, the latter performance effects will be more pronounced when the 
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multi-focus form of the hypothesis-and-test strategy is foliowed rather than the uni

focus form. Another typical performance difference between the tracing-back and 

hypothesis-and-test strategy constitutes the manner in which the displayed network 

is traversed. The tracing-back strategy is started in the right column with an output 

component having a value of 0 and is carried on by working backwards along a 

line of interconnected components appearing to be 0. In the hypothesis-and-test 

strategy, such a path of o components will not necessarily be followed. 

Instructiens 

Two sets of written instructions were prepared, in particular a task and a 

verbal/zation instruction. 

Task instroctlon. This instructien explained the nature of the fault diagnosis task 

and the use of the computer terminal. lt also described the two basic strategies 

according to which the task could be performed. However, the instructien left the 

subject tree to follow the strategy he preferred. The subject was further instructed to 

complete the task in a minimum number of test trials and at his own pace. So. 

accuracy rather than speed was stressed. In order to prevent the subject from 

making an overwhelmingly large number of tests and using an excessive amount 

of time, he was told to solve the task in less than 50 trials and within 15 minutes, 

otherwise the task would be terminated. A pilot study indicated that these 

constraints provided ample opportunity for completing the task appropriately. Four 

paper and pencil exercises were added to the task instructien for the purpose of 

testing the subjeet's understanding of the task. 

Verbalizat/on instruction. The instructien given for concurrent verbanzation asked 

the subjecttothink aloud while doing the task. Thinking aloud was explained to the 

subject as telling everything he was thinking of from the moment the task began till 

its end. The instructien encouraged him to talk aloud constantly but dissuaded him 

trom planning befarehand what to say and trom explaining what he said. For 

retrospective verbalization, the instructien asked the subject to teil everything he 

could remamber about what he was thinking when he performed the task. In this 

instruction, the subject was requested to report what he actually could remamber 

about his thoughts, preferably in the sequence in which they occurred, rather than 

what he supposed to must have thought. When uncertain about his memories, he 

could teil this to the experimenter. The instructien also encouraged him to make 

use of the reeall aid given (see below). 
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Stimulus materleis 
In the experiment, 16 problems to be administered by a computer were developed. 

Four of them were utilized for practica. They were especially meant to train the 

subject in verbalizing his thoughts and in on-line task performance. The other 12 

problems served experimental purposes. 

For each problem, the computer generated a different netwerk. One of the 

generated networks had a small size consisting of 25 components arranged in a 

matrix of 5 rows and 5 columns. This netwerk was used in the first practica problem. 

The other 15 networks were large, consisting of 49 components arranged in a 

matrix of 7 rows and 7 columns. When generating a particular network, saveral 

somewhat arbitrary constraints were regarded. For example, the number of 

connections arriving at or teaving from a component would be three or less and a 

component in one column could only conneet to a component in an adjacent 

column to the right of it. Fora complete description of the constraints, we refer to 

Rouse (1978). For each problem to be presented, the faulty component was 

selected at random, with the exception that the output components could not fail. 

The selection was performed without replacement. The subjects were not informed 

ofthis. 

In order to generata problems which varled in difficulty, an adequate di mension of 

task difficulty was needed. A dimension of difficulty may be considered adequate if 

it results in a degradation of task performance with an increase in problem difficulty. 

On the basis of the relevant literature (Rouse and Rouse, 1979) and a pilot experi· 

ment, it was hypothesized that in the fault diagnosis task used the dimension 

"number of components that possibly fail before any tests are made" would fuifiJl 

this condition. That is to say, a problem was conceived of as being more difficult if 

its initia! set of possibly faulty components was larger. This assumption was essen

tially based on the idea that a problem requiring consideration of a larger number 

of feasible components would be more demanding of a subjeet's processing 

resources. lt should be realized that the effectiveness of this dimension of difficulty 

depends upon the type of strategy used. Remamber that the hypothesis·and-test 

strategy is explicitly directed at the identification of coinponents from the feasible 

fault set. This does not hold for the tracing-back strategy. Consequently, experi

mental manipulation of the initia! size of the feasible fault set should indeed affect 

task performance when the hypothesis-and·test strategy is adopted but should 

exert no systematic performance effect with the adoption of the tracing-back 

strategy. Nevertheless, given that on an easy problem the more exacting 

hypothesis-and-test strategy is used, it might be expected that on a difficult problem 
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relatively more use is made of the less exacting tracing-back strategy. 

With these considerations in mind, the problems to be presented ware 

generated so that they differed with respect to the size of the initial feasible fault set. 

In the experimental problems, this set took one of tour possible sizes. lt consisted of 

8, 11, 14, or 17 components. Thus, in the experiment, tour different levels of task 

difficulty ware employed. Of the experimental problems, there ware always three 

having the same initia! feasible set size. Each practica problem had an initial 

feasible set size of 8. 

Technique and apparatus 

A subject was tested in isolation in a sound-attenuated room. In this test room, he 

sat in front of a graphical display unit and a terminal consisting of a text display with 

an ASCII keyboard attached to it. The graphical display unit was located at the 

subjeet's left hand and the terminal at his right. Both the graphical display unitand 

the terminal were driven by a computer which was programmed to control the fault 

diagnosis task to be performed by the subject. The networks used in the task were 

presented on the graphical display unit. The subject interacted with the computer 

by means of the terminal. The computer was also used to record the sequence of 

tests the subject made and the response times he displayed. 

During the experiment, the subject was under supervision of the experimenter 

who sat in a room next to the test room. From hls room, the experimenter controlled 

the presentation of the task by interacting with the computer through another 

terminal. The communication between subject and experimenter proceeded 

through an intercom system. A complete record was made of the subjeet's 

verbalizations. This was accomplished by hanging a microphone around the 

subjeet's neck and connecting it to a tape-recorder in the experimenter's room. The 

tape-recorder was operated by the experimenter. 

Procedure 
A subject was tested individually and took part in one experimental session. A 

session consisled of two phases: namely a practice and an experimental phase. 

Practice phase. In this phase, the subject first studled the task and verbalization 

instruction. Then, he made the four paper and pencil exercises added to the task 

instruction. Upon completion of the exercises, he received feedback about hls 

performance. Thereupon, the subject solved the tour computer-administered 

practica problems. The first two problems had to be done in silence, the third 

problem required concurrent verbalization and the last one retrospective 
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verbalization. Aftar these problems, the subject received feedback about the quality 

of hls verbalizations. During the practica phase, the subject was free to ask any 

relevant question, but he was not informed about the goal of the experiment. The 

practica phase took on the average approximately one hour. When the practica 

phase was finished, the subject took a 15 minutes break aftar which he participated 

in the experimental phase. 

Experlmental phase. In this phase, the subject solved the 12 computer

admlnistered experimental problems. Each problem requlred from the subject one 

of the three verballzation types. The sequence in which the different verbalization 

types were requested proceeded according to one of the three possible orders of 

verbalizatlon type mentioned earlier. 

At the start of each problem, the text display showed the particular verbalization 

type required. This verbalization request remained on the display for the time the 

subject solved the problem administered. The experimenter saw to it that the 

subject obeyed to this. That is to say, when concurrent verbalization was asked for 

and the subject remained silent for more than about 1 0 seconds, the experimenter 

would persuade him to resume verbalization. Conversely, when no verbalization or 

retrospective verbalization was requested and the subject in spite of that started 

verbalizing during the problem, the experimenter would urge him to be silent. 

During each problem, the visual display showed the network in which the 

subject had to locate the faulty component. As soon as on the text display the 

current trial number appeared, the subject could perferm a test by activating the 

keyboard. Having antered the desired test, the computer would present the 

appropriate information on the display. Subject-computer interactions recorded in 

previous trials were not erased (Figure 5.3). 

When the subject upon completion of a problem had to report retrospectivety, 

the network as well as the record of the dialogue remalned available. He could use 

this problem-specific information as an aid to reeall hls previous thoughts. 

A problem ended when the subject succeeded in solving it. A problem was also 

terminated if the subject exceeded the maximum number of 50 test trials permitled 

or the time limit of 15 minutes. However, this was not done before the moment the 

subject performed the test which went beyond (one of) the limits. 

In the experimental phase, the subject was never allowed to use paper and 

pencil. Upon completion of the first six problems, a 15 minutes rest break was given 

and, aftar the break, the other six problems were administered. The experimental 

phase lasted on the average about two hours (the break excluded). 
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Performance measures 
A variety of measures was utilized to describe the subjeet's performance in each 

problem he solved. These measures were based on the sequence of tests the 

subject made and the response times he displayed. 

Time-related aspectsof performance were captured by the next measure: 

• the time taken to complete a problem (corrected for the time the terminal 

keyboard was activated). 

One of the measures used to capture the accuracy of performance was: 

• the number of test trials needed. 

Other measures referring to performance accuracy included those which have 

been proposed by Duncan and Gray (1975): 

• the number of premature tests made (tests attempted on a component while the 

set of possibly faulty componentsis greater than one); 

• the number of redundanttests (tests which do not result in a reduction of thesetof 

feasible components when this set contains more than one component); 

• the number of extra tests (tests which do not reduce the feasible fault set when 

the size of this set is already one}. 

The final accuracy maasure employed was: 

• the deviation trom optimality. 

This measure reflects the extent to which each test made deviates from the optimal 

reduction of the set of possibly faulty components. Appendix C gives a description 

of the way in which it was calculated. 

All the other measures being used were designated to describe the adopted 

diagnostic strategy. An algorithm was developed to inter from the tests the subject 

made the particular strategy he followed. A complete description of this algorithm 

can be found in Appendix A. 

The algorithm tried to classify each individual test attempted, with the exception 

of the test performed on the faulty component, into one of the three strategies 

distinguished above, namely tracing-back, uni-focus hypothesis-and-test, and 

multi-focus hypothesis-and-test. In case a particular test did not fulfill any of these 
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strategies, it would be classified as indefinite. Such a classification should not be 

considered as a failure of the algorithm since it was in principle possible that a 

subject foliowed a strategy which differed from the three identified strategies. lf the 

algorithm did fail, that is to say, if a given test fulfilled two or more strategies, it 

would receive the classification undefined. The algorithm was further limited in that 

it could not distinguish well between the uni- and the multi-focus form of the 

hypothesis-and-test strategy. Consequently, a test would roughly be classified as 

hypothesis-and-test without receiving the breadth of focus specification. 

In order to guarantee an objective identification of the strategies, a computer 

implementation of the algorithm was realized. The working of the algorithm is 

briefly illustrated in Appendix E (example 1) where for one particular problem being 

solved the algorithmically derived strategy classifications are compared with the 

classifications which a group of ccders extracted from the accompanying verbal 

report. 

Saveral measures were constructed from the strategy classifications the 

algorithm produced: 

. the proportion of tracing-back encodings; 

. the proportion of hypothesis-and-testencodings; 

. the proportion of indefinite encodings; 

. the proportion of undefined encodings. 

Each proportion was expressed as a percentage of the total number of tests 

performed, the test on the faulty component excepted. 

The next maasure was explicitly meant to verify the validity of the strategy

related performance data: 

. the time taken per test attempted. 

Check on approprlateness of difficulty dimension 

A preliminary analysis was carried out to check whether the dimension of task 

difficulty used was appropriate in the sense of producing a deterioration of 

performance with an increase in problem difficulty. The performance measure used 

for this purpose was the deviation from optimality. On this measure, the mean 

scores we re calculated for each level of task difficulty. These calculations we re 

carried out across the different levels of verbalization type. An inspeetion of the 

resulting means unfortunately revealed that an increase in task difficulty failed to 

produce a steady performance degradation. lnstead, task performance exhibited a 
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highly idiosyncratic pattarn bearing no clear relationship with difficulty. For 

example, the lowest level of task difficulty was associated with the worse rather 

than the best performance. 

A finding nke this typically indicates that the dimension of task difficulty 

employed in the experiment was not particularly appropriate. This cast serious 

doubts on the adequacy of the experimental design to determine the effect of 

verbanzation type, for the experimental problems were administered so that each 

verbanzation type involved another set of problems. Since problem difficulty varied 

in an unknown manner, we could not be sure that the different verbanzation types 

were equivalent with respect to difficulty. As a result, we were left with an 

experimental design that did not allow us totest verbalization type accurately. In 

order to correct tor this flaw, an additional experiment was conducted (see below). 

Nevertheless, the present design did permit to assess the effect of order of 

verbalization type. This effect was determined by subjecting the data to multivariate 

repeated measures analyses of varianee (MANOVA's) which included two within

subjects factors (verbalization type and task difficulty) and one between-subjects 

factor (order of verbanzation type). Separate MANOVA's were carried out for each 

of the performance measures defined earlier. The rationale tor analyzing the data 

in this way has been discussed in the preceding chapter. Our only concern in these 

MANOVA's lay in the main and interaction effects of order of verbalization type. 

A prenminary examinatien of the data indicated that in each problem solved 

extra tests were of infrequent occurrence or did not occur at all. The frequency was 

clearly insufficient to provide an accurate assessment of the effects to be studied. 

Consequently, the analyses were not carried out tor the maasure number of extra 

tests. Nevertheless, an extra test, just like a redundant one, does not result in a 

reduction of the feasible fault set. lt was therefore decided to add in each problem 

solved the number of extra tests to the number of redundant tests. 

lt appeared that none of the effects of order of verbanzation type, with the 

exception of two, reached or approached significanee at the 0.05 level. Given the 

relatively large number of order effects tested (viz. 36), it might be expected that a 

few of them would be (marginally) significant purely by chance. 

Although interesting in itself, it would lead too far to dweil on the question why 

the selected dimension of task difficulty failed to produce a performance 

degradation with an increase in difficulty. Nevertheless, it was still considered 

useful to try and find a task dimension which did reveal such a relationship. The 

reason tor doing so was that in the next experiment a variant of the present task 

would be employed. A global inspeetion of the obtained data created the 

impression that one dimension in particular might fulfill the requirement. This 
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dimension appeared to be the location of the faulty component in the network 

presented. The data showed a tendency that the further away the faulty component 

· was located from the right-hand side of the network, the worse the performance as 

measured by the davlation from optimality. This seemed to be independent of the 

number of possibly faulty components prior to testing. 

Addltlonal experiment 
As was shown above, the former experiment suffered from a detective design as a 

result of which its data could not be used to assess the effect of verbalization type. 

In order to overcoma the defect, it was decided to carry out an additional 

experiment with a somewhat different design. The cruelal design ditterenee 

between the two experiments lay in the mannar in which the experimental 

problems ware assigned to verbalization type. As Tabla 5.1 portrays, in the 

additional experiment the assignment of the problems to verbalization type 

proceeded according to two distinct ways which in turn differed from the way of 

problem assignment foliowed in the first experiment. Across the two experiments, 

the three different ways of problem assignment constituted a Latin square, so that 

the problems were counterbalanced over verbalization type. 

Tabla 5.1. Problem assjgnment to verbalization type in the first and the additional 
experiment. Each letter represents another set of four experimental 
problems. 

Way of problem Verbalization type 
Experiment assignment Silent Concurrent Retrospective 

One 1 a b c 
Additional 2 b c a 
Additional 3 c a b 

Twelve subjects took part in the additional experiment. None of them had 

previously taken part in the first experiment. Each subject of the additional 

experiment was randomly allocated to one of the two ways in which the 

experimental problems were assigned to verbalization type (see the second and 

third row of Tabla 5.1 }. This allocation was done so that si x subjects underwent the 

same way of problem assignment. Since the previous experiment failed to show a 

systematic effect of order of verbalization type, it was decided to include only one 

order, viz. 123321. Apart from the ditterences mentioned here, the approach taken 

in the experiment parallelled that in the previous one. 
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5.1.2. Collecting protocol data 

Coders 

The coders were six subjects who had previously participated in the first or the 

additional experiment. They were paid per hour tor participating. The ccders were 

randomly divided into two groups of equal size. Hereafter, the groups will be 

referred to as group 1 and 2. 

Codlng materlala 

The tape-recorded verbalizations, produced by the subjects in the first and the 

additional experiment, were transcribed into typewritten form. In making these 

transcriptions, essentially all the audible speech utterances were written down. No 

corrections of grammar were made and punctuation was omitted. Saveral 

acoustical aspects of the recorded verbalizations, such as short pauses and 

intonations, were used to divide a transcript into separate statements. Each 

statement may be seen to refer to a small, though meaningful step in the verbalized 

thought processes. Pauses of about five seconds or longer in the recorded 

verbalizations were indicated as such in the transcriptions. Once written down, the 

transcriptions were carefully edited for accuracy. In this way, all the collected verbal 

protoeels trom a total number of 39 subjects were transcribed. One or more prote

cols trom each of the nine remaining subjects could not be transcribed due to 

failures of the recording apparatus or because of poor tape-reeerding quality. 

These subjects were excluded trom the protocol-based analyses described below. 

The analysis of a verbal protocol may be rather laborieus because of the large 

amount of detailed intermation that must be scrutinized tor points of importance. lt 

was therefore decided to have each ceder analyze only a portion of all the verbal 

protoeels being transcribed. A number of preliminary steps were taken to increase 

the probability that the protoeels to be encoded would be quite diverse. First, each 

subject was tentatively classified according to the task strategy which he 

predominantly seemed to employ, i.e. tracing-back, uni- or multi-focus hypothesis

and-test, or indefinite. These classifications were made by the author on the basis 

of a global inspeetion of the subjects' verbal protocols. In the next step, two different 

groups of six subjects each were formed. A group was composed so that it 

eensisted of a representative number of subjects from each of the four strategy 

classes obtained in the first step. All the protoeels which the subjects of a group 

generated in the experimental phase (i.e. per subject four concurrent and four 

retrospective reports) constituted one set. Thus, a set was made up of a total 

number of six (subjects) times eight (protocols per subject) is 48 protocols. The two 
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sets of protoeals thus obtained were meant to be analyzed by the ceders. Each 

coder of group 1 received one set and each coder of group 2 the other. Care was 

taken that a coder did not get any of the verbal protocols which had been produced 

by himself during the experiment. 

The order in which the selected verbal protoeels were presented was 

randomized for each coder. This was realized by developing for each coder a 

different package of selected protoeels in a mannar that each prepared package 

contained snother random protocol sequence. The randomization was carried out 

over the subjects whose protoeels had been selected. This was done to reduce the 

possibility that a coder, while analyzing a subject'S' verbalizations contained in the 

current protocol, would inter from a preceding protocol what the subject might have 

been thinking. 

To determine intra-coder agreement, each coder would analyze eight protoeals 

twice. These protoeals were randomly selected trom the first haH of the· protoeals 

contained in the original package and administered to the coder at first. The 

selection was restricted to the first half in order to reduce the possibility that the 

coder would use his specific memories of previous protocol encodings when 

analyzing the same protocol once again. The protoeels to be analyzed tor a secend 

time were combined in snother package. 

Codlng Instructiens 
A written instructien was prepared containing detailed information being essential 

for the task of analyzing verbal protocols. In the first part of this instruction, a 

complete description was given of the different fault diagnosis strategies together 

with typical examples. This part essentially consisted of the logical strategy 

specification presented above. No raferenee was made to the psychological 

implications of the strategies. The secend part described at great length the 

standardized way in which the verbal protoeels were to be encoded into these 

strategies. This part in particular consisted of five examples of carefully encoded 

protocols. One of these examples can be found in Appendix D (example 1 ). 

In analyzing a protocol, the coder was instructed to praeeed according to the 

next two steps. First, he had to derive which diágnostic tests the subject 

successively made. Then, he had to eneode each test, with the exception of the 

one performed on the faulty component, into one of the distinct strategies. The 

coding categones to be used were: tracing-back, uni- and multi-focus hypothesis

and-test, and indefinite. The coder was emphatically stimulated tobasehls strategy 

classifications on the subjeet's overt verbalizations rather than on plausible 

interences as to what the subject might have been thinking. Of course, it might 
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occur that a particular protocol segment, when considered on its own, would not 

offer the possibility to arrive at an unequivocal classification of the test to which it 

referred. 'In that case, the coder had to place the test in the same strategy category 

as the previous test reported about. 

In short, the coder was required to follow an approach which may be 

characterized as low-level encoding with access to the complete protocol (see 

Chapter 3). 

Note that a coder was explicitly askecl to distinguish between the two forms of 

the hypothesis-and-test strategy. Remamber that the algorithm developed to 

classify the subjects' non-verbal behaviors made no distinction between these two 

forms. Also note that a coder, in contrast to the algorithm, did not generata 

encodings of the type undefined. 

Another series of five verbal protoeals was constructed for the purpose of 

providing the coder with concrete practica in protocol analysis. In an additional set 

of papers, these protoeals were encoded in the mannar outlined in the instruction. 

This set served feedback purposes. Each verbal protocol included in the instructien 

or the practica set consisted of an amalgamatien of verbalizations producecl by 

different subjects in the practica phase of the experiments. The compilation was 

done so that the rasuiting protoeals ware quite diverse and covered a variety of 

coding problems. 

Codlng procedure 
A coder took part in five or six sessions each of which lasted about three hours. 

Aftar the first and second hour in a session, the coder was given a 15 minutes 

break. He performed at most two sessions per day and completed all the sessions 

over a period ranging between five and ten days. In each session, the coder 

worked individually and at his own pace. 

In the first two sessions, the coder received extensive training in protocol 

analysis. In order to refresh his memories, he first read again the instructien of the 

fault diagnosis task and then once more solved a number of computer

administered diagnostic problems. Thereupon, he studied the instructien 

describing the task of protocol analysis. He indicated when he had completed this 

instructien and then encoded the verbal protoeals that made up the practica set. He 

gave his encodings on the administered response sheets. Aftar having finished this 

work, he was provided with feedback. That is to say, he was given thesetof papers 

describing the correct protocol encodings with which he was to compare the 

encodings he had made. Whenever he observed ditterences in it, he would discuss 

such with the experimenter to find the souree of the ditterences and to come to an 
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agreement about the appropriate way of encocting. The cocter was encouraged to 

ask questions about anything he did not understand at any time during the training. 

From the third session on up to and including the last session, the coder worked 

through the two packages of verbal protoeals selected to be analyzed. Again, he 

indicated hls encodings on the administered response sheets. The number of days 

elapsing between analyzing the sameprotocol for the first and second time varied 

from one cocter to another but was at least one. Appendix E (example 1) presents 

an illustrative verbal protocol and the encodings the coders extracted from it. 

Protocol measures 
Although based on the same set of protocols, the strategy encodings produced by 

the three ccders making up a group were not always identical. This being the case, 

the question arose which encodings should be used for further analysis. The 

solution to this consisted of selecting one of the different encodings given to a 

particular test by following a majority principle. Specifically, the encoding 

subsequently used was the one given by at least two of the three cocters from a 

group. lf in the group no majority was achieved for one of the strategies, the 

encoding indefinite would be employed. The encodings referring to the two forms 

of the hypothesis-and-test strategy were collapsed. This was done to allow the 

resulting overall encodings to be compared with the classifications made by the 

algorithm. 

The protocol-based encodings thus obtained were utilized to derive the next 

measures for each protocol being analyzed: 

. the proportion of tracing-back encodings; 

. the proportion of hypothesis-and-testencodings; 

. the proportion of indefinite encodings. 

Each proportion was expressed as a percentage of the total number of tests the 

cocters extracted from the protocol, the test on the faulty component excluded. 

In addition, the next two measures were used to describe the number of 

verbalizations contained in each protocol being transcribed: 

. the frequencyof verbalization (i.e. the number of words spoken per test); 

. the rate of verbanzation (i.e. the number of words spoken per minute). 

The latter maasure was calculated only for the concurrent protocols. 
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5.2. Results 

This paragraph describes the results of the analyses aimed at determining verbal 

report accuracy. The first step in the analyses was to verify whether the data 

collected fulfilled the assumptions underlying the tests of verbal report accuracy to 

be performed (section 5.2.1 ). After having established that this seemed to be the 

case, the tests concemed were carried out (section 5.2.2). 

In many of the analyses performed, the effects of verbalization type were evaluated. 

Remamber that a valid test of these effects could be realized by combining the data 

obtained in the first experiment with those obtained in the additional experiment. lt 

should be noted, however, that there were two reasans why it was undesirable to 

base this test on all the subjects who participated in the two experiments. First of 

all, in the first experiment no fewer than 36 subjects underwent one and the same 

way of problem assignment to verbalization type, whereas in the additional 

experiment only six subjects were allocated to each of the two other ways of 

problem assignment. This difference in the number of subjects per way of problem 

assignment might be too large to provide an accurate test of the factor of primary 

interest, i.e. verbalization type. The issue was that including all the subjects of the 

first experiment would result in a highly unbalanced rather than counterbalanced 

design with respect to the way of problem assignment, and this in turn might 

invalidate the test on verbalization type (see Table 5.1 ). Secondly, the subjects in 

the first experiment foliowed an order of verbalization type which differed from the 

two orders foliowed by the subjectsin the additional experiment. Admittedly, order 

of verbalization type did not exhibit a systematic effect, but by holding this variabie 

constant a more reliable test of verbalization type might be obtained. 

Given these considerations, the sample of subjects whose data were 

considered when testing verbalization type was composed sa that: 

1. for each way of problem assignment to verbalization type, the number of 

selected subjects was equal; 

2. all the selected subjects performed the same order of verbalization type. 

Specifically, the sample on which the data analyses were based contained a 

selection of six subjects from the first experiment and all the 12 subjects from the 

additional experiment. The subjects trom the first experiment were randomly 

selected with the constraint that they foliowed the same order of verbalization type 

as the subjects from the additional experiment, viz. 123321 . lt should be realized 
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that the analyses involvlng no evaluation of verbanzation type were not restrided to 

this subset of 18 subjeds but included all the subjeds of the experiments. 

In many of the analyses performed, the effeds of task difficulty were determined as 

well. But, as was already demonstraled in the previous paragraph, an increase in 

task difficulty was not accompanied with a steady decline in performance. This 

result . might seriously hamper the i nterpretation of the task difficully effeds. lt was 

therefore decided to reeode the different levels of the difficulty factor so that a 

higher level would be associated with a worse performance. 

As was described earlier, the experimental problems were administered in 

three sets of tour problerns each (see Table 5.1). This was done in such a manner 

that tor each way of problem administration one set was maant tor another 

verbalization type. So, in order to maintain a factorial combination between 

verbalization type and task difficulty, the recoding was carried out within each set of 

problems. The performance measure used tor this purpose was the davlation trom 

optimality. The recoding then was accomplished by calculating the mean scores of 

the four problems making up the same set. These calculations were carried out 

across the different levels of verbalization type. Basedon the means obtained, the 

two problems of a set rasuiting in the best performance were designated as "easy", 

whereas the two other problems of that set were labeled as "difficult". For example, 

for the tour problems of one of the sets used, the mean scores on the deviation from 

optimality were respedively 4.60, 2.00, 3.00, and 2.85, in increasing order of task 

difficulty as originally defined. Note that a lower score represents a better 

performance. For the set given here, the two problems at the second and fourth 

level of task difficulty were redefined as "easy" and the two problems at the first and 

third level as "difficult". Thus, within each set, there were two experimental 

problems with the same designation of task difficulty. A subjeet's scores on any two 

such problems were averaged before being used in the subsequent analyses. 

As explained in Chapter 4, the data would primarily be analyzed by adopting tor 

each measure under study a multivariate repeated analysis of varianee model 

(MANOVA}. Such a model basically assumes that the data are drawn trom a poptr 

lation with a multivariate normal distribution. This should hold for each level of the 

between-subjects factor, if present. A global inspeetion of the obtained data indi

cated that this assumption was not met for a good many of the measures included. 

1t was therefore considered to transfarm the data so as to put them in a torm that 

would satisty the assumption of normality. 

However, transformatlans the primary purpose of which is to normalize a set of 
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non-normally distributeel scores seem to have limiteel utility (Winer, 1971 ). lt has 

been demonstrateel that the results of the F-test used in an analysis of varianee are 

not seriously distorted even when quite marked departures trom normality occur. 

Furthermore, once the basic observations have been transformeel and analyzed, all 

interences regarding trestment effects must be made in terms of the new scala of 

maasurement which may ba less meaningful than the original scala. For these 

reasons, lt was decided to perfarm the analyses of varianee on the original, 

untransformeel scores. The results hereof are presenteel in the section to follow. 

Whenever in a MANOVA an interaction term invalving verbalization type 

reacheel or approached statistica! significanee at the 0.05 level, post hoc t-tests for 

paired samples (two-tailed) ware applied in order to disentangle the pattarn of the 

effect. 

5.2.1. Checks on assumptions 

The tenability of the next three assumptions was evaluated: the validity of the 

performance data, the reliability of the protocol data, and the sensitivity of these two 

types of data. In addition, it was examined whether the verbalization procedures 

used in the experiment ware adequate. 

Valldity of performance data 
As we saw in Chapter 3, in the case of product-oriented performance data, there 

will be no question but that validity is achieved. However, we also saw that the 

validity of operation-oriented performance data may be less obvious. In the present 

experiment, this might be the case with the strategy data which the computer 

algorithm derived by classifying the tests the subjects performed during the task. 

We therefore submitted these strategy classifications to a validity check. That is to 

say, we looked for evidence that the strategies derived by the algorithm ware 

actually employeel by the subjects. 

In the previous paragraph, it was observed that the different diagnostic 

strategies should be accompanied with distinctive behaviaral features. Specifically, 

the tracing-back strategy would be associated with a large number of tests possibly 

being redundant and each attempted in a short time. The hypothesis-end-test 

strategy, on the other hand, would be associateel with a few number of informative 

tests each requiring a lot of time. Suppose that these relationships, specified 

beforehand, ware really reflected in the data obtained afterwards. This then would 

point to the fact that the computer algorithm developed correctly identified the 

strategies employed. Thus, our interest lay in relating the tracing-back and 
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hypothesis·and·test encodings generated by the algorithm to the time taken per 

test attempted and the number of (redundant) tests observed. Specifically, the two 

relevant measures based on the strategy encodings of the algorithm, viz. the 

proportion of tracing·back and the proportion of hypothesis·and·test, were 

correlated with the two measures the time taken per test and the number of trials. 

Notice that the messure the number of redundant tests was not included in the 

correlation analysis. The point is that attempting a redundant test or not constituted 

one of the coding dimensions employed in the algorithm ltself (see Appendix A). 

So if in spite of this, the relevant measures incorporating the strategy encodings of 

the algorithm would be correlated with the messure number of redundant tests, the 

resulting correlations might reprasent artificially created relationships. Then, the 

algorithm would appear accurate because of a circularity in the analysis. 

Given that a test's redundancy constituted one of the algorithm's coding 

dimensions, one might also object that the strategy·related measures would main· 

tain artificial relationships with the number of trials. Here, the argument could be 

that with more non·redundant testing in a problem, less trials are needed for 

solving it. However, although such a relationship seems reasonable on logical 

grounds, it still remains to be seen whether it will emerge in the behavloral data. In 

this context, it, for example, is important to realize that a subject may perform a test 

without being aware that it is not redundant. 

The correlation analysis was restricted to the problems solved in the silent 

control condition since one should allow for possible verbalization effects. 

The relationships under investigation were not necessarily linear but might take 

the form of any monotonic function. To maasure the direction of the relationships 

and the degree to which they tended towards monotonicity, Spearmen's rank 

correlation coefficient rs was applied. 

Table 5.2 now presents the Spearmen correlation coefficients calculated 

between the measures selected. From this table it appears that all the correlation 

coefficients were statistically significant (p < 0.05, one·tailed) and of moderate or 

substantial size. They presented trends which were in aceordenee with the relation· 

ships speelfled in advance. The coefficients essentially pointed out that the higher 

the proportion of tracing·back, the shorter the time taken per test and the larger the 

number of trials, and also, the higher the proportion of hypothesis·and·test, the 

Jonger the time taken and the smaller the number of trials. A visual inspeetion of the 

i.ndividual scattergrams drawn for each pair of measures revealed the same 

picture. 

1t should be realized that the correlation analysis reported here was carried out 

by aversging the data across the two levels of task difficulty. Separate analyses for 
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each of these levels yielded a more or less similar pattem of results. 

Tabla 5.2. Spaarman correlation coefficients between the performance measures 
selected tor validating the strategy encodings generated by the 
computer algorithm. The coefficients were calculated for silence. The 
figures in parentheses reprasent the corresponding one-tailed p-values 
(N=48). 

Performance Time taken Numberof 
maasure pertest trials 

Proportion of -0.39 0.59 
tracing-back (0.003) (0.000) 

Proportion of 0.64 -0.58 
hypothesis-end-test (0.000) (0.000} 

Thus, taken logether the data gave soms support for the validity of the 

algorithm developed for denving the subjects' strategies. 

Reliablllty of protocol data 

The reliability of the protocol data was evaluated by determining inter- and intra

coder agreement. These two forms of reliability will be considered below. 

Inter-coder agreement. Inter-coder agreement was assessed by calculating tor 

each pair of coders trom the two groups involved the correspondence between the 

strategy encodings obtained. lt is worth mentioning that there were saveral 

instences where one coder of a pair extracted soma strategy encoding trom a 

particular verbal report while the other coder did not. The number of times such a 

single encoding was generated appeared to be somewhat smaller for the con

current verbal reports than tor the retrospective reports. Nevertheless, for each pair 

of coders involved, this number constituted in general less than 5% of the total 

number of encodings produced. Because of their peculiar nature, the single 

encodings were excluded from the subsequent analyses. 

The total number of encodings which both coders of a pair derived trom the con

current verbal reports varled trom 132 to 136 with a mean of 133.83. Similarly, the 

total number of encodings being derived trom the retrospective reports varled trom 

99 to 1 09 wlth a mean of 1 04.33. 

All the encodings belonging to one pair of caders from a group were cast in the 

form of a contingency matrix. Separate matrices were constructed for the 

encodings the caders extracted trom the concurrent and retrospective reports. A 
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typical example of a contingency matrix is Table 5.3. Looking at the matrices 

individually, there were no consistent patterns of differences between the coders in 

· their agreement about the different strategies. 

Table 5.3. Contingency matrix based on the concurrent verbalization encodings 
derived by coders A and B. Parenthetical values are proportions. 

Coder B 

Strategy TB UF MF IN TOT AL 

TB 59 7 0 3 69 
(0.45) (0.05) (0.00) (0.02) (0.52) 

UF 0 17 2 0 19 
(0.00) (0.13) (0.02) (0.00) (0.14) 

CoderA MF 0 0 6 0 6 
(0.00) (0.00) (0.05) (0.00) (0.05) 

IN 0 12 4 22 38 
(0.00) (0.09) (0.03) (0.17) (0.29) 

TOT AL 59 36 12 25 132 
(0.45) (0.27) (0.09) (0.19) (1.00) 

Key. TB: tracing-back; UF: uni-focus; MF: rnulti-focus; IN: indefinite. 

To maasure the degree of agreement, Cohen's kappa (Cohen, 1960) was 

employed. Across all pairs of coders, this maasure ranged from 0.57 to 0.82 with a 

mean of 0.68 for the concurrent verbalization encodings. Likewise, kappa ranged 

from 0.48 to 0.69 with a mean of 0.61 for the retrospective verbalization encodings. 

The mean kappa's indicated that for both types of protocol encodings the inter

coder agreement was on the average substantial. 

Note that the mean kappa based on the concurrent verbalization encodings 

was somewhat higher than the kappa of the retrospective verbalization encodings. 

This finding was further explored by testing for each pair of coders the difference 

between the two kappa's obtained. For two of the six pairs of coders, the kappa of 

the concurrent verbalization encodings was significantly higher than the kappa of 

the retrospective verbalization encodings (p < 0.05, two-tailed). Forthese two pairs, 

the differences expressed in terms of kappa were in excess of 0.1. For each of the 

four other pairs of coders, the two kappa's did not differ significantly, the differences 

in terms of kappa being less than 0.1. This indicated that the inter-coder agreement 

was sometimes substantially higher for the concurrent verbalization encodings 

than tor the retrospective verbalization encodings. 
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Intra-coder agreement. As may be recalled, each coder analyzed a number of 

protoeals twice. By determining the correspondence between the strategy 

encodings a coder produced for the first and tor the second time, intra-coder 

agreement was assessed. However, the number of protoeals a coder analyzed 

twice, i.e. eight, was insufficient to accomplish this for the concurrent and 

retrospective encodings separately. Therefore, the two types of strategy encodings 

were combined per coder to provide one index of intra-coder agreement. The total 

number of encodings a coder produced twice varied trom 32 to 59 with a maan of 

40.50. Intra-coder agreement was again measured by means of Cohen's kappa. 

Across all coders, this maasure ranged from 0.43 to 0.95 withamaan of 0.72. Five 

of the six caders gave a kappa in excess of 0.60. These figures pointed out that on 

the average and tor all individual coders, with the exception of one, intra-coder 

agreement was quite substantial. 

In sum, the reliability of the protocol data, as indexed by inter- and intra-coder 

agreement, was clearly sufficient to submit these data to tunher tests of verbal 

repon accuracy. 

Sensltlvity of performance and protocol data 

Reeall that in order to evaluate the sensitivity of the data, task difficulty was 

introduced. From the analyses described in the next section it appears that this 

variabie exerted the expected effects on a good many of the performance 

measures included. This indicates that these measures possessed sufficient 

sensitivity. Although saveral measures, in particular those derived trom the protocol 

encodings, were not affected by task difficulty, a number of these revealed more or 

less pronounced effects of verbanzation type. This may also be seen to indicate 

that the sensitivity requirement was met. 

Adequacy of verbalization procedures 

The verbalization procedures employed might be regarded as adequate if they 

were capable of eliciting a satisfactory number of verbalizations. lt was examined 

whether this was the case by analyzing the frequency and rate of verbalization. 

Verbalization frequency. First, the mean and standard deviation of verbalization 

frequency were calculated. This was done separately for concurrent and 

retrospective verbalization and for each of the two levels of task difficulty. Table 5.4 

presents the results of these calculations. This table also gives the minimum and 

maximum frequency of both types of verbalization, again as a tunetion of task 
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difficulty. 1t is seen that, at both levels of task difficuHy, the mean frequency of 

concurrent verbalization was more than 70 words per test, while retrospective 

verbalization had a mean frequency of more than 40 words per test. These fjgures 

seemed to suggest that the number of verbalizations contained in a concurrent or 

retrospective verbal report was in general sufficiently large to be used as a basis 

for encoding each individual test. 

Table 5.4. Mean (M), standard deviation (SD), minimum (Min), and maximum 
(Max) of concurrent and retrospective verbalization frequency (in 
number of worels spoken per test) for each level of taskdifficulty (N=14). 

Verbalization type 

Concurrent Retrospective 

Task difficuHy 

Easy Difficult Easy Difficult 

M 75.14 78.16 53.54 43.83 

SD 48.92 68.97 36.42 26.52 

Min 17.03 17.00 24.42 17.98 
Max 175.25 282.25 167.25 102.29 

The data on verbanzation frequency were further analyzed by subjecting them 

to a two within-subjects MANOVA which included the factors verbalization type (i.e. 

concurrent versus retrospective with silence dropped) and task difficulty. In this 

analysis, the main effect of verbalization type proved to be significant [F(1,13) = 

12.71, P=0.003]. There was no significant main effect of task difficuHy [F(1,13) = 

0.82, p=0.381] and no significant interaction between the two factors [F(1,13) = 

0.80, p=0.386]. An inspeetion of Table 5.4 shows that, at both levels of task difficuHy, 

the frequency of concurrent verbalization was higher than that of retrospective 

verbalization. This effect is also illustrated in Figure 5.4 where the means 

presented in Table 5.4 are plotted. 

Verbalization rate. After having dealt with the frequency of verbalization, the rate of 

verbalization was analyzed. Notlee that this analysis was restricted to the 

eoncurrent form of verbalization. Rate of verbalization, as measured by the number 

of words spoken per minute, varled for the easy problems from 59.78 to 155.71 with 

a mean and standard deviation of respectively 93.18 and 24.48 words per minute. 
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Figure 5.4. Maan concurrent and retrospective verbalization fraquency (in number 
of words spoken per test) as a tunetion of task difficulty. 

For the difficult problems, the rate of verbalization ranged from 50.92 to 151.21 

words per minute with a maan and standard deviation of respectively 96.86 and 

20.84 words per minute. The verbalization rates obtained here are close to those 

reported in the literature (see Ericsson and Simon, 1984) and can be considered to 

indicate that the subjects ware able to produce a more or less steady stream of 

verbalizations. Nota that tha mean verbalization rata was somewhat lower tor the 

easy problems than tor the difficult ones, but a pairad-samples t-test revealed that 

this difference was not significant [t(38) = 1.38, p = 0.176, two-tailed]. 

In sum, the results with respect to the frequency and rate of verbalization 

pointed out that a sufficient number of verbalizations was elicited by the 

procedures used which were therefore considered as appropriate. 

To conc/ude, the assumptions underlying the tests of verbal report accuracy were 

checked in the data on hand. The results showed that the assumptions were not 

systematically viotated so that it was reasanabie to perfarm the desired accuracy 

tests. 

5.2.2. Tests of verbal report accuracy 

The data collected ware further analyzed by subjecting them to a reactivity and 

validity test. 

Verbal report reactlvity 
Reactivity was tested by camparing the performance data collected in the 

concurrent and ratraspactiva verbalization condition with the same type of data 

gathered in the silent control condition. Should the comparison reveal any 
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performance ditterences between the two verbanzation conditions and the control 

condition, we would assume that reactivity was operating. 

Effects of verbaNzation type. First, the mean and standard deviation were computed 

for each verbalization type and level of task difficulty. This was done for each of the 

performance measures evaluated. The results of these computations are presented 

in Table 5.5. The minimum and maximum score of each performance messure can 

be found in Appendix F (Table F.1). 

Table 5.5. Mean and standard deviation for each performanèe maasure per 
verbalization type and level of task ditticulty. The mean is given at the 
top of a cell and the corresponding standard deviation at the bottom. 
Each proportion has beenexpressedas a percentage (N=18). 

Verbalization type 

Silent Concurrent Retrospective 

Performance Task difficulty 

maasure Easy Difficult Easy Ditticuit Easy Difficult 

Time to completion 172.73 190.62 200.15 228.81 190.88 173.82 
(in seconds) 132.94 123.78 133.42 130.92 148.23 101.52 

Numberof 5.11 6.97 5.72 7.33 5.86 7.39 
trials 1.43 2.47 2.55 3.49 1.97 2.71 

Numberof 0.31 0.36 0.39 0.36 0.44 0.36 
premature tests 0.39 0.51 0.72 0.54 0.42 0.51 

Numberof 0.69 1.81 1.14 2.00 1.00 2.17 
redundant tests 0.81 1.55 1.54 2.07 1.40 1.89 

Deviation from 1.60 2.69 2.01 3.06 2.08 2.92 
optimality 0.88 1.66 1.52 2.08 1.40 1.88 

Proportion of 5.80 12.64 7.86 12.88 8.56 14.32 
tracing-back 13.26 19.33 14.91 17.20 14.50 16.28 

Proportion of 47.92 40.32 47.80 33.79 48.58 30.75 
hypothesis-and-test 26.69 19.86 27.05 24.71 24.36 20.64 

Proportion of 28.47 24.87 24.72 35.20 20.39 28.82 
indefinite 24.57 14.42 19.17 20.54 16.47 12.56 

Proportion of 17.81 22.17 19.63 18.12 22.47 26.11 
undefined 15.85 17.13 21.53 12.24 19.67 12.31 
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Next, the performance data were analyzed using MANOVA's which included the 

two within-subjects factors verbalization type and task difficulty. For each of the 

performance measures, a separate MANOVA was carried out. In these analyses, a 

priori contrasts were chosen so as to campare each of the two farms of 

verbalization, concurrent and retrospective, with the silent control. This was done 

for all the main and interaction effects invalving verbalization type. A summary of 

theMANOVA's is given in Table 5.6. 

Table 5.6. Summary of the MANOVA's tor each performance measure. A cell 
contains the obtained F and, in parentheses, the oorrasponding p. The 
degrees of treedom for the F-tests are ( 1 ,17) for each effect tested. 

Effect 

Performance V D V*D 

measure c r c r 

Timeto 5.17 0.00 0.99 0.07 1.10 
completion (0.036) (0.980) (0.333) (0.800) (0.309) 

Numberof 0.82 1.27 15.27 0.05 0.10 
trials (0.378) (0.275) (0.001) (0.834) (0.752) 

Numberof 0.11 0.44 0.03 0.13 0.44 
premature tests (0.746) (0.516) (0.875) (0.725) (0.516) 

Numberof 1.00 0.74 17.85 0.37 0.02 
redundant tests {0.332) (0.403) (0.001) (0.551) (0.890) 

Deviation trom 1.37 0.78 15.06 0.01 0.36 
optimality (0.258) (0.389) (0.001) (0.936) (0.559) 

Proportion of 0.29 0.71 17.73 0.16 0.09 
tracing-back (0.598) (0.412) (0.001) (0.698) (O.n3) 

Proportion of 0.67 1.15 16.39 0.39 0.93 
hypothesis-and-test (0.423) (0.298) (0.001) (0.541) (0.348) 

Proportion of 0.44 0.22 4.24 2.10 2.06 
indefinite (0.514) (0.643) (0.055) (0.165) (0.170) 

Proportion of 0.13 1.29 0.57 0.72 0.01 
undefined (0.720) (0.272) (0.459) (0.407) (0.925) 

Key. V: verbalization type; 0: task difficulty; c: concurrent; r: retrospective. 

The results obtained for the maasure the proportion of undefined were 

considered first. This by virtue of the fact that this maasure differed from all the other 
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ones in that it did not capture the subjects' performance but instead reflected the 

inadequacy of the algorithm used for deriving the subjects' strategies. When 

inspecting Table 5.6, it can be seen that for the maasure under consideration none 

of the effects tested reached or approached statistica! significanee at the 0.05 level. 

Consequently, the effects found for the other strategy-related measures (see 

below), seemed to result from true performance ditterences rather than some 

strategy identification artefact. 

lt can be seen in Table 5.6 that on all the performance measures referring to 

accuracy and strategy use neither form of verbalization resulted in a p < 0.10, i.e. 

either as main effect or in interaction with task difficulty. The only maasure being 

affected was time to completion where the main effect of concurrent verbalization 

reached significance. An inspeetion of the means obtained for this maasure 

revealed (see Tabla 5.5) that more time was needed to complete the easy and the 

difficult problems under concurrent verbanzation than in silence. This is also 

illustrated in Figure 5.5 where the means for the maasure are plotted. 
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Figure 5.5. Mean time to completion (in seconds) for each verbalization type as a 
tunetion of task difficulty. 

In short, the concurrent form of verbalization producsd a substantial increase in 

time to completion but had no effect on accuracy and strategy use. Retrospective 

verbalization did nat have any effect on performance. 

Other effects. In Table 5.6 can further be seen that for a good many of the 

Performance measures used there was a statistically significant main effect of task 

difficulty. The measures being affected were: the number of trials, the number of 

redundant tests, the deviation from optimality, the proportion of tracing-back, and 

the proportion of hypothesis-and-test. In addition, for the proportion of indefinite, the 
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task difficulty effect bon:lered on significance. The means showed {see Table 5.5} 

that for each of these measures the performance on the easy problems was in 

general more accurate and more thorough than on the difficult problems. For 

example, the proportional use of the demanding hypothesis-and·test strategy 

appeared to be larger tor the easy problems than for the difficuH ones. The only 

measures revealing no significant effect of task difficulty were time to completion 

and number of premature tests. The failure to find such an effect for time to 

completion seemed (in part) to be due to retrospective verbalization where, in 

contrast to the two other conditions, it took langer to complete the easy problems 

than the difficult ones (see Table 5.5 or Figure 5.5). 

One additional point to be made here relates to the interpretation of the results 

found for the maasure proportion of indefinite. As will be remembered, the 

classification indefinite does not refer to any strategy in particular. So, one cannot 

deelde in general whether a higher score on this maasure represents a more 

superticlal or a more thorough task performance. However, trom a closer inspeetion 

of the tests thus classified, it appeared that the vast majority of these was either 

redundant or premature. Given this observation, one might say that a higher 

proportion of indefinite reflected a less thorough performance. 

Strategy-dependent effects of verbalization type. Deffner (1988) points to the 

possibility that the effects of concurrent verbalization on time-related aspects of task 

performance might depend upon the strategy employed. The next analysis was 

carried out to investigate this possibility. Ericsson and Simon's ease-of-verbal

recoding hypothesis (Ericsson and Simon, 1980 and 1984) was again used as a 

starting-point. As may be recalled, this hypothesis states that, if in a particular task 

the information being processed is represented visually, concurrent verbalization 

slows down the cognitive processas engaged in because additional processing 

time will be needed to reeode the visual representation into a verbal code. In the 

light of this hypothesis, it is worth remembering that in the diagnosis task employed 

the strategies basically distinguished are assumed to place different loads on 

visually oriented processes. As was discussed in the previous paragraph, the 

hypothesis-and-test strategy would depend more heavily on pattem recognition 

than the tracing-back strategy. So, according to Ericsson and Simon's hypothesis, 

concurrent verbanzation should exert a stronger slowing down effect on the more 

visually oriented processas accompanying the hypothesis-and-test strategy than 

on the less visually oriented processas of the tracing-back strategy. One might thus 

predict that the increase in the time on task due to concurrent verbalization would 

be larger when adopting the hypothesis-and-test strategy than with the adoption of 
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the tracing-back strategy. 

In order to find some evidence for this prediction, a further correlation analysis 

was performed. Specifically, within the concurrent verbalization condition, the 

proportion of tracing-back and the proportion of hypothesis-and-test were 

correlated with the proportional increase in the time taken to complete the task 

relativa to the silent control condition. Note that the increase in the time to task 

completion from concurrent verbalization to silence was not calculated absolutely 

but expressed as a percentage. This was done to control lor the possibility that with 

a longer time on task more time might be needed for verbalization. Furthermore, 

the ditterenee between the two conditions in the time to task completion was 

calculated within each subject at each of the two levels of task difficulty. In this way, 

subject differences and effects of task difficulty were controlled tor. The correlation 

analysis was carried out per level of task difficulty. 

The resulting Spaarman correlation coefficients are presenled in Table 5. 7. 

From this table it appears that none of the correlation coefficients obtained 

approached significanee in the directions dictated by the predietien derived (p > 

0.1 0, one-tailed). 

Table 5.7. Spaarman correlation coefficients between the proportional use of the 
two basic strategies and the proportional increase in the time to task 
completion relativa to silence. The coefficients were calculated for 
concurrent verbalization per level of task difficulty. The figures in 
parentheses reprasent the eerrasponding one-tailed p-values (N=18). 

Task difficulty 

Easy Difficult 

Maasure Time on task relativa to silence 

Proportion of 0.50 0.41 
tracing-back (0.018) (0.045) 

Proportion of -o.54 .0.39 
hypothesis-and-test (0.010) (0.054) 

In particular, there were no indications that, under concurrent verbalization, a 

higher proportion of hypothesis-and-test was related to a larger proportional 

increase in the time to task completion with respect to silence. Nor was there any 

indication that, under concurrent verbalization, a higher proportion of tracing-back 

was associated with a smaller proportional increase in the time to task completion 

relativa to silence. lf anything, the coefficients were (marginally) significant and of 
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moderate size but consistently in the opposite directions. This pattarn was con

firmed by a visual inspeetion of the scattergrams plotled for each pair of measures 

under study. 

However, one should allow for the possibility that correlating the proportions of 

strategy use in the concurrent verbalization condition with the increase in time on 

task relativa to silence, was confounded by one or more unoontrolled variables 

which insome way or another obscured the actual relationships. One of the most 

obvious variables possibly exerting such a confaunding effect was the ability to 

verbalize the cognitive processas engaged in. Suppose, for example, that under 

concurrent verbalization only highly verbal subjects tend to use the more visual 

hypothesis-and-test strategy, whereas the less visual tracing-back strategy is used 

by subjects whoare not so fluent. Presumably, the first group of subjects spends 

less time in performing the required verbal recoding than the latter group. In that 

case, adoption of the hypothesis-end-test strategy with concurrent verbalization 

might be associated with a relatively sma//erincrease in time on task than adeption 

of the tracing-back strategy. 

Therefore, it was considered usetul to correlate within the concurrent 

verbalization condition the proponion of tracing-back and the proportion of 

hypothesis-and-test with the rate of verbalization. This was done tor each level of 

task difficulty. In this analysis, one-tailed tests ware carried out si nee the question to 

be answered implied a directional hypothesis. lt was expected that verbalization 

rata counteracted the assumed relationships between strategy use and increase in 

time on task under concurrent verbalization. Table 5.8 contains the resulting 

Spaarman correlation coefficients. 

Table 5.8. Spaarman correlation coefficients between the proportional use of the 
two basic strategies and the rata of verbalization. The coefficients were 
calculated tor concurrent verbalization per level of task difficuhy. The 
figures in parentheses reprasent the corresponding one-tailed p-values 
(N=39). 

Task difficulty 

Easy Ditticuit 

Maasure Rata of verbalization 

Proponion of -0.14 -0.25 
tracing-back (0.197) (0.060) 

Proportion of -0.04 0.01 
hypothesis-end-test (0.402} (0.488) 
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As is apparent from this table, three of the four correlation coefficients obtained did 

not approach significanee (p > 0.1 0, one-tailed) and although the fourth one did, it 

had a relatively small size. The scattergrams drawn tor each couple of measures 

also revealed no relationships whatsoever. This suggested that the rate of 

verbalization did not vary with the strategy adopted. Hence, the faiture to find the 

predictsd relationships between stratsgy uss and incrsase in time on task with 

concurrent vsrbalization did not ss9m to b9 du9 to strategy-d9pendent diff9rences 

in v9rbalization rate. 

Verbal report valldity 
Validity was tested by camparing the performance data with the protocol data, both 

gathered in the verbalization conditions. In this comparison, the performance data 

consisted of the strategy encodings generated by the computer algorithm, whereas 

the strategy encodings derived by the coders constituted the protocol data. 

Direct comparison of the two data types. lt is noteworthy that there were saveral 

instences where the algorithm produced some strategy encoding whlle the coders 

did not, or conversely. The number of times such a single encoding was generaled 

appeared to be smaller for concurrent verbalization than for retrospective 

verbalization. For the comparisons invalving concurrent verbalization, this number 

constituted on the average less than 1 o/o of the total number of encodings pro

duced. For the comparisons invalving retrospective verbalization, this proportion 

amounted to about 1 Oo/o. This suggests that the retrospective verbal reports, in 

comparison with the concurrent reports, did not land themselves so easily as a 

basis for extrading the tests the subjects attempted. Because of their somewhat 

deviant nature, the single encodings were removed from the subsequent analyses. 

The strategy encodings which the algorithm and the two groups of coders 

produced both were arranged in the form of contingency matrices. Separate 

matrices ware derived for the encodings given to the concurrent and retrospective 

verbalization tests. This resulted in Tabla 5.9 up to and including Tabla 5.12. 

The matrices obtained provided the basis for measuring the dagree of 

agreement between the encodings from the algorithm and those from the coders. 

The maasure used for this purpose was again Cohen's kappa. Expressed in terms 

of kappa, the agreement between the first group of coders and the algorithm was 

Q.53 for the concurrent verbanzation encodings and 0.38 tor the retrospective 

verbalization encodings. Similarly, the second group of coders and the algorithm 

gave a kappa of 0.56 for the concurrent verbalization encodings and of 0.47 for the 

retrospective verbalization encodings. 
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Table 5.9. Contingency matrix based on the concurrent verbalization encodings 
produced by the computer algorithm and the coders of group 1. 
Parenthetical values are proportions. 

Coders 

Strategy TB HT IN TOT AL 

TB 28 0 1 29 
(0.30) (0.00) (0.01) (0.31) 

HT 5 21 13 39 

Algorithm (0.05) (0.22) (0.14) (0.41) 
IN 6 5 15 26 

(0.06) (0.05) (0.16) (0.28) 

TOT AL 39 26 29 94 
(0.41) (0.28) (0.31) (1.00) 

Key. TB: tracing-back; HT: hypothesis-and-test; IN: indefinite. 

Table 5.10. Contingency matrix based on the retrospective verbalization 
encodings produced by the computer algorithm and the coders of 
group 1. Parenthetical values are proportions. 

Coders 

Strategy TB HT IN TOT AL 

TB 13 0 1 14 
(0.19) (0.00) (0.01) (0.20) 

HT 14 15 6 35 

Algorithm (0.20) (0.21) (0.09) (0.50) 
IN 4 5 12 21 

(0.06) (0.07) (0.17) (0.30) 

TOT AL 31 20 19 70 
(0.44) (0.29) (0.27) (1.00) 

Key. TB: tracing-back; HT: hypothesis-and-test; IN: indefinite. 
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Table 5.11. Contingency matrix based on the concurrent verbalization encodings 
produced by the computer algorithm and the coders of group 2. 
Parenthetical values are proportions. 

Coders 

Strategy TB HT IN TOT AL 

lB 27 2 11 40 
(0.30) (0.02) (0.12) (0.44) 

HT 2 26 2 30 

Algorithm (0.02) (0.29) (0.02) (0.33) 
IN 1 8 11 20 

(0.01) (0.09) (0.12) (0.22) 

TOT AL 30 36 24 90 
(0.33) (0.40) (0.27) (1.00) 

Key. lB: tracing-back; HT: hypothesis-and-test; IN: indefinite. 

Tabla 5.12. Contingency matrix based on the retrospective verbalization 
encodings produced by the computer algorithm and the coders of 
group 2. Parenthetical values are proportions. 

Coders 

Strategy TB HT IN TOT AL 

TB 14 2 1 17 
(0.20) (0.03) (0.01) (0.24) 

HT 8 24 6 38 

Algorithm (0.11) (0.34) (0.09) (0.54) 
IN 3 4 9 16 

(0.04) (0.06) . (0.13) (0.23) 

TOT AL 25 30 16 71 
(0.35) (0.42) (0.23) (1.00) 

_t<ey. TB: tracing-back; HT: hypothesis-and-test; IN: indefinite. 
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lt thus appeared that there was a moderate dagree óf agreement between the 

coders and the algorithm with respect to the concurrent verbalization encodings, 

whereas with respect to the retrospective verbalization encodings the agreement 

was somewhat less, although it still achieved at least a fair level. In fact, within both 

groups of coders, the ditterenee between the two kappa coefficients failed to reach 

significanee (p > 0.1 o, two-tailed) 

A caretul examinatien of Tabla 5.1 0 shows with respect to the retrospective 

verbalization encodings a notabie difference between the coders of group 1 and 

the algorithm. From this tabla it can be seen that there was a disproportionate large 

number of retrospective verbalization tests which the coders classified as tracing

back and the algorithm as hypothesis-and-test. This meant that the coders 

classified a retrospective verbalization test more often as being the result of a less 

thorough strategy than the algorithm. Such a coding ditterenee was not found for 

the concurrent verbalization tests (see Table 5.9). 

Camparing the two data types with respect to the experimentally induced effects. 

Up here, verbal report validity was tested by making a direct camparisen between 

the performance data and the protocol data. A somewhat different approachtotest 

verbal report validity is to campare the experimentally induced effects observed in 

the performance data with those found in the protocol data (see Berry and 

Broadbent, 1984; Braadbent et al., 1986). In the following, the results of such an 

approach are presented. lt is important to realize that the comparison in question 

was based on the sample of 12 subjects whose verbal reports were encoded. 

First, the mean and standard deviation were calculated for each of the strategy

related protocol measures employed. This was done for concurrent and 

retrospective verbalization and for each level of task difficulty. Table 5.13 presents 

the results of these computations. The minimum and maximum score of each 

protocol measure are given in Appendix F (Table F.2). 

In addition, the protocol data were subjected to MANOVA's with the two within

subjects factors verbalization type (i.e. concurrent versus retrospective leaving out 

silence) and task difficulty. Separate MANOVA's were carried out for each protocol 

measure. The results of these analyses are summarized in Tabla 5.14. 

In order to guarantee a fair comparison with the performance data, exactly the 

same kinds of MANOVA's were conducted on the scores of the corresponding 

performance measures. Here too, use was made of the sample of subjects whose 

verbal protocols were encoded. The results of these latter analyses, which are not 

described in detail here, proved to be more or less in line with those reported in the 

sectionon verbal report reactivity. 
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Table 5.13. Mean and standard deviation for each strategy-related protocol 
maasure per verbalization type and level of task difficulty. The mean is 
given at the top of a cell and the corresponding standard deviation at 
the bottom. Each proportion has been expressed as a percentage 
(N=12). 

Verbalization type 

Concurrent Retrospective 

Protocol 
Task difficulty 

maasure Easy Difficult Easy Difficult 

Proportion of 25.26 35.05 44.04 45.46 
tracing-back 31.17 36.77 30.12 34.17 

Proportion of 53.13 43.20 30.78 42.52 
hypothesis-and-test 41.68 38.35 32.05 41.20 

Proportion of 21.61 21.75 25.18 12.02 
indefinite 22.47 24.15 25.12 13.00 

Tabla 5.14. Summary of the MANOVA's tor each strategy-related protocol 
measure. A cell contains the obtained F, in parentheses, the 
corresponding p. The dagrees of treedom tor the F-tests are (1, 11) for 
each effect tested. 

Protocol 
Effect 

maasure V D V*D 

Proportion of 11.48 1.26 1.15 
tracing-back (0.006) (0.286) (0.306) 

Proportion of 4.32 0.02 3.28 
hypothesis-and-test (0.062) (0.878) (0.097) 

Proportion of 0.37 1.27 1.25 
indefinite (0.553) (0.283) (0.287) 

Key. V: verbalization type; D: task difficulty. 

That is to say, tor each of the three strategy-related performance measures being 

~nalyzed, it was in general found that the main effects of task difficulty reached or 

approached significanee whereas the main and interaction effects involving 

verbalization type did not. There were, however, two exceptions to this. First, tor the 

proportion of tracing-back, the main effect of task difficulty was not significant and 

secondly, tor the proportion of hypothesis-and-test, the main effect of verbalization 
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type approached significance. The relevant means indièated that, at both levels of 

task difficulty, concurrent verbalization was associated with a smaller proportion of 

hypothesis-and-test than retrospective verbalization. 

To examine whether a similar pattern of results emerged for the protocol 

measures, we now turn to the MANOVA summary Table 5.14. An inspeetion of this 

table shows that for the proportion of tracing-back the main effect of verbalization 

type was statistically significant, while this effect approached significanee for the 

proportion of hypothesis-and-test. lt can be seen from the means of the two 

measures given in Table 5.13 that, at both levels of task difficulty, concurrent 

verbalization in comparison with retrospective verbalization was associated with a 

lower proportion of tracing-back and a higher proportion of hypothesis-and-test. 

These relationships arealso illustrated in Figure 5.6 and 5.7 where the means are 

plotted. 
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Figure 5.6. Mean proportion of tracing-back based on the protocol data (%) as a 
tunetion of verbalization type and task difficulty. 
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as a tunetion of verbalization type and task difficulty. 
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From Tabla 5.14 it is also apparent that for the proportion of hypothesis-anci-test 

the interaction between verbanzation type and task difficulty approached 

significance. The nature of this interaction is ciarifled in Figure 5.7 which shows that 

the difference between the two forms of verbalization with respect to the proportion 

of hypothesis-and-test was quite substantial at the low level of task difficulty but 

almost negllgible at the high level. As a matter of fact, the ditterenee appeared to be 

significant in the former case but not in the Jatter. 

When camparing the results of the MANOVA's carried out on the performance 

data with the outcomes of the analyses conducted on the protocol data, the next 

observations can be made. First, the performance measures proportion of 

hypothesis-and-test and proportion of indefinite were generally atfected by task 

difficulty whereas the corresponding protocol measures were not. Secondly, the 

performance maasure proportion of hypothesis-and-test and the corresponding 

protocol maasure tended to reveal a general but opposite effect of verbalization 

type. Third, in contrast to lts performance counterpart, the protocol maasure 

proportion of tracing-back was generally affected by verbanzation type. Finally, 

again unllke its performance counterpart, the protocol maasure proportion of 

hypothesls-and-test indicated an interaction between verbalization type and task 

difficulty. Thus, there were several instances of experimentally induced changes in 

the performance data that were not reflected by the protocol data, and vice versa. 

The results of the analyses described above were further examined to see 

which form of verbalization might be responsible for the discrepancies between the 

two types of data. An inspeetion of the means of the strategy-related performance 

measures (which are not reported here) pointed out that an increase in task 

difficulty resulted in a less thorough performance, whether verbalizing concurrently 

or in retrospect. For example, the proportional use of the exacting hypothesis-and

test strategy was considerably larger when solving easy problems than difficult 

ones. The mean scores of the corresponding protocol measures (see Table 5.13) 

tended to show a similar task difficulty effect, that is to say for concurrent 

verbalization but not for retrospective verbalization. This may be interpreted to 

indicate that the observed differences between the performance and protocol data 

with respect to the experimentally created effects had their origin in retrospective 

rather than concurrent verbalization. 

We conclude this chapter with a summary of the most important findings. With 

respect to verbal report reactivity, the following was found. 

1. The concurrent form of verbalization led to a considerable increase in time to 
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task completion but exerted no effect on accuracy and the adopted strategy. 

Retrospective verbalization did not have any effect on performance. 

2. Time on task under concurrent verbalization failed to increase with the 

proportlonal use of the more visual hypothesls-and·test strategy and failed to 

deeresse with the proportional use of the less visual tracing-back strategy. The 

failure to find these relationships did not seem to be due to strategy-dependent 

differences in verbalization rate. 

Astoverbal report validity, the following was found. 

1. Under concurrent verbalization, there was a moderate degree of agreement 

between the strategy-related performance data and the corresponding protocol 

data. The agreement between the two types of data was somewhat less under 

retrospective verbalization, although it still achieved at least a fair leveland did 

not differ significantly. 

2. The strategy-related performance data exhibited experimentally induced effects 

that ware not shown by the protocol data, and conversely. The origin of these 

differences seemed to lie in retrospective rather than concurrent verbali~ation. 
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CHAPTER6 

VERBALREPORTACCURACYINAN 
IMAGINATIVE VARIANT OF A 
.TOPOGRAPHIC DIAGNOSIS TASK 

This chapter describes the secend experiment on verbal report accuracy in fault 

diagnosis. As in the first experiment, the component of fault diagnosis captured by 

the task employed is topographic search. But now, the search has to be made with 

raferenee to an internal image rather than a visual percept. Again, a description is 

given of the methad used to obtain the required data (paragraph 6.1) and this is 

foliowed by a presentstion of the results of the data analyses (paragraph 6.2). 
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6.1. Methoei 

The paragraph outlines the way In which in the experiment the performance data 

and the protocol data needed for evaluating verbal report accuracy were gathered. 

6.1.1. Collectlng performance data 

Subjects and design 

Twenty-one students trom the Eindhoven Univarsity of Technology were subjectsin 

the experiment. None of them had participated in the first experiment. They ware 

paid per hour fortheir participation. 

Since the present experiment focussed on topographic search with raferenee to 

a mental image, the topography of the malfunctioning system had to remain 

constant within subjects. However, empirica! evidence indlcates (see e.g. 

Sanderson, 1984 and 1990) that the topographic complexity of a system is a major 

determinant of a subjeet's ability to develop and use an internal image of that 

system. lt was therefore considered advisable to include this factor in the 

experimental design and to vary it between subjects. That is -to say, two groups of 

subjects were created with one group werking on a system the topographic 

structure of which was relatively simple and the other group werking on a system 

with a more complex topography. 

A 3*2"2*3 factorial design was used to investigate the effects of verbanzation 

type, task difficulty, topographic complexity, and order of verbalization type. 

Verbalization type was a within-subjects factor consisting of three levels: no 

verbalization (1 ), concurrent verbalization (2), and retrospective verbalization (3). 

Task difficulty, also a within-subjects factor, comprised two levels: easy and difficult. 

Topographic complexity was a between-subjects factorand had two levels: simple 

and complex. Order of verbalization type, again a between-subjects factor, 

included three levels: 123321, 231132, and 312213. The consecutive numbers of 

each of these sequences refer to the levels of verbalization type administered. 

Each verbalization administration consisted of two experimental problems to be 

solved. For example, a subject assigned to the first order of verbalization type 

subsequently solved two problems in silence, two problems under concurrent 

verbalization, four problems under retrospective verbalization, two problems under 

concurrent verbalization, and two problems in silence. 

The subject was randomly allocated to one of the two levels of topographic 
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complexity. The simple level of this factor involved a group of 9 subjects and the 

complex level a group of 12 subjects. 

For each level of topographic complexity, another set of 12 experimental 

problems was developed. The problems of a set were randomly split up into three 

subsets, with the constraint that each subset included two problems of each of the 

two difficulty levels. The constructed subsets of problems were assigned to the 

different levels of verbanzation type according to three distinct ways. Within each 

way of problem assignment, each subset of problems was meant foranother level 

of verbalization type. The three ways of probrem assignment were designed so that 

they comprised a Latin square (see Table 6.1 ). By doing this, it was accomplished 

that the different subsets of problems were counterbalsneed over verbanzation 

type. The order of problem presentstion within each subset was the same for all 

subjects but was balanced with respect to task difficulty. 

Table 6.1. Problem assignment to verbanzation type. Each letter represents 
another subset of four experimental problems. 

Way of problem Verbalization type 
assignment Silent Concurrent Retrospective 

1 a b c 
2 b c a 
3 c a b 

Each subject was randomly allocated to one of the three orders of verbalization 

type and also to one of the three ways of problem assignment. This allocation was 

done so that each order of verbalization type involved three subjects of the simple 

topography group and tour subjects of the complex topography group. The very 

same numbers of subjects were involved in each way of problem assignment. 

Additionally, for each of the nine possible combinations between order of 

verbalization type and way of problem assignment, the number of subjects was one 

in the simple topography group and varled trom one to two in the complex 

topography group. 

Task 

As in the first experiment, the fault diagnosis task selected tor use was based on 

the task employed by Rouse (1978). As will berecalled from Chapter 5, the Rouse 

task requires a subject to find a fault in a network of interconnected components. 

The subject can locate the fault by interpretlog the outputs of the network and by 

testing particular conneetloos and/or components within the network. Remember 
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that in this task the network to be diagnosed was actually presented to the subject. 

The task currently used differs in this respect as the network is made completely 

invisible to the subject. lnstead, the subject is first extensively trained in the 

construction of a mental image of the network and is explicitly encouraged to use 

this image while diagnosing the network afterwards. The only information 

presented to him at the start of the task consists of the network's outputs (see 

Figure 6.1 ). Based on this evidence and entlrely guided by his mental 1111age, the 

subject has to test connections and/or components until he locallzes the fault. 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

Figure 6.1. Example of a set of outputs emanating from the components located in 
the column to the far right of the network presented in Figure 6.4. 
Component 11 is faulty. 

In the present task, the working of the (invisible) network as well as the mannar 

in which the tests are to be performed do not differ from the Rouse task as 

employed in the first experiment. Here, the only difference is that the trial number is 

raised whenever the subject tests a non-existent conneetion or component. 

Strategles 

The two basic strataglas according to which the Rouse task can be executed, viz. 

tracing-back and hypothesis-and-test, are also applicable in the task currently 

employed. However, the processing requirements of these strategies are not the 

same tor the two tasks. The main difference lies in the nature of the cognitive 

processas required for inspecting the network within which the faulty component 

has to be located. In the Rouse task these processas are perceptual in character, 

but in the present task they typically involve mental imagery. The imagery 

processas in particuier include ratriaving an image of the network trom memory 

and scanning this image mentally. The dagree to which imagery is invoked varles 

with the strategy adopted; As may be recalled from Chapter 5, in the tracing-back 

strategy the attention is always directed towards components located in adjacent 
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columns, whereas in the hypothesis-and-test strategy the components being 

attended to may be further away trom each other. Because of this ditterenee in 

scope of attention, the hypothesis-and-test strategy will rely more heavily on 

imagery than the tracing-back strategy. 

1t was stated previously that in the Rouse task the two strategies ditter also with 

respect to the amount of logical reasoning required and the load imposed on 

memory. Similar ditterences in the processing requirements of the strategies 

appear to hold tor the present task. Furthermore, the postulated behaviaral 

ditterences between the strategies apply to the current task as well. 

lnstructlons 
. Three sets of written instructions were prepared, in particular an imagery, a task, 

and a verbalization instruction. Of both the imagery and the task instruction, two 

versions were made. One version concerned the small network to be used in the 

experiment and the other the large network (see below). 

lmagery instruction. This instructien was meant to assist the subject in developing a 

mental image reprasenting the structure of the network to be diagnosed later on. In 

the instruction, the structure of the network was presented by means of a series of 

pictures each of which portrayed the input and output connections of one compo

nent trom the network. An example of a picture is shown in Figure 6.2. 

8 
8 

0 
8 
0 
8 
8 
G 

G 
G 
G 
8 
G 
G 

0 
0 
G 
0 
0 
G 

Figure 6.2. Example of a picture trom the imagery instructien showing the input and 
output connections of component 9 of the network presented in Figure 
6.4. 
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The subject was requested to construct a mental "map" of each picture 

presented: He was encouraged to do this by copying the pictures onto sheets of 

paper which contained the matrix of components teaving out the connections. In 

each mental map he formed, the subject was instructed to be able to look up from 

what components the input connections of a given component came and to what 

components its output connections left. Note that the mental maps the subject 

constructed contained only those connections which linked the components 

located in adjacent network columns. The subject was not explicitly asked to 

imagine connections between components being further away trom each other. 

However, he should be able to reconstruct these tromthemental maps he actually 

formed. 

The subject had to study the set of pictures until he managed to draw the 

complete network from memory. He was provided with a picture of the complete 

network with which he could compare his own drawings. 

The instructien also included 48 questions requiring the subject to mentally 

inspeet his image in order to arrive at an answer. An illustrative example of such a 

question was: try to establish trom memory whether the two components 11 and 24 

are (in)directly connected to each other or not. Another example of a typical 

question was: try to retrieve trom memory the complete set of components that 

conneet (in)directly with component 19. Thus the subject got the opportunity to train 

himself in applying his mental image. By camparing the picture of the complete 

netwerk with the answers he gave, the subject could evaluate the quality of his 

image. 

Task and verbalization instruction These instructions were the same as those 

employed in the first experiment. The only ditterenee was that the task instructien 

referred to the fault diagnosis task currently used. 

Stimulus materleis 
In the experiment, use was made of two computer-generated networks. One of 

them had a small size, consisting of 25 components arranged in a matrix of 5 rows 

and 5 columns. The other one was large, consisting of36 components arranged in 

a matrix of 6 rows and 6 columns. The small network was meant for the subjects 

making up the simple topography group and the large one for the subjects of the 

complex topography group. In generating these networks, the same somewhat 

arbitrary constraints were adhered to as in the first experiment. The two networks 

used are depicted in Figure 6.3 and 6.4. 
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Figure 6.3. The small network. 

Figure 6.4. The large network. 

Two sets of 15 problems each were composecl. One set was based on the small 

network and the other on the large network. In the experiment, the problems woulel 

be administered by a computer. Three problems of a set were utilized tor practica. 

These were especially meant to train the subject in verbalizing his thoughts and in 

on-line task performance. The other 12 problems of a set served experimental 

purposes. For each problem to be presented, the faulty component was selected at 

random. This selection was performed without replacement. The subjects were not 

informed of this. 
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In order to generata easy and difficult problems, a task dimension was needed 

which would result in performance decreasing monotonically with an increase in 

problem difficulty. As may be remembered trom Chapter 5, the task dimension used 

in the previous experiment to this end, i.e. the number of possibly faulty compo

nents prior to testing, did not reveal such a relationship. Fortunately, a global 

inspeetion of the data collected in that experiment indicated that another dimension 

might do so, in particular the location of the faulty component in the network 

presented. The data showed a tendency that the further away the faulty component 

was located from the right-hand side of the network, the worse the performance as 

measured by the davlation from optimality. Given this finding, it was decided to use 

the network location of the faulty component as a basis for creating problems 

differing in task difficulty. 

For any particular problem, the faulty component was situated in the left or the 

.right part of the network used. Somewhat arbitrarily, the first two columns of a 

network were designated as lts left part and the next three or tour columns as lts 

right part. Problems in which the faulty component was located in the left part of the 

network were conceived of as being difficult. Alternatively, problems with the faulty 

component in the network's right part were regardedas easy. Thus, two levels of 

task difficulty were realized. In the practica problems, the faulty component was 

always in the right part of the network. Half of the experimental problems had the 

faulty component in the network's left part and the other half in the right part. 

Technlque and apparatus 
In the experimental phase, a subject was tested in isolation in a sound-attenuated 

room. In this room, he sat behind a tabla upon which two terminals ware placed. 

One terminal was located at the subjeet's right hand and the other at hls left. The 

first terminal consisled of a text display with an ASCII keyboard conneeled to it. The 

second terminal was a text display without a keyboard. Both terminals were driven 

by a computer which was programmed to control the fault diagnosis task to be 

executed by the subject. The terminal at the subjeet's left hand was employed to 

display the network's outputs being applicable during the task (see Figure 6.1 ). In 

order to interact with the computer, the subject used the terminal at hls right hand. 

The computer made a record of the sequence of tests the subject performed and 

the response times he displayed. 

During the experimental phase, the subject was monitored by the experimenter 

who sat in a room next to the test room. From hls room, the experimenter controlled 

the presentation of the task by interacting with the computer through another ter

minal. Subject and experimenter communicated with each other through an inter-
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com system. A complete record was made of the subjeet's verbalizations. This was 

accomplished by hanginga microphone around the subjeet's neck and connecting 

it toa tape-recorder In the experimentets room. The tape~recorder was operated 

by the experimenter. 

Procedure 
The subject participated in two experimental sessions during which he worked indi

vidually. The sessions generally took place on two consecutive days and each 

lasted on the average approximately four and a half hours. The subject 

successively passed through the next three phases: an image formation phase, a 

practica phase, and an experimental phase. During the first two phases, the subject 

. was tree to ask any relevant question, but he was not intormed about the goal of 

the experiment. 

Image formation phase. In this phase, which took up to the whole first session and 

the first part of the second session, the subject worked through the appropriate 

version of the imagery instruction. This was the version which referred to the net~ 

work he would have to diagnose in the experimental phase. In studying the instruc

tion, the subject worked at his own pace. After each hour, he took a 15 minutes 

break. The subject continued studying until he thought to be able to retrieve an 

appropriate image of the network trom memory and to scan this image mentally. He 

then wamed the experimenter and with this the first session ended. 

At the start of the second session, the subject refreshed hls mental image of the 

network by studying the imagery instruction toranother 45 minutes. Hereafter, the 

quality of hls image was tested. This was done by asking him to answer tour 

questions which were similar, but not identical, to those included in the imagery 

instruction. He was also asked to make a drawing of the network trom memory. 

Testing the quality of a subjeet's Image required approximately 15 minutes. lt 

appeared that all the subjects answered at least three questions correctly and were 

capable of reproducing the network trom memory. This may beseen to indicate that 

the subjects possessed an adequate image of the network when entering the 

succeeding practica phase. 

Practice phase. In this phase, the subject first studled the appropriate task and 

verbanzation instruction. Then, he made the tour paper and pencil exercises added 

to the task instruction. Having completed the exercises, he received feedback 

about hls performance. Thereupon, the subject solved the three computer

administered practice problems which referred to the network he had studled in the 
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image formation phase. The first problem had to be done in silence, the second 

one requifed concurrent verbalization and the last one retrospective verbalization. 

Upon completion of these problems, the subject received feedback about the 

quality of his verbalizations. The practica phase lasted on the average about one 

hour. When this phase was finished, the subject took a 15 minutes break aftar 

which he participated in the experimental phase. 

Experimsntal phase. In this phase, the subject solved the 12 computer

administered experimental problems which again involved the network he had 

studied earlier. Each problem required from the subject one of the three 

verbalization types. The sequence in which the different verbanzation types were 

requested proceeded according to one of the three possible orders of verbalization 

type mentioned above. 

At the start of each problem, the text display located at the subjeet's right hand 

indicated the particular verbalization type required. This verbalization request re

mained on the display for the time the subject solved the problem administered. 

The experimenter saw to it that the subject obeyed to this. That is to say, when 

concurrent verbalization was asked for and the subject remained silent for more 

than about 10 seconds, the experimenter would persuade him to rasurne 

verbalization. Conversely, when no verbalization or retrospective verbalization was 

requested and the subject in spite of that started verbalizing during the problem, 

the experimenter would urge him to be silent. 

During each problem, the subject diagnosed the network the outputs of which 

were shown on the text display at his left hand {see Figure 6.1 ). As soon as on the 

display at his right hand the current trial number appeared, he could perform a test 

by activating the keyboard. Having antered the desired test, the computer would 

present the appropriate information on the display. Subject-computer interactions 

recorded in previous trials were not erased (see Figure 6.5). 

When the subject upon completion of a problem had to report retrospectively, 

the network's outputs as well as the record of his dialogue with the computer 

remained available. He could use this problem-specific information as an aid to 

reeall his previous thoughts. 

A problem ended when the subject succeeded in solving it. A problem was also 

terminated if the subject exceeded the maximum number of 50 test trials permitled 

or the time limit of 15 minutes. However, this was not done befare the moment the 

subject performed the test which went beyond (one of) the limits. 

In the experimental phase, the subject was never allowed to use paper and 

pencil. Upon completion of the first six problems, a 15 minutes rest break was given 
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and, after the break, the other six problems were administered. The experimental 

phase lastedon the average about two hours (the break excluded). 

CONDITION: SILENCE 

trial 1 : 1S.....2Z 
trial 2: .20......2§ 
trial 3: 2.1.....28. 
trial 4: 22.....2S. 
trial 5: 18....22. 
trial 6: 1.§...22 
trial 7: .11...22. 
trial 8: .12....11 
trial 9: .11...1Z 
trial10: .6....11 
trial11: 11 

status conneetion 1 
status conneetion 1 
status conneetion 1 
status conneetion 0 
status conneetion 1 

impossible 
status conneetion 0 
status conneetion 1 
status conneetion 0 
status conneetion 1 

!I correct 11 

Figure 6.5. Format of the text display located at the subjeet's right hand. The 
display shows the successive interactloos between the subject and the 
computer during the fauH diagnosis task. The subject diagnosed the 
network presented in Figure 6.4 and received thesetof outputs given in 
Figure 6.1. The commands he antered have been underlined. 

Performance measures 
As in the previous experiment, a variety of measures was selected to describe the 

subjeet's performance in each problem he solved. These measures were again 

based on the sequence of tests the subject made and the response times he dis

played. The particular measures utilized were the same as those of which use was 

made in the first experiment, with the exception that one maasure was added, 

namely: 

• the number of impossible tests (tests attempted on a non-existent conneetion or 

component). 

lt should be noted that tests of this type were not classified by the computer 

algorithm developed tor identifying the subjeet's strategies. 

6.1.2. Collecting protocol data 

Coders 

Four subjects who had previously participated in the experiment served as coders. 

They were paid for participating on an hourly basis. 
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Coding materleis 

In a similar way as in the first experiment, transcriptions were made of all the tape

recareled verbal protoeals coming from a total number of 17 subjects. One or more 

protoeals from each of the four remaining subjects could not be transcribed due to 

failures of the recording apparatus or because of poor tape-reoording quality. 

These subjects were excluded from the protocol-based analyses described below. 

Since the analysis of a verbal protocol may be rather laborious, it was again 

decided to have each coder analyze only a portion of all the verbal protoeels being 

transcribed. To increase the probability that the protoeels to be encoded would be 

quite diverse, the same preliminary steps were taken as in the previous 

experiment. First, each subject was tentatively classified according to the task 

strategy which he predominantly seemed to employ, i.e. tracing-back, uni- or multi

focus hypothesis-and-test, or indefinite. These classifications ware made by the 

author on the basis of a global inspeetion of the subjects' verbal protoeals. In the 

next step, a group of eight subjects was formed. This group was composed so that 

it consisted of a representative number of subjects trom each of the four strategy 

classes obtained in the first step. All the protoeals which these subjects generated 

in the experimental phase (i.e. per subject tour concurrent and tour retrospective 

reports) were selected to be analyzed by the coders. Thus, a set of eight (subjects) 

times eight (protocols per subject) is 64 protoeals would be encoded. Each coder 

received the complete set to analyze. Care was taken that a coder did not get any 

of the verbal protoeals which had been produced by himseH during the experiment. 

The order in which the selected verbal protoeals were presented was 

randomized for every coder. This was accomplished by developing for each coder 

a different package of selected protoeals in a manner that each prepared package 

contained snother random protocol sequence. The randomization was carried out 

over the subjects whose protoeels had been selected. 

To determine intra-coder agreement, each coder woulel analyze eight protoeals 

twice. These protoeals were randomly selected from the first half of the protoeals 

contained in the original package and administered to the coder at first. The 

protoeels to be analyzed tor a secend time were combined in another package. 

Coding lnstructlons 

The coding instructions being made tor this experiment were the same as those 

prepared tor the previous experiment. The only difference was that a coder was not 

required to classify impossible tests. 
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Codlng procedure 
The procedure foliowed here was similar to that adopted in the first experiment. 

Protocol measures 
There were several instanoes where the coders differed with respect to the strategy 

encoding given to a particular test. These differences were resolved by selecting 

for further analysis the encoding given by the largest number of coders. lf there was 

no largest number of coders for one of the strategie&, the encoding indefinite would 

be used. The encodings relerring to the two forms of the hypothesis-and-test 

strategy, i.e. uni- and multi-focus, were collapsed. This was done to allow the 

rasuiting overall encodings to be compared with the classifications based on the 

subjects' non-verbal behaviors. As may be remembered, the algorithm used to pro

duce the latter encodings could not distinguish between these two strategy forms. 

The protocol-based encodings thus obtairied were utilized to derive the same 

strategy-related protocol measures as those derived in the previous experiment. 

And also as before, the frequency and rate of verbalization were determined for the 

transcribed verbal protocols. 

6.2. Results 

This paragraph describes the results of the analyses aimed at assessing verbal 

report accuracy. First, it was examined whether the data colleeteel satisfied the 

assumptions underlying the tests of verbal report accuracy to be performeel (section 

6.2.1 ). After having established that this seemed to be the case, the tests con

cerned were carried out (section 6.2.2). 

As may be remembered, in each condition two experimental problems with the 

same level of task difficulty were administered. Any two such problems were con

sidered as replications and a subjeet's scores on these were therefore averaged 
before being used in the subsequent analyses. 

As in the first experiment, the data were primarily analyzed by applying for each 

maasure under study a multivariate repeated analysis of varianee model 

(MANOVA). A global inspeetion of the obtained data indicated that fora good many 

measures the model's assumption of normally distributed scores was violated. In 

spite of this, it was decided to analyze the original scores instead of some transfor
mation of them maant to achleve normality. The raasons for doing so are given in 

the previous chapter. 

Whenever in a MANOVA an interaction term invalving verbalization type 
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reached or approached statistica! significanee at the 0.05 level, post hoct-tests tor 

paired samples (two-tailed) ware conducted to facilitate onderstanding of the effect. 

6.2.1. Checks on assumptions 

Valldlty of performance data 

As in the previous experiment, validatien was needed of the computer algorithm 

developed for identifying the strategies the subjects adopted. This was again 

accomplished by correlating the two relevant measures derived from the strategy 

encodings of the algorithm, viz. the proportion of tracing-back and the proportion of 

hypothesis-and-test, with the two measures the time taken per test and the number 

of trials. As before, this analysis was restricted to the problems solved in the silent 

control condition because one should be wary of possible verbanzation effects. 

Tabla 6.2 presents the Spaarman correlation coefficients calculated between 

the measures under consideration. 

Tabla 6.2. Spaarman correlation coefficients between the performance measures 
selected for validating the strategy encodings generated by the 
computer algorithm. The coefficients ware calculated for silence. The 
figures in parentheses reprasent the corresponding one-tailed p-values 
(N=21). 

Performance Timetaken Numberof 
maasure per test trials 

Proportion of -0.66 0.65 
tracing-back (0.001) (0.001) 

Proportion of 0.44 -0.31 
hypothesis-and-test (0.023) (0.083) 

Of the four correlation coefficients calculated, three were statistically significant at 

the 0.05 level (one-tailed) and of moderate or substantial size. The fourth one 

approached significanee and had a relatively small size. All the coefficients pre

sented trends in the expected directions. That is to say, they indicated that the 

higher the proportion of tracing-back, the shorter the time taken per test and the 

larger the number of trials, and also, the higher the proportion of hypothesis-and

test, the longer the time taken per test and the smaller the number of trials. When 

looking at the individual scattergrams plotted for each couple of measures, the 

same picture emerged. 
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1t should be realized that the correlation analysis presented hare was carried 

out by aversging the data across the two levels of task ditticulty and by pooling the 

two levels of topographic complexity. Separate analyses for each combination of 

these two factors revealed a more or less similar pattem of results. 

In all, the data gave some support for the validity of the algorithm developed for 

identifying the subjects' strategies. 

Rellabillty of protocol data 

As in the first experiment, the reliability of the protocol data was evaluated by 

determining inter- and intra-coder agreement. 

Inter-coder agreement. lt is worth mentioning that there ware saveral instances 

where one coder of a pair extracted some strategy encoding trom a particular 

verbal report while the ether ceder did not. The number of times such a single 

encoding was generated appeared to be somewhat smaller for the concurrent 

verbal reports than for the retrospective reports. For the camparisens invalving 

concurrent verbalization, this number constituted on the average about 2% of the 

total number of encodings produced. For the comparisons invalving retrospective 

verbalization, this proportion was about 7.5%. This suggests that the retrospective 

verbal reports, in comparison with the concurrent reports, did not lend themselves 

so easily as a basis for deriving the tests the subjects performed. Because of their 

somewhat deviant nature, the single encodings were excluded from the 

subsequent analyses. 

The total number of encodings which both ccders of a pair extracted from the 

concurrent verbal reports varied from 112 to 114 with a mean of 112.67. Similarly, 

the total number of encodings being extracted from the retrospective reports varied 

trom 125 to 130 with a mean of 126.33. 

Inter-coder agreement was again assessed by computing for each pair of 

caders involved the correspondence between the strategy encodings generated. 

For this purpose, all the encodings beienging to one pair of ccders were arranged 

in the form of a contingency matrix. Separate matrices were constructed for the 

encodings the ccders derived from the concurrent and retrospective reports. An 

illustrative example of a contingency matrix is shown in Table 6.3. 

A close inspeetion of the individual matrices revealed a systematic ditterenee 

between the ccders in their agreement about the different strategies. In particular it 

appeared that the ccders disagreed a disproportionate number of times in 

encoding a test as uni-focus or as multi-focus. Fortunately, this coding ditterenee 

was not particularly serieus as in the subsequent tests of verbal report accuracy the 
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two types of encodings woulel be collapsed (see below). 

Table 6.3. Contingency matrix based on the concurrent verbalization encodings 
derived by caders A and B. Parenthetical values are proportions. 

CoderB 

Strategy TB UF MF IN TOT AL 

TB 39 0 0 1 40 
(0.35) (0.00) (0.00) (0.01) (0.35) 

UF 3 12 12 9 36 
(0.03) (0.11) (0.11) (0.08) (0.32) 

CoderA MF 0 1 1 0 2 
(0.00) (0.01) (0.01) (0.00) (0.02) 

IN 6 1 0 28 35 
(0.05) (0.01 ). (0.00) (0.25) (0.31) 

TOT AL 48 14 13 38 113 
(0.42) (0.12) (0.12) (0.34) (1.00) 

Key. TB: tracing-back; UF: uni-focus; MF: multi-focus; IN: indefinite. 

In order to maasure the degree of agreement between the coders, Cohen's 

kappa (Cohen, 1960) was applied toeach contingency matrix obtained. Across all 

pairs of coders, this maasure ranged for the concurrent verbalization encodings 

trom 0.55 to 0.68 with a mean of 0.58. Similarly, kappa ranged for the retrospective 

verbalization encodings trom 0.54 to 0.62 with a mean of 0.57. The mean kappa's 

indicated that for both types of encodings the inter-coder agreement was on the 

average moderate. Note that the mean kappa based on the concurrent 

verbalization encodings was practically equal to that of the retrospective 

verbalization encodings. 

Intra-coder agreement. Intra-coder agreement, the other form of reliability 

considered, was again assessed by determining the correspondence between the 

strategy encodings a coder extracted trom the protoeals presented to him twice. 

Since the number of these protocols, i.e. eight, was too small to do this accurately 

for the concurrent and retrospective verbalization encodings separately, all the 

encodings were combined per coder to provide one index of intra-coder 

agreement. The total number of encodings a coder produced twice varled trom 31 

to 57 with a mean of 39. Again, Cohen's kappa was used to calculate the dagree of 

intra-coder agreement. Across all coders, this maasure varied trom 0.59 to 0.83 

with a mean of 0.70. Three of the tour coders gave a kappa in excess of 0.60. 
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These figures indicated that on the average and for all individual coders but one 

intra-coder agreement was substantial. 

Sensltlvlty of performance and protocol data 
From the analyses presenteet in the next section lt appears that on a good many of 

the performance and protocol measures included task difficulty in general exerted 

the expected effects. This points out that these measures possessed suftleient 

sensitivity. 

Adequacy of verbanzation procedures 
Whether the verbalization procedures used in the experiment were adequate was 

again evaluated by analyzing the frequency and rate of verbalization. 

Verbalization frequency. First, the mean and standard davlation of verbalization 

frequency were calculated. This was done separately for concurrent and 

retrospective verbalization and tor each of the two groups of topographic 

complexity as wellas tor each of the two levels of task difficulty. Tabla 6.4 gives the 

results of these calculations. This tabla also presents the minimum and maximum 

frequency of the two types of verbalization, again per group of topographic 

complexity and per level of task difficulty. An inspeetion of the table shows that, tor 

each group of topographic complexity at each level of task difficulty, the frequency 

of concurrent and retrospective verbanzation averaged about 40 words per test or 

more. This seemed to suggest that the number of verbalizations contained in a 

concurrent or retrospective verbal report was in general sufficiently large to be 

used as a basis tor encoding each individual test. 

The data on verbalization frequency were further analyzed by submitting them 

to a two within-subjects, one between-subjects MANOVA. The within-subjects 

factors were verbalization type (i.e. concurrent versus retrospective with silence 

dropped) and task difficulty; the between-subjects factor was topographic 

complexity. The results of this analysis are summarized in Table 6.5. From this table 

it appears that the main effect of verbalization type achieved statistical significance. 

The nature of this effect is illustrated in Figure 6.6 where the means presenled in 

Table 6.4 are plotted. When looking at this figure, it can be seen that, for both 

groups of topographic complexity at both levels of task difficulty, the frequency of 

concurrent verbalization was higher than that of retrospective verbalization. Tabla 

6.5 also shows that the interaction between task difficulty and topographic 

complexity was significant. The pattarn of this interaction is again ciarifled in Figure 

6.6. 
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Table 6.4. Mean (M), standerd deviation (SD), minimum (Min), and maximum 
(Max) of concurrent and retrospective verbalization frequency (in 
number of words spoken per test) for each group of topographic 
complexity and each level of task difficulty (N = 17). 

Verbalization type 

Concurrent Retrospective 

Task difficulty 

Easy Difficult Easy Difficult 

Simple topography group 

M 91.33 112.10 61.32 69.14 

SD 80.28 84.65 32.92 43.54 

Min 24.85 20.02 14.33 18.96 
Max 273.75 244.40 113.33 156.75 

Complex topography group 

M 70.81 60.29 67.55 40.41 

SD 49.66 43.43 46.13 21.58 

Min 18.88 13.75 14.00 16.80 
Max 141.83 132.42 127.88 69.25 

Table 6.5. Summary of the MANOVA for verbanzation frequency. A een contains 
the obtained F and, in parentheses, the oorrasponding p. The dagrees 
of treedom are (1 , 15) for each effect testecl. 

V 

7.10 
(0.018) 

D 

0.10 
(0.756) 

T 

1.32 
(0.269) 

Effect 

V*D 

0.47 
(0.506) 

V*T 

1.91 
(0.187) 

D*T 

5.35 
(0.035) 

V*D*T 

0.01 
(0.934) 

Key. V: verbalization type; D: task difficulty; T: topographic complexity. 

As can be seen in the figure, with an increase in task difficulty the frequency of both 

types of verbalization increased for the simple topography group whereas it 

decreased for the complex topography group. The increase in verbalization 

frequency for the simple topography group did not reach significanee but the 

decrease for the complex topography group did. 
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Figure 6.6. Mean concurrent and retrospective verbalization frequency (in number 
of worels spoken per test) as a tunetion of topographic complexity and 
task difficulty. 

Verbalization rate. Next, the data on the rate of verbalization were analyzed. lt 

should be noted that this analysis was restricted to the concurrent form of 

verbalization. The maan and standard deviation of the rate of verbalization were 

computed. This was done tor each group of topographic complexity and for each 

level of task difficulty. The results of these computations are given in Tabla 6.6. This 

table also presents the minimum and maximum rate of verbalization, again per 

group of topographic complexity and per level of task difficuhy. 

Table 6.6. Mean (M), standard deviation (SD), minimum (Min), and maximum 
(Max) of verbalization rate (in number of words spoken per minute) tor 
each group of topographic complexity and each level of task difficulty (N 
"'17). 

Topography group 

Simple Complex 

Task difficulty 

Easy Difficult Easy Difficuh 

M 114.15 108.24 93.66 95.08 

SD 22.64 15.91 18.26 14.14 

Min 77.65 81.54 76.90 71.05 
Max 147.66 132.20 126.34 124.02 

An inspeetion of the tabla shows that, for both groups of topographic complexity at 
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both levels of task difficulty, the mean verbalizat ion rate was about 95 words per 

minute or more. The obtained verbalization rates are close to those reported in the 

literature (see Ericsson and Simon, 1984) and suggest that the subjects produced 

a more or less continuous stream of verbalizations. 

The data on verbanzation rate were also subjected to a MANOVA which 

included one within-subjects factor, viz. task difficulty, and one between-subjects 

factor, viz. topographic complexity. In this analysis, the main effect of topographic 

complexity proved to be statistically significant [F(1,15) ... 4.72, p = 0.046]. The 

means indicated (see Table 6.6) that, at both levels of task difficulty, the 

verbalization rate was higher for the simple topography group than for the complex 

topography group. This effect is also illustrated in Figure 6. 7 where the means are 

depicted. 
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Figure 6.7. Mean verbalization. rate (in number of words spoken per minute) as a 
function of topographic complexity and task difficulty. 

TheMANOVA revealed no significant main effect of task difficulty [F(1,15) = 0.32, p 

= 0.580] and no significant interaction between this factor and topographic 

complexity [F(1,15) = 0.85, p = 0.370]. 

To conetude this section, the data showed no marked departures from the 

assumptions being made when testing verbal report accuracy. 

6.2.2. Tests of verbal report accuracy 

Verbal report reactlvlty 

The way in which reactivity was tested was the same as in the first experiment. That 

is to say, the performance data collected in the concurrent and retrospective 
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verbalization condition were compared with the same type of data gathered in the 

silent control condition. 

Effects of verbalization type. A preliminary inspeetion of the data indicated that the 

number of extra tests as wellas the number of impossibis tests ware insufficient to 

permit an accurate assessment of the variables selected for study. However, both 

types of tests are similar to a redundant test in that neither results in a reduction of 

the feasible fault set. 1t was therefore decided to add in each problem solved the 

number of extra and impossible tests to the number of redundant tests. 

The mean and standard deviation were calculated for each of the performance 

measures considered. These calculations were carried out tor each group of topo

graphic complexity and for each verbalization type as well as for each level of task 

difficulty. Tabla 6. 7a and b give the results of this. The minimum and maximum 

score of each performance maasure can be found in Appendix F (Tabla F.3a and 

b). 

The performance data were also subjected to two within-subjects, two between

subjects MANOVA's. The within-subjects factors were verbalization type and task 

difficulty; topographic complexity and order of verbalization type constituted the 

between-subjects factors. For each performance measure, a separate MANOVA 

was carried out. Of primary interest here were the main and interaction effects of 

order of verbalization type. 

The analyses revealed that none of these effects, with the exception of three, 

reached or approached statistica! significanee at the 0.05 level. Given the large 

number of order effects tested (viz. 72), it might be expected that a few of them 

would be (marginally) significant purely by chance. Therefore, the data trom the 

different orders ware paoled in subsequent MANOVA's which included 

verbanzation type, task difficulty, and topographic complexity as the only factors. In 

these MANOVA's, a priori contrasis ware chosen so as to campare each of the two 

farms of verbalization, concurrent and retrospective, with the silent controL This 

was done for all the main and interaction effects invalving verbalization type. The 

results of these analyses are summarized in Table 6.8a and b. 

Because of the peculiar status of the measure, the results obtained for the 

proportion of undefined ware again considered first. Table 6.8a shows for this 

maasure a significant interaction between the concurrent farm of verbalization and 

topographic complexity. Fortunately, none of the other strategy-related measures 

revealed such an effect which otherwise might have resulted from a strategy identi

fication artefact rather than a true performance difference. 
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Table 6.7a. Mean and standard deviation for each performance measure 
calculated for the simple topography group per verbanzation type and 
level of task difficulty. The mean is given at the top of a cell and the 
corresponding standard deviation at the bottom. Each proportion has 
been expressed as a percentage (N = 9). 

Verbalization type 

Silent Concurrent Retrospective 

Task difficulty 

Easy Difficult Easy Difficult Easy Difficult 

Performance 
Simple topography group maasure 

Time to completion 80.98 205.95 111.13 198.33 101.49 214.34 
(in seconds) 57.11 83.25 50.39 82.07 71.37 115.12 

Numberof 2.89 6.22 3.44 5.39 3.39 6.06 
trials 1.24 2.44 1.78 2.26 1.56 1.49 

Numberof 0.11 0.50 0.17 0.39 0.22 0.39 
premature tests 0.22 0.56 0.25 0.55 0.26 0.55 

Numberof 0.72 1.06 1.11 1.00 1.11 1.06 
redundant tests 1.06 1.13 1.29 1.39 1.45 1.26 

Deviation trom 0.89 2.67 1.56 2.39 1.50 2.28 
optimality 1.17 1.71 1.78 1.64 1.68 1.25 

Proportion of 11.11 14.22 9.44 11.05 16.30 14.63 
tracing-back 21.14 20.43 16.37 23.53 28.94 22.75 

Proportion of 29.17 36.44 34.26 44.19 19.44 42.97 
hypothesis-and-test 27.95 17.04 32.13 25.47 32.54 21.76 

Proportion of 14.82 22.28 19.82 14.71 21.11 17.43 
indefinite 23.86 17.80 28.55 20.77 22.47 14.70 

Proportion of 44.91 27.06 36.48 30.05 43.15 24.97 
undefined 16.90 14.22 28.12 18.52 23.72 14.46 
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Table 6.7b. Mean and standard deviation for each performance measure 
calculated for the complex topography group per verbalization type 
and level of task difficulty. The mean is given at the top of a cell and the 
corresponding standard deviation at the bottom. Each proportion has 
been expressed as a percentage (N • 12). 

Verbalization type 

Silent Concurrent Retrospective 

Task difficulty 

Easy Difficult Easy Difficult Easy Difficult 

Performance 
Complex topography group measure 

Time to completion 69.56 209.13 108.29 200.59 74.21 202.20 
(in seconds) 42.77 163.86 74.70 174.33 65.88 178.70 

Numberof 4.00 9.33 3.54 7.25 3.75 8.58 
trials 1.69 2.57 1.10 2.44 1.47 3.34 

Numberof 0.50 0.88 0.42 0.21 0.50 0.71 
premature tests 0.30 0.74 0.42 0.26 0.43 0.81 

Numberof 0.92 2.46 0.79 1.83 0.79 2.33 
redundant tests 1.08 1.99 1.01 2.03 0.75 2.39 

Deviation from 1.50 5.17 0.96 3.25 1.50 4.50 
optimality 1.46 2.50 1.01 2.32 1.21 3.11 

Proportion of 13.02 17.40 7.64 12.96 17.36 15.71 
tracing-back 11.86 11.40 13.39 13.46 15.27 13.31 

Proportion of 42.88 33.83 39.93 38.13 35.07 30.23 
hypothesis-and-test 17.01 17.25 26.56 19.81 25.96 17.01 

Proportion of 23.79 23.88 16.32 14.61 20.83 24.58 
indefinite 22.55 20.25 26.74 21.33 17.50 21.12 

Proportion of 20.31 24.90 36.11 34.31 26.74 29.48 
undefined 22.69 14.08 30.48 16.83 20.98 22.70 
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Table 6.8a. Summary of theMANOVA's for each performance messure and each 
effect invalving verbalization type. A cell contains the obtained F and, 
in parentheses, the corresponding p. The dagrees of treedom of the F
tests are (1, 19) for each effect tested. 

Effect 

Performance V V*D V*T V*D*T 

messure c r c r c r c r 

Timeto 1.04 0.31 3.00 0.14 0.02 0.42 0.04 0.00 
completion (0.320) (0.586) (0.1 00) (0. 708) (0.884) (0.524) (0.849) (0.993) 

Numberof 3.89 0.25 6.63 0.72 2.51 1.00 0.04 0.01 
trials (0.063) (0.623) (0.019) (0.405) (0.130) (0.330) (0.842) (0.904) 

Numberof 7.07 0.38 3.57 1.00 5.25 0.38 1.10 0.02 
premature tests (0.016) (0.546) (0.074) (0.329) (0.034) (0.546) (0.307) (0.888) 

Numberof 0.17 0.03 2.04 0.26 1.15 0.62 0.01 0.26 
redundant tests (0.685) (0.866) (0.169) (0.619) (0.297) (0.440) (0.934) (0.619) 

Deviation trom 2.95 0.14 6.51 2.14 5.59 0.55 0.22 0.09 
optimality (0.102) (0.714) (0.020) (0.160) (0.029) (0.466) (0.641) (0.773) 

Proportion of 3.10 0.65 0.01 0.90 0.36 0.08 0.09 0.01 
tracing-back (0.094) (0.429) (0.943) (0.356) (0.556) (0.776) (0.762) (0.913) 

Proportion of 1.00 0.89 0.90 2.42 0.66 0.28 0.19 0.84 
hypothesis-and~test (0.330) (0.357) (0.354) (0.136) (0.428) (0.601) (0.665) (0.372) 

Proportion of 2.01 0.00 1.40 0.26 1.08 0.07 0.78 1.02 
indefinite (0.172) (0.953) (0.252) (0.615) (0.311) (0.788) (0.387) (0.325) 

Proportion of 2.08 0.22 0.11 0.02 4.99 0.97 1.34 0.01 
undefined (0.166) (0.641) (0. 7 4 7) (0.885) (0.038) (0.338) (0.261) (0.920) 

Key. V: verbalization type; D: task difficulty; T: topographic complexity; c: concurrent; 
r: retrospective. 

However, Table 6.8b also shows for the messure under consideration a significant 

interaction between task difficulty and topographic complexity. The very same 

interaction approached significanee for the proportion of hypothesis-and-test, and 

this effect might thus be spurious. 

From Table 6.8a it appears that on saveral performance measures one or more 

effects of the concurrent form of verbalizat ion resulted in a p < 0.10 or berdered on 

this significanee level. The performance measures being affected were: time to 

completion, the number of trials, the number of premature tests, the deviation trom 

optimality, and the proportion of tracing-back. 
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Table 6.8b. Summary of the MANOVA's tor each performance maasure and each 
effect not involvlng verbalization type. A cell contains the obtained F 
and, in parentheses, the corresponding p. The dagrees of treedom of 
the F-tests are (1,19) tor each effect tested. 

Performance 
Effect 

maasure D T D*T 

Timeto 24.60 0.05 0.06 
completion (0.000) (0.831) (0.804) 

Numberof 58.50 7.91 4.32 
trials (0.000) (0.011) (0.051) 

Numberof 5.27 3.29 0.64 
premature tests (0.033) (0.086) (0.432) 

Numberof 4.39 1.22 3.73 
redundant tests (0.050) (0.264) (0.068) 

Deviation trom 20.66 3.63 4.20 
optimality (0.000) (0.072) (0.054) 

Proportion of 0.71 0.04 0.14 
tracing-back (0.411) (0.848) (0.709) 

Proportion of 0.69 0.11 3.51 
hypothesis-and-test (0.416) (0.743) (0.076) 

Proportion of 0.00 0.12 0.02 
indefinite (0.972) (0.737) (0.880) 

Proportion of 2.81 1.07 4.74 
undefined (0.11 0) (0.315) (0.042) 

Key. D: task difficulty; T: topographic complexity. 

On each of these measures, concurrent verbanzation exhibited one or more of the 

next three effects: a main effect, an interaction with task difficulty, or an interaction 

with topographic complexity. From Table 6.8a it is also apparent that for none of the 

performance measures the retrospective form of verbalization approached 

significance, either as main effect or in interaction with (one of) the other two 

factors. The nature of all the effects invalving concurrent verbalization is illustrated 

in Figure 6.8 up to and including 6.12. These figures plot for each of the five above

mentioned performance measures the means presented in Table 6.7a en b. By 

inspecting the MANOV A summary tabla and the patterns shown in the figures, the 

next observations can be made as to the effects of verbalization type on task 
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Rgure 6.8. Mean time to completion (in seconds) for each verbalization type as a 
function of topographic complexity and task difficulty. 

On the measure time to completion, the interaction between concurrent 

verbanzation and task difficulty yielded a p of 0.1 0. When looking at Figure 6.8, it 
can be seen that the simple as well as the complex topography group took more 

time to complete the easy problems under concurrent verbanzation than in silence. 

This increase appeared to be significant. To complete the difficult problems, on the 

other hand, the two groups took less time under concurrent verbalization than in 

silence, but this decrease was not significant. 
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Figure 6.9. Mean number of trials tor each verbanzation type as a tunetion of 
topographic complexity and task difficulty. 

For the number of trials, the main effect of concurrent verbalization approached 

significanee and the interaction between this form of verbalization and task difficulty 
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reached lt. 1t can be seen in Figure 6.9 that the number of trials which the simple as 

well as the complex topography group required in order to complete the easy 

problems was more or less the same for concurrent verbanzation and silence. On 

these problems, the difference between the two conditions was not significant. 

However, to complete the difficult problems, the two groups needed a significantly 

smaller number of trials under concurrent verbalization than in silence. 
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Figure 6.1 0. Mean number of premature tests for each verbalization type as a 
tunetion of topographic complexity and task difficulty. 

On the number of premature tests, the main effect of concurrent verbalization 

proved to be significant. In addition, the interaction between concurrent 

verbalization and task difficulty approached significanee and the interaction 

between concurrent verbanzation and topographic complexity reached it. Figure 

6.10 shows that the simple topography group, whether solving easy or difficult 

problems, made about an equal number of premature tests under concurrent 

verbalization and in silence. For both types of problems, the ditterenee between the 

two conditions did not approach significance. The complex topography group also 

exhibited no significant ditterenee with respect to the number of premature tests 

between the two conditions, if only on the easy problems. On the ditticuit problems, 

however, this group made a significantly smaller number of premature tests under 

concurrent verbanzation than in silence. Nevertheless, the absolute number of 

premature tests was so small that even in the latter case the ditterenee between the 

two conditions failed to approach one test. So, although for the measure concemed 

the effects of concurrent verbalization were (marginally) significant, they were not 

particularly relevant. 

For the deviation trom optimality, concurrent verbanzation yielded a main effect 

which just missed to result in a p of 0.1 0. Furthermore, the interaction between 
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concurrent verbalizatlon and task difficulty as wellas the interaction between con

current verbalization and topographic complexity reached significance. 
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F~gure 6.11. Mean davlation trom optimality for each verbalization type as a 
tunetion of topographic complexity and task difficulty. 

lt can be seen in Figure 6.11 that these effects revealed the same trends as those 

found for the number of premature tests. That is to say, for the simple topography 

group on both the easy and the difficult problems, there were no significant 

differences between concurrent verbanzation and silence with respect to the 

deviation from optimality. This was also the case for the complex topography group 

on the easy problems, but not on the difficult problems, where concurrent 

verbalization, in comparison with silence, was associated with a significantly 

smaller deviation from optimality. 
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Figure 6.12. Mean proportion of tracing-back basedon the performance data(%) 
for each verbanzation type as a tunetion of topographic complexity 
and task difficulty. 
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On the proportion of tracing-back, the main effect of verbalization type 

approached significance. As Figure 6.12 shows, the simple as well as the complex 

topography group displayed on both the easy and the difficult problems a lower 

proportion of tracing-back under concurrent verbanzation than in silence. Note, 

however, that in each case this decrease was rather small, being about 5% of the 

total number of tests classified or less. This appears also to hold when taking into 

account that a relatively large proportion of tests received the classification 

undefined. So although marginally significant, the effect was not particularly 

relevant. 

In short, due to concurrent verbalization, time to completion increased 

considerably, but only at the low level of task difficulty. At the high level of task 

difficulty, this form of verbalization produced an impravement in accuracy. The 

latter effect was the most prominent with the complex topography group. 

Nevertheless, there were no important changes in the adopted strategy. 

Retrospective verbalization did not have any effect on performance. 

Other effects. In the MANOVA summary Table 6.8b can be seen that fora good 

many performance measures the main effect of task difficulty was statistically sig

nificant. The measures being affected were: time to completion, the number of 

trials, the number of premature tests, the number of redundant tests, and the devia

tion from optimality. The means showed (see Tabla 6.7a and b) that for each of 

these measures the performance on the easy problems was in general taster and 

more accurate than on the difficult problems. For example, it took less time to 

complete the easy problems than the difficult ones. 

lt also appears from Tabla 6.8b that the main effect of topographic complexity 

was statistically significant for the number of trials, whereas this effect approached 

significanee for the number of premature tests and the deviation from optimality. 

The means revealed (see Tabla 6.7a and b) that on each of these measures the 

simple topography group performed in general better than the complex topography 

group. 

Finally, Tabla 6.8b shows that forsaveral performance measures the interaction 

between task difficulty and topographic complexity approached significanee or 

berdered on it. The measures involved here were: the number of trials, the number 

of redundant tests, and the deviation from optimality. As the means indicated (Table 

6.7a and b), the decreasein performance accuracy due to the increase in task diffi

culty was generally larger for the complex topography group than for the simple 

topography group. For the proportion of hypothesis-and-test, the task difficulty by 

topographic complexity interaction approached significanee too, but this effect was 
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not considered further because of interpratstion difficulties as was already 

observed above. 

Strategy-dependent effects of verbalization type. As in the first experiment, it was 

examined whether the effect of concurrent verbanzation on the speed of task 

performance depended upon the diagnoetic strategy adopted. In this respect, it is 

again worth noting that the two strategies basically distinguished supposedly place 

different loads on visually oriented processes. As was observed in the previous 

paragraph, the hypothesis-end-test strategy would rely more heavily on imagery 

than the tracing-back strategy. Then, again starting from Ericsson and Simon's 

ease-of-verbal-recoding argument (1980 and 1984), concurrent verbalization 

should exert a stronger slowing down effect on the more visually oriented 

processas accompanying the hypothesis-end-test strategy than on the less visually 

oriented processas of the tracing-back strategy. Thus, it could be predicted again 

that concurrent verbalization would be associated with a larger increase in time on 

task when adopting the hypothesis-end-test strategy than with the adoption of the 

tracing-back strategy. 

In order to find soma evidence for this prediction, a similar correlation analysis 

was carried out as in the previous experiment. In particular, within the concurrent 

verbalization condition, the proportion of tracing-back and the proportion of 

hypothesis-end-test were correlated with the proportional increase in the time 

taken to complete the task relativa to the silent control condition. As before, the 

increase in the time to task completion from concurrent verbalization to silence was 

expressedas a percentage rather than calculated absolutely. Also as before, the 

difference between the two conditlans in the time on task was computed within 

each subject at each level of task difficulty. This correlation analysis was performed 

per group of topographic complexity and per level of task difficulty. 

Tabla 6.9 contalns the rasuiting Spaarman correlation coefficients. As is 

apparent from this tabla, none of the correlation coefficients obtained approached 

significanee in the directlans dictated by the prediction (p > 0.1 o, one-tailed). 

Specifically, there were no indications that, under concurrent verbalization, a 

higher proportion of hypothesis-end-test was related to a larger proportional 

increase in the time to task completion with respect to silence. Nor was there any 

indication that, under concurrent verbalization, a higher proportion of tracing-back 

was associated with a smaller proportional increase in the time to task completion 

relativa to silence. A visual inspeetion of the individual scattergrams drawn for each 

couple of measures under study similarly revealed no relationships whatsoever. 
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Table 6.9. Spearman correlation coefficients between the proportionaf use of the 
two basic strategies and the proportionaf increase in the time to task 
completion relative to silence. The coefficients were calculated for 
concurrent verbalization per group of topographic complexity and per 
level of task difficulty. The figures in parentheses reprasent the 
corresponding one-tailed p-values (N=9 for the simple topography 
group and N=12 for the complex topography group). 

Topography group 
Simple Complex 

Task difficulty 

Easy Difficult Easy Difficult 

Measure Time on task relative to silence 

Proportion of 0.08 0.31 0.07 0.26 
tracing-back (0.420) (0.211) (0.413) (0.210) 

Proportion of -0.15 -0.07 0.27 -0.09 
hypothesis-end-test (0.355) (0.432) (0.202) (0.389) 

However, as was already discussed in the previous chapter, one should allow 

for the possibility that the actual relationships between strategy use and increase in 

time on task with concurrent verbalization may be contaminated by other, un

controlled variables, in particular by verbalization rate. Therefore, within the con

current verbalization condition, the proportion of tracing-back and the proportion of 

hypothesis-end-test were also correlated with the rate of verbalization. This was 

done per group of topographic complexity and per level of task difficulty. 

The resulting Spaarman correlation coefficients are presented in Table 6.10. An 

inspeetion of this table shows that three of the eight correlation coefficients were 

significant (p < 0.05, one-tailed) and of substantial size. First, for the simple 

topography group at the low level of task difficulty, there was a negative correlation 

between the proportion of tracing-back and the rate of verbalization. Secondly, also 

for the simple topography group at the low level of task difficulty, the proportion of 

hypothesis-end-testand the rate of verbalization had a positive correlation. Thirdly, 

again for the simple topography group but now at the high level of task difficulty, the 

proportion of tracing-back and the rate of verbalization correlated negatively. 

Note that all these correlations were obtained for the simple topography group 

at both levels of task difficulty. Also note that they presented trends in directions 

which might oppose the predicted relationships between strategy use and increase 

in time on task with concurrent verbalization. Table 6.10 additionally shows that for 
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the complex topography group none of the correh:itions approached significanee (p 

> 0.10, one-tailed). The correlation pattarn presented here was confirmed by a 

visual inspeetion of the individual scattergrams plotted for each pair of measures 

under consideration. 

Table 6.1 0. Spaarman correlation coefficients between the proportional use of the 
two basic strategies and the rate of verbalization. The coefficients 
were calculated for concurrent verbalization per group of topographic 
complexity and per level of task difficulty. The figures In parentheses 
reprasent the corresponding one-tailed p-values (N=8 for the simple 
topography group and N=9 for the complex topography group). 

Topography group 
Simple Complex 

Task difficulty 

Easy Difficult Easy Difficult 

Maasure Rate of verbalization 

Proportion of -0.79 -0.63 -0.43 -0.24 
tracing-back (0.010) (0.048) (0.127) (0.190) 

Proportion of 0.77 0.33 -0.27 0.06 
hypothesis-end-test (0.012) (0.210) (0.239) (0.417) 

Given these data, it was in principle possible that in the simple topography 

group strategy use and increase in time on task with concurrent verbalization failed 

to be related to each other because of strategy-dependent ditterences in 

verbalization rate. At the same time, the data also indicated that this possibility 

could be ruled out for the complex topography group. Thus, strategy-specific 

ditterences in verbalization rats did not seem to form a general explanation for the 

fai/ure to find the relationships of interest. 

Verbal report valldity 
As in the first experiment, validity was tested by camparing the performance data 

with the protocol data, bath collected in the concurrent and retrospective 

verbalization condition. In the comparison, the performance data consistedof the 

strategy encodings generateel by the computer algorithm, whereas the encodings 

derived by the caders comprised the protocol data. 

Direct comparison of the two data types. lt is noteworthy that there were saveral 

instances where the algorithm produced some strategy encoding while the coders 
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did not, or conversely. The number of times such a single encoding was generated 

appeared to be somewhat smaller for concurrent verballzation than for retrospec

tive verbalization. Nevertheless, for each comparison being made, this number 

constituted less than 5% of the total number of encodings produced. Because of 

their peculiar status, the single encodings were excluded from the subsequent 

analyses. 

The strategy encodings which the algorithm and the caders generated both 

were arranged in the form of contingency matrices. Separate matrices were 

constructed for the encodings assigned to the concurrent and retrospective 

verbalization tests. This resulted in Tabla 6.11 and 6.12. 

In order to maasure the degree of agreement between the algorith'm and the 

coders, Cohen's kappa was applied to each matrix obtained. Expressed in terms of 

this coefficient, the agreement between the coders and the algorithm was 0.70 tor 

the concurrent verbalization encodings and 0.56 tor the retrospective verbalization 

encodings. These figures pointed out that the coders agreed considerably with the 

algorithm about the concurrent verbalization encodings, while with regard to the 

retrospective verbalization encodings their agreement was somewhat less, 

although it still achieved a moderate level. Actually, the ditterenee between the two 

kappa coefficients failed to approach significanee (p < 0.1 0, two-tailed). 

Tabla 6.11. Contingency matrix based on the concurrent verbalization encodings 
produced by the computer algorithm and the coders. Parenthetical 
values are proportions. 

Caders 

Strategy TB HT IN TOT AL 

TB 16 0 4 20 
(0.20) (0.00) (0.05) (0.25) 

HT 4 24 6 34 

Algorithm (0.05) (0.30) (0.08) (0.43) 
IN 1 1 24 26 

(0.01) (0.01) (0.30) (0.33) 

TOT AL 21 25 34 80 
(0.26) (0.31) (0.43) (1.00) 

Key. TB: tracing-back; HT: hypothesis-and-test; IN: indefinite. 
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Table 6.12. Contingency matrix based on the retrospective verbalization 
encodings produced by the computer algorithm and the coders. 
Parenthetical values are proportions. 

Coders 

Strategy TB HT IN TOT AL 

TB 29 0 6 35 
(0.30) (0.00) (0.06) (0.36) 

HT 5 12 12 29 

Algorithm (0.05) (0.13) (0.13) (0.30) 
IN 4 1 27 32 

(0.04) (0.01) (0.28) (0.33) 

TOT AL 38 13 45 96 
(0.40) (0.14) (0.47) (1.00) 

Key. TB: tracing-back; HT: hypothesis-and-test; IN: indefinite. 

When closely inspeeling the contingency matrices, there appeared to be a 

notabie difference between the coders and the algorithm intheir agreement about 

the different strategies. From Table 6.12 it can be seen that there was a 

disproportionate large number of retrospective tests which the coders classified as 

indefinite and the algorithm as hypothesis-and-test. Such a coding difference was 

not found for the concurrent verbalization tests (see Table 6.11 }. 

Camparing the two data types with respect to the experimentally induced effects. 

As in the previous experiment, verbal report validity was also tested by camparing 

the experimentally induced effects observed in the performance data with the 

effects found in the protocol data. This comparison was carried out for the factors 

verbalization type and task difficulty. The factor topographic complexity was not 

included because the protocol data did nat permittotest its effects accurately. This 

by virtue of the fact that the number of subjects whose verbal reports were 

encoded, i.e. eight, was relatively smal! when considered per level of topographic 

complexity. 

First, the mean and standard deviation were computed for each of the strategy

related protocol measures. This was done for concurrent and retrospective 

verbalization and for each of the two levels of task difficulty. The results of these 

calculations are presenled in Table 6.13. The minimum and maximum score of 

each protocol measure are given in Appendix F (Table F.4). 
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Table 6.13. Mean and standard deviation for each strategy-related protocol 
maasure per verbanzation type and level of task diffiCuHy. The mean is 
given at the top of a cell and the corresponding standarcl deviation at 
the bottom. Each proportion has been expressed as a percentage (N = 
8). 

Verbalization type 

Concurrent Retrospective 

Protocol 
Task difficuHy 

maasure Easy Difficult Easy Ditticuit 

Proportion of 28.13 32.92 21.88 40.41 
tracing-back 45.19 45.78 34.20 43.12 

Proportion of 53.13 46.04 54.17 22.72 
hypothesis-and-test 50.78 47.63 44.32 31.91 

Proportion of 18.75 21.04 23.96 36.86 
indefinite 37.20 36.44 29.36 33.24 

Additionally, the protocol data were submitted to MANOVA's which included two 

within-subjects factors, namely verbalization type (leaving out silence) and task 

difficuHy. For each protocol measure, a separate MANOVA was carried out. Table 

6.14 summarizes the outcomes of these analyses. 

To guarantee a fair comparison with the performance data, exactly the same 

kinds of MANOVA's were conducted on the scores of the corresponding 

performance measures. Here too, use was made of the sample of subjects whose 

verbal protocols were encoded. The results of these latter analyses, which are not 

described in detail here, proved to be consistent with those reported in the sectien 

on verbal report reactivity. That is to say, for each of the three strategy-related 

performance measures being analyzed it was found that the effects of verbalization 

type and task difficulty failed to achieve significance. The only effect of interest 

observed was for the proportion of tracing-back where the main effect of 

verbalization type berdered on significance. Concurrent verbalization appeared to 

be associated with a smaller proportion of tracing-back than retrospective 

verbalization. 

To examina whether a similar pattem of results emerged for the protocol 

measures, we now turn to the MANOVA summary Table 6.14. From this tabla it 

appears that the proportion of hypothesis-and-test was subject to a significant main 

effect of task difficulty and a significant interaction between that factor and 

verbanzation type. 
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Table 6.14. Summary of the MANOVA's for eaeh strategy-related protocol 
measure. A cell contains the obtained F and, in parentheses, the 
corresponding p. The degrees of treedom for the F-tests are (1,7) for 
each effect tested. 

Protocol 
Effect 

maasure V D V*D 

Proportion of 0.02 2.71 1.86 
traclog-back (0.890) (0.143) (0.215) 

Proportion of 2.01 6.12 10.62 
hypothesis-and-test (0.200) (0.043) {0.014) 

Proportion of 1.91 0.49 0.57 
indefinite (0.210) (0.508) (0.476) 

Key. V: verbalization type; D: task difficulty. 

The nature of these effects is elarified in Figure 6.13 which depiets for the measure 

under consideration the mean scores given in Table 6.13. When looking at this 

figure, it can be seen that with an inerease in task difficulty the proportion of 

hypothesis-and-test decreased in both verbalization conditions. 1t can also be seen 

that this decrease was relatively small under concurrent verbalization but quite 

substantial under retrospective verbalization. Actually, the decrease did not reach 

significanee in the former case whereas it did in the latter. 
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Figure 6.13. Mean proportion of hypothesis-and-test based on the protocol data 
(%)as a tunetion of verbalization type and task difficulty. 

When oomparing the results of the MANOVA's carried out on the performance 

data with the outcomes of the analyses conducted on the protocol data, the next 
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observatlons can be made. First, the performance maasure proportion of traclng

back tended to show a general effect of verbalizatlon type whlle the corresponding 

protocol maasure did not. Secondly, in contrast to its performance counterpart. the 

protocol maasure proportion of hypothesis-and-test revealed effects of task 

difficulty, both in general and in interaction with verbalization type. Thus, there 

were a couple of lnstances of an experimentally induced change in the 

performance data without any concomitant change in the protocol data, or vice 

versa. 

The results of the analyses were also examined to see which form of 

verbalization mlght be responsible tor the discrepancies between the two types of 

data. Up here, it was shown that the strategy-related performance measures were 

not affected by task difficulty, i.e. neither in general nor in interaction with 

verbalization type. So, using the performance data as a basis, there were no 

indications that task difficulty influenced the àdopted strategy, whether verbalizing 

concurrently or In retrospect. The scores of the protocol measures also revealed no 

task difficulty effect, that is to say for concurrent verbanzation but they did tor 

retrospective verbalization. This may be interpreled to indicate that the observed 

ditterences between the performance and protocol data with respect to the 

experimentally created effects had their origin in retrospective rather than 

concu"ent verbalization. 

We again conclude this chapter with an overview of the most important findings. 

With regard to verbal report reactivity, the following was found. 

1. Due to concurrent verbalization, time to task completion increased considerably, 

but only at the low level of task difficulty. At the high level of task difficulty, this 

form of verbalization resulted in an impravement in accuracy. The latter effect 

was the most pronounced with the complex topography group. Nevertheless, 

there were no dramatic changes in strategy use. Retrospective verbalization did 

not have any effect on performance. 

2. Time on task under concurrent verbanzation failed to increase with the 

proportional use of the more visual hypothesis-and-strategy and failed to 

deeresse with the proportional use of the less visual tracing-back strategy. 

lndications that these relationships could net emerge because of strategy

dependent differences in verbalization rate were found only for the simple 

topography group. 

As to verbal report validity, the following was found. 
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1. Under concurrent verbalization, the strategy-related performance data agreed 

substantially with the corresponding protocol data. The agreement between the 

two types of data was somewhat less under retrospective verbalization, 

although it still achieved a moderate level and did not differ significantly. 

2. The strategy-related performance data exhlbited experimentally lnduced effects 

that were not shown by the protocol data, and conversely. The origln of these 

dlfferences seemed to lie in retrospective rather than concurrent verbalization. 
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CHAPTER7 

VERBAL REPORT ACCURACY IN A 
FUNCTIONAL DIAGNOSIS TASK 

This chapter describes the third experiment on verbal report accuracy in fault 

diagnosis. The component of fault diagnosis captured by the experimental task 

employed is functional search. As before, a description is given of the methad used 

to generate the required data (paragraph 7.1) and this is foliowed by a description 

of the results of the data analyses (paragraph 7.2). 
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7.1. Methoei 

This paragraph describes the way in which in the experiment the performance data 

and the protocol data required for assessing verbal report accuracy ware gathered. 

7.1.1. Cóllecting performance data 

Subjects and design 
Twenty-four students from the Eindhoven Univarsity of Technology, none of whom 

had taken part in the previous experiments, served as subjects. They were paid per 

hour fortheir participation. 

Use was made of a 3*2*3 factorial design which included the next three factors: 

verbalization type, task difficulty, and order of verbalization type. Verbalization type 

was a within-subjects factor consisting of three levels: no verbalization (1 ), 

concurrent verbalization (2), and retrospective verbalization (3). Task difficulty, 

which was also a within-subjects factor, comprised two levels: easy and difficult. 

Order of verbanzation type, a between-subjects factor, consisted of three levels: 

123321, 231132, and 312213. The consecutive numbers in a sequence refer to the 

levels of verbalization type administered. Each verbalizaJion administration 

consisted of two experimental problems to be solved. For example, a subject 

assigned to the first order of verbalization type subsequently solved two problems 

in silence, two problems under concurrent verbalization, tour problems under 

retrospective verbalization, two problems under concurrent verbalization, and two 

problems in silence. 

Each subject was required to solve the same 12 experimental problems. These 

problems were randomly split up into three sets, with the eenstraint that each set 

included two problems of each of the two difficulty levels. The constructed sets of 

problems were assigned to the different levels of verbanzation type according to 

three distinct ways. Within each way of problem assignment, each set of problems 

was meant for snother level of verbalization type. The three ways of problem 

assignment were designed so that they comprised a Latin square (see Table 7.1 ). 

By doing this, it was accomplished that the different sets of problems were 

counterbalanced over verbalization type. The order of problem presentstion within 

each set was the same tor all subjects but was balsneed with respect to task 

difficulty. 

Each subject was randomly allocated to one of the three orders of verbalization 
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type and also to one of the three ways of problem assignment. This allocation was 

done so that each order of verbalization type and each way of proplam assignment 

involved eight subjects. Furthermore, the number of subjects for each possible 

combination of order of verbanzation type and way of problem assignment varled 

from two to three. 

Tabla 7.1. Problem assignment to verbalization type. Each letter represents 
another set of four experimental problems. 

Way of problem Verbalization type 
assignment Silent Concurrent Re trospeelive 

1 a b c 
2 b c a 
3 c a b 

Task 

The fault diagnosis task employed has been patterned after the task developed by 

Brooke et al. (1978). Unfortunately, the taskof Brooke et al. did notseem to have 

the potentlal to induce that diversity of diagnostic strategles which was required for 

the present experiment. Therefore, saveral changes were introduced in that task, 

although its main component, the so-called fault-lndlcator matrix, was retained. 

The modified task involves identifying a fault in a hypothetical system in which a 

number of interrelated variables is operating. In the system, one of N potentlal 

taults occurs and affects the avallable variables. There are two types of variables, 

namely hidden and indicator variables. The ditterenee between these two variabie 

types is explained later. In the following, Fi represems fault i, Xj represents hidden 

variabie j and Yk indicator variabie k; the subscripts i, j and k stand for a code 

number which takes a value between 1 and N, inclusive. 

The interrelations between the variables are laid down in a set of loglcal ex

pressions. An example of such a set of expresslons is given in Table 7.2. Each ex

pression has in front of lts equation sign two input variables separated by a logical 

operator and behind lts equation sign an output variable. Note that the very same 

variabie can be found in two or more expresslons and can act as an input variabie 

in one expresslon and as an output variabie in another. Each variabie takes one of 

two posslble values, namely 1 or 0. In a given expression, the value of the output 

variabie is determined by: 

1. the values carried by the input variables; 

2. the loglcal operator. 
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Table 7.2. An example of a set of logical expressions describing the system to be 
diagnosed. 

[1] X6 AND Y1 = Y2 [4] X3 EQV Y1 = Y4 

[2] Y1 OR Y2 = X5 [5] Y6 AND Y3 = X2 

(3] Y5 OR X1 = Y6 [6] Y2 AND X4 = Y5 

Three logical operators are used: AND (logical conjunction, the output variabie 

gets the value of 1 if both input variables are 1, otherwise it becomes 0), OR (logical 

disjunction, the output variabie takes the value of 1 if at least one input variabie is 

1, otherwise it will be 0), and EQV (logical equivalence, the output variabie gets the 

value of 1 if both input variables have the same value, whether 1 or 0, otherwise it 

bacomes 0). 

The werking of the system to be diagnosed is as fellows (see Figure 7.1 ). 

fault Fi 

hidden variabie 
Xi:1~ 0 

Xj: 1 ü ~i) 

.I set of log1cal expresslons 

indicator variabie 

Yk: 1 or 0 

fault-i 
m 

ndicator 
atrix 

Figure 7.1. Flow diagram of the fault diagnosis task employed. See text tor 
explanation. 

lf a fault with a particular code number occurs, the value of the hidden variabie with 

the same code number changes trom 1 to 0, whereas the values of all the ether 

hidden variables remain 1. Thus, each possible fault uniqualy determines the 

values of the hidden variables. These in turn determine the values of the indicator 

variables. The way in which this occurs is dictated by the set of logical expressions 
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being operative. That is to say, the values of the hidden variables generateet by a 

particular fault have to beentereet into the logica! expresslons in c;>r<fer to compute 

the values of the indicator variables beienging to the fault. Of course, such 

computations can be carried out for each possible fault. The results thereof may 

then be arrangeet in the form of a fault-indicatormatrix. A row inthls matrix indicates 

what values the different indicator variables take if a particular fault occurs. A 

column indicates the values of one particular indicator variabie with the occurrence 

of the different faults. An example of a fault-indicator matrix is portrayed in Table 

7.3. This matrix has been derived trom thesetof logical expresslons given in Table 

7.2. 

Table 7.3. The fault-indicator matrix associated with thesetof logical expresslons 
presenteet in Table 7.2. 

Indicator variabie 

Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 

F1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

F2 1 1 0 1 1 1 

F3 1 1 1 0 1 1 
Fault 

F4 1 1 1 1 0 1 

F5 0 0 1 0 0 1 

F6 1 0 1 1 0 1 

At the start of a problem, the subject is given a set of logica! expresslons 

describing the system to be diagnosed. He also receives a partly completed fault

indicator matrix associateet with the set. In order to gain information on the actual 

fault present in the system, the subject can test an indicator variabie or a potentlal 

fault. The subject tests an indicator variabie by giving a terminal cammand of the 

nextform: 

Yk <return> 

Upon entrance of such a command, the subject is provldeet with the actual value of 

the indicator variabie tested. The subject can test a potential fault by entering a 

terminal command of the farm: 
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Fi <return> 

Having entered such a command, the subject is informed whether the potentlal 

fault he tested is the actual one or not. lf it is not, the subject can continue making 

tests and if it is, the problem is solved by him. 

Execution of the tests occurs in consecutive trials. For a test on an indicator vari

abie one trial is charged and tor a test on a potentlal fault three trials. lf the subject 

tests a non-existent indicator variabie or fault, or enters a syntactically improper 

command, he will be informed so. Then, the trial number is not raised. Figure 7.2 

illustrates the manner in which the tests are successively performed. 

test Y5 

test Y1 

diagnosis F4 

test Y4 

diagnosis F6 

Figure 7.2. Format of the text display located at the subjeet's left hand. The display 
presents an hlstorical overview of the successive tests the subject 
made during the fault diagnosis task.The subject diagnosed the system 
described by thesetof logical expresslons given in Table 7.2. 

The fault diagnosis task described here is realized by applying a so-called 

Minimum lnformation Feedback (MIF) procedure (aftar Johnson, 1971 and 1978). 

This procedure has the effect of maximizing the number of tests required to find the 

fault by minimizing the information value of the feedback provided. When using the 

MIF procedure, the computer program cantrolling the task continuously keeps track 

of all the taults which, given the information provided so far, are still logically 

tenable. No matter which test the subject asks for, the computer program presents 

that kind of feedback which keeps this set of possible taults as large as possible. In 

fact, the fault designated as the actual one is not predetermined at the start of the 

problem but is the last one which the subject eliminatas logically. This procedure 

guarantees that no problem will be abruptly terminated because of a lucky guess of 

the subject. lndeed, application of the MIF procedure in the present experiment 

insures that the subject needs at least tour tests in order to identify the fault. This 

maximization of the number of tests required contributes to a valid identification of 

the subjeet's strategy. 

Strategles 

By combining the results of normative rnadeling attempts presented in the literature 
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(Brooke et al.,1980) with an analysis of verbal reports obtained in a pilot 

experiment, we identifled for the fault diagnosis task described above a number of 

possible strategies. In the following, these task strategies are described from a 

more "logica!" and a more "psychological" point of view. 

Logica/ strategy description. There appear to be two basically different strategies 

according to which the fault diagnosis task can be performed, namely hunting and 

scanning. 

Hunting. When involved in this strategy, the subject first selacts a more or less 

random indicator variabie and tests its value. Next, he enters the value obtained in 

the logical expressions being operalive and tries to derive what hidden variabie 

takes the value of 0. lf the subject fails in finding this variable, hethen chooses an

other indicator variabiefora test and repeats the procedure. lf, however, he does 

succeed in it, he then perfarms a test on the fault which affected the hidden variabie 

found and accordingly solves the problem. lt should be pointed out that, prior to 

testing an indicator variable, the subject fails to examina whether each feasible test 

value can be used to eliminale one or more taults which are logically tenable. lt is 

only after the subject has performed the test that he checks whether the actual 

value obtained allows such an elimination. Nota that a feasible fault can be elimi

naled as soon as the hidden variabie with the same code number appears to be 1. 

In short, when involved in the hunting strategy, the subjectcontinuesin making 

tests on more or less randomly selected indicator variables until the logical 

computations he perfarms on the results thereof reveal what hidden variabie is 

equal to o. 
Scanning. In this strategy, the subject explicitly looks tor an indicator variabie 

which has the potential to reduce the set of taults which are logically feasible. The 

characteristic feature of an indicator variabie allowing such a reduction is that it 

does not take one and the same value with all the taults making up the feasible 

fault set. The subject delermines whether a given indicator variabie possesses this 

feature by deriving trom the provided set of expressions what possible values this 

variabie takes under the feasible faults. When making these derivations, the 

subject actually compietas the presenled fault-indicator matrix. In particular, he fills 

in the empty cells of the column which is associated with the indicator variabie 

under consideration. Having found the desired variable, the subject perfarms a test 

on it and, on the basis of its actual value, he removes those taults from the feasible 

set which are no longer tenable. Once the subject has reduced the feasible set so 

as to contain only one fault, he tests that fault and accordingly solves the problem. 

Two variantsof the scanning strategy can be distinguished, viz. successive and 
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simultansous scanning. The difference between the two variants lies in the amount 

of information conveyed by the indicator variabie the subject selects for a test. 

When involved in the successive scanning strategy, the subject chooses indicator 

variables of which the information content as to the feasibility of the various faults is 

limited. In fact, the indicator variables being tested may take a value that is just 

suftielent to eliminale only one fault of the feasible set a time. In the simultaneous 

scanning strategy, on the other hand, the selected indicator variables are the most 

informative In that their actual value permits an optima! reduction of the feasible 

fault set. These variables are nearest to causing one half of all the tenable taults to 

be eliminated once their value is known. 

In sum, the scanning strategy involves completing the fault-indicator matrix in 

order to identify those indicator variables where the faults which are logically 

feasible produce different values. The successive variant of this strategy is adopted 

if, on the basis of the tested indicator variables, the feasible taults are eliminated 

one after another. When the tests made get as close as possible to a reduction of 

one half of the feasible faults, the simultaneous variant is employed. 

When camparing the various diagnosis strategies, it appears that they differ in 

the extent to which at any particular moment use is made of the available 

information. As wil/ be evident from the preceding, the amount of information 

utilized increases in the following order: hunting, successive scanning, 

simultaneous scanning. lt thus seems appropriate to qualify hunting as less 

thorough than successive scanning which in turn may be qualified as less 

thorough than simu"aneous scanning. 

1t should be kept in mind that a subject can perfarm the fault diagnosis task by 

using a strategy which differs in one or more respects from the basic strategies 

described here. When this occurs, the subject is said to follow an indefinite 

strategy. An example of an indefinite strategy is one in which a// the available 

indicator variables are indiscriminately tested before the results obtained are used 

for deriving the actual tau lt. 

lt should also be taken into account that the subject, while doing the task, can 

shift from one strategy to another. For instance, the subject may first test randomly 

selected indicator variables and adjust the set of feasible taults upon each test 

performed. Having reduced the set so as to contain a small number of faults, the 

subject may then look for indicator variables which he, prior to testing them, checks 

for their capacity to eliminate the remaining faults. So in this example, the subject 

starts by employing the hunting strategy and then turns to the scanning strategy. 

Psychological strategy description. In the hunting as well as the scanning strategy 
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a fault elimination procedure Is adopted whlch involves performing mental opera

tlons on the presented set of loglcal expresslons and retaining the lntermediate 
! 

results of these operations tor some time. Therefore, the two strategies seem to call 

for the same kinds of cognitive processes, viz. logical reasoning and memory 

processas like rehearsal. Nevertheless, they differ considerably in the quantity of 

resources required for these processes. This is because of their difference with 

respect to the extensiveness of the fault eliminatien procedure applied. In the 

hunting strategy, each indicator variabie being tested is simply selectedat random. 

In addition, each test value obtained is immediately antered into the logical 

expresslons which have to be passed through only once in order to eliminate the 

imposslble faults. This contrasts with the scanning strategy in which, prior to each 

test pertormed, a search is made for an indicator variabie which takes different 

values under the feasible faults. During the search, saveral passes have to be 

made through the logical expressions, namely once for each indicator value to be 

derived. Furthermore, the derived values must be retained until the appropriate 

indicator variabie has been found. lt thus appears that the eliminatien procedure 

adopted in the scanning strategy is more elaborate than the one applied in the 

hunting strategy. The implication is that scanning, in comparison with hunting, 

depends more on logical reasoning and places higher loads on memory. 

lt should also be kept in mind that in the successive variant of the scanning 

strategy the search tor an indicator variabie is terminated as soon as one is 

identified which allows an eliminatien of (at least) one feasible fault. The 

simultaneous variant of this strategy, however, requires to continue looking for the 

indicator variabie which maximizes the number of taults to be eliminated. 

Consequently, the latter variant will make higher demands on the cognitive 

processas mentioned here than the farmer variant. 

In sum, the amount of cognitive effort required by the various diagnosis 

strategies increases in the following order: hunting, successive scanning, 

simultaneous scanning. 

Differences in the processing requirements of the distinct strategies will 

manifest themselves as ditterences in task performance. Specifically I when 

employing the hunting strategy, a relatively rapid sequence of tests is performed 

and no attention Is paid to whether each test is redundant or not. So with this 

strategy I the tests are made quickly after another, but many of them are needed to 

find the fault. In the scanning strategy, on the other hand, a test is selected because 

of its informative value and is only made after deliberate and slow reasoning. 

Hence, finding the fault according to this strategy requires a small number of tests, 

but each test takes a considerable amount of time. As will be evident, the latter 
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performance effects will be more pronounced when the simultaneous variant of the 

scanning strategy is foliowed rather than the successive variant. 

lnstructlons 
Two sets of written instructions were prepared, in particular a task and a 

verbalizat/on lnstruction. These instructions contained the same kind of information 

as those used in the preceding experiments. The only difference was that the task 

instructien referred to the fault diagnosis task currently employed. The subject was 

instructed to solve the present task in less than 25 trials and within 20 minutes, 

otherwise the task would be terminated. A pilot study indicated that these 

constraints provided ample opportunity for completing the task appropriately. Two 

paper and pencil exercises were added to the task instructien tor the purpose of 

testing the subjeet's understanding of the task. 

Stimulus materials 
Fitteen problems to be administered by a computer were developed. Three 

problems were utilized tor practica. These were especially meant to train the 

subject in verbalizing his thoughts and in on-line task performance. The other 12 

problems served experimental purposes. 

For each problem, the computer generated a different set of logical expressions. 

When producing a set of expressions, the following constraints were regarded. A 

complete set invariably consisted of six logical expresslons which were made up of 

six different hidden variables, six different indicator variables, and three types of 

logical operators. Each expression had the same construction, consisting of one 

hidden variable, two indicator variables, and one logical operator. The hidden 

variabie to be allocated to a given expression was always selected at random. 

However, this selection was done so that each expression in the set contained an

other hidden variable. Hence, each hidden variabie occurred only once in the 

complete set. The selection of the first indicator variabie to be assigned to a 

particular expression proceeded in a similar way. Furthermore, all the indicator 

variables were equally likely to serve as the second indicator variabie in an 

expression. This with the eenstraint that the same indicator variabie could not be 

assigned twice to a particular expression. As a result, the number of times each 

indicator variabie occurred in the complete set of expresslons couk:l vary from one 

up to and including six. There were three distinct locations in an expression, two 

befere the aquatien sign and one behind it. What location a particular variabie 

occupied was randomly determined. The logical operator being selected for an 

expressionwas equally likely to be AND, OR, or EQV. 
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Apart from the above·mentloned restrictions, each set of logical expresslons 

was also constrained in the following three ways. Arst, when solying a set of ex

pressions for any potentlal fault, each indicator variabie would yield one particular 

value. So, each cell in the fault-indicator matrix contained only one value. Second

ly, thesetof indicator values produced byeach fault was unique. Hence, any row of 

values in the fault-indicator matrix differed from any other row. Anally, each incf .. 

cator variabie was associated with another typical set of values under the various 

faults. So, any column of values in the matrix was different trom any other column. 

In order to obtain problems which varied in difficulty, a task dimeosion was needeel 

which would result in a degradation of performance when increasing problem diffi

culty. lt was assumed that in the fault diagnosis task employed the dimension "the 

amount of information presented in the fault-indicator matrix" could be used for this 

purpose. That is to say, a problem was conceived of as being more difficult if its 

fault~indicator matrix contained a larger number of empty cells. This assumption 

was essentially based on the idea that a problem in which a larger amount of 

diagnostic information must be derived and subsequently retained would be more 

demanding of a subjeet's processing resources. 

lt should be realized that the effectiveness of this dimension of difficulty 

depends upon the type of strategy employed. Remamber that the scanning strategy 

is explicitly directeet at the use of the fault-indicator matrix. This does not hold tor 

the hunting strategy. Consequently, experimental manipulation of the number of 

empty cells in a fault-indicator matrix should indeeet affect performance when the 

scanning strategy is adopted but should exert no systematic performance effect 

with the adoption of the hunting strategy. Nevertheless, given that on an easy 

problem the more exacting scanning strategy is used, it might be expected that on 

a difficult problem relatively more use is made of the less exacting hunting strategy, 

although at the expense of a larger number of tests. This was confirmed in a pilot 

study which showed that problems having a larger number of empty cells in the 

provided fault-indicator matrix produced a worse performance as measured by the 

davlation from optimality. 

Based on this finding, it was decided that the problems to be administered 

would differ with respect to the number of empty cells in the fault-indicator matrix 

presented. This was accomplished by deriving the fault-indicator matrices from the 

generated sets of logical expresslons and by leaving 12 or 24 cells in each matrix 

blank. Thus, two different levels of task difficulty were created. What cells in a matrix 

were not tilled in was determined at random, though subject to the constraint that 

each row and each column contained the same number of empty cells. Of the prae-
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lice problems, there was one of which the fault-indicator matrix consisted of 12 

empty cells. The fault-indicator matrices of the other two practice problems had 24 

empty cells. Of the experimental problems, half had a matrix consisting of 12 empty 

cells and the other half had a matrix with 24 of such cells. The fault-indicator 

matrices thus prepared were drawnon separate sheets of paper. 

Technlque and apparatus 
A subject was tested in isolation in a sound-attenuated room. In this room, he sat 

behind a table upon which two terminals were placed. One terminal was located in 

front of the subject and the other at his left hand. The first terminal consisted of a 

text display with an ASCII keyboard connected to it. The second terminal was a text 

display without a keyboard. Both terminals were driven by a computer which was 

programmed to control the fault diagnosis to be executed by the subject. The 

terminal in front of the subject served two purposes. First, it displayed the set of 

logica! expressions being operative during the task. Second, it could be used by 

the subject for obtaining test information trom the computer. The terminal at the 

subjeet's left hand was used to present an historica! overview of all the tests the 

subject successively performed. On the table, at the subjeet's right hand, was a 

small reading desk upon which thesetof papers with the fault-indicator matrices 

was lying. The computer recorded the sequence of tests the subject made and the 

response times he displayed. 

During the experiment, the subject was monitored by the experimenter who sat 

in a room next tothetest room. From his room, the experimenter controlled the 

presentation of the task by interacting with the computer through another terminal. 

Subject and experimenter communicated with each other through an intercom 

system. A complete record was made of the subjeet's verbalizations. For this 

purpose, a microphone was hung around the subjeet's neck and connected to a 

tape-recorder in the experimenter's room. The recorder was operated by the 

experimenter. 

Procedure 
A subject was tested individually and participated in one experimental session. A 

session consisted of a practica and an experimental phase. 

Practica phase. In this phase, the subject first studied the task and verbalization 

instruction. He then made the two paper and pencil exercises added to the task 

instruction. Having completed the exercises, he was given feedback about his per

formance. Next, the subject solved the three computer-administered practica 
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problems. The first problem had to be solveel in silence, the second one requireel 

concurrent verbanzation and the third one retrospective verbalization. Upon com

pletion of these problems, the subject received feedback about the quality of his 

verbalizations. In the practica phase, the subject was tree to ask any relevant 

question, but he was not given any information about the goal of the experiment. 

The practica phase lasted on the average approximately one and a half hours. 

Having finished the practica phase, the subject took a break of 15 minutes and, 

hereafter, he participated in the experimental phase. 

Experimental phase. In this phase, the subject solved the 12 experimental 

problems admlnistered by the computer. Each problem required trom the subject 

one of the three verbalization types. The sequence in which the different 

verbanzation types were requested proceeded according to one of the three 

possible orders of verbanzation type mentioned earlier. 

At the start of each problem, the text display located in front of the subject 

indicateä the particular verbalization type required. This verbalization request 

remaineel on the display for the time the subject solved the problem administered. 

The experimenter saw to it that the subject obeyeel to this. That is to say, when the 

subject was askeel to verbalize concurrently and remained silent for more than 

about 10 seconds, the experimenter would persuade him to resume verbalization. 

Conversely, when no verbanzation or retrospective verbalization was requesteel 

from the subject and he in spite of that started verbalizing during the problem, the 

experimenter would warn him to be silent. 

During each problem, the text display in front of the subject was divided into an 

upper and a lower section (see Figure 7.3). The upper section containeel the set of 

logical expresslons being operative. The lower section was made up of two rows of 

figures, one row displaying the available indicator variables and the other row 

showing the potentlal faults. As soon as in the latter section the current trial number 

appeared, the subject could test an indicator variabie or a fault by activating the 

keyboard. Having antered the desired test, the outcome was shown on the 

appropriate position below the relevant row. Test outcomes obtaineel in previous 

trials were not erased from this display. In addition, the text display at the subjeet's 

left hand kapt a complete record of the successive tests the subject performeel (see 

Figure 7.2). 

When performing a problem, the subject was allowed to consult the sheet of 

paper containing the fault-indicator matrix which corresponded with the set of 

logical expresslons presented. Furthermore, the subject could refer to a paper 

explaining the meaning of the logical operators being applicable. However, he was 
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not permitteel to use paper and pencil. 

Whenever the subject upon completion of a problem had to report 

retrospeclively, all the information presentedon the two text displays as wellas the 

paper with the provided fault-indicator matrix remained available to him. He could 

use this problem-specific information as an aid in recalling his previous thoughts. 

A problem ended when the subject succeeded in solving it. A problem was also 

terminateel if the subject exceeded the maximum number of 25 test trials permitled 

or the time limit of 20 minutes. However, this was not done before the moment the 

subject performed the test which went beyond (one of) the limits. Upon completion 

of the first six probie ms. a 15 minutes rest break was given and, after the break, the 

other six problems were administered. The experimental phase took on the 

average about three hours (the break excluded). 

CONDITION: THINK ALOUD 

[1] X6 AND Y1 = Y2 [4] X3 EQV Y1 == Y4 

[2] Y1 OR Y2 = X5 [5] Y6 AND Y3 == X2 

[3] Y5 OR X1 = Y6 [6] Y2 AND X4 ... Y5 

TRIAL3: 8 

Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 

1 0 

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 

F 

Figure 7.3. Format of the text display located in front of the subject. The command 
antered by the subject in the current trial has been underlined. See text 
for explanation. 

Performance measures 
As in the preceding experiments, a variety of measures was selected to describe 

the subjeet's performance in each problem he solved. These measures were again 

based on the sequence of tests the subject made and the response times he 

displayed. The particular measures utilized were very similar to those of which use 

was made previously. 
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Time-related aspects of performance were again captured by the measure: 

, 
• the time taken to complete a problem (corrected for the time the terminal key-

board was activated). 

One of the measures used to capture the accuracy of performance was: 

• the number of test trials needed. 

The other measures referring to performance accuracy were adopted from Duncan 

and Gray (1975): 

• the number of premature tests made (tests attempted on a fault while the set of 

feasible taults is greater than one); 

• the number of redundant tests (tests which do not result in a reduction of the set of 

feasible taults when this set contains more than one fault); 

• the number of extra tests (tests which do not reduce the feasible fault set when 

the size of this set is already one). 

The final accuracy measure employed was: 

• the deviation from optimality. 

This maasure reflects the extent to which each test made deviates trom the optimal 

reduction of the set of feasible faults. The way in which it was calculated is outlined 

in Appendix C. 

All the other measures used were again designated to describe the adopted 

diagnostic strategy. As before, an algorithm was developed to inter from the tests 

the subject made the particular strategy he followed. Appendix B gives a complete 

description of this algorithm. 

The algorithm tried to classify each individualtest attempted, with the exception 

of the test performed on the last feasible fault, into one of the three basic strategies 

distinguished above, i.e. hunting, successive scanning, and simultaneoiJs 

scanning. In case a particular test did not fulfill any of these strategies, it would be 

classified as indefinite. Such a classification should not be considered as a failure 

of the algorithm since it was in principle possible that a subject foliowed a strategy 

which differed from the three identified strategies. lf the algorithm did fail, that is to 

say, if a given test fulfilled two or more strategies, it would receive the classification 
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undefined. The algorithm was further limited in that it could not distinguish well 

between the hunting strategy and the successive variant of the scanning strategy. 

Consequently, a test would roughly be classified as hunting or successive 

scanning without being speelfled more precisely. For convenience, such a rough 

classification is referred to as hunting. The simultaneous variant of the scanning 

strategy is simply referred to as scanning. 

In order to guarantee an objective identification of the strategies, a computer 

implementation of the algorithm was realized. The werking of the algorithm is 

briefly illustrated in Appendix E (example 2) where for one partlcular problem being 

solved the algorithmically derived strategy classifications are compared with the 

classifications which a group of caders extracted from the accompanying verbal 

report. 

Saveral measures were constructed from the strategy classifications the 

algorithm produced: 

• the proportion of huntingtests; 

• the proportion of scanning tests; 

• the proportion of indefinite tests; 

• the proportion of undefined tests. 

Each proportion was expressed as a percentage of the total number of tests per

formed, the test on the last feasible fault excepted. 

The next maasure was explicitly maant to verify the validity of the strategy

related performance data: 

• the timetaken per test attempted. 

7.1.2. Collectlng protocol data 

Caders 

Six subjects, who had previously taken part in the experiment, servedas coders. 

They were paid for their participation on an hourly basis. The caders were 

randomly divided into two groups of equal size. Hereafter, the groups will be 

referred to as group 1 and 2. 

Coding materials 

In a similar way as in the previous experiments, transcriptlans ware made of all the 

tape-recorded verbal protoeals coming trom a total number of 22 subjects. One or 
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more protoeals from the two remaining subjects could not be transcribed because 

of poor tape-reearding quality. These subjects were excluded frçm the protoeal

based analyses described below. 

Since the analysis of a verbal protocol may be rather laborieus, it was again 

decided to have each coder analyze only a portion of all the verbal protoeals being 

transcribed. To increase the probability that the protoeals to be encoded would be 

quite diverse, the same preliminary steps were taken as in the previous 

experiments. First, each subject was tentatively classified according to the task 

strategy which he predominantly seemed to employ, i.e. hunting, successive 

scanning, simultaneous scanning, or indefinite. These classifications were made 

by the author on the basis of a global inspeetion of the subjects' verbal protocols. In 

the next step, two different groups of six subjects each were formed. A group was 

composed so that it consisted of a representative number of subjects from each of 

the four strategy classes obtained in the first step. All the protoeels which the 

subjects of a group generated in the experimental phase (i.e. per subject four 

concurrent and four retrospective reports) constituted one set. Thus, a set was 

made up of a total number of eight (subjects) times eight (protocols per subject) is 

64 protocols. Each coder of group 1 received one set and each eader of group 2 

the other. Care was taken that a coder did not get any of the verbal protoeals which 

had been produced by himself during the experiment. 

The order in which the selected verbal protoeels were presented was 

randomized for each coder. This was realized by developing tor each coder a 

different package of selected protoeals in a manner that each prepared package 

contained another random protocol sequence. The randomization was carried out 

over the subjects whose protoeels had been selected. 

To determine intra-coder agreement, each coder would analyze eight protoeals 

twice. These protoeals were randomly selected trom the first half of the protoeals 

contained in the original package and administered to the coder at first. The 

protoeals to be analyzed fora secend time were combined in another package. 

Codlng Instructiens 

The coding instructions being made tor the current experiment contained 

essentially the same kind of intermation as those prepared tor the preceding 

experiments, with the exception that they concerned the fault diagnosis task used 

here. The coding categories to be used were: hunting, successive scanning, 

simultaneous scanning, and indefinite. Note that a coder was explicitly asked to 

distinguish between the hunting strategy and the successive scanning strategy. 

Remember that the algorithm developed to classify the subjects' non-verbal 
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behaviors made no distinction between these two strategies. Also note that a 

coder, in contrast to the algorithm, did not generata encodings of the type 

unètefined. An example trom the cading instructions can be found in Appendix D 

(example 2). 

Codlng procedure 
A coder took part in at least tour sessions and at most seven. He campleted all the 

sessions over a period ranging between five and ten days. Apart trom these 

differences, the procedure foliowed in the present experiment parallelled that in the 

previous ones. Appendix E (example 2) presents an illustrative verbal protocol and 

the encodings the caders extracted trom it. 

Protocol measures 
Ditterences between the caders in the strategy encoding given to a particular test 

ware again resolved by applying a majority principle. That is to say, the encoding 

selected for further analysis was always the one given by at least two of the three 

caders making up a group. lf there was no majority in the group tor one of the 

strategies, the encading indefinite would be used. The encadings referring to the 

hunting strategy and to the successive scanning strategy were callapsed. This was 

done to allow the rasuiting overall encodings to be compared with the 

classifications made by the algorithm. For the sake of simplicity, these rough 

encadings are designated as hunting. The encadings referring to the simultaneous 

scanning strategy are simply labeled as scanning. 

The protocol-based encodings thus obtained were utilized to derive the next 

measures for each protocol being analyzed: 

• the proportion of hunting encodings; 

• the proportion of scanning encodings; 

• the proportion of indefinite encodings. 

Each proportion was expressed as a percentage of the total number of tests the 

caders extracted trom the protocol, the test on the faulty component excluded. 

In addition, the next two measures were again used to describe the number of 

verbalizations cantained in each protocol being transcribed: 

• the frequency of verbalization (i.e. the number of worels spoken per test); 

• the rate of verbalization (i.e. the number of words spoken per minute). 
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The latter maasure was calculated only for the concurrent protocols. 

7.2. Results 

This paragraph presents the results of the analyses aimed at assessing verbal 

report accuracy. First, it was examined whether the data collected satisfied the 

assumptions underlying the tests of verbal report accuracy to be performed (section 

7.2.1 ). Aftar havlng established that this seemed to be the case, the tests 

concemed were carried out (section 7.2.2). 

As may be remembered, in each condition two experimental problems with the 

same level of task difficulty were administered. Any two such problems were 

considered as replications and a subjeet's scores on these were therefore 

averaged befare being used in the subsequent analyses. 

As in the previous experiments, the data were primarily analyzed by applying 

tor each maasure under study a multivariate repeated analysis of varianee model 

(MANOVA). A global inspeetion of the obtained data indicated that fora good many 

measures the model's assumption of normally distributed scores was violated. In 

spite of this, it was decided to analyze the original scores inslead of soma transfor

mation of them meant to achleve normality. The raasons for doing so are given in 

Chapter 5. 

Whenever in a MANOVA an interaction term invalving verbalization type 

reached or approached statistical significanee at the 0.05 level, post hoct-tests for 

palred samples (two-tailed) were applied to aid in the interpretation of the effect. 

7 .2.1. Checks on assumptions 

Validlty of performance data 

Since the validity of operation-oriented performance data, especially those 

referring to task strategies, may be questionable (see Chapter 3), validatien was 

needed of the computer algorithm developed for identifying the strategies 

employed by the subjects. 

As was observed in the previous paragraph, the various strategies should be 

accompanied with distinctive behaviaral features. In particular, the hunting strategy 

would be assOciated with a large number of tests possibly being redundant and 

each attempted in a short time. The scanning strategy, on the other hand, would be 

associated wlth a few number of informative tests each requiring a lot of time. 
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Should these relationships specified in advance appear in the data obtained 

afterwards, this woulel point to the fact that the computer algorithm was valid. 

Thèrefore, the two relevant measures based on the strategy encodings generated 

by the algorithm, viz. the proportion of hunting and the proportion of scanning, were 

correlated with the two measures the time taken per test and the number of trials. 

lt was decided to exclude the maasure the number of redundant tests from the 

analysls since attempting a redundant test or not constituted the primary coding 

dimension of the algorithm ltself (see Appendix B). The analysis was further 

restricted to the problems solved in the silent control condition because one should 

allow for possible verbalization effects. 

There is one additional point requiring consideration here. Due to a limitation of 

the algorithm, the maasure proportion of hunting incorporated tests which were 

also in accordance with the successive variant of the scanning strategy, while the 

maasure proportion of scanning was only based on tests fulfilling the simultaneous 

variant. Nevertheless, this should have no dramatic effects on the expected 

correlation pattarn as the behavloral implications of the hunting strategy 

corresponded more with successive than with simultaneous scanning (see the 

psychological strategy description presented earlier). 

Table 7.4 gives the Spaarman correlation coefficients computed between the 

measures considered. 

Table 7.4. Spaarman correlation coefficients between the pelformanee measures 
selected for validating the strategy encodings generated by the 
computer algorithm. The coefficients were calculated for silence .. The 
figures in parentheses reprasent the corresponding one-tailed p-values 
(N=24). 

Performance Time taken Numberof 
maasure per test trials 

Proportion of -0.34 0.61 
hunting (0.053) (0.001) 

Proportion of 0.35 -0.63 
scanning (0.046) (0.000) 

When looking at this table, it can be seen that three of the four correlation 

coefficients were statistically significant at the 0.05 level (one-tailed), whereas the 

fourth one borderedon this significanee level. Two of them had a substantial size, 

but the other two were relatively small. Nevertheless, they all presented trends 

which corresponded with the relationships speelfled beforehand. The coefficients 
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in particular indicated that the higher the proportion of hunting, the shorter the time 

taken per test and the larger the number of trials, and also,, the higher the 

proportion of scanning, the longer the time taken per test and the smaller the 

number of trials. A visual inspeetion of the individual scattergrams plotteel for each 

pair of measures under consideration yielded the same picture. 

Note that the correlation analysis given herewas carried out by averaging the 

data across the two levels of task difficulty. Separate analyses for each of these 

levels revealed a more or less similar pattern of results, although there was one 

notabie exception. 1t appeared that, at the low level of task difficulty, the proportion 

of hunting and the proportion of scanning failed to correlate with the time taken per 

test. This finding might be interpreted to indicate that at the low level of task 

difficulty the different strategies took the same time to be executed. Differences 

between the strategies with respect to their time requirements might become 

manifest only at the high level of task difficulty. So in all, the results supported the 

validity of the a/gorithm developed for deriving the subjects' strategies. 

Rellablllty of protocol data 

As in the previous experiments, the reliability of the protocol data was evaluated by 

determining inter- and intra-coder agreement. 

Inter-coder agreement. lt is worth mentioning that there were saveral instances 

where one coder of a pair extracted some strategy encoding trom a particular 

verbal report while the other coder did not. The number of times such a single 

encoding was generated appeared to be somewhat smaller tor the concurrent 

verbal reports than tor the retrospective reports. Nevertheless, tor each pair of 

coders involved, this number constituted Ie ss than 1% of the total number of 

encodings produced. Because of their somewhat deviant nature, the single 

encodings were excluded trom the subsequent analyses. 

The total number of encodings which both ccders of a pair derived trom the 

concurrent verbal reports varied trom 123 to 126 with a mean of 124.17. Similarly, 

the total number of encodings being derived trom the retrospective reports varied 

trom 115 to 124 with a mean of 118.83. 

Inter-coder agreement was again assessed by calculating tor each pair of 

ccders trom the two groups involved the correspondence between the strategy 

encodings produced. For this purpose, all the encodings beienging to one pair of 

ccders trom a given group were cast in the form of a contingency matrix. Separate 

matrices were constructed tor the encodings the ccders extracted trom the 

concurrent and retrospective reports. An example of a contingency matrix is shown 
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in Table 7.5. An inspeetion of the individual matrices revealed no systematic 

dlffel'ences between the coders in their agreement about the different strategies. 

Table 7.5. Contingency matrix based on the concurrent verbalization encodings 
derived by coders A and B. Parenthetical values are proportions. 

CoderB 

Strategy HU SU SI IN TOT AL 

HU 49 2 0 4 55 
(0.39) (0.02) (0.00) (0.03) (0.44) 

SU 5 16 0 0 21 
(0.04) (0.13) (0.00) (0.00) (0.17) 

CoderA SI 3 4 41 0 48 
(0.02) (0.03) (0.33) (0.00) (0.38) 

IN 0 0 0 1 1 
(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.01) (0.01) 

TOT AL 57 22 41 5 125 
(0.46) (0.18) (0.33) (0.04) (1.00) 

Key. HU: hunting; SU: successive scanning; SI: simultaneous scanning; IN: lndefinite. 

In order to measure the dagree of agreement between the coders, Cohen's 

kappa (Cohen, 1960) was applied toeach contingency matrix obtained. Across all 

pairs of coders, this maasure ranged for the concurrent verbalization encodings 

from 0.78 to 0.90 with a mean of 0.86. Similarly, kappa varled for the retrospective 

verbalization encodings from 0. 70 to 0.85 with a mean of 0. 78. The mean kappa's 

pointed out that the inter-coder agreement tor the concurrent verbalization 

encodings was on the average almast perfect and for the retrospective 

verbalization encodings somewhat less, although still quite considerable. 

These findings were examined in more detail by testing tor each pair of caders 

the difference between the two kappa coefficients obtained. For three of the six 

pairs of coders, the kappa of the concurrent verbalization encodings proved to be 

significantly higher than the kappa of the retrospective verbalization encodings (p < 

0.05, two-tailed). For each of these pairs, the difference expressed in terrns of 

kappa was in excess of 0.1. For the other pairs of coders, whose kappa's did not 

differ significantly, the difference was always less than 0.1. lt thus appeared that 

half of the coders agreed substantially more about the concurrent than about the 

retrospective verbalization encodings. 

Intra-coder agreement. Intra-coder agreement, the other form of reliabllity 

evaluated, was again assessed by determinlng the correspondence between the 
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strategy encodings a ceder derived from the protoeels presented to him twice. 

Since the number of these protocols, i.e. eight, was insufficient to, achleve this for 

the concurrent and retrospective verbalization encodings separately, all the 

encodings obtained were collapsed per ceder to provide one index of intra-coder 

agreement. The total number of encodings a coder produced twice varied from 26 

to 33 with a mean of 28.83. Again, Cohen's kappa was used to calculate the 

dagree of intra-coder agreement. Across all coders, this maasure ranged trom o. 78 

to 1.00 with a mean of 0.91. Five of the six coders gave a kappa in excess of 0.80. 

These figures indicated that on the average and for all individual ccders but one 

intra-coder agreement was almast perfect. 

Sensltlvlty of performance and protocol data 

From the analyses in the next section it appears that on all the performance and 

protocol measures evaluated task difficulty exerted the expected effects. This points 

out that the sensitivity requirement was fulfilled. 

Adequacy of verbanzation procedures 

Whether the verbalization procedures used in the experiment were adequate was 

again evaluated by analyzing the frequency and rate of verbalization. 

Verbalization frequency. First, the mean and standard davlation of verbalization 

frequency were computed. This was done separately for concurrent and 

retrospective verbalization and tor each of the two levels of task difficulty. The 

results of these computations are given in Tabla 7.6. This table also presents the 

minimum and maximum frequency of each type of verbalization, again as a 

tunetion of task difficulty. lt can be seen that, at both levels of task difficulty, the 

mean frequency of concurrent verbalization was considerably over a 1 00 words 

per test, whereas retrospective verbalization had a mean frequency of more than 

50 words per test. These figures indicated that the frequency of concurrent 

verbalization was very high and although the frequency of retrospective 

verbanzation appeared to be much lower it was still quite substantial. This seemed 

to suggest that the number of verbalizations contained in a concurrent or 

retrospective verbal report was in general sufficiently large to be used as a basis 

for encoding each individual test. 

The data on verbalization frequency were further analyzed by subjecting them 

toa MANOVA which included two within-subjects factors, namely verbalization type 

(i.e. concurrent versus retrospective leaving out silence) and task difficulty. 
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Table 7.6. Mean (M), standard deviation (SD), minimum (Min), and maximum 
(Max) of concurrent and retrospective verbalization frequency (in 
number of words spoken per test) for each level of task difficulty (N=22). 

Verbalization type 

Concurrent Retrospective 

Task difficulty 

Easy Difficult Easy Difficult 

M 126.44 188.57 52.02 57.76 

SD 57.70 84.49 13.74 19.19 

Min 47.00 41.19 27.65 27.75 
Max 252.42 313.00 86.13 91.58 

The results of this analysis showed a significant main effect of verbalization type 

[F(1 ,21) = 91.65, p = 0.000] and a significant main effect of task difficulty [F(1 ,21) = 

1 0.58, p = 0.004). The interaction between the two factors was also significant 

(F(1 ,21) = 6.82, p = 0.016]. The nature of these effects is illustrated in Figure 7.4 

where the means presentedinTabla 7.6 are plotted. 
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Figure 7.4. Mean concurrent and retrospective verbalization frequency (in number 
of words spoken per test) as a tunetion of task difficulty. 

From this figure it can be seen that, at both levels of task difficulty, the frequency of 

concurrent verbalization was substantially higher than that of retrospective 

verbalization. lt can also be seen that with an increase in task difficulty the 

frequency of concurrent verbalization raised considerably, while the frequency of 

retrospective verbalization raised only slightly. As a matter of tact, the increase in 

concurrent verbalization frequency reached significanee whereas the increase in 
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retrospective verbalization frequency dld not. 

Verbalization rate. Next, the data on the rate of verbalization were analyzed. Notice 

that this analysis was restricted to the concurrent form of verbalization. Rate of 

verbalization, as measured by the number of words spoken per minute, varied for 

the easy problems from 51.44 to 154.24 with a mean and standard deviation of 

respectively 97.77 and 26.~9. For the difflcult problems, the rate of verbalization 

varied from 52.97 to 132.87 words per minute with a mean and standard deviation 

of respectively 93.92 and 21.04 words per minute. The verbalization rates found 

here are close to those reported in the literature (Ericsson and Simon, 1984) and 

suggest that the subjects generated a more or less continuous stream of 

verbalizations. Note that the mean verbanzation rate was somewhat higher for the 

easy problems than for the difficult problems. A pairad-samples t-test revealed that 

this difference approached significanee at the 0.05 level [t(21) = 1.73, p = 0.098, 

two-tailecl]. 

In conclusion, the data showed no obvious departures from the assumptions 

being made when testing verbal report accuracy. 

7 .2.2. Tests of verbal report accuracy 

Verbal report reactivity 

Reactivity was again tested by camparing the performance data from the silent con

trol condition with the same type of data from the concurrent and retrospective 

verbalization condition. 

Effects of verbalization type. A preliminary examinatien of the performance data 

indicated that the number of extra tests was too small to provide an accurate 

assessment of the variables under study. Since an extra test is similar toa redun

dant one in that neither reduces the feasible fault set, it was decided to add in each 

problem solved the number of extra tests to the number of redundant tests. 

The maan and standard deviation ware calculated tor each of the performance 

measures considered. These calculations were carried out for each verbalization 

type and tor each level of task difficulty. Table 7.7 presents the results of this. The 

minimum and maximum score of each performance maasure can be found in 

Appendix F (Table F.5) 
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Table 7.7. Mean and standard deviation for each performance maasure per 
verbalization type and level of task difficulty. The mean is given at the 
top of a cell and the corresponding standard deviation at the bottom. 
Each proportion has beenexpressedas a percentage (N=24). 

Verbalization type 

Silent Concurrent Retrospective 

Performance 
Task difficulty 

mèasure Easy Difficult Easy Difficult Easy Difficult 

Time to completion 312.33 559.73 358.38 601.88 314.25 544.43 
On seconds) 149.59 255.60 157.88 225.42 157.01 223.18 

Numberof 5.25 6.83 4.90 6.33 5.46 6.33 
trials 1.61 2.54 0.98 2.24 1.76 2.04 

Numberof 0.21 0.50 0.08 0.38 0.25 0.38 
premature tests 0.29 0.66 0.19 0.63 0.36 0.40 

Numberof 0.31 0.90 0.19 0.63 0.35 0.73 
redundant tests 0.59 0.97 0.39 0.59 0.56 0.87 

Deviation from 0.70 1.49 0.61 1.29 0.75 1.26 
optimality 0.82 0.92 0.59 0.79 0.81 0.97 

Proportion of 24.73 42.05 26.08 41.31 24.75 37.21 
hunting 17.87 13.26 20.00 16.14 21.28 15.74 

Proportion of 20.45 11.77 20.28 11.35 21.20 14.69 
scanning 11.51 9.14 11.92 12.84 13.51 10~22 

Proportion of 5.21 12.06 2.81 9.96 6.89 10.17 
indefinite 7.21 15.77 5.02 15.24 9.69 9.22 

Proportion of 49.61 34.12 50.83 37.38 47.16 37.94 
undefined 13.48 16.49 12.99 12.61 15.31 13.89 

In order to investigate possible order effects between the three conditions, the 

performance data were submitted to two within-subjects, one between-subjects 

MANOVA's. The within-subjects factors were verbalization type and task difficulty; 

the between-subjects factor was order of verbalization type. For each performance 

measure, a separate MANOVA was carried out. These analyses revealed that none 

of the effects of order of verbalization type, with the exception of one, reached or 

approached significanee at the 0.05 level. Given the relatively large number of 

order effects tested (viz. 36), it might be expected that one of them would be 

(marginally) significant purely by chance. Consequently, the data trom the different 
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orders were pooled In subsequent UANOVA's which included verbalization type 

and task difficulty as the only factors. In these UANOVA's, a priolj contrasts were 

chosen so as to cernpare each of the two forms of verbalization, concurrent and 

retrospective, with the silent controt This was done for all the main and interaction 

effects invalving verbalization type. The results of these analyses are summarized 

in Table 7.8. 

Table 7.8. Summary of the UANOVA's for each performance measure. A cell 
contains the obtained F and, in parentheses, the corresponding p. The 
degrees of treedom tor the F-tests are (1 ,23) tor each effect tested. 

Effect 

Performance V D V*D 

maasure c r c r 

Timeto 2.79 0.06 22.16 0.01 0.12 
completion (0.109) (0.810) (0.000) (0.932) {0.732) 

Numberof 1.65 0.15 11.35 0.06 1.05 
trials (0.211) (0.700) (0.003) (0.803) (0.316) 

Numberof 2.88 0.21 5.90 0.00 0.88 
premature tests (0.103) (0.647) (0.023) (1.000) (0.357) 

Numberof 2.22 0.23 12.58 0.38 0.73 
redundant test (0.150) (0.637) (0.002) (0.546) (0.403) 

Deviation trom 0.97 0.41 21.24 0.27 1.19 
optimality (0.335) (0.527) (0.000) (0.608) (0.287) 

Proportion of 0.01 1.07 25.85 0.18 0.89 
hunting (0.919) (0.312) (0.000) (0.672) (0.354) 

Proportion of 0.02 0.86 18.09 0.01 0.57 
scanning (0.880) (0.363) (0.000) (0.932) (0.458) 

Proportion of 1.58 0.00 5.54 0.01 0.86 
indefinite (0.222) (0.958) (0.027) (0.933) (0.364) 

Proportion of 0.82 0.10 21.22 0.21 1.16 
undefined (0.374) (0.759) (0.000) (0.651) (0.293) 

Key. V: verbanzation type; D: task difficulty; c: concurrent; r: retrospective. 

As in the previous experiments, the results obtained for the proportion of 

undefined were considered first. Tabla 7.8 shows for this maasure a statistically 

significant main effect of task difficulty. The means indicated (see Table 7.7) that 
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wlth an lnorease In task dlffioulty the proportion of undefined deoreased. This 

finding may be attributed to a partlaular feature of the algorlthm developed for 

identifying the subjeots' strategies. As follows trom the strategy definitions 

presented In Appendix B, the algorithm indlsoriminately olassified a premature test 

as indeflnite. So, given that in the present experiment the number of premature 

tests inoreased with an inorease in task diffioulty (see Table 7.7), the proportion of 

indefinite should lnorease as well, but with a concomitant deeresse in the 

proportion of undefined. Although the latter deeresse oould not wholly be 

explained by the former inorease, all the strategy-related measures revealed the 

expeoted effects of task diffioulty. Thus, it seemed reasonable to assume th$t these 

effects resulted trom true performance ditterenoes rather than some strategy 

identif108tion artefact. 

An Inspeetion of Table 7.8 shows that for all the performance measures the two 

forms of verbanzation talled to yield a p < 0.1 0, either as main effect or in interaction 

with task diffioulty. Nevertheless, there were two measures where the effect of 

concurrent verbalization approaohed this p-value, namely time to oompletion and 

number of premature tests. When examining the means of the former maasure (see 

Table 7.7), it appears that oomplating the easy as wellas the diff10ult problems took 

more than 40 seoonds longerunder concurrent verbalization than in silenoe. This 

is also illustrated in Figure 7.5 where the means of the maasure are plotted. So, 

concurrent verbalization led to a substantial inorease in time to oompletion, in spite 

of the faot that this effect missed to achleve signifioanoe. 
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Figure 7.5. Mean time to oompletion (in seconds) tor each verbanzation type as a 
tunetion of task difficulty. 

From an inspeetion of the means of the seoond maasure (Table 7.7), it is apparent 

that in order to solve the easy as well as the difficult problems a smaller number of 
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premature tests was needed under concurrent verbanzation than in silence. Note, 

however, that the absolute number of premature tests was so,small that the 

observed differences between the two conditions were practically negligible. So, 
although for this maasure the effect of concurrent verbalization approached 

significance, it did not appear to be particularly relevant. 

In short, the concurrent form of verbalization produced a considerable though non

significant increase in time to completion but had hardly any effect on accuracy 

and strategy use. Retrospective verbalization did not have any effect on 

performance. 

Other effects. Table 7.8 shows further that for all the performance measures the 

main effect of task difficulty reached significance. The means revealed (see Table 

7.7) that for each maasure the performance on the easy problems was in general 

faster, more accurate, and more thorough than on the difficult problems. For 

instance, the proportional use of the more demanding scanning strategy proved to 

be larger for the easy problems than for the difficult ones. 

Strategy-dependent effects of verbalization type. As in the previous experiments, a 

further correlation analysis was carried out to examine whether the increase in 

performance time with which concurrent verbalization appeared to be associated 

depended upon the diagnostic strategy adopted. In particular, within the concurrerrt 

verbanzation condition, the proportion of hunting and the proportion of scanning 

were correl~ted with the proportional increase in the time taken to complete the 

task relativa to the silent control condition. As before, the increase in the time to 

task completion from concurrent verbalization to silence was expressed as a 

percentage rather than calculated absolutely. And also as before, the difference 

between the two conditions in the time to task completion was computed within 

each subject at each level of task difficulty. This correlation analysis was carried out 

per level of task difficulty. 

The rasuiting Spaarman correlation coefficients are presented in Table 7.9. 

From this table it is apparent that none of the correlation coefficients approached 

significanee (p > 0.1 0, two-tailed). The individual scattergrams drawn tor each 

couple of measures similarly revealed no relationships whatsoever. 

However, as was already discussed in Chapter 5, one should allow for the 

possibility that the actual relationships between strategy use and increase in time 

on task with concurrent verbalization may be contaminated by other, unoontrolled 

variables, in particular by verbalization rate. 
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Tabla 7.9. Spaarman correlation coefficients between the proportional use of the 
two basic strataglas and the proportional increase in the time to task 
completion relativa to silence. The coefficients ware calculated for 
concurrent verbanzation per level of task difficulty. The figures in 
parentheses reprasent the corresponding two-tailed p-values (N=24). 

Task difficulty 
Easy Difficult 

Maasure Time on task relativa to silence 

Proportion of 0.08 0.12 
huntlng (0.720) (0.569) 

Proportion of -0.20 0.00 
scanning (0.342) (0.985) 

Therefore, within the concurrent verbalization condition, the proportion of hunting 

and the proportion of scanning were also correlated with the rate of verbalization. 

In this analysls, one-tailed tests we re carried out since the question to be answered 

implied a dlrectional hypothesis. lt was hypothesized that verbalization rate 

counteracted the possible relationships between strategy use and increase in time 

on task under concurrent verbalization. Table 7.1 o contains the obtained 

Spaarman correlation coefficients which showed the next pattarn of results. 

Table 7.10. Spaarman correlation coefficients between the proportional use of the 
two basic strategies and the rata of verbalization. The coefficients were 
calculated tor concurrent verbalization per level of task difficulty; The 
figures in parentheses reprasent the corresponding one-tailed p
values (N=22). 

Task difficulty 

Easy Difficult 

Maasure Rate of verbalization 

Proportion of -o.37 -0.19 
hunting (0.047) (0.195) 

Proportion of 0.44 0.15 
scanning (0.022) (0.253) 

First, at the low level of task difficulty, the proportion of hunting and the rate of 

verbalization maintained a negative correlation reaching significance, one-tailed. 

Secondly, also at the low level of task difficutty, there was a significant positive 
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correlation between the proportion of scanning and the rate of verbalization. Table 

7.1 0 additionally shows that, at the high level of task difficulty, neither correlation 

approached slgnificance. When looking at the lndivldual scattergrams plotted for 

each pair of measures, the same correlatlon pattern emerged. 

Given these data, it was in principle possible that at the low level of task 

difficulty strategy use and increase in time on task with concurrent verbalization 

failed to be related to each other because of stratey-dependent differences in 

verbalization rate. On the other hand, the data also indicated that this possibility 

could be ruled out for the high level of difficulty. Thus, strstegy·specific dillerences 

in verbalization rate did nat seem to offer a general explanation for the failure to 

find the relationships of interest. 

Verbal report validity 

Validity was again tested by oomparing the performance data with the protocol 

data, both colleeled in the concurrent and retrospective verbalization condition. In 

the comparison, the performance data consisled of the strategy encodings 

generated by the computer algorithm, while the encodings derived by the coders 

comprised the protocol data. 

Direct comparison of the two data types. The strategy encodings from the algorithm 

and those from the two groups of coders were cast In the form of contingency 

matrices. Separate matrices were formed for the encodings assigned to the 

concurrent and retrospective verbalization tests. Table 7.11 up to and including 

7.14 are the result of this. Inspeeling these matrices individually, there appeared to 

be no systematic pattern of differences between the algorithm and the coders in 

their agreement about the different strategies. 

In order to measure the degree of agreement between the algorithm and the 

coders, Cohen's kappa was applied to each matrix obtained. Expressed in terms of 

this measure, the agreement between the first group of coders and the algorithm 

was 0.64 for the concurrent verbalization encodings and 0.61 for the retrospective 

verbalization encodings. Ukewise, the second group of coders and the algorithm 

yielded a kappa of 0. 73 for the concurrent verbanzation encodings and of 0.54 for 

the retrospective verbalization encodings. These figures indicated that the coders 

agreed considerably with the algorithm about the concurrent verbalization 

encodings, whereas with regard to the retrospective verbalization encodings the 

agreement was somewhat less, although it still achieved at least a moderate level. 

In tact, within both groups of coders, the ditterenee between the two kappa 

coefficients failed to approach significanee (p > 0.10, two-tailed). 
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Tabla 7.11. Contingency matrix based on the concurrent verbalization encodings 
produced by the computer algorithm and the coders of group 1. 
Parenthetical values are proportions. 

Coders 

Strategy HU SC IN TOT AL 

HU 38 4 0 42 
(0.55) (0.06) (0.00) (0.62) 

SC 5 13 0 18 

Algorithm (0.07) (0.19) (0.00) (0.26) 
IN 2 2 5 9 

(0.03) (0.03) (0.07) (0.13) 

TOT AL 45 19 5 68 
(0.66) (0.28) (0.07) (1.00) 

Key. HU: hunting; SC: scanning; IN: indefinite. 

Tabla 7.12. Contingency matrix based on the retrospective verbanzation encodings 
produced by the computer algorithm and the coders of group 1. 
Parenthetical values are proportions. 

Ccders 

Strategy HU SC IN TOT AL 

HU 35 2 0 37 
(0.57) (0.03) (0.00) (0.60) 

SC 7 13 0 20 

Algorithm (0.11) (0.21) (0.00) (0.32) 
IN 2 1 2 5 

(0.03) (0.02) (0.03) (0.08) 

TOT AL 44 16 2 62 
(0.71) (0.26) (0.03) (1.00) 

Key. HU: hunting; SC: scanning; IN: indefinite. 
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Tabla 7.13. Contingency matrix based on the concurrent verbanzation encodings 
produced by the computer algorithm and the caders of group 2. 
Parenthetical values are proportions. 

Coders 

Strategy HU SC IN TOT AL 

HU 46 3 0 49 
(0.63) (0.04) (0.00) (0.67) 

SC 3 17 0 20 

Algorithm 
(0.04) (0.23) (0.00) {0.27) 

IN 2 1 1 4 
(0.03) (0.01) (0.01) (0.05) 

TOT AL 51 21 1 73 
(0.70) (0.29) (0.01) (1.00) 

Key. HU: hunting; SC: scanning; IN: indefinite. 

Table 7.14. Contingency matrix based on the retrospective verbalization 
encodings produced by the computer algorithm and the caders of 
group 2. Parenthetical values are proportions. 

Caders 

Strategy HU SC IN TOT AL 

HU 36 3 4 43 
(0.49) (0.04) (0.05) (0.58) 

SC 5 14 0 19 

Algorithm (0.07) (0.19} (0.00) (0.26) 
IN 4 3 5 12 

(0.05) (0.04) (0.07) (0.16) 

TOT AL 45 20 9 74 
(0.61) (0.27) (0.12) (1.00} 

Key. HU: hunting; SC: scanning; IN: indefinite. 
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Comparing the two data types with respect to the experimentally induced effects. 

As in the previous experiment&, verbal report validity was also tested by oomparing 

the experimentally induced effects observed in the performance data with the 

effects found in the protocol data. 1t is important to realize that this comparison was 

based on the sample of 16 subjects whose verbal protocols were encoded. 

A preliminary examinatien of the protocol data indicated that the number of tests 

encoded as indefinite was too small to provide sensitive tests of the variables being 

studied. Therefore, subsequent analyses were not carried out for the proportion of 

indefinite. For the two other protocol measures, i.e. the proportion of hunting and 

the proportion of scanning, the mean and standard deviation were calculated. This 

was done tor concurrent and retrospective verbalization and for each level of task 

difficulty. The results of these computations are given in Table 7.15. The minimum 

and maximum score of each protocol maasure are given in Appendix F (Table F.6). 

Tabla 7.15. Mean and standard deviation tor each strategy-related protocol 
maasure per verbalization type and level of task difficulty. The mean is 
given at the top of a cell and the corresponding standard deviation at 
the bottom. Each proportion has been expressed as a percentage 
(N=16). 

Verbalization type 

Concurrent Retrospective 

Protocol 
Task difficulty 

maasure Easy Difficult Easy Difficult 

Proportion of 40.63 66.15 45.31 65.76 
hunting 41.71 35.20 42.36 40.13 

Proportion of 59.36 29.46 51.30 31.25 
scanning 41.71 34.49 42.46 40.31 

In addition, for each of the two protocol measures, a two within-subjects 

MANOVA was performed which included the factors verbalization type (i.e. 

concurrent versus retrospective with silence dropped) and task difficulty. Table 7.16 

presents a summary of these analyses. 

To guarantee a fair comparison with the performance data, exactly the same 

kinds of MANOVA's were conducted on the scores of the corresponding 

performance measures. Here too, use was made of the sample of subjects whose 

verbal protoeals were encoded. The results of these latter analyses, which are not 

described in detail here, proved to be consistent with those reported in the section 

on verbal report reactivity. That is to say, for each of the two performance measures 
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being analyzed it was found that the main effect of task difficulty was significant 

while the effects invalving verbalization type ware not. As bef~re, the means 

indicated that an increase in task difficulty resulted In a less thorough performance. 

To examina whether a similar pattem of results emerged for the protocol 

measures, we now turn to theMANOVA summary Table 7.16. 

Table 7.16. Summary of the MANOVA's for each strategy-related protocol 
measure. A cell contains the obtained F and, in parentheses, the 
oorrasponding p. The degrees of treedom fortheF-tests are (1,15) for 
each effect tested. 

Protocol 
Effect 

maasure V D V*D 

Proportion of 0.22 7.29 0.49 
hunting (0.643) (0.016) (0.493) 

Proportion of 0.49 7.38 3.31 
scanning (0.493) (0.016) (0.089) 

Key. V: verbalization type; D: task difficulty. 

Looking at this table, it can be seen that tor both protocol measures the main effect 

of verbalization type failed to result in a p < 0.1 0. However, in both cases, a 

statistically significant main effect of task difficulty was obtained. An inspeetion of 

the means reveals (see Tabla 7.15) that on the easy problems the proportion of 

hunting was lower and the proportion of scanning higher than on the ditticuit 

problems. This indicates again that an increased task difficulty produced a less 

thorough performance. 

lt can also be se en from Table 7.16 that tor one of the protocol measures, 

namely the proportion of scanning, the interaction between verbalization type and 

task difficulty approached significance. The pattem of this interaction is illustrated in 

Figure 7.6 which shows for the measure under consideration the means given in 

Table 7.15. 1t is apparent from this tigure that the already observed decrease in the 

proportion of scanning with an increasing task difficulty was somewhat larger when 

verbalizing concurrently than in retrospect. Nevertheless, for both farms of 

verbalization, the decrease was still significant. 

When oomparing the results of the MANOVA's carried out on the performance 

data with the outoornes of the analyses conducted on the protocol data, the next 

observations can be made. 
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Figure 7.6. Mean proportion of scanning based on the protocol data (%) as a 
tunetion of verbalization type and task difficulty. 

The strategy-related protocol measures exhibited general effects of task difficulty 

which parallelled these shown by the corresponding performance measures. In 

addition, both types of measures were not affected by verbanzation type, i.e. neither 

in general nor in interaction with task difficulty. There was, however, one exception 

to this. The protocol maasure proportion of scanning was subject to a slight 

interaction between verbalization type and task difficulty whereas the 

corresponding performance maasure was not. Notwithstanding this, the protocol 

maasure still agreed with its performance counterpart as to the effect of task 

difficulty within the two verbanzation conditions. In short, .the experimentally 

induced changes observed in the performance data were reasonably welf 

reflected by the protocol data. 

We again conclude this chapter with a summary of the most important findings. 

With respect to verbal report reactivity, the following was tound. 

1. The concurrent form of verbalization led to a substantial though non-significant 

increase in time to task completion but had hardly any effect on accuracy and 

the adopted strategy. Retrospective verbalization did not have any effect on 

performance. 

2. Time on taskunder concurrent verbanzation did not strongly correlate with the 

proportional use of the two basic strategies. lndications that these correlations 

could not emerge because of strategy-dependent ditterences in verbanzation 

rate were found only for the low level of task difficulty. 

As to verbal report validity, the following was found. 
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1 . Under concurrent verbalization, the strategy-related performance data agreed 

considerably with the eerrasponding protocol data. The agreeme}lt between the 

two types of data was somewhat less under retrospective verbalization, 

although it still achieved at least a moderate level and did not ditter significantly. 

2. The strategy-related performance data exhibited a pattarn of experimentally 

induced effects which was more or less similar to that shown by the protocol 

data. 
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CHAPTER8 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this chapter, the results of the experiments are discussed in terms of the Ericsson 

and Sirnon model (paragraph 8.1 ). Conclusions are drawn and implications for 

future research are dealt with (paragraph 8.2). 
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8.1. Discussion of the results in tenns of the Ericsson and 
Sinonmodel 

The main objective of this study was to test the reactivity and validity of verbal 

reports on fault diagnosis. Starting from the theoretica! model of Ericsson and 

Sirnon (1980 and 1984), tour typical situations in which verbal reports might be 

generated were distinguished, namely reporting concurrently or retrospectively 

about topographic or functional diagnosis. From the model it was tentatively pre

dicted that in all these situations with the exception of one, the verbal reports pro

duced would be tree of reactivity and would possess considerable validity, pro

vided that they were appropriately elicited. Only for the situation in which the verbal 

report generation process was concurrent with topographic diagnosis, the tentative 

predietien was that reactivity would occur, although not as a change in the course 

and structure of the cognitive processas engaged in but merely as a decreasein 

processing speed. 

These predictions were tested in a number of experlments in whlch subjects 

performed a topographic or functional diagnosis taskunder concurrent and retro

spective verbalization and in a silent control condition as well. Two variantsof the 

topographic diagnosis task were used, viz. a perceptual and an imaginative 

variant. In this paragraph, the experimental results are considered in the light of the 

predictions made. This will be done first for verbal report reactivity ( sectien 8.1.1) 

and then tor verbal report validity ( sectien 8.1.2). 

As wiJl become clear soon, there are saveral instanoes where the predictions 

drawn from the Ericsson and Sirnon model are not in accordance with the results 

obtained. This, however, should not be interpreled to imply that the model's 

propositions do not suftlee or are invalid. The point is that in deriving the predie

tions all kinds of sweeping assumptions have been made about the nature of the 

cognitive processes involved in fault diagnosis. As these assumptions may not be 

invariably true, the exact locus of the observed discrepancies remains uncertain. 

Consequently, it is possible to formulate post hoc explanations which are still 

compatible with the Ericsson and Sirnon model. 

8.1.1. Verbal report reactivity 

As to verbal report reactivity, the next effects of concurrent verbalization were 

observed. In the perceptual variant of the topographic diagnosis task, time to 
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completion increased considerably. At the"same time, this taskvariant revealed no 

substantial changes in accuracy and strategy use. In the imaginative version of this 

task, there was also a considerable increase in completion time, but only at a low 

level of difficulty. At a high level of difficulty and especially in combination with a 

complex topography, substantial improvements in accuracy occurred, although 

dramatic changes in strategy use did not turn up. The functional diagnosis task 

exhibited a pattarn of concurrent verbalization effects which practically parallelled 

that shown by the perceptual version of the topographic diagnosis task, although 

the increase in completion time failed to reach significanee at the 0.05 level. 

To begin with, the findings indicate that generating a concurrent verbàl report to a 

greater or lessar extent decreasas the processing speed of both topographic and 

functional diagnosis, at least when accuracy is not affected. Thus, the predietien 

that the slowing down effect due to concurrent verbal report generation would be 

restricted to topographic diagnosis is not wholly in line with the data. The empirica! 

literature suggests as well that reporting concurrently has a general slowing down 

effect on task performance (see e.g. Deffner, 1984; Russo et al., 1989). Although 

post hoc, it may be worthwhila to consider a number of possible explanations tor 

our finding. In the following, we will examina how well it can be explained in terms 

of: 

1. the way in which the intermation being processed during task performance is 

represented in short-term memory (STM); 

2. the speed with which this intermation passes through STM; 

3. the demands the information processing makes on STM's lii'nited capacity. 

For the sake of simplicity, these explanations will henceforth respectively be 

referred to as the internal representation interpretation, the processing speed 

interpretation, and the attentional capacity interpretation. 

lnternal representation interpretation. In making the predietien about the effects of 

concurrent verbalization on speed of performance, it was basically assumed that 

topographic diagnosis would involve the processing of intermation represented in 

a visual form whereas the intermation being processed in functional diagnosis 

would be represented in a verbal form. This assumption was based on theoretica! 

notions developed in the fault diagnosis literature and on related empirica! work 

(e.g. Landeweerd, 1979; Rasmussen and Jensen, 1974). lt was also hypothesized 

that producing a concurrent verbal report about intermation represented visually 
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would require an attention-demanding and thus time-consuming verbal recoding 

while reporting concurrently about information directly avallable In a verbal form 

would not. This hypothesis constitutes one of the major components of the Ericsson 

and Sirnon model. Any fallure to find support tor the prediction in question might in 

the first place have lts origin in one, or both, of these presuppositions not being 

appropriate. Accordingly, two alternative explanations can be put forward for the 

finding that concurrent verbalization does not only decrease the speed of 

performance in the two variants of the topographic diagnosis task but also in the 

functional diagnosis task. 

First, it is conceivable that in the functional diagnosis task the intemal represen

tation of the information being processed is not strictly verbal but contains visual 

features as well, although less than the representations used in the two variants of 

the topographic diagnosis task. In this context, it is interesting to note that con

current verbalization led to a relatively smaller increase in completion time in the 

functional diagnosis task than in the topographic task variants. So, when 

considering the relativa differences between the tasks, one might argue that our 

prediction about the effects of concurrent verbalization on speed of performance 

has been confirmed. Unfortunately, apart trom the results of a somewhat subjective 

task analysis, there are no additional data which could shed light on the nature of 

the internal ~epresentatlon actually employed in the functional diagnosis task. 

Lacking such data, the explanation proposed here is particularly difficult to 

evaluate. 

The second possibility is that the ease-of-verbal-recoding hypothesis postuialed 

by Ericsson and Sirnon does not apply to the tasks used in the present study. In 

other words, it is quite possible that in these tasks the decrease in the speed of 

performance is not (only) determined by the way in which the task-relevant 

information is represented internally. There is one finding in particular which points 

to this: in the two variants of the topographic diagnosis task, time to completion 

under concurrent verbalization failed to increase with the proportional use of the 

more visual hypothesis-and-test strategy and failed to decrease with the less visual 

tracing-back strategy. On the basis of such a finding, one might, for instance, 

speculate that in the topographic task variants the visual features of the intemal 

representation, in as far as these are present, are not or incompletely reported. 

Processing speed interpretation. lf the nature of the internat representation used 

during task performance is not the (only) determinant of the observed slowing 

down effects of concurrent verbalization, what else can explain these? Since all the 

tasks are more or less affected, it might be sensible to try and find alternative 
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explanations in terms of the properties these tasks have in common. A possible 

vlolation of our additional assumption that fault diagnosis would lnvolve relatively 

slow and serlal informatlon processing suggests the explanation that in the tasks 

studled the speed of the cognitive processes engaged in exceeds the ability to 

report about them. The reasoning underlying this explanation is as follows. 

Durlng task performance, the information at that time held in STM is in principle 

available for concurrent verbalization. However, the cognitive processas used to 

perform the task will at a relatively tast pace enter new information in that memory. 

As a matter of fact, this can proceed so rapidly that lts previous contents are lost 

befare being verbalized completely. In an attempt to prevent this, the task-directed 

processas may be slowed down or even stoppad temporarily without changing 

them fundamentally. Then, more time will be needed to complete the task but 

accuracy and strategy use remain unchanged. Note that this explanation is still 

compatible with the Ericsson and Sirnon model. 

The preceding line of argument can be continued by assuming that the speed of 

information processing is inversely related to the load lmposed on the llmited 

capscity of STM. This assumption essentially means that mental actlvities having a 

slow pace require much attentional capacity while rapidly occurring actlvities 

require little or no attention. lf this assumption is valid, it might be that attention

demanding cognitive processas praeeed slowly enough to verbalize them 

completely without the need to adjust their pace. Contrastingly, cognitive processas 

which are relatively undemanding of attention probably speed up so greatly that in 

order to achleve complete verbalization they must be slowed down considerably. 

With such processes, it is very likely that the verbalization bacomes scarce or is 

stopped. lt can thus be argued that mental actlvities which require less attentional 

capscity will undergo a strenger slowing down when verbalizing them concurrently 

than mental actlvities which are more attention-demanding. And also, the former 

kind of activity will be verbalized less well than the latter kind. Although these 

claims seem intuitively reasonable, some evidence would be useful. And indeed, 

there are several experlmental results which support them. These results, each of 

which applies to the concurrent verbalization condition of the respective 

experlments, are listed below. Each finding is at least significant at the 0.10 level, 

two-tailed, or borders on it. 

1. The perceptual version of the topographic diagnosis task revealed that with an 

increase in the proportional use of the less demanding tracing-back strategy 

time to completion increased as well. Conversely, there was also in this task 

version a decrease in the time to completion with an increase in the 
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proportional usa of the more de manding hypothesis-and-test strategy. 

2. The imaginative topographic diagnosis task showed that, with a simple 

topography, a higher proportion of the effortless tracing-back strategy was 

related to a lower rate of verbalization, whereas a higher proportion of the 

exacting hypothesis-and-strategy was related to a higher verbanzation rate, 

although the latter relationship arosa only at a low level of difficulty. 

3. The functional diagnosis task similarly revealed that, at a low level of difficulty, a 

higher proportion of the less demanding hunting strategy was associated with a 

lower verbanzation rate, while a higher proportion of the more demanding 

scanning strategy was associated with a higher verbalization rate. 

4. The latter task also showed that an increase in difficulty enhanced the frequency 

of verbalization. 

Obviously, there is substantial empirica! evidence for explaining the observed 

slowlng down effects of concurrent verbalization in terms of the differentlal speed of 

task-directed intermation processing and reportingabout it concurrently. 

Altentional capscity interpretation. Another explanation is that, in contrast to our 

second additional assumption, in all the tasks under study the attentional capacity 

falls short of.the joint demands of the cognitive processas engaged in and their 

verbalization. This explanation can be understood in the following way. 

The cognitive processas employed during task performance' may impose such a 

high load on the limited capacity of STM that the additional requirement to 

verbalize them at the sametime cannot be met so easily. In such a case, some of 

the available attentional capacity may be withdrawn trom the task-directed 

processas in order to utilize it for verbalization. This can have the effect that the 

processas slow down but do not deteriorate fundamentally. Such an effect will 

produce a longer time to task completion but no change in accuracy and strategy 

use. This explanation too is consistent with the Ericsson and Simon model. 

From the foregoing line of argument it follows that the larger the amount of 

attentional capacity required by the mental actlvities engaged in, the less remains 

for echieving a normal processing speed in addition to a complete verbal report. lt 

can thus be claimed that mental actlvities which are more attention-demanding will 

suffer a strenger slowing down when verbalizing them concurrently than mental 

actlvities of which the attentional demands are less. And also, the farmer kind of 

activity will be verbalized less well than the latter kind. lt is worthwhila to note that 

these claims are diametrically opposed to those from the processing speed 

interpretation described above. We will return to this point soon. 
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The claims currently made seem to~ receive support trom the next experimental 

results. Again, each listed result is at least significant at the 0.1 0 level, twcrtailed. 

1. The lmaginative variant of the topographic diagnosis task showed that with an 

increase in topographic complexity the rate of verbalization reduced. 

2. In the functional diagnosis task, there was also a reduction in the rate of 

verbalization, but here with an increase in difficulty. 

Unfortunately, interpretation of these findings in terms of the limited capacity of 

STM is not so straightforward as it may seem. This is because of the tact that in the 

two tasks mentioned above the more attention-demanding conditlans are not only 

associated with a smaller number of verbalizations but also with a worse task 

performance. More specifically, the imaginative variant of the topographic 

diagnosis task showed with a more complex topography a deterioration in 

accuracy. And also, in the functional diagnosis task, there was with an increase in 

difficulty a decreasein the proportionaf use of the more thorough strategy in favor 

of the less thorough one. Such findings may be interpreled to indicate that in 

response to higher task demands the cognitive processas employed are changed 

so as to keep the laad imposed on STM within certain bounds. lf this is true, the 

concomitant decrease in the amount of verbalization does not necessarily result 

from an overlaad of STM. Alternatively, one might speculate that in the more 

demanding task situations relatively simpte cognitive processas are used which 

because of their tast pace cannot be verbalized completely. As a matter of fact, this 

would be entirely consistent with the processing speed interpretation described 

above. So, the experimental results initially presented as evidence for the 

attentional capacity view can on closer inspeetion also be explained by the 

processing speed interpretation. On the other hand, the attentional capacity 

interpretation is in general not able to account for the findings providing support for 

lts counterpart. Therefore, it is more reasanabie to attribute the observed slowing 

down effects of concurrent verbalization to the speed of task-directed information 

processing in comparison with reporting about it being taster, rather than to an 

overlaad of attentional capacity caused by performing these two actlvities at the 

sametime. 

To sum up, the somewhat unexpected finding that concurrent verbalization 

decreased the speed of performance in all the tasks used in the study is in prin

ciple explicable in terms of the nature of the internal representation relisd upon, 

ths speed of information processing, and the demands placed on attentional 
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capacity. Of these explanations, the processing speed interpretat/on may be 

preferabie because of lts ability to account for several other findings which cannot 

be explalned so easily In snother way. 

Favoring the processing speed interpretation should certainly not be interpreted to 

imply that the other two explanations are totally wrong. Actually, there are a number 

of reasens why a definite elimination of the two is not so easy to accomplish. First, it 

is concelvable that in a given task the different explicatory mechanisms operate 

simultaneously. This means that if the mechanisms being activa in a task 

counteract one another, the performance effects brought about by one may be 

concealed ,by the effects due to the other. Consider, for example, the finding that in 

the topographic task variants time to completion under concurrent verbalization 

failed to increase with the proportional use of the more visual hypothesis-and-test 

strategy. In spite of the failure to find such a relationship, it is still possible that with 

the acloption of this strategy visually represented information is translateet into a 

verbal form in order to report about it. This because of the processing speed being 

so slow that the time-consuming recoding can be carried out without the need to 

slow down task performance. Secondly, there is the possibility that the different 

mechanisms are task-specific. That is to say, a partirolar mechanism may operate 

in one task but not, or to a lesser degree, in another. 

1t should also be pointed out that the explanations given here are strongly 

related to each other. First of all, each account incorporates the notion of STM as a 

unitary mechanism storing various kinds of task-relevant information and having a 

limited capacity. Secondly, there appears to be a very peculiar relationship 

between the processing speed point of view and the attentional capacity 

interpretation. Superficially, these two explanations may seem quite different since 

the claims they imply are in contradiction with each other. And yet, the two are 

unified by the assumption already described earlier that there might exist an 

inverse relationship between the speed with which cognitive processas proceed 

and the amount of attention required toperfarm them. lnterestingly, this assumption 

can be linked directly to the commonly accepteet idea that cognitive processas may 

differ in the extent to which they are controlled or automatic (Schneider and 

Shiffrin, 1977). Controlled processas have a slow pace and place high demands 

on attention whereas automatic processas praeeed tastand are undemanding of 

attention. Considering this distinction as a continuurn rather than a rigid dichotomy, 

it offers a way to paraphrase the processing speed and attentional capacity 

interpretation as follows. A higher level of automation has the beneticlal effect of 

increasing the amount of attentional capacity to be invested in verbalizing 
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concurrently about the cognitive processas used. But at the same time, it has the 

detrimental effect of speeding up the cognitive processas so that synchronization 

with the relatively low rate of verbalization becomes more difficult. 

Again tuming to the experimental results, it may be remembered that concurrent 

verbalization led also toa substantial impravement in accuracy in the imaginative 

version of the topographic diagnosis task, although only under conditions invalving 

a high mental load. This is another finding which does not accord well with the 
! 

predictions made, for from the Ericsson and Sirnon model it was derived that in 

fault diagnosis the cognitive processas concerned would not change 

fundamentally as a result of reporting about them concurrently. How can this 

COntradietory finding be explained? 

In trying to answer this question, it should be noticed that of the different tasks 

employed in the study, the imaginative variant of the topographic diagnosis task 

was the only one where concurrent verbalization affected accuracy. Neither the 

perceptual task variant nor the functional diagnosis task showed such a 

performance change. Thus, the explanation may be sought in features which 

distinguish the affected task trom the other two. One such feature is whether the 

basic information about the system to be diagnosed is directly available or not.. 

Dependent upon the nature of the diagnosis task, the information typically 

employed relates to the topology of the system or to the system's functioning. The 

first kind of information is used in the two versions of the topographic diagnosis task 

and the latter kind in the functional diagnosis task. The distinctive property of the 

imaginative version of the topographic diagnosis task now is that perceptual 

access to the basic information is denied. Rather, this information must first be 

retrieved trom long-term memory (LTM), that is to say transferred to STIVI, befere it 

can be processed. And also, once in STIVI, the imagined intermation must be 

rehearsed continuously in order to keep it available. One could speculate that such 

regeneralive processas oparating on an image are carried out more effectively 

when reporting about them at the same time. lf this is so, a better task performance 

might result. Speculatiens like these are in line with Paivio's theoretica! notions 

(1971) that verbal processas are particularly effective in arousing visual images 

and are capable of providing order and direction when inspecting these. Our 

finding is also in accordance with the results of other empirica! studies 

demonstraling that concurrent verbalization impraves performance in a dynamic 

systems control task when a graphical representation of the system is lacking 

(IVIcGeorge and Burton, 1989, experiment 1; Stanley et al., 1989, experiment 1 ). 
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In research on verbal report reactivity, it is rather common to coneet product· 

oriented data, such as total time on task and overall accuracy, as a basis tor 
interring whether the cognitive processas under study change fundamentally. 

Operation·oriented data, such as the task strategy adopted, are seldom employed 

for this purpose. Nevertheless, the scarce evidence there is shows fora number of 

tasks (slight) ditterences in strategy use as a result of the requirement to report con

currently (Biehal and Chakravarti, 1989; Deffner, 1984, experiment 1; Deffner, 

1988). This ralses the question why such ditterences did not turn up In any of the 

tasks used in the present study. A possible explanation is that in the studies about 

which the literature reports the subjects received no or hardly any training in the 

administered tasks whereas the subjects in our study were relatively well-practiced. 

One might speculate that with more practica on a task the load imposed on atten

tional capacity decreasas so that the employed strategy bacomes less susceptible 

to an attention~emanding verbalization activity carried out concurrently. 

As to reactivity In retrospective verbal reports, our results conform nlcely to the 

predlctlons made. Specifically, neither the two variants of the topographic diag

nosis task nor the functional diagnosis task showed any change in performance 

when reporting about it in retrospect. Although intriguing, it is not particularly clear 

to us why In the only other relevant study we know of, i.e. the one carried out by 

Russo et al. (1989), retrospective verbalization effects did occur. 

8.1.2. Verbal report valldity 

For the perceptual variant of the topographic diagnosis task, it appeared that under 

concurrent verbanzation there was a moderate dagree of agreement between the 

performance data and the corresponding protocol data. For the imaginative task 

variant, this agreement proved to be substantial and that appeared also to be the 

case for the functional diagnosis task. Furthermore, in all the tasks employed, it was 

found that under retrospective verbalization the two types of data agreed somewhat 

less than under concurrent verbalization, though the agreement was in general still 

moderate and did not differ significantly. 

Taken together, these flndings in the first place indicate that with both ways of fauH 

diagnosis verbal reports are produced which possess at least a fair dagree of 

validity. This is more or less in accordance with the predictions made. But 

somewhat unexpectedly, the findings also indicate that the validity of the verbal 

reports generated in ratrospeet is consistently worse than that of the concurrent 
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reports. Actually, there is additional empirica! evidence strongly suggesting that 

especlally with topographic diagnosis the retrospective verbal reports are not 

particularly valid. Specifically it was found that in the two variants of the topo

graphic diagnosis task the performance data showed (combined) effects of 

verbalization type (concurrent versus retrospective) and/or difficulty which were not 

shown by the protocol data, and vice versa. In both task variants, these differences 

could be traeed back to the retrospective verbalizatlon condition. An illustrative 

example of this is provided by the imaginative task variant where under retro· 

spective verbalization with an increase in difficulty the protocol data revealed a 

decrease in the proportional use of the hypothesis-and-test strategy whereas the 

performance data did not. Although failing to include a fully adequate control in 

their experimental designs, other investigators have also found indications that 

retrospective verbal reports may be less valid than concurrent reports (Fidler, 1983; 

Russo et al., 1989). 

In trying to explain the inferior validity of the retrospective reports, we once 

again turn to the theoretica! model postuialed by Ericsson and Simon. Starting from 

that model, the crucial difference between the two forms of verbal reporting lies in 

the kind of memory from which information about the cognitive processas involved 

is extracted. When verbalizing concurrently, the intermation is directly accessible . 

from STM while with retrospective verbalization the information is generally no 

Jonger available there but has to be retrieved from L TM. Since retrieval trom L TM is 

fallible, retrospective verbal reports might be expected to be less valid. Note, how

ever, that in the present study retrieval cues were administered which, according to 

the Ericsson and Sirnon model, should be particularly effective in reducing 

potentlal memory failures when verbalizing retrospectively. The question thus 

becomes why these cues failed in eliciting verbal reports the validity of which came 

up to that of the concurrent ones. One possibility is that task execution took so long 

that not all the information passing through STM left a retrievable trace in LTM. lf 

so, the information contained in the retrospective reports. should be less than the 

information content of the concurrent reports. The finding that in each task 

employed the frequency of retrospective verbalization was lower than the 

frequency of concurrent verbanzation is consistent with this. Assuming that great 

difficulties were encountered in reecvering from L TM the information held in STM 

during task performance, one should also allow for the possibility that the retrieval 

cues were used to regenerale that intermation by redoing the task. A verbal report 

based on such a regeneratien process may not bear any close relation to the 

actual cognitive processes. By comparing the contents of concurrent and 

retrospective reports, Russo et al. (1989) suggest as well that the retrospective form 
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of verbal reporting may suffer from both forgetting and fabrlcation. 

1t should be stressed that the posslbilities listed hare are merely speculative. No 

definite conclusions can be drawn about what caused the inferior validity of the 

retrospective verbal reports. 

From the findings on verbal report valldity, it is also evident that the performance 

and protocol data by no means agree entirely. Thus, one might conetude that the 

generaled verbal reports are far from being perfectly valid. 1t should be polnted out, 

however, that disagreements between the two types of data do not necessarily 

result from an invalid verbal report but can emanate from other sourees as well. 

These souroes can be subsumed under the next two headlngs: 

1. the performance and protocol data not fulfilling the assumptions of the validity 

test; 

2. the performance and protocol data being independent of one another. 

ad. 1. When assesslng verbal report validity, the performance data serve as the 

criterion against which the protocol data are evaluated. Here, lt is implicitly 

assumed that the performance data themselves are perfectly valid. In each expe

riment, this assumption was tested by examining whether the task strategies 

derived from the non-verbal behavloral recordings were accompanied with a priori 

speelfled performance differences. The results of these tests were in general 

satisfactory in that the predieled relationships emerged indeed. But, although this 

may be regarded as circumstantial evidence, it does certainly not mean that the 

tenability of the assumption has really been proven. Strictly speaking, the resutts 

only showed no marked violations of it. So, one should allow for the possibility that 

the performance datatoa greater or lessar extent suffered from invalidity. 

Another assumption underlying a test of verbal report validity is that the protocol 

data are reliable. Vlolation of this assumption may also lead to disagreements 

between the two types of data. In each experiment, the reliability of the protocol 

data was evaluated by determining the inter- and intra-coder agreement of the task 

strategies extracted trom the verbal reports. lt appeared that the strength of these 

two forms of agreement was in general substantial but definitely not perfect. As a 

result, a cértain lack of reliability in the protocol data cannot be ruled out either. 

In testing verbal report validity, it is also assumed that the performance and 

protocol data are sensitive enough to dateet report inaccuracies. In the 

experiments, the tenability of this assumption was demonstrated by showing that 

both sets of measures were affected by variables such as verbanzation type andlor 
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task difficulty. However, this experimental method does not prove data sensitivity. 

This is because it is always possible that the data are indeed susceptible to the 

manipulated factor but not to true verbal report inaccuracy. Furthermore, the two 

sets of measures involved may have a differentialsensltlvity. For example, it is con

ceivable that in the present study the sensitivity of the protocol data is superior to 

that of the performance data as the latter are derived from non-verbal behavloral 

recordings, in partJeular the subjects' manipulative responses during the task, 

which usually possess a lower temporal density than the subjects' corresponding 

verbalizations. This may be another souree of disagreements between the two sets 

of data. 

ad. 2. Even in the case when the performance data as wen as the protocol data 

are perfectly valid, it is still possible that they do not agree with each other. This 

may occur when the performance data capture components of cognitive functioning 

that are not captured by the protocol data, or vice versa. In other words, bath data 

types may provide an accurate picture of the cognitive processes being studied, but 

the particular aspects tappad by one may be so different trom those tapped by the 

other that the two disagree. In this respect, it is worth remembering that in denving 

the performance data use is made of non-verbal behaviaral recordings which 

consist of the tests the subjects make while doing the diagnosis taskin hand. The 

protocol data, on the other hand, are extracted from verbal report information that 

typically reveals in what way the subjects arrive at the tests and how they evaluate 

the outcomes. Thus, whereas the performance data essentially encompass the 

actual test actions of the subjects, the protocol data most likely incorporate the 

subjects' planning and evaluative responses. In view of this, one should be wary 

that a subjeet's test behavior need nat be consistent with hls plans or evaluations. 

Consider, for example, a subject who adopts a demanding strategy when planning 

a subsequent test but in doing so makes a mistake and unintentionally perfarms a 

test which is indicative of a less demanding strategy. Whenever such 

inconsistencies occur, the performance and protocol data will tend to disagree. 

To conclude, apart trom failing to provide a valid verbal report, there are severa/ 

other possible causes of disagreements between the two sets of data. Among 

these are: the performance data being invalid, the protocol data being unre/iable, 

and the performance and protocol data having a differential sensitivity. Another 

possible cause is that the two sets of data are independent of one another. 

Unfortunately, it is unclear what portion of the observed disagreements can be 

explained by each of these causes. Nevertheless, to the extent that any or all of 

them were operative, true verbal report validity may have been underestimated. 
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8.2. Conclusions and implications for future research 

This final paragraph describes the main conclusions of the research reported here 

and points to some of the larger gaps that remain to be tilled for future research. 

This is done trom a theoretica!, methodological, and practical point of view. 

Theoretica! consequences 
lf the present study has yielded anything, it is the insight that the foramost theory of 

verbal report generation, i.e. the model proposed by Ericsson and Simon (1980 

and 1984), is not always easy to apply for predicting in advance whether verbal 

reports of iask-directed cognitive processas will be accurate or not. A major factor 

restricting the applicability of this model is that it may be very ditticuit to establish 

whether the conditions under which its propositions hold have really been satisfied. 

According to the model, verbal report accuracy depends upon the content and the 

form of the information that is held in STM during the cognitive processas being 

reported about. So, what is needed to be able to derive predictions trom the model 

is a priori evidence as to what information is in STM at the time of the verbal report. 

However, severe methodological difficulties may arise in obtaining such evidence. 

Especially with the study of relatively complex or real-world tasks the available 

research methods do not appear to be fully adequate for that purpose. 

In the present study, for example, we relied heavily on tormal task analyses to 

inter for the two basic fault diagnosis tasks employed in what form the information 

to be processed would reside in STM. Primarily on the basis of these analyses, we 

feit somewhat assured that one of the tasks would involve a visual form of 

information processing and the other a verbal form. In view of the somewhat 

subjective nature of the task analyses, the validity of such an assumption can still 

be questioned. For that reason, it might be worthwhila to investigate whether other 

methods exist to confirm the assumption. 

Since in the study the conditions under which the propositions of the Ericsson 

and Simon model hold may have been violated, the results do not allow drawing 

strong conclusions about the correctness of this model. Nevertheless, given that 

the model does not lend itself so easily to make clear predictions, it cannot be con

sidered wholly adequate in its present form. Fairly trivially, it follows that in the 

future more satisfactory models of verbal report generation should be developed. 

Notwithstanding its problems, the Ericsson and Simon model may still be used 

as a heuristic framewerk from which working hypotheses are drawn which give 

direction to the investigation of the relevant phenomena. As our research clearly 

demonstrates, the value of the model in that capacity can be very great indeed. 
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More specifically, the model has proven very helpful in identifying the two critica! di

mensions for verbal report accuracy to occur: the nature of the cognitive processas 

engaged in and the way in which they are interrogated. Furthermore, the model 

appeared to provide a coherent and plausible account for a substantial number of 

the results obtained. 

Methodologlcal consequences 
lf it is impossible to predict the quality of verbal reports on the basis of theoretica! 

notions, attempts should be undertaken to delermine it empirically. And yet, the 

present study also shows that an empirica! assessment of verbal report accuracy is 

no easy enterprise either, at least when following the approach taken here. One of 

the fundamental problems associated with the chosen approach is that it is only 

applicable for the study of tasks where the cognitive processas involved underlie 

non-verbal behaviors which are suitable for being recorded. Non-verbal behaviaral 

recordings are typically needed for generating the performance data on the basis 

of which verbal report accuracy is tested. However, in many task settings, the 

cognitive processas have no or hardly any counterparts in recordable non-verbal 

activities. Thls problem comes especially to the front when one wants to base the 

verbal report accuracy tests on performance data which reprasent the underlying 

operations of cognitive processing. 

For example, in the experiments presenled here, a continuous record was 

made of the diagnostic tests the subjects successively entered while performing 

one of the fault diagnosis tasks selected for use. That such recordings may be 

unsuitable for identifying the particular task strategies the subjects employed is 

apparent from the fact that the computer algorithms developed to make these 

derivations frequently failed to distinguish one strategy trom another. So, for the 

fault diagnosis tasks used, there is clearly a need for a more refined maasurement 

of observable non-verbal actlvities in order to allow a better identification of 

strategy use. 

Another basic problem associated with the approach we foliowed is that appli

cation of it is only warranted if a number of relatively restrictive assumptions about 

the data being colleeled has been satisfied. As a matter of tact, verification of these 

assumptions Is in ltself no sinecure. This problem toa bacomes especially promi

nent when testing verbal report accuracy on the basis of operation-oriented 

performance data. In that case, the applicability of the approach is restricted to 

tasks for which one has an accurate model of the cognitive processas involved. 

Such a model is in particular needed for ensuring that the required performance 
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data fulfill the assumption of perfect validity. 

In psychological research, a graat deal of model building has been done for 

relatively artificial and well-structured tasks, but more realistic and complex task 

domains are seldom covered. For an exception, see the recent work of Sanderson 

(1989 and 1990) and Sanderson et al. (1989b). Having no appropriate cognitive 

model for the speeltic taskunder investigation, a necessary and flrst step to be able 

to test verbal report accuracy effectively is to construct one. Apart from the fact that 

davaloping a cognitive task model may take considerable time and effort, all kinds 

of fundamental questions have to be faced. Among these are the following. How 

can a cognitive model be arrived at? Is it possible to construct one on the basis of 

"objective• measures, such as response lateneles and eye fixatlons, or must one 

rely on verbal reports, the quality of which is just open to question? Does the 

constructed model allow testing lts validity? 

For the fault diagnosis tasks employed in the current study, we formulated 

models of strategy use on the basis of normative modeling attempts reported in the 

literature in combination with an analysis of verbal reports obtained in pilot experi· 

ments. Saveral findings can be interpreled as supportlog evidence for these 

models, especially those which indicate that the underlying assumptions of the 

tests on verbal report accuracy ware met. Nevertheless, more research has to be 

done in order to establish whether the proposed models are really adequate in 

their present form. 

The approach being foliowed suffers trom another fundamental problem requiring 

consideration. In the approach, the two distinct forms of verbal report accuracy are 

tested by determining how well two sets of data tend to agree with one another. 

More specifically, the reactivity test is basedon two sets of performance measures, 

one set collected in a verbalization condition and the other in a related silent 

control condition. The validity test involves a set of performance measures and a 

corresponding set of protocol measures, both collected in a verbalization condition. 

The better the agreement between the two sets of data being compared, the less 

reactive and the more valid the generated verbal reports are assumed to be. This, 

however, should not be interpreled to imply that disagreements between the data 

necessarily rasuit trom an inability to produce a non-reactiva or valid report. There 

are a good many other factors which may be responsible for this (see also 

Sanderson, 1989 or White, 1988). The more important of these are: (1) using data 

that vlolate the assumptions underlying the accuracy tests being performed, (2) 

when testing for one form of verbal report accuracy failing to control for the other, 

(3) adopting inadequate verbanzation procedures, and (4) camparing two sets of 
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data that capture distinct components of the cognitive processas under study. 

Before disagreements between the collected data can be taken as evidence 

against verbal report accuracy, all these factors must be ruled out or accounted for 

insome way. So, one should be very caretul in deciding all too quickly that verbal 

report accuracy cannot possibly be achieved. 

As already discussed above, detecting possible departures from the test 

assumptions being made ideally requires a cognitive model of the task under 

investigation. But how should one assess possible effects of the other factors listed 

here? For example, on what grounds is it reasonable to assume that in a particular 

validity test the performance measures tap the same aspects of cognitive 

processing as the corresponding protocol measures? As a matter of fact, if there 

are no strong raasons for expecting such a correspondence beforehand, it makes 

little sense to performthetest at all. Obviously, one does not only need a model of 

the task-directed cognitive processas but also a model specifying whether, and if 

so, under what conditions these processas can be reported (Bainbridge, 1979). In 

other words, when testing verbal report accuracy empirically, one has to 

understand it theoretically. Given that up till now a fully adequate theory of verbal 

reporting is lacking, this requirement may not be met so easily. 

In the face of the problems that arise when evaluating the quality of verbal reports 

according to the approach taken here, future research efforts might be directed at 

the development and the use of more sophisticated approaches. 

Practical consequences 
Of course, the crucial point is whether we are now in the position to answer the 

question with which we started our research: do verbal reports possess the 

potentiel to yield a non-reactiva and valid account of the cognitive processas 

involved in fault diagnosis? We feel that our experiments have demonstraled that 

the answer to this question is not a simple yes or no but requires consideration of at 

least two variables: in the first place, the nature of the diagnostic activities and 

secondly, the way in which access is gained to them. The first variabie relates to 

the distinction between topographic and functional search and the second to the 

distinction between concurrent and retrospective verbalization. 

With respect to the first variable, the experimental results indicate that 

concurrent verbalization changes the accuracy of topographic search, although 

only when the search refers to an image; there are no indications that topographic 

search with raferenee to a percept and that functional search are affected in such a 

manner. This suggests that while one way of fault diagnosis may suffer from sub-
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stantial reactivity as a result of generating a concurrent verbal report the other may 

not. At the same time, the data also suggest that reporting concurrently with one or 

the other way of fault diagnosis is not that disruptive that an even more serious form 

of reactivity occurs, namely a change in the diagnostic strategy employed. 

As to the second variable, i.e. the way in which the diagnostic actlvities are 

accessed, the findings in the first place indicate that concurrent verbalization 

decreasas the processing speed of topographic as well as functional search. So, 

concurrent verbal reports on fault diagnosis seem to suffer trom at least a weak 

form of reactivity. Retrospective verbal reports, on the other hand, appear to be 

completely free from this kind of inaccuracy. In the second place, there are 

indications that again for both ways of fault diagnosis, concurrent verbal reports are 

somewhat more valid than retrospective reports. 

lt is important to realize that there are saveral factors restricting our ability to 

generalize the results we obtained. One such factor is the use of a very special 

sample of subjects, namely univarsity students. The question can be raised 

whether the same results would be found for other groups of persons, e.g. 

operators. The concern hare is that there may be significant group differences with 

respect to relevant subject variables, such as the fluency in reporting about 

cognitive processes. Wrth respect to this, itis noteworthy that even in the relatively 

homogensous sample of subjects used in the current study large individual 

differences in the rata and frequency of verbanzation couk:l bè observed. Another 

factor putting restrictions on the generalizability of the results concerns the specific 

task conditions created in the experiments. Actually, these should certainly not be 

considered as representative of all the fault diagnosis situations which can be 

found in real life. For example, in the experiments, each time a new fault-finding 

problem is administered which has a multi-step character. This essentially means 

that the problem-relevant information provided at the start defines a set of potentlal 

taults which on the basis of additionally collected information must be reduced step 

by step before the final diagnosis can be attempted. In practica, however, it may 

occur that through repeated experience with the same diagnostic situation the 

information obtained first can be directly linked to a particular fault, thus leading to 

an immediate diagnosis. One might argue that it is easier to report about a problem 

which has to be solved step-wise than about a single-step problem. This on the 

ground that the former problem calls for a cognitively controlled process which 

makes considerable use of STM whereas the latter one invokes an automatic 

recognition process. 

In this context, it is interesting to note that in recent years an increasing number 
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of studies provides saveral instances where, as a result of practica on a task, 

performance tends to diverge from the ability to produce a verbal report about it. lt 

appears that such a dissociation can take various forms (Sanderson, 1989): (1) 

improved performance with no change in verbal reporting, (2) no change in 

performance with a better verbal report, and (3) improved performance with a 

worse report. Dissociations have been found for a variety of tasks, such as artificial 

grammar learning (see Reber, 1989, for a review of this research), rule learning 

(e.g. Lewicki et al., 1987), and dynamic systems control (e.g. Braadbent et al., 

1986). The occurrence of a dissociation is usually interpreled to indicate that the 

cognitive processas used for performing the task are so different trom those 

required for reportingabout it that they cannot be accessed verbally. 

Unfortunately, practically all the studies presenting these indications of invalid 

verbal reporting adopt verbalization procedures which are not particularly appro

priate, at least in the light of Ericsson and Simon's recommendations. As a matter 

of fact, this was exactly the reason why we excluded these studies from our litera

ture review. Furthermore, a good many of them appear to suffer trom the same 

methodological imperfections as many of the experiments we did incl.ude. These 

are: failing to control for the other farm of verbal report inaccuracy, i.e. reactivity, 

and failing to control for the operations of cognitive processing. Notwithstanding. 

such shortcomings, taken tagether the studies strongly suggest that certain aspects 

of task-directed cognitive processas are not accessible fora verbal report. 

In view of the for.egoing, it is critica! that future research tries to establish 

whether the results of the current study are applicable to other groups of people 

and other types of fault diagnosis problems. 

Bearing in mind the aforementioned limitations of generalizibility, we finally draw a 

number of implications from our findings for the practical use of the verbal protocol 

methodology in the task domain of fault diagnosis. 

lf the fault diagnosis task being studied has to be carried out under time 

pressure, one would do better not to elicit concurrent verbal reports as their 

production may slow down the speed of performance. In addition, one should be 

concerned that verbalizing concurrently may affect the accuracy of performance if 

the taskunder study places high demands on imagery. In these cases, it might be 

better to collect retrospective reports since this is most likely to have na effect on 

task performance at all. On theether hand, concurrent verbalization will probably 

nat alter the strategy used in the task. Furthermore, this farm of verbalization is 

likely to yield data which permit a more valid identification of strategy use than 

retrospective verbalization. So, where possible, concurrent verbal reports should 
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be collected to capture the cognitive processas involved in fault diagnosis. 
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The present study investigates the applicability of tl)e so--called verbal protocol 

methodology in the task domain of fault diagnosis. More specifically, it examines 

whether verbal reports possess the potentlal to yield an accurate account of the 

cognitive processas involved in fault diagnosis. 

In the first chapter, two forms of inaccurate verbal reporting are described, namely 

reactivity and lack of validity. Reactivity occurs if the cognitive processas which 

normally proceed during task performance are changed by the mere requirement 

to report about them. In the case of lack of validity, the report does not accurately 

reflect the actual cognitive processes, regardless of whether the processing is' 

reactive or not. 

Chapter 2 gives an exposition of two theoretica! works that seem to present 

conflicting viewpoints concerning the status of verbal reports. The chapter in 

particular deals with the thesis put forward by Nisbettand Wilson (1979) and the 

model developed by Ericsson and Sirnon (1980 and 1984). The two proposals are 

contrastad with respect to the next two criteria: (1) the precision with which the 

introduced theoretica! constructs are specified, and (2) the power to explain 

empirica! findings. 1t is concluded that the model of Ericsson and Sirnon has been 

more precisely formulated and has more explanatory power than the thesis of 

Nisbett and Wilson. However, it is also concluded that the applicability of the 

Ericsson and Sirnon model is limited since severe methodological difficulties may 

arise in operationalizing its key construct, namely short-term memory. Therefore, 

the model will be used only as a broad conceptual framework tor drawing tentative 

working hypotheses about the phenomena to be investigated. 

In the third chapter, an outline is given of the approach according to which 

empirica! tests of verbal report accuracy are generally carried out. This approach 

essentially consists of testing tor reactivity by making a comparison between a set 
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of performance data obtained in a verbalization condition and a similar set of data 

from a related silent control condition. lt also involves testing for validity by 

comparing a set of performance data and an associated set of protocol data, both 

collected in a verbanzation condition. The lower the correspondence between the 

two sets of data concerned, the more reactive or the more invalid the verbal 

reporting is assumed to be. 

When adopting this approach, there are saveral factors threatening the validity 

or the generality of the conclusions to be drawn. Threats to validity may stem from 

failures to verify whether the collected data fulfill the assumptions underlying the 

tests performed. The three basic assumptions being made pertain to: (1) the validity 

of the performance data, (2) the reliability of the protocol data, and (3) the sensitivity 

of the two sets of data. Threats to generality are typically due to the next two 

limitations: (1) testing only one form of verbal report inaccuracy, and (2) using data 

referring only to the productsof the cognitive processas under study. On the one 

hand, each of these two limitations can have the effect that true deviations from 

verbal report accuracy go unnoticed, the first limitation because of the possibility 

that accuracy in the tested form is achieved at the cost of accuracy in the not-tested 

form, and the second limitation by virtue of the fact that the same outcoma of a 

cognitive process may be generated through different underlying operations. On 

the other hand, the two limitations can also lead to the erroneous conclusion that 

an accurate verbal report cannot possibly be realized, the first limitation because of 

the possibility that inaccuracy in the tested form is simply caused by inaccuracy in 

the not-tested form, and the second limitation by virtue of the fact that verbal report 

inaccuracy may affect the outcomes of a cognitive process but not the operations. 

lt is examined whether the aforementioned threats to valid and general 

interenee making are adequately countered by a number of studies about which 

the literature reports. On the basis of this examination, it is concluded that in 

empirica! research on verbal report accuracy a highly restricted approach is usually 

adopted. This does not appear to affect the validity but the generality of the 

obtained results. 

In Chapter 4, the Ericsson and Sirnon model is applied in an attempt to ldentify the 

factors that mlght determine verbal report accuracy in the task domain of fault 

diagnosis. Two factors seem to be crucial: (1) the nature of the diagnostic actlvities 

to be reported about, and (2) the form in which the verbal reports are delivered. The 

first factor distinguishes between topographic and functional search. Topographic 

search is a way of fault finding in which use is made of information which rafers to 

the anatomical structure of the malfunctioning system. In functional search, the 
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information used refers to the werking (i.e. the dynamics) of the system. The secend 

factor distinguishes between giving a verbal report concurrently with diagnostic 

activities and reporting about such activities in retrospect. By combining these two 

factors, four possible situations of verbal report generation emerge, namely 

reporting concurrently or retrospectively about topographic or functional search. 

From the Ericsson and Sirnon model it is tentatively predicted that in all but one of 

these situations the produced verbal reports will be free of reactivity and will not 

suffer from a lack of validity, provided that they are adequately elicited. Only for the 

situation in which the generation of a verbal report is concurrent with topographic 

search, the predietien is that reactivity will occur, although not as a fundamental 

change in the cognitive processas engaged in but merely as a decrease in 

processing speed. Apart from the fact that these predictions are rather rough, it 

appears that the current state of empirica! evidence is too weak to assume that they 

will actually come true. Therefore, the present study has been designed to provide 

more direct evidence for the predictions. lt in particular examines the reactivity and 

validity of concurrent and retrospective verbal reporting about topographic and 

functional search. 

In the remainder of the chapter, the general design of the study is described. 

Two basically different fault diagnosis tasks are employed. One task is supposed to . 

require topographic search and the other functional search. The topographic 

search task cernprises two variants, namely a perceptual and an imaginative 

variant. These variants arebasedon the idea that topographic search may differ in 

the extent to which it relies on a percept or on an internal image. Each taskis used 

in another experiment so that the study consists of three experiments. In each 

experiment, a group of subjects performs one of the fault diagnosis tasks under the 

next three conditions: (1) silence, (2) concurrent verbalization, and (3) retrospective 

verbalization. Use is made of verbalization procedures which according to the 

Ericsson and Sirnon model should be very effective in counteracting the two forms 

of verbal report inaccuracy. 

In each experiment, the employed fault diagnosis task is computer-implemented 

and requires the subjects to interact with a keyboard-display system. On-line 

recordings are made of the diagnostic tests the subjects successively enter to find 

the fault. The recordings constitute the basis for a variety of performance data. 

These are not only data referring to the productsof the subjects' performance, such 

as total time on task and overall accuracy, but also data reprasenting the 

operations underlying it. The operation-oriented performance data typically relate 

to the strategies the subjects follow in the task. These data are derived by a 

computer-based algorithm that has been developed to classify each recorded test 
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into one of the possible task strategies. In addition, tape-recortlings are made of the 

subjecls' verbalizations and the transcriptions thereof are analyzed by a group of 

trained caders who classify all the tests reported about into the same task 

strategles. The strategy classlflcations produced by the caders constitute the 

protocol data. The performance and protocol data thus obtained are subsequently 

subjeeled to tests on verbal report accuracy accortling to the approach described 

above. However, this Is only done after it has been established that the data do not 

systematlcally vialate the assumptions whereupon these tests rest. 

The Chapters 5, 6 and 7 contain a detailed description of the respective 

experiments. In each of these chapters, an account is given of the methad used to 

generata the required data and the results of the data analyses are reported. 

In the linal chapter, the experimental results are combined and lnterpreted in the 

light of the predictlons drawn from the Ericsson and Sirnon model. Wrth respect to 

reactivity, the findings indicate that generating a concurrent verbal report to a 

greater or lasser extent decreasas the processing speed of both topographic and 

functional search. Thus, the predietien that the slowing down effect due to con

current verbal report generation would be restricted to topographic search is not 

wholly in line with the data. This difference is explained in terms of: (1) the way In 

which the information being processed during task performance is represented in 

short-term memory, (2) the speed with which thls information passes through short

term memory, and (3) the demands the information processing makes on the 

limited capecity of short-term memory. Another somewhat unexpected finding Is 

that reporting concurrently with topographic search Impraves performance 

accuracy. although only when the search operates upon an internel image. There 

are no indications that topographlc search directed at a percept and that functional 

search are affected In such a menner. 1t is suggested that verbal processas may 

facilitate the retrieval of information trom long-term memory and the processing of it 

in short-term memory when that information is represented inthefarm of an Image. 

At the same time, reporting concurrently with one or the other way of fault diagnosis 

does not seem to interfere to such a dagree that an even more serious farm of 

reactivity occurs, namely a change in the diagnostic strategy employed. As to 

reactlvity in retrospective verbal reports, the results appear to conform niçely to the 

predictions made. That is to say, neither topographic search nor functional search 

is affected in any way whatever when reporting about it in retrospect. 

With respect to validity, it is found that with bath ways of fault diagnosis verbal 

reports are produced which possess at least a fair degree of validity. This is more 
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or less in accordance with the predictions. But somewhat unexpectedly, the 

findings also indicate that the validity of the verbal reports generated in ratrospeet 

is consistently worse than that of the concurrent reports. The inferior validity of the 

retrospective reports is suggested to be due to fallacies in ratriaving the required 

information from long-term memory, in particular forgetting and reconstructing. lt 

also seems that both types of verbal reports are far from being perfectly valid. The 

explanation for this is sought in the possibility that: (1) the performance and 

protocol data do not fulfill the assumptions of the validity test, and (2) the 

performance and protocol data tap distinct aspectsof cognitive functioning. 

As the foregoing shows, there are several instances where the predictions 

drawn from the Ericsson and Sirnon model do not come true. Unfortunately, it is not 

clear whether this occurs because the model's propositions are incorrect or 

because the conditions under which these propositions hold have been violated. 

The remainder of the chapter describes the major implications of the study from 

a theoretica!, methodological and practical point of view. At the theoreticallevel, it 

is concluded that up till now a fully adequate theory of the processas involved in 

verbal report generation is lacking since the most prominent model currently 

available, i.e. the model developed by Ericsson and Simon, does not lend itself so 

easily for deriving clear predictions. At the methodological level, it is concluded that 

the basic approach for determining verbal report accuracy empirically is associated 

with a number of fundamental problems which put severe restrictions on its 

applicability. From a practical point of view, the main conclusion is that in the task 

domain of fault diagnosis the verbal protocol methodology cannot be 

indiscriminately applied as the quality of the data this technique yields seems to 

depend u pon at least two factor: (1) the nature of the diagnostic activities engaged 

in (i.e. topographic or functional search), and (2) the way in which these activities 

are accessed (i.e. by means of concurrent or retrospective verbalization). 
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Samenvatting 
(Summary in Dutch) 

De huidige studie onderzoekt de bruikbaarheid van de zogenaamde verbale proto

col methodologie in het taakdomein van foutdiagnose. In het bijzonder wordt nage

gaan of verbale rapporten de mogelijkheid bieden een nauwkeurige beschrijving 

te geven van de cognitieve processen die bij foutdiagnose betrokken zijn. 

In het eerste hoofdstuk worden twee vormen van onnauwkeurig verbaal rapporte

ren beschreven, namelijk reactiviteit en gebrek aan validiteit. Reactiviteit doet zich 

voor indien de cognitieve processen die normaal plaatsvinden tijdens het 

uitvoeren van een taak, veranderingen ondergaan, louter en alleen als gevolg van 

de noodzaak erover te rapporteren. Bij gebrek aan validiteit is het rapport geen 

nauwkeurige weergave van de feitelijke cognitieve processen, ongeacht of deze 

processen reactief zijn of niet. 

Hoofdstuk 2 bespreekt twee theoretische studies die tegenstrijdige opvattingen 

betreffende de status van verbale rapporten lijken te presenteren. Met name 

behandelt het hoofdstuk de these die door Nisbett en Wilson (1977) is geopperd 

en het model dat Ericsson en Sirnon (1980 en 1984) hebben ontwikkeld. Deze 

twee benaderingen worden tegenover elkaar geplaatst met betrekking tot de 

volgende twee criteria: (1) de nauwkeurigheid waarmee de theoretische 

constructen worden omschreven en (2) het vermogen empirische bevindingen te 

verklaren. Er wordt geconcludeerd dat het model van Ericsson en Sirnon beter 

gespecificeerd is en meer verklaringskracht heeft dan de these van Nisbett en 

Wilson. Maar er wordt ook geconcludeerd dat de bruikbaarheid van het Ericsson 

en Sirnon model beperkt is omdat zich ernstige methodologische problemen 

kunnen voordoen bij de operationalisering van het voornaamste construct, te 

weten het korte-termijn geheugen. Daarom zal het model slechts als een globaal 

conceptueel raamwerk gebruikt worden voor het afleiden van voorlopige 

werkhypothesen over de te onderzoeken verschijnselen. 
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Het derde hoofdstuk schetst de benadering volgens welke empirische toetsen 

naar de nauwkeurigheid van verbaal rapporteren over het algemeen worden 

uitgevoerd. In wezen bestaat deze benadering eruit reactiviteit te onderzoeken 

door een vergelijking te maken tussen een set van prestatiegegevens verkregen in 

een verbaliseringsconditie en een overeenkomstige set van gegevens uit een stille 

controle conditie. Validiteit wordt onderzocht door een set van prestatiegegevens 

te vergelijken met een set van protocolgegevens, beide verzameld in een 

verbaliseringsconditie. Naarmate de twee sets van betrokken gegevens minder 

goed met elkaar overeenkomen, wordt het verbaal rapporteren als meer reactief of 

minder valide beschouwd. 

Bij het toepassen van deze benadering zijn er verschillende factoren die de 

validiteit en de· generaliseerbaarheid van de te trekken conclusies in gevaar 

brengen. Bedreigingen voor validiteit kunnen ontstaan wanneer wordt verzuimd te 

verifiëren of de verzamelde gegevens aan de assumpties voldoen die ten 

grondslag liggen aan de uitgevoerde toetsen. De drie basisassumpties die worden 

gedaan betreffen: (1) de validiteit van de prestatiegegevens, (2) de 

betrouwbaarheid van de protocolgegevens en (3) de sensitiviteit van de twee sets 

van gegevens. Bedreigingen voor generaliseerbaarheid zijn typisch het gevolg 

van de volgende twee beperkingen: (1) het slechts één vorm van onnauwkeurig 

verbaal rapporteren onderzoeken en (2) het verzamelen van gegevens die 

uitsluitend betrekking hebben op de uitkomsten van de bestudeerde cognitieve 

processen. Enerzijds kan elk van deze twee beperkingen als resultaat hebben dat 

echte afwijkingen van nauwkeurig verbaal rapporteren onopgemerkt blijven, de 

eerste beperking vanwege de mogelijkheid dat nauwkeurigheid in de onderzochte 

vorm bereikt wordt ten koste van nauwkeurigheid in dè niet-onderzochte vorm en 

de tweede beperking vanwege het feit dat dezelfde uitkomst van een cognitief 
( 

proces door verschillende onderliggende operaties kan worden gegenereerd. 

Anderzijds kunnen de twee beperkingen ook tot de onjuiste conclusie leiden dat 

een nauwkeurig verbaal rapport niet te realiseren is, de eerste beperking vanwege 

de mogelijkheid dat onnauwkeurigheid in de onderzochte vorm eenvoudigweg 

veroorzaakt wordt door onnauwkeurigheid in de niet-onderzochte vorm en de 

tweede beperking vanwege het feit dat onnauwkeurig verbaal rapporteren de 

uitkomsten van een cognitief proces kan betreffen maar niet de operaties. 

Nagegaan wordt of een aantal studies waarvan de literatuur melding maakt, de 

eerder genoemde bedreigingen voor het trekken van valide en generaliseerbare 

conclusies adequaat beantwoordt. Op basis hiervan wordt vastgesteld dat in 

empirisch onderzoek naar de nauwkeurigheid van verbaal rapporteren doorgaans 

een uiterst beperkte benadering wordt gevolgd. Dit blijkt niet de validiteit maar wel 
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de generaliseerbaarheid van de verkregen resultaten aan te tasten. 

· In hoofelstuk 4 wordt het Ericsson en Sirnon model toegepast in een poging de fac

toren te identificeren die de nauwkeurigheid van verbaal rapporteren in het 

taakdomein van foutdiagnose zouden kunnen beïnvloeden. Twee factoren lijken 

cruciaal te zijn: (1) de aard van de te rapporteren diagnose-activiteiten en (2) de 

vorm waarin de verbale rapporten· worden geleverd. De eerste factor onderscheidt 

topografisch en functioneel zoeken. Topografisch zoeken is een manier van fout 

localiseren waarbij gebruik wordt gemaakt van informatie die betrekking heeft op 

de anatomische structuur van het niet goed functionerende systeem. Bij functioneel 

zoeken heeft de gebruikte informatie betrekking op de werking, dit is de dynamica, 

van het systeem. De tweede factor maakt onderscheid tussen het tegelijkertijd met 

diagnose-activiteiten een verbaal rapport genereren en achteraf over zulke 

activiteiten rapporteren. Door deze twee factoren te combineren ontstaan vier 

mogelijke situaties voor het produceren van verbale rapporten, namelijk 

tegelijkertijd of achteraf over topografisch of functioneel zoeken rapporteren. Uit het 

Ericsson en Sirnon model wordt voorlopig voorspeld dat in al deze situaties, met 

uitzondering van één, de geleverde verbale rapporten vrij zullen zijn van 

reactiviteit en niet zullen lijden aan een gebrek aan validiteit, ervan uitgaande dat 

ze op een adequate wijze worden uitgelokt. Alleen voor de situatie waarin de 

rapportage tegelijkertijd plaatsvindt met topografisch zoeken is de voorspelling dat 

reactiviteit zal optreden, zij het niet als een fundamentele verandering van de 

betrokken cognitieve processen maar uitsluitend als een vertraging van de 

verwerkingssnelheld. Afgezien van het feit dat deze voorspellingen vrij globaal 

zijn, blijkt de huidige staat van empirische evidentie te zwak om ervan uit te gaan 

dat ze werkelijk zullen uitkomen. De onderhavige studie is dan ook opgezet om 

meer directe evidentie voor de predicties te leveren. In het bijzonder worden de 

reactiviteit en de validiteit van gelijktijdig en achteraf rapporteren over topografisch 

en functioneel zoeken bestudeerd. 

De rest van het hoofelstuk beschrijft de globale opzet van de studie. Twee 

fundamenteel verschillende foutdiagnose-taken worden gebruikt. De ene taak 

wordt verondersteld topografisch zoeken te vereisen en de andere taak functioneel 

zoeken. De topografische zoektaak omvat twee varianten, namelijk een percep

tuele en een imaginatieve variant. Deze twee varianten zijn gebaseerd op de idee 

dat topografisch zoeken kan variêren met betrekking tot de mate waarin een 

beroep wordt gedaan op een percept of op een intern beeld. Elke taak wordt in een 

ander experiment gebruikt zodat de studie uit drie experimenten bestaat. In elk 

experiment voert een groep proefpersonen één van de foutdiagnose-taken uit 
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onder de volgende drie condities: (1) stilte, (2) tegelijkertijd verbaliseren en (3) 

achteraf verbaliseren. Er worden verbaliseringsprocedures toegepast die volgens 

het Ericsson en Sirnon model bijzonder effectief zouden moeten zijn in het 

tegengaan van de twee vormen van onnauwkeurig verbaal rapporteren. 

In elk experiment is de gebruikte taak op een computer geïmplementeerd en 

dienen de proefpersonen te interacteren met een toetsenbord-beeldscherm 

systeem. "On-line" registraties worden gemaakt van de diagnostische tests die de 

proefpersonen achtereenvolgens inbrengen om de fout te vinden. De registraties 

vormen de basis voor een aantal uiteenlopende prestatiegegevens. Het gaat 

hierbij niet alleen om gegevens die verwijzen naar de uitkomsten van het gedrag 

van de proefpersonen, zoals de totale tijd op de taak en globale nauwkeurigheid, 

maar ook om gegevens die de eraan ten grondslag liggende operaties 

weerspiegelen. De operatie-georiënteerde prestatiegegevens hebben typisch 

betrekking op de strategieën die de proefpersonen tijdens de taak volgen. Deze 

gegevens worden afgeleid door een computer-gebaseerd algoritme dat ontwikkeld 

is om elke geregistreerde test te classificeren in één van de mogelijke 

taakstrategieên. Bovendien worden bandopnames gemaakt van de 

varbaliseringen van de proefpersonen en de transcripties hiervan worden 

geanalyseerd door een groep getrainde codeurs die alle testen waarover wordt 

gerapporteerd in dezelfde taakstrategieën classificeren. De door de codeurs 

geleverde strategieclassificaties vormen de protocolgegevens. De aldus verkregen 

prestatie- en protocolgegevens worden vervolgens onderworpen aan toetsen naar 

de nauwkeurigheid van verbaal rapporteren, uitgevoerd volgens de hierboven 

beschreven benadering. Maar dit wordt pas gedaan nadat is vastgesteld dat de 

gegevens de assumpties waarop deze toetsen zijn gebaseerd, niet systematisch 

schenden. 

De hoofdstukken 5, 6 en 7 geven een gedetailleerde beschrijving van de respec

tievelijke experimenten. In elk van deze hoofdstukken wordt verslag gedaan van 

de gevolgde methode om de vereiste gegevens te verkrijgen en worden de 

resultaten van de bewerkingen daarop gerapporteerd. 

In het laatste hoofdstuk worden de experimentele resultaten gecombineerd en 

geïnterpreteerd in het licht van de uit het Ericsson en Sirnon model afgeleide voor

spellingen. Met betrekking tot reactiviteit wijzen de bevindingen erop dat het 

tegelijkertijd genereren van een verbaal rapport in meer of mindere mate de 

verwerkingssnelheid doet afnemen van zowel topografisch als functioneel zoeken. 

Dus de voorspelling dat de vertragende werking van het tegelijkertijd verbaal 
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rapporteren zich zou beperken tot topografisch zoeken, is niet geheel in lijn met de 

gegevens. Dit verschil wordt verklaard in termen van: (1) de wijze waarop de infor

matie die tijdens de taakuitvoering wordt verwerkt, gerepresenteerd is in het korte

termijn geheugen, (2) de snelheid waarmee deze informatie het korte-termijn 

geheugen passeert en (3) de eisen die de informatieverwerking aan de beperkte 

capaciteit van het korte-termijn geheugen stelt. Een andere, enigszins onver

wachte bevinding is dat het tegelijkertijd rapporteren bij topografisch zoeken de 

prestatienauwkeurigheid doet verbeteren, zij het alleen wanneer het zoeken op 

een intern beeld werkt. Er zijn geen aanwijzingen dat topografisch zoeken gericht 

op een percept en dat functioneel zoeken op een dergelijke wijze worden be"in

vloed. Gesuggereerd wordt dat verbale processen het terughalen van informatie uit 

het lange-termijn geheugen en de verwerking ervan in het korte-termijn geheugen 

kunnen vergemakkelijken indien die informatie gerepresenteerd is in de vorm van 

een beeld. Maar tegelijkertijd rapporteren bij de ene of de andere manier van foUt

diagnose lijkt niet zo sterk te interfereren dat een nog ernstiger vorm van reactiviteit 

optreedt, namelijk een wijziging in de toegepaste diagnosestrategie. Met betrek

king tot reactiviteit in achteraf geproduceerde verbale rapporten blijken de 

resultaten zich goed naar de voorspellingen te richten. Dat wil zeggen dat noch 

topografisch zoeken noch functioneel zoeken op welke wijze dan ook beïnvloed 

wordt wanneer er achteraf over gerapporteerd wordt. 

Wat betreft validiteit wordt er gevonden dat bij beide manieren van 

foutdiagnose verbale rapporten worden geleverd die op zijn minst een redelijke 

validiteit hebben. Dit is min of meer in overeenstemming met de voorspellingen. 

Maar enigszins onverwacht wijzen de bevindingen er ook op dat de validiteit van 

de achteraf gegenereerde verbale rapporten consequent slechter is dan die van 

de gelijktijdig gegenereerde rapporten. Er wordt gesuggereerd dat de lagere 

validiteit van de achteraf geproduceerde rapporten het gevolg is van gebreken bij 

het terughalen van de gewenste informatie uit het lange-termijn geheugen, in het 

bijzonder vergeten en reconstrueren. Tevens lijkt het erop dat beide typen verbale 

rapporten verre van perfect valide zijn. De verklaring hiervoor wordt gezocht in de 

mogelijkheid dat: (1) de prestatie- en protocolgegevens niet voldoen aan de 

assumpties van de validiteitstoets en (2} de prestatie- en protocolgegevens 

verschillende aspecten van het cognitief functioneren aanboren. 

Zoals uit bovenstaande blijkt zijn er verschillende gevallen waarin de uit het 

Ericsson en Sirnon model afgeleide voorspellingen niet uitkomen. Helaas is het 

niet duidelijk of dit komt omdat de stellingen van het model onjuist zijn of omdat de 

condities waaronder deze stellingen gelden, geschonden zijn. 

De rest van het hoofdstuk beschrijft de belangrijkste implicaties van de studie 
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vanuit een theoretisch, methodologisch en praktisch oogpunt. Op het theoretische 

vlak wordt geconcludeerd dat tot op heden een geheel adequate theorie over de 

processen die bij het genereren van verbale rapporten betrokken zijn ontbreekt 

omdat het meest vooraanstaande model dat thans beschikbaar is, te weten het 

model dat Ericsson en Sirnon ontwikkeld hebben, zich er niet zo gemakkelijk toe 

leent nauwkeurige voorspellingen te doen. Op het methodologische vlak wordt 

geconcludeerd dat aan de basisbenadering voor het empirisch bepalen van de 

nauwkeurigheid van verbaal rapporteren een aantal fundamentele problemen 

kleven die ernstige beperkingen stellen aan haar bruikbaarheid. Vanuit praktisch 

oogpunt is de belangrijkste conclusie dat in het taakdomein van foutdiagnose de 

verbale protocol methodologie niet blindelings toegepast kan worden omdat de 

kwaliteit v~ de gegevens die deze techniek oplevert af lijkt te hangen van op zijn 

minst twee factoren: (1) de aard van de betrokken diagnose-activiteiten (d.w.z. 

topografisch of functioneel zoeken) en (2) de wijze waarop tot deze activiteiten 

toegang wordt verkregen (d.w.z. door middel van tegelijkertijd of achteraf 

verbaliseren). 
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Appendix A 

Strategy classification algorithm for the two variants of 
the topographic diagnosis task 

This appendix gives a description of the algorithm developed for the perceptual 

and imaginative variant of the topographic diagnosis task to classify a subjeet's 

tests in the a priori specified strategies of tracing-back and of uni- and multi-focus 

hypothesis-and-test. The algorithm should be seen as an attempt to translate the 

logical strategy descriptions into a set of definitions and rules which can be applied 

to a concrete test situation. Each test carried out in the system to be diagnosed is 

classified, with the exception of the one performed on the faulty component, unless 

it is the first test. A test may be conducted on an input or output conneetion of a 

component or on a component itself. In the following, the term "feasible fault set" is 

used to refer to the set of components that possibly fail, given the task-relevant 

intermation so far obtained. 

Strategy definitions 

1. A test is an instanee of tracing-back if it is carried out on an input conneetion of a 

component the output conneetion of which has recently been tested and found 

to be 0. Here, "recently" refers to the last test or to a test prior to the last one if 

each following test has been conducted on another input conneetion of the 

component and has resulted in 1. lt is irrelevant whether the test has the poten

tial to reduce the feasible fault set would its value be known. 

2. A test is an instanee of uni-focus hypothesis-and-test if it satisfies the next two 

conditions: 

a. it is carried out on an input or output conneetion of a component that belengs 
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to the feasible fault set; 

b. it offers the possibility to remove at least one component from this set as 

soon as its value has become available. 

3. A test Is an instanee of multi-focus hypothesis-and-test if it satisfies the next two 

conditions: 

a. it is conducted on an input or output conneetion of a component that belongs 

to the feasible fault set; 

b. it allows one half of all the components of this set to be eliminated or it is 

naarest to permitting this once lts value has been given (the test conforms to 

a half-split check). 

Basic asslgnlrient rules 

1. lf a test fulfills exactly one of the strategies as defined above, it is classified 

accordingly. 

2. lf a test does not fulfill any of these strategies, it receives the classification 

indefinite. 

3. H a test fulfills two or more strategies, it is classified as undefined. 

Exceptlon rule 

One particular difficulty with the algorithm speelfled so far is thàt application of it will 

never result in the classification multi-focus hypothesis-and-test. This is because if 

a given test satisfies the multi-focus form of the hypothesis-and-test strategy, the 

uni-focus form applies as well, although the reverse is not true. In an attempt to 

overcoma this difficulty, an exception rule was added. At the core of this rule lies the 

assumption that a test fulfilling both forms of the hypothesis-and-test strategy is In 

general more likely to result from adopting the multi-focus form than the uni-focus 

form. With respect to this assumption, it is important to realize that in a typical test 

situation only one or a couple of components of all those belonging to the feasible 

fault set allow a half-split check. With this in mind, the next exception rule was 

formulated. lf a test satisfies the multi-focus form of the hypothesis-and-test strate

gy, it is c/assified as such. Note, however, that this rule does not apply if, during the 

course of the task, the feasible fault set has become so smal/ that each component 

of it permits a half-split check. In that case, the test receives the general 

c/assification hypothesis-and-test if it does not fuifi/I the tracing-back strategy and it 

is classified as undefined if it does. 

Unfortunately, adding this exception rule has the unsatisfactory effect that one 
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test may be classified roughly as hypothesis-and-test whereas another gets the 

more detailed specificatien of uni- or multi-focus. In order to remove this difference 

in classification detail, it was decided to collapse the obtained classifications 

referring to the breadth of focus specificàtion and to redefine these as hypothesis

and-test. The implication of all this is that the two forms of the hypothesis-and-test 

strategy are not distinguished trom each other but they are trom the tracing-back 

strategy. 
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AppendixB 

Strategy classification algorithm for the functional 
diagnosis task 

This appendix presents the algorithm developed tor the functional diagnosis task to 

classify a subjeet's tests in the a priori specified strategies of hunting and of 

successive and simultaneous scanning. Again, the algorithm should be seen as an 

attempt to translate the logical strategy descriptions into a set of definitions and 

rules which can be applied to a concrete test situation. Each test carried out in the 

system to be diagnosed is classified, with the exeeption of the one performed on 

the actual fault. A test may be conducted on an indicator variabie or on a potential 

fault. In the following, the term "feasible fault set" is used to refer to thesetof taults 

that are logically tenable, given the task-relevant information already acquired. 

Strategy deflnltions 

1. A test carried out on an indicator variabie is an instanee of hunting. Here, it is 

irrelevant whether the test has the potentiel to reduee the feasible fault set 

would its value be known. 

2. A test is an instanee of successive scanning if it satisfies the next two conditions: 

a. it is conducted on an indicator variable; 

b. it offers the possibility to remove at least one fault from the feasible fault set 

as soon as its value has become available. 

3. A test is an instanee of simultaneous scanning if it satisfies the next two condi

tions: 

a. it is conducted on an indicator variable; 

b. it allows one half of all the taults of the feasible fault set to be eliminated or it 
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is naarest to permitting thls once its value has been given (the test confarms 

to a half-split check). 

Basic asslgnment rules 

These are identical to those developed tor the topographic diagnosis task (see 

Appendix A). 

Exceptlon rules 

One difficulty with the algorithm speelfled so far is that application of it will never 

result in the claSsification simultaneous scanning. This is because if a given test 

fulfills the simultaneous scanning strategy, the other two strataglas apply as well, 

although the reverse does not hold. In an attempt to overcoma this difficulty, an 

exception rule was added. At the core of this rule lies the assumption that a test 

satisfying each strategy is more likely to result from adopting simultaneous 

scanning than any other strategy, if only in the initia! phase of the task. With respect 

to this assumption, it is important to realize that, at the beginning of the task, there 

is in general only one indicator variabie which allows a half-split check in the 

feasible fault set. With this in mind, the next exception rule was formulated. /fa test 

fuifi/Is the simultaneous scanning strategy, it is classified as such. Note, however, 

that this ruis does not apply if, during the course of the task, the feasible fault set 

has become so small that any indicator vansbie allowing a further riJduetion of that 

set permits a half-split check. In that case, the test is classified as undefined. 

Another difficulty with the algorîthm described above ·.is that it also never results 

in the classification successive scanning si nee a test fulfilling this strategy is always 

in accordance with the hunting strategy, although the reverse is not trué. 

Unfortunately, it did not seem to make sense to add an extra rule for distinguishing 

between these two strategies. The reason for thisjs that at any moment during task 

performance, there is a. relatively large number of indicator variables which have 

the potentlal to reduce the feasible fault set. While a test on one of these variables 

may be seen as being the rasuit of adopting the suecessive scanning strategy, 

there is also a fair chance that such a test is accidentally performed because the 

hunting strategy is applied. However, making no distinction between the two 

strategies would lead to the unsatisfactory situation that a test fulfilling both is 

simply classified as undefined. In order to prevent this, the next somewhat arbitrary 

exclusion rule was added. lf a test satisfies the successive scanning strategy, it is 

classified as hunting, unless the test is also in accordance with the simultaneous 
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scanning strategy. In that case, the first exception rule is applied. 
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AppendixC 

Cslculating the deviation from optirnality 

For each test belng made during a problem, the test's devlatlon trom optimality (D) 

is computed according to the following formula: 

D = 1 - (Ms/Mo) 

In this formula, Ms refers to the minimum of the next two values: 

1. the number of taults from the feasible fault set that in principle can be ruled out if 

the test made by the subject woulel take the value of 1 ; 

2. the same, but now if the value of the subjeet's test woulel become 0. 

Mo represents the minimum of the next two values: 

1. the number of taults from the feasible fault set that in principle can be eliminaled 

if the optima/test would result in a 1 ; 

2. the same, but now if the optima! test woulel produce a o. 

Here, the term "feasible fault set" is used to refer to the set of taults that are logically 

tenable, given the problem-relevant information so far obtained. The "optima! test" 

refers to the one that is nearest to causing one half of all the possible taults to be 

ruled out once lts value is known. This test is optimal in the sense that when it is 

carried out repeatedly In a problem the solution will be found in the minimum num

ber of trials. lt is important to point out that at any moment during performance, 

there may be more than one optimal test. 
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From the formula presenteel above lt follows that the higher the D-score on a 

test, the largerits departure from optlmality. D may assume any value between 0 

and 1, lncluslve. A 0 is obtained when the test is optimal and a 1 occurs when the 

test is redundant (I.e. it does not have the potentlal to remove any fault from the 

feasible fault set). 

The per test calculated D's on a problem are added and their sum constitutes 

the score on the maasure deviation trom optimallty. 
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AppendixD 

Examples of verbal reports from the cocling instructions 

This appendix illustrates the way in which the caders were instrucled to analyze the 

verbal protocols. lt in particular presents two examples of protocol analysis as 

these have been included in the written coding instructions. The first example has 

been adopted from the coding instructions developed for the two variants of the 

, topographic diagnosis task and the second example has been taken from the 

instructions for the functional diagnosis task. lt is important to realize that the verbal 

report given in a particular example is not generated by one specific subject but 

cansists of an amalgamation of verbalizations produced by saveral subjectsin the 

practica phase of the experiments. 

The presented verbal reports are divided into separate statements. Each 

statement may be seen to refer to a small, though meaningful step in the verbalized 

thought process. In the reports, slashes are inserted tomark where one statement 

ends and another begins. The abbreviation t.i. (terminal input) is used to indicate 

that the reporting subject enters a terminal cammand to perform a test. 

Example 1. The following protocol was produced by a (hypothetical) subject who 

thought aloud while doing the perceptual variant of the topographic diagnosis task. 

The network in which he tried to locale the faulty component is shown in Figure 

0.1. 

the first 0 which you encounter is at 44/ uhm that one has an input from 36 I but that 

one is also going to 43 I and there it is 1 I so 36 cannot be 0 I uh 44 has also an 

input trom 37 I so I would say that I need 37 I I try 37 44/ t.i. I that one is 0 I well then 

we go on trom 37 I 37 has input connections trom 30 31 and uh 32 I 
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0 

0 

0 

Figure 0.1. Network presented to the subject of example 1 . See text for his verbal 
report. 

I first try the uppermost conneetion I 30 37 I t.i. I that one has status 1 I so at 30 it is 

correct I then I take the next conneetion I 31 37 I t.i. I that one has also status 1 I 

then it still could be the other input conneetion which produces a o at 37 uh namely 

32 I t.i. I that one is 0 I so then uh I am probably on the right way I the input 

connections of 32 coma from 23 24 and 25 I 23 24 and 25 I oh and 26 /I again start 

at the top I 23 32 I t.i. I is 1 I 24 32 I t.i. I is also 1 I 25 32 I t.i. I 1 again I I begin to 

suspect that 32 is failing I but I still take 26 32 to see I t.i. /look that one is also 1 I 1.) 

am really afraid that 32 is wrong I t.i. I yes 

From this verbal report it can be derived that the subject made the following tests: 

1l1aJ. ~ 

1 37,44 
2 30,37 
3 31,37 
4 32,37 
5 23,32 
6 24,32 
7 25,32 
8 26,32 
9 32 
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The beginning of the report shows why the subject in the first trial deeldes to test 

one but not the other input conneetion of a component with a known value of 0. 

Since the subject does not test a random input connection, it follows that he makes 

no use of the tracing-back strategy. Nevertheless, he also appears not to use the 

hypothesis-and-test strategy as he does not determine which component(s) could 

have been faulty, given the information already available. Therefore, it seems 

appropriate to classify the first trial as indefinite. From the remalnder of the report, it 

is apparent that in each subsequent trial the tracing-back strategy is employed. 

Example 2. The next protocol was generated by a (hypothetical) subject who 

thought aloud while performing the functional diagnosis task. At the start of the 

problem, he received the set of logical expresslons describing the system to be 

diagnosed and the associated, though partly completed fault-indicator matrix. Both 

are presented in Table 0.1. 

let us see 11 first examine which variabie occurs most trequently I uh Y1 one time I 

Y2 let us see one time I Y3 one two three times I Y4 one time I Y5 two three times I 

and Y6 one time I so I first test Y3 I t.i. I that one is 1 I then it tollows trom equation 

[3] that both Y4 and X3 are 1 I trom [6] it follows that X6 is 1 I and from equation [5] 

nothing tollows yet I uhm I so 3 and 6 drop out I and Y1 is also equal to 1 I but that 

one does not occur anywhere else I then I take Y5 I because that one occurs also 

three times I t.i. I that one is also 1 I it follows trom equation [2] that X1 is also 1 I so 

uhm we are left with three equations I from [1] it tollows that Y6 is equal to X2 I trom 

[4] that I nothing follows trom it I trom [5] neither I then we have to gamble a little bit I 

I start with Y2/ t.i. I that one is 1 I and Y5 also I so X4 is 1 I then we try uh let us see 

where is it given I Y61 t.i.l that one is 0 I and Y5 is 1 I so X2 is equal to 0 I fault in 2/ 

t.i. 

From this verbal report it can be derived that the subject made the following tests: 

1 Y3 
2 Y5 
3 Y2 
4 Y6 
5 F2 
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Table 0.1. Set of logical expressions and associated fault-indicator matrix pre-
sented to the subject of example 2. See text for his verbal report. 

[1] Y6 EQV X2 = Y5 [4] Y2 EQV Y5 = X4 

[2] X1 EQV Y3 = Y5 [5] Y3 OR X5 = Y1 

[3] Y4 AND X3 = Y3 [6] Y4 OR Y3 = X6 

Indicator variabie 
Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 

F1 0 1 1 0 

F2 1 1 1 0 

F3 0 0 1 0 
Fault 

F4 1 0 1 1 

F5 1 1 1 1 

F6 1 0 0 0 

The report shows that in each trial, with the exception of the last one, the subject 

selacts an indicator variabie to test its value. Here, the subjeet's selection criterion 

seems to be the number of times the indicator variabie appears in the set of logical 

expressions. However, the subject faits to ascertain beforehand whether the 

chosen variabie has the potential to eliminate one or more faults which are 

logically tenable. lt is 'only aftar he has performed the test that he checks whether 

the obtained value allows such an elimination. The subject proceeds with this 

strategy until he comes across the hidden variabie which is equal to 0. lt can also 

be seen that there is not a single trial in which the subject makes use of the fault

indicator matrix. 

From the foregoing, it will be clear that in each trial the hunting strategy is 

employed. 
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AppendixE 

Examples of verbal reports analyzed by the coders 

The two verbal reports presented in this appendix have been analyzed by the 

coders in terms of the previously defined task strategies. The results hereof are 

given as well,.in addition to the strategy encodings which the computer algorithm 

derived trom the corresponding non-verbal behaviors. 

The presented verbal reports have been translated from Dutch into English. The 

translation is as literal as possible. Only rarely, in cases of certain expresslons or 

sayings, a free translation has been used as a literal translation would have 

resulted in a complete loss of the meaning of the verbalizations. As in the previous 

appendix, the verbal reports are divided into separate statements. The primary 

basis for this division consists of the acoustical features of the verbalizations, such 

as short pauses and intonations. 

Example 1. The next protocol was produced by a subject who thought aloud while 

performing the perceptual variant of the topographic diagnosis task. The network in 

which he tried to locate the faulty component is shown in Figure E.1. The subject 

took 405.12 seconds to complete the task. Each diagnostic test the subject made 

has been classified by both the computer algorithm and the coders into one of the 

possible task strategies. Table E.1 gives the results. 

this one looks very much like the previous one I everything is again at 0 I then it 

should be somewhere in the beginning I that is bound to happen I is there a single 

one I yes 49 is the only single one I that one has only one conneetion I so 42 

should be at 0 I and with that 49 and 48 are at 0 I 42 should be at 0 I but that one 

cannot reach everything I and has only one input I so 35 should beat 0135 at 0 I 
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0 

0 

0 
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Figure E.1. Network presented to the subject of example 1. See text for his verbal 
report. 

Tabla E.1. The strategy classifications assigned by the computer algorithm and the 
coders to the diagnostic tests made by the subject of example 1. 

Strategy classification 
Trial Test Algorithm Coders 

1 20,27 HT UF 
2 11 '18 HT UF 
3 4,11 UN UF 
4 4 

Key. HT: hypothesis-and-test; UF: uni-focus hypo
thesis-and-test; UN: undefined. 

that one reaches 411 and that one in turn reaches 47 and 481 soit still does not get 

me anywhere I so 27 or 28 should be at 0 I 28 should be at 0 I then 34 should be at 

o I 39 at o I then should I once again not everything within reach I 43 not for 

example /let us see isn't there another one with one input I 43 not I 44 not I 45 not I 

46 not I 47 not I and 48 not I no I right I so it cannot be 28 I because that one does 

not reach 43128 that one is I so it then should coma by way of I no that need not be 

true it is not necessary that it comes by way of 27 I it is also possible by way of 21 I 
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because that one reaches 26 31 38/ no that one does not reach 43 either I then it 

should be further back /let us see by way of 27 I we have not had that one yet I that 

one reaches 35 I so 47 48 49 I and it reaches 33 I and with that 41 is I oh it does not 

get me anywhere I then it should be further back again I by way of 20 I that one 

does reach 43/ soit can be 20 /21 could it be the one 21 I no because that one 

does not reach 43 I so it is 20 or it is still further back in the first two rows columns I 

mean I 20 or one of these two columns I well then let us first test 20 27 I or no is that 

useful/ it is very likely that 20 27 is at 0 I and if it is still further back 13 or 12 I no 12 

cannot give a 0 to 20 /let me still test 20 27 I t.i. I hé so 20 is at 1 I so it comes by 

way of the first two columns I if 20 is at 1 then 14 is at 1 13 at 1 and so 6 at 1 I and 

there it stops I so 6 13 and 14 are at 1 I so it comes trom 1 up to and including 5.1 8 

up to and including 12 /7 possibly I can 12 do it 112 reaches by way of 19 24 30 36 

43 I that one also reaches by way of 36 44 and 45 I and by way of I how does that 

one get at 46/12 I wait a moment it reaches by way of 21 28 35 42 also 47 48 and 

49 I the question is can 12 reach 46112 21 I no you then get never at 40140 lies 

bare I so it cannot be that one I [mutteringJ so I 39 or 37 should be reached I 

however 12 is entirely capable of it /12 is capable of it by way of 19 26 33 I you 

never get at 39 I 26 31 you also do not get at 37 I and by way of 19 you could get by 

way of 24 I but then you get at 30 I and that one could not reach it either I so 12 

cannot by way of 21 either I no I so 12 can never give a 0 to 461 and so it cannot be 

7 either I so it is 1 up to and including 4 or 8 up to and including 11 I oh no wait a 

moment I omit 5/1 up to and including 5 or 8 up to and including 11 I yes now 11 is 

capable of it 111 17 [ mutteri ng] 37 43 to 44 and 46 I then 11 gets at 45 111 18 25 30 

38 451 yes it also gets at that one /11 and 18 25 33 41 47 and 481 wait a moment 

11 should also get at 37 hè I 11 did that one get there I oh yes 16 23 32 37 I so 46 

was 0 I 43 44 and 45 I have also already had I 11 18 25 33 48 and 48 also I and 

does that one get at 491 then it should get at 42 I and so get at 35/ does it get at 35 

I yes by way of 18 27 I it can be 11 I and so it can be 4 I we make another try at 11 

181 t.i. I right I so it is impossible I or it is 4 I or it is 6 I wait a moment I have omitted 

6 I yes I have omitted 6 111 4 or 6 I well we then try 4 11 I t.i. I 4 11 is at 0 I well then 

it is 4/ t.i. I 

Examp/e 2. The following protocol was generaled by a subject who thought aloud 

while doing the functional diagnosis task. At the start of the problem, he received 

the set of logical expresslons describing the system to be diagnosed and the 

associated, though partly completed fault-indicator matrix. Both are presenled in 

Tabla E.2. The subject took 627.50 seconds to complete the task. Each test the 

subject made has been classified by both the computer algorithm and the coders 
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into one of the possible task strategies. Table E.3 gives the results. 

Table E.2. Set of logica! expresslons and associated fault-indicator matrix 
presented to the subject of example 2. See text tor hls verbal report. 

[1] X4 AND Y4 = Y3 [4] Y6 EQV X1 = Y5 

[2] Y1 AND X2 • Y4 [5] Y2 EQV Y5 = X5 

[3) X3 EQV Y2 = Y3 [6] Y1 OR Y3 = X6 

Indicator variabie 
Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 

F1 1 0 

F2 0 0 

F3 1 0 
Fault 

F4 1 1 

F5 1 0 

F6 0 0 

Table E.3. The strategy classifications assigned by the computer algorithm and the 
coders to the diagnostic tests made by the subject of example 2. 

Strategy classification 

Trial Test Algorithm Coders 

1 Y3 SC SI 
2 Y4 UN SI 
3 Y1 UN SI 
4 F6 

Key. SC: scanning; SI: simultaneous scanning; UN: 
undefined. 

all right then start again from the beginning I Y1 under F1 I Y1 under F1 I is there a 

relation between Y1 and Y2 I or between Y1 and Y6 I let us see I Y1 and Y 4 I Y1 

and Y3 I wen that is annoying I well then first that Y1 and Y 4 I is there a re lation 

between Y 4 and Y2 or Y 4 and Y6 I Y 4 and Y1 I up I and Y 4 does not occur any 
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more m I then I would do better to go to that other relation I that is between Y1 and 

Y3 I is there a relation between Y3 and Y2 I yes that is relation [3] I right I up 1 

"EQV" 1 I that then results for Y3 in 1 I and then I go back to the relation between Y1 

and Y31 there it gives Y1 "OR" 1 = 1 I yes that is annoying again I because it again 

does not imply anything I that then can rasuit in 0 or 1 mm I uhm if I fill that in I I 

therefore need another one I then I still have to determine Y 41 m m m Y 4 I between 

Y4 and Y3 I Y3 was 1 I so if I then fill in relation (1] up 1 "AND" Y4 = 1 I then it 

should result in 1 for Y 4 I and if I enter that in relation [2] then it gives up I X2 is 1 I 

so Y1 should be 1 then I right Y1 is 1 under F1 I Y1 under F2 I Y1 under F2 I well 

Y2 and Y3 have been given I so I have to find a relation with Y1 and Y2 or with Y1 

and Y31 up well there is one I relation [6] I then it gives Y1 "OR" up 0 = 1 I well then 

Y1 should already be 1 I in short there are already four ones in the column of Y1 I 

so Y1 drops out as being an appropriate test variabie I then I praeeed with Y2 I Y2 

under F3 I Y2 under F3 I that means that I have to try and find a relation between 

Y2 and Y3 I that is relation [3] I up Y3 has the value 1 I and X3 has the value 0 I so 

then 0 "EQV" I then Y2 should also be 0 I right I then Y2 under F41 then I have to try 

and find arelation between V2 and Y1 or between Y2 and V4 I let us see Y2 and 

V5 I Y2 and V3 I yes that one is not there again I so I then must think of something 

else I uhm what is possible I there is a relation between Y2 and Y3 I is there one 

between V3 and V 41 yes that is relation (1] I then I first fill that one in I ît is under F4 

I so X4 is 0 I and Y4 is 1 I 0 "AND" 1 I that of course results in 0 I so Y3 is 0 then I 

and then it gives up 1 "EOV" I and then V2 should be 0 otherwise it does not rasuit 

in yes I so then I now have for V2 1 0 0 0 I then Y2 under F5 I Y2 under FS I up let 

us see then I have to find a relation between Y2 and Y1 or between V2 and VS I 

well that is given in relation [5] I uhm there it gives Y2 "EQV" 0 = 0 I so then Y2 is 

bound to be 1 I then it gives 1 "EOV" 0 I and that indeed results in 0 I that is right I 

gives then 1 0 0 0 1 for Y2 I and now I have to try and find up Y2 value under F6 I 

then I have to find a relation between V2 and Y 4 or between V2 and Y6 I between 

V2 and Y4 or between Y2 and Y6 I well that one is not there I then I have to see 

there is a relation between V2 and V3 I is there then a relation between V3 and V 4 I 

yes that is the first one I then it gives 1 "AND" 0 11 "AND" 0 I that gives 0 for Y31 and 

if I then praeeed with re lation [3] I then it gives 1 "EQV" Y2 = 0 I so Y2 should be 0 

then I so then I find tor Y2 1 0 0 0 1 0 I and then it is a bad test variabie I right then 

you praeeed with Y31 then I test Y3 under F1 /let us see I then I have to try and find 

a relation between V3 and V2 I that one is there I then it gives 1 "EQV" 1 I and that 

of course results in 1 I right for Y3 we thus gat 1 o 1 I V3 under F411 have to try and 

find arelation between Y3 and Y1 or between Y3 and Y4/ well that one is there I 

then it gives F4 X4 is yes that is 0 "AND" 1 I that results in 0 for V3 I so then we get 1 
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0 1 0 I right we then go to Y3 under FS I and then I have to find a relation between 

Y3 and Y1 I that one is there I that is relation [6] I and then we get 1 "OR" Y3 = 1 I 

that does not say anything I that does not say anything I is there a relation between 

Y3 and YS I no that one is not there m I uhm then I have to try and find a relation 

between Y2 and Y1 or between Y2 and YS I Y2 and Y1 or Y2 and YS I that one Is 

there I that is relation [5] I Y2 "EOV" "EOV" uhm 0 = 0 I well then Y2 should be 1 I 

and if Y2 is 1 then I can use [3] uhm 1 "EOV" 1 I and then results for Y3 1 I so we 

then get 1 0 1 0 1 for Y31 then Y3 under F6 I there we get let us see I there we need 

arelation Y3 and Y41that one mis given in [1] lthen it gives 1 "AND" o lthat results 

in 0 I so it is 1 0 1 0 1 0 I so it is an appropriate test variabie I Y31 t.i. I a 0 I so it is 2 

4 or 6 I 2 4 or 6 I well let us see I then Y 4 could possibly be an appropriate test 

variabie I just calculate F2 under Y4 first I mmm F2 under Y4 I that means that I 

need a relation between Y3 and Y 4 or between Y2 and Y 4 I wel! it is al ready clear 

that relation [1] is between Y3 and Y41 and this is I yes there it gives 1 "AND" Y4 = 

0 I well then it results in 0 tor Y 4 /let me test Y 4 then I t.i. I annoying I then it éan still 

be F2 or FS I well then just an appropriate one I Y1 was not appropriate I that was 

evident before I oh wait uh I it could be F2 or F6 hè I oh wait then it is still possible 

that that one is appropriate I uhm well let me first calculate Y1 under F6 I Y1 under 

F61 so that means arelation between Y1 and Y4 or between Y1 and Y61 yes that 

one is there I that is relation [2] I there it gives Y1 "AND" 1 = z ... 0 I Y1 "AND" 1 = 0 I 

so 0 "AND" 1 = 0 I so that results in 0 I for Y1 under F6 I and Y1 under F2 was 1 I 

so that is an appropriate test variabie I Y1 I t.i. I results in 0 I so ii is F6 I t.i. 
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AppendixF 

Minimum and maximum of each perfonnance maasure and 
strategy-related protocol messure 
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Table F.1. For experiment 1, the minimum and the maximum of each performance 
maasure per verbalization type and level of task difficulty. The minimum is 
given at the top of a cell and the corresponding maximum at the bottom. 
Each proportion has been expressed as a percentage (N=18). 

Verbanzation type 

Silent Concurrent Retrospective 

Performance Task difficulty 

measure Easy Ditticuit Easy Difficult Easy Ditticuit 

Time to completion 42.61 40.61 69.10 53.11 30.62 62.28 
(in seconds) 575.42 453.78 441.40 466.61 489.72 452.19 

Numberof 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.00 2.00 4.00 
trials 9.00 11.00 12.00 18.50 9.50 15.50 

Numberof 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
premature tests 1.00 1.50 3.00 2.00 1.50 2.00 

Numberof 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
redundant tests 2.50 5.50 4.50 9.00 6.00 7.50 

Deviation from 0.53 0.66 0.70 0.59. 0.60 0.66 
optimality 3.22 6.27 5.46 10.00 6.52 8.09 

Proportion of 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
tracing-back 53.57 62.50 52.78 ,60.00 46.43 66.83 

Proportion of 8.33 11.11 7.14 6.25 7.14 0.00 
hypothesis-and-test 100.00 70.00 90.00 100.00 100.00 70.00 

Proportion of 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 
indefinite 66.67 52.78 66.67 73.33 50.00 55.00 

Proportion of 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
undefined 53.33 61.11 80.00 35.00 71.43 45.83 
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Table F.2. For experiment 1, the minimum and the maximum of each strategy-related 
protocol measure per verbalization type and level of task difficulty. The mini
mum is given at the top of a cell and the corresponding maximum at the 
bottom. Each proportion has beenexpressedas a percentage (N=12). 

Verbalization type 

Concurrent Retrospective 

Protocol 
Task difficulty 

measure Easy Difficult Easy Difficult 

Proportion of 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
tracing-back 76.19 88.31 80.00 82.86 

Proportion of 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
hypothesis-and-test 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

Proportion of 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
indefinite 73.33 71.43 70.83 37.50 
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Table F.3a. For experiment 2, the minimum and the maximum of each performance 
measure calculated tor the simple topography group per verbalization 
type and level of task ditticulty. The minimum is given at the top of a cell 
and the corresponding maximum at the bottom. Each proportion has been 
expressedas a percentage (N=9). 

Verbanzation type 

Silent Concurrent Retrospective 

Task ditticulty 

Easy Ditticuit Easy Ditticuit Easy Ditticuit 

Performance 
measure Simple topography group 

Time to completion 32.78 58.51 31.51 62.84 39.98 33.63 
(in seconds) 210.91 355.25 169.95 329.95 270.15 426.16 

Numberof 1.50 3.50 1.50 2.50 2.00 4.00 
trials 5.50 9.50 7.00 9.50 6.50 8.00 

Numberof 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
premature tests 0.50 1.50 0.50 1.50 0.50 1.50 

Numberof 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
redundant tests 3.00 3.50 3.50 3.00 4.00 3.00 

Deviation trom 0.00 0.50 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
optimality 3.50 5.00 5.50 6.00 4.50 4.50 

Proportion of 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
tracing-back 62.50 57.14 41.67 70.83 87.50 65.00 

Proportion of 0.00 7.14 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.50 
hypothesis-and-test 75.00 58.33 100.00 75.00 75.00 83.33 

Proportion of 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
indefinite 58.33 50.00 75.00 53.57 50.00 36.67 

Proportion of 16.67 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.50 10.00 
undefined 75.00 50.00 70.00 65.00 83.33 55.00 
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Table F.3b. For experiment 2, the minimum and the maximum of each performance 
measure calculated for the complex topography group per verbanzation 
type and level of task difficulty. The minimum is given at the top of a cell 
and the corresponding maximum at the bottom. Each proportion has been 
expressed as a percentage (N=12). 

Verbalization type 

Silent Concurrent Retrospective 

Task difficulty 

Easy Difficult Easy Difficult Easy Difficult 

Performance 
measure Complex topography group 

Time to completion 16.06 27.72 13.65 52.40 10.55 29.37 
(in seconds) 149.25 470.79 246.20 600.10 232.82 556.92 

Numberof 2.00 6.00 2.00 4.00 2.00 4.00 
trials 7.50 14.00 6.00 13.50 7.00 15.00 

Numberof 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
premature tests 1.00 2.50 1.50 0.50 1.50 2.50 

Numberof 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
redundant tests 3.50 6.00 3.50 7.50 2.00 7.50 

Deviation from 0.00 2.00 0.00 1.50 0.50 1.00 
optimality 4.50 10.00 3.00 9.50 4.50 10.50 

Proportion of 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
tracing-back 25.00 40.48 41.67 39.29 41.67 44.29 

Proportion of 6.25 5.56 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
hypothesis-and-test 75.00 58.33 100.00 77.50 83.33 63.33 

Proportion of 0.00 5.56 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
indefinite 66.67 78.89 75.00 80.00 50.00 71.11 

Proportion of 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 . 5.56 
undefined 75.00 46.83 87.50 65.00 75.00 67.50 
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Table F.4. For experiment 2, the minimum and the maximum of each strategy-related 
protocol measure per verbanzation type and level of task difficulty. The 
minimum is glven at the top of a cell and the corresponding maximum at 
the bottom. Each proportion has been expressed as a percentage (N=8). 

Verbalization type 

Concurrent Retrospective 
~ 

Protocol 
Task difficulty 

measure Easy Difficult Easy Difficult 

Proportion of o.oo 0.00 0.00 0.00 
tracing-back 100.00 . 100.00 100.00 100.00 

Proportion of 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
hypothesis-and-test 100.00 100.00 . 100.00 87.50 

Proportion of 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
indefinite 100.00 100.00 66.67 88.89 
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Table F.5. For experiment 3, the minimum and the maximum of each performance 
measure per verbalization type and level of task difficulty. The minimum is 
given at the top of a cell and the corresponding maximum at the bottom. 
Each proportion has been expressed as a percentage (N=24). 

Verbalization type 

Silent Concurrent Retrospective 

Performance Task difficulty 

measure Easy Difficult Easy Difficult Easy Difficult 

Time to completion 136.64 149.88 133.69 169.73 134.39 124.00 
(in seconds) 740.82 1173.1!: 667.42 1072.2€ 627.57 961.78 

Numberof 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 
trials 11.00 14.00 7.00 12.50 10.50 12.50 

Numberof 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
premature tests 1.00 2.00 0.50 2.50 1.00 1.50 

Numberof 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
redundant tests 2.50 3.50 1.50 2.00 2.00 4.00 

Deviation from 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
optimality 3.75 3.50 1.91 2.41 2.67 4.58 

Proportion of 0.00 20.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
hunting 57.78 63.33 60.00 63.33 60.00 60.00 

Proportion of 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
scanning 33.33 33.33 33.33 33.33 33.33 33.33 

Proportion of 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
indefinite 20.00 58.57 12.50 53.33 28.57 31.43 

Proportion of 25.56 0.00 25.00 8.33 10.00 12.50 
undefined 66.67 58.33 66.67 66.67 66.67 66.67 
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TabJe F.6. For experiment 3, the minimum and the maximum of each strategy-related 
protocol measure pet verbalization type and level of task difficulty. The 
minimum is given at the top of a cell and the corresponding maximum at 
the bottom. Each proportion has been expressed as a percentage (N=16). 

Verbalization type 

Concurrent Retrospective 

Protocol Task difficulty 

maasure Easy Difficult Easy Difficult 

Proportion of 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
hunting 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

Proportion of 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
scanning 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
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behorende bij het proefschrift 

Tha analysis of fault diagnosis tasks 
Do verbal reports spaak for themselves? 

van 

Jan Albert Brinkman 

1. De twee typen onnauwkeurigheden die bij het verbaliseren van mentale 

processen kunnen optreden, te weten reactiviteit en gebrek aan validiteit, zijn 

wederzijds afhankelijk. Het is daarom noodzakelijk in onderzoek naar de 

nauwkeurigheid van verbale rapporten beide in beschouwing te nemen. 

Dit proefschrift. 

2. Bij het toepassen van de verbale protocol methodologie in het taakdomein van 

foutdiagnose diènt men er rekening mee te houden dat de resultaten beïnvloed 

kunnen worden door de aard van de diagnose-activiteiten en de wijze waarop 

tot deze activiteiten toegang wordt verkregen. 

Dit proefschrift. 

3. Gedragstaxonomieên zoals ontwikkeld door Berliner e.a. (1964) zijn 

onbruikbaar voor het analyseren van functies waarbij het niet alleen om het 

uitvoeren van afzonderlijke taken gaat maar ook en vooral om hun onderlinge 

afstemming. 

Berliner, O.C., Angell, D. en Shearer, J.W. (1964). Behaviors, measures, and 

instruments for pèrformance evaluation in simulated environments. 

Proceedings of the symposium on the quantification of human performance 
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4. Door vigilantiegedrag op micro-niveau te analyseren kunnen effecten van 

auditieve ruis aan het licht komen waarvoor de gangbare prestatie-indicatoren 

ongevoelig zijn. 

Koelega, H.S., Brinkman, J.A. en Bergman, H. (1986). No effect of noise on 

vigilance performance? Human Factors, 28, 581-593. 

5. Onlangs is aangetoond dat hardop denken tijdens de uitvoering van bepaalde 

taken de prestatie doet verbeteren. Kennelijk is het aloude spreekwoord 

"spreken is zilver, zwijgen is goud" aan revisie toe. 

McGeorge, P. en Burton, A.M. (1989). The effects of concurrent verbanzation on 

performance in a dynamic systems task. British Joumal of Psychology, 80, 

455-465. 

Russo, J.E., Johnson, E.J. en Stephens, D.L (1989). The validity of verbal 

protocols. Memory and Cognition, 17, 759· 769. 
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without awareness: On the interaction of verbalization, instructien and 

practica in a simulated process control task. The Ouarterly Joumal of 

Experimental Psychology, 41A, 553·577. 

6. De crux in onderzoek naar de nauwkeurigheid van verbale rapporten over 

mentale processen luidt als volgt: om te bepalen of iemand al dan niet liegt, 

dient men de waarheid te kennen. 

7. Het ministerie van onderwijs doet er goed ~an bezuinigingsmaatregelen 

voortaan ook als zodanig en niet langer onder het mom van kwaliteits

verbetering te presenteren. 

8. Oude spoorbanen en bijbehorende objecten, zoals stationsgebouwen en 

overwegwachtershuisjes, zouden als cultuur-historische erfenis van een veel 

uitgebreider spoorwegnet dan het huidige behouden moeten worden. 




